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FOREWORD

One of the outstanding events at the Sixteenth Conference on the
Design of Experiments in Army Research, Development and Testing was the
announcement that Professor George Snedecor was selected to receive the
1970 Wilke Award. The remarks made by Professor 0. Kampthorne, who
accepted this award on behalf of Professor Snedecor, are recorded in these
Proceedings. Other Important events were the addressee made by the

7 invited speakers. The general areas covered by these gentlemen can be
L & leaned from the !itles of their addresses:

Minimum Discrimination Information Estimation and Application
Professor Solomon Kullhack, George Washington University

Field Testing
Dr. Richard J. Kaplan, The RAND Corporation

The Analysis of Complex Contingency Table Data from General
Experimental Designs and Sample Surveys

Professor Gary G. Koch, University of North Carol&,:,

Nonparametr:c Analysis of Covariance
Professor Dana Quads, University of North Carolina

There it little doubt that the most valuable phases of these con-
ferences are the technical and clinical sessions. Army scientists take
advantage o the technical sessions to announce their successes In con-
ducting various types of experiments, and sharing their findings with
persons in other installations. In the clinical sessions stimulating
discussions take place, and these arguments often lead to suggestions on
how better to analyxe the troublesome design problems that are being
considered. This year there were twenty-four (24) papers for the technical
sessions and five (5) clinical papers. All these papers were well
received and most of them appear as articles in these Proceedings.

Colonel W. L. Tate, Commandant of the U. S. Army Logistics Management
Center, offered tu hold the Sixteenth Conference on the Design of Experi-
ments in the excellent facilities at his installation. He named Mrs.
Virgirtia W. Perry to serve as the Chairman on Local Arrangements. She
and -%embers of her committee--Kessrs. C. A. Correias, J. W. Griswold,
E. ,,. Hartley, and R. L. Launer--are to be congratulated on tht way they
ha~rled the many problems that arose before and during the course of the
symposium.
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On behalf of the Army Mathematics Steering Committee, sponsor of theseconferences, let ms thank the many speakers, chairmen and panelists for
all the time and effort they contributed to this affair. Without their
hclp and the many arguments and coments supplied by those In attendance,
this meoting would not have served Its main purposes. At this tima let me
also state that mauch credit far th. success of this conference Is due to
the members of my Program Comittee (Robert Bschhofer, Francis Drtssie,
Walter D. Poster, Fred Frishman, Murray Goesler, Boyd Harshbarger,
Clifford Maloney, Henry B. Mann, William H. Marlow, George Nicholson, 4
Virginia W. Perry, and Herbert Solomon). Finally, I vould like to thank
Francis Dressel In particular for the smooth accomplishment of another
monumental job again for this conference year.

A

Frank E. Grubbs
Conference Cliairman
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I SIXTEENTH CONFERENCE ON THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

IN AMY RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TZSTING

"•1-23 October 1970

Wednesday. 21 October Al

0830-0900 REGISTRATION - Main Lobby of Bunker Ball (Building 12500)

.. V900-0930 OPING OF THE COIFERINCE - Auditorim Bunker Hall
Virginia Perry, Chairman on Local Arrangements

0930-1200 GENERAL SESSION I - Auditoriu;&

Chairman: Dr. Clifford J. Maloney, Diviuion of Biologies
Standards, National Institutes of Health,.Bethesda, Md.

MINIMUM DISCRIMINATION INFORMATION ESTIMATION AND APPLICATION

Prcfeseor Solomon Kullback, Department of Statistics, George
Washingtoa University, Washington, D. C.

FIELD TESTING

Dr. Richard J. Kaplan, Management Sciences Department,
The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California

1200-1300 LUNCH

1300-1500 TECHNICAL SESSION 1 1
Chairmant James Knius: Surveillance and Reliability

Laboratory, Aberdeen Research and Devslopment Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC RESPIRATORY DATA
Edward N. Flake, System Analysis Office, Edgewood Arsenal,

Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland

SA COMPLEX SPLIT PLOT DESIGN FOR AN EXPERIMENT INVOLVING -
STAN0 SMALL UNIT LIVE FIRE

James DoGracie, David Faulkenberry and Timn Rodgers, Litton

Scientific Support Laboratory, Fort Ord, California and
Spec 5 Harvey Dunce, U. S. Army Combat Developments I
Command Experimentation Command
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THE PREDICTION OF INDIVIDUAL MILITARY PERYW.ANCE FROM
LABORATORY MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE IN VOLNTURRS EXPOSED
TO INCAPACITATING AGENTS . --

James S. Ketchum, Philip Shiner, Lurence Gutterman, and
Philip K. Kysor, Clinical Medical Sciences Department,
Medical Research Laboratory, Research Laboratories,
Edgewood Arsensl, Maryland

1300-1500 TECHNICAL SESSION 2

Chairmant Walter Miechan, Surveillance and Reliability
Laboratory, Aberdeen Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

SOME EFFECTS OF AN IMPROPER SCREENING TECHNIQUE ON THE AOQ
WHEN USING CSP-l

Fred L. Abraham, US Army Ammunition & Procurement Agency,
Joliet, Illinois

SOME METHODOLOGIES FOR APPLICATION OF THE ECONOMIC PAYBACK RATIO

Eugene F. Dutoit, US Army Munitions Command, Cost Analysis
Division, Dover, New Jersey

EMPIRICAL RAYES ESTIMATORS FOR SOME TIME SERIES PARAMETERS

Robert L. Launer, US Army Logistics Management Center,
Fort Lee, Virginia

1300-1500 CLINICAL SESSION A

Chairman: 3adri# Kurkjian, US Army Material Command,
Washington, D. C.

Panelists
Robert Bechh-ofer, Cornell University I
0. P. Bruno, US Army Ballistics Research and Development.

Center
Boyd Harshbarger, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
H. L. Lucas, North Carolina State University
Herbert Solomon, Stanford University

A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO OPTIMIZING THE MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Donald L. Martin, Jr., Research 6 Engineering, Propulsion
Mech Br, APL&C, US Army Missile rommand Redstone Arsenal, Ale.

PREDICTION OF SHAPE CHARGE JET CHARACTERISTICS FROM OPTICAL
MEASUREMENT OF LINEAR COLLAPSE VELOCITY

Glen Rander-Pherson, Engineering Science Laboratory. Feltman
Research Labs, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, Now Jersey
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1500-1530 IRSAX

1530-1700 TECHNICAL SESSION 3

Chairasn Ronald L. Racicot, US Army Weapons Command,
r'. Bonet R&L Lebs, Watervliet Araonal, Watervliet, New York

SYSTEMS VULNR•AJILITY DUE TO MU'.TIPLE COMPONENT DRIFT• ANDI COMPONENT FAILURE

W. W, Rapp, US Army Corps of Engineers, Champaign. Illinois

TIME CONSTRAINED RELIABILITY DATA DEVELOPMENT FOR HELICOPTER
L RADIO EQUIPMENT IN A GROUND-•IASED LABORATORY

C. E. Deckard and T. K. DoChe, Wyle Laboratories,
Huntsville, Alabama

1530-1700 TECHNICAL SESSION 4

Chairman: Eugene F. Dutoit, US Army Munitions Command.1' Cost Analysis Division, Dover, Now Jersey

CHARACTERISTIC COEFFICIENTS, PROBABILITY AND CLASSSIFICATION
OF WIND PROFILES (SURFACE TO 25 ra)

Oskar M. Eseenvanger, Aerophysics Branch, Physical Sciences
4Laboratory, Research & Engineering Directorate, US Army

iessile Conand, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama
k

IDENTIFICATION OF WORKERS IN BIOLOGICALS THROUGH SERUM
TITERS BY DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION

Walter D. Foster and M4arian W. Jones, Analytical Sciences
Directorate, Department of the Army, Fort Detrick,

F Frederick, Maryland

1530-1700 CLINICAL SESSION 3

Chairman: 3. P. Bruno, Surveillance and Reliability
Laboratory, Aberdeen Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

Panelists:
Murray Geisler, The RAND Corporation
Bernard nreenberg, University of North CarolinaI i ' Boyd Harshbarger, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
George Nicholson, University of North Carolina
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A

A SACKwi•D ELIMINATION GENSPAL SIGNIFICANCE RZCRaSSION
MOODEL

Charles S. Colvin, Plans and Analysis Directorate, US
Ar" eiseils Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

TEST DESIGN AND DATA REqUIRM4ENTS FOR OPERATIONAL FIELD

TESTING OF AIRCRAIt

Chauncey P. 8.11, The RAND Corporation, Washington, D. C.

aON- KNQUET

Presentation of the Samuel S. Wilke Memorial Award by
Dr. Frank S. Orubbs, US Army Aberdeen Research and
Development Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Madyland

Thursdazc 22 October

0830-1030 TECHNICAL SESSION 5

Chairmant Jerome Johnson, Surveillance and Reliability
Laboratory, Aberdeen Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen broving Ground, Maryland

A STATISTICAL HEIRARCHICAL MODEL FOR FLIGHT TEST DATA OF A
VEF/PYP DISTANCE MEASURING SYSTEM (flH4E)

Erwin BDier and Eddie Cornellous, Avionics Laboratory,
USAECOM, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

A MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL MODEL FOR A SFJ4IAUTOMATIC
FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENTER (SAFOC)

Sol Berg and William Patterson. American Electronics
Laboratory, Colmar, Pennsylvania, and Edwin Blser,
Arthur Cnppola, and Edward Hansen, Avionics Lab,

USAECOM, Fort Monmouth. New Jersey

ENVIROtNMNTAL CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Francis Brandi, Tank Systems Laboratory, US Army

Weapons Command, Rock Island Arsenal, Rock IslandIllinois

0830-1030 TECRNICAL SESSIbN 6

Chairman: Siegfried H. Lehnigk, Physical Sciences Lab,
Research and Uevelopment Directorate, US Army Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama
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NEW ANALYSIS AND METHODS LEADING TO IMPROVED TARGET
ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS INVOLVING SYST04S, GEODETIC AND

- R--T=RY ERRORS, AND INCREASED WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS FOR
CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS (PART 11)

S T Hans laussus-von Luetsov, US Army Topographic Laboratories,
Fort Belvoir, Virglula

A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ANTILLUY FIRE ADJUSTENT ANALYSIS
Sidney Gerard, Reliability and Maintainability Division,

US Amy Material Systems Analysis Agency, Aberdeen
"Research and Development Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland

QUICK-REACTION STUDY OF CALIBRATION DRIFT IN RADIA4CETER
IM-174 ()

Joseph Weinstein, Systems Costs Analysis Office, US

Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

0830-1030 CLINICAL SESSION C

Chairman; Clifford Cohen, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia

Panelists:
'Robert Dechhofer, Cornell University
Murray Geisler, RAND Corporation
Bernard Creanberg, University of North Carolina
George Nicholson, University of Notth Carolina
Herbert Solomon, Stanford University

RELIABILITY TtSTING OF WEAPON SYSTEMS

Ronald L. Racicot, Army Weapons Command, Beant R&E
Laboratories, Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, New York

TEST PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION OF INITIATORS TO THE
EFFECT OF NUCLEAR DV.1ICES

Robert E. Betts an4 W. B. Thomas, Solid Propellant
Chemistry zranch, Army Pzopulsion Lab, Redstone
Arsenal, Alabama

A030-3100 BREAK

llOuY-1200 TECHNICAL SESSION 7

Chairman: Mortimner Zinn, Electronics Components
Laboratory, US Army Eiectronics Command, Fort
Monmouth, New Jersey
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1100-1200 TECHNICAL SESSION '
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John Cornell. Department of Statistics, University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida
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Gary Barnard, Plans & Analysis Directorate, US Army
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George L. Lavin, Vulnerability Laboratory, BRL, ARDC,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland
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Bert Levy and Gerald M. Schultz, Harry Diamond Laboratories,
Washington, D. C.
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MULTIPLE COMPARISONS REVISITED

Clifford J. Maloney, Bethesda. Maryland

DESIGN FOR ESTDIATIRG THE SLOPE OF A SECOND ORDER
S: LINEAR MODEL

Lyman Ott and W. Mendenhall, Department of Statistics,
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

1500-1530 BREAK

1530-1630 GENERAL SESSION I1

Chairmant Professor Bernard Greenberg. School of
Public Health, Department of Biostatistics, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

THE ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX CONTINGENCY TABLE DATA FROM
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS AND SAMPLE SURVEYS

"Professor Gary G. Koch, Department of Biostatistics,
Z,-hool of Public Health, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

** *** ***** *** *** ** **** ****** * *** **** * ***

Friday. 23 October

* 0830-0915 OPEN MEETING OF THE AMSC SUBCO110,ITTEE ON PROBABILITY
AND STATISTICS

Chairman: Dr. Walter D. Foster, Analytical Sciences
Directorate, Department of the Army, Fort Detrick,
Frederick, Maryland

0915-0945 BREAK

0945-1145 GENERAL SESSION III

Chairman: Dr. Frank E. Grubbs, US Army Aberdeen
Research and Development Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground. Maryland (Chairman of this Conference)

ESTIMATION IN TRUNCATED POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS WITH
CONCOMITANT INTERVALS AND TRUNCATION POINTS

Professor A. Clifford Cohen, The University of Georgia,
Department of Statistics, Athens, Georgia
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NOMPARAMMIC ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCR

Professor Dana Quade, Department of Blostatistica,
School of Public Health, University of North Carolina,
Chapel HIIl, North Carolina
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Robert Bechhofer Clifford J. Maloney
Francis Dress.l (Secretary) Henry B. Mann -j
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Fred Frishman George Nicholson I
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Minlganm Di.crimination Information Estimation aind Application

S. Kullb&aot
Tne George Wasnington University

Wasnington, D. C. 20006

Abstract

Tnis paper presents in some detail tne application of
I tne minimum discrimination information theorem to tne analysis

of multidimensional contingency taoles. It is snown that tne

form of tne minimum discrimination information estimate as a

memoer of an exponential family provides a regression

expression for the logaritnm of tne estimate. Computational

procedures for the evaluation of the regression parameters and

F the minimum discrimination information estimates are described

along witn tne tests for tne hypotheses as provided oy the

minimum discrimination information statistics.

0. Introduction. Tnis paper is related to [91 and [101 in wnicn

certain basic tecnniques and procedures were presented for tne

"1 Supported in part by tne Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
Office of Aerospace Researcn, United States Air Force, under
Grant AFOSR-68-1513.

This paper was reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.



analysis of mul~tidaimensional contingency tables. In tnis paper

we staill examine trio underlyinig tricory In greater detail and

present one Important area of applioa~tlon. In particular we -- .* --

snail detail trio close analogy or tnis application witn

mnultivariate regression analysis. Altraoun trio Ingredients of[ - ~tri underlying trisory were discuassed In E111 it seems necessary

and desirable to present triese Ideas lisre In greater detail.

We also remaz&K triat a more extensive tcomputer program trian

triat descrited in t63 arnd [91 ras been prepared by Professor

ireland or Tne George Wasnington University. Tnis new program

can nandle tables of nigner dimension tnasn fou~r-way contingency

ta~bles ana also provides trio values of additional useful

parameters.

it snould be pointed out triat t~iere are otner areas of

application of minimum aiscrimination Information estimation

trian triat conisidered in dotail in tnis paper, for example, £31,

(43, [51, [71, [11), (123, [133, [3.41. Trio particular
application we snail consider nere can be described as fitting

tne observed values in tne cells of a contingency table in

terms of a regression Oased on sets of observed marginals as

explanatory variables.

1. Discrimination Information. To maKe trie discussion more

specific we snail present It in terms of trie analyrsis of four-

way contingency tables. All trio essential features of a more

general presentation appear. Let us consider tfle space n

2
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of four-way contingency tables R X S X T X U of dimension

r x s x t x u so tnat the generic variaole Is w ,

-1 - l,...,r, K - l...,s, I - 1,...,t, % - l,...,u. Suppose

tnere are two probability distrioutions or contingency tables

V ( we snail use tnese terms intercnangea&bly ) aefined over tnq

oSpaice fl. say p(W), W(W), p(W) - , n(w) -1. -TAG

aiecrimination information is defined by

S (1.i) p(p-wr) - () "

Tne oasis for tnis definition, its properties, and relation to

otner definitions of information measures may be founld in [1ii,

In tne Proceedings of [131 and references tnerein. For the

particular types of application of interest nere tne v-aistriuution,

r(w), in tne definition (1.1) according to tne problem of

interest may eitner be specified, or it may be an estimated

distrioution, or it may be an observed distribution. Tne

p-distrioution, p(w), in tne definition (1.1) ranges over or

is a member of a family of distrioutions of interest.

Of tne various properties of I(p:-) we mention in particular

tne fact tnat I(p:.t) > 0 and - 0 if and only if p(w) - .(w).

2. Minimum discrimination information estimation. Many

p -oolems in tne analysis of contingency tables may be cnaracterized

as estiritng a distribution or contingency table subject to

certain restraints and then comparing tne estimated table witn an

3



observed table to determne wnetner the observed table

satisfies a null nypotnesis implied by tne restraints. In

accordance witn tne prinoiple of minimum discrimination

Information estimation we select that member of tne famly _J

of p-distrioutions satisfying the reotraintJ wniar imni•nimi

tne discrimination information I(p.w) over the fami•y of

pertinent p-distrioutions. We denote tne minimum discrimination -

information estimate by p* (w) so that -

(2.1) I(p*-.iy) - p*(uP) (,) - min I(p.-w).

Unless otnerwise stated, tne summation Is over n whiCn will be

omitted.

In one class of problems tne restraints specify some

requirement external to tne observed values, for example, tnat

a set of marginals,nave specified values as determined by genetic

or otner tneory [41, 15), 1:121, or tnat marginals be nomogeneous

C31, [14], or tnat tne distribution satisfy certain symmetry

conditions [3]. In sucn problems Tr(w) Is taken to De an observed

Contingency table, tnat is, x(w) - x(ijrA) - ruT(ijui), wnere

r,~ x(w).

In anotner class of problems tne restraints specify tnat tne

estimated distribution or contingency table nave some set of 1
marginals wnicn are tne same as tnose of an observod contingency

table. In sucn cases rT(w) is taken to be eitner tne uniform

distribution rr(iJKt) - I/rstu or a distribution already estimated

subject to restraints contained in and implied by tne restraints

under examination. The latter case Includes tne classical

4I



nypotneses of Independence, conditional independence, nomogeneityt

-eonditional nomogeneity and interaction, all of wnfio can be

coosidered as instances of generalieLd independe1nce £31. C6bI,

17), 181, £91, [ 103, 113), amd w.ill be considered in acme detail

Minimum discrimination information statistic. To teat
r

wrnatner an observed contingency tbole satisfies tne mndll

nypotnesis as represented oy tne minimum discrimination

information estimate we compuze a measuar of the deviation

oatween the observed distribution and the appropriate estimate

4 y tne minimum discrimination information statistic. For

V notational convenience and later computational convenience let

|U; %ldnote the at~imated contingency table in terms of

occurrences Dy xe(w) - np (w), then for the first category of

proolems, that is, witn restraints determined oy external

considerations, the minimum discrimination information statistic

turns out to be

t-t
(3.1) P1(X*:x) -2z X*(uw) Ln Xw

x (7w

* wnicn is asymptotically distributed as a )0 uitn appropriate

* degrees of freedom under tre null nypotnesis. For tne second

category of proolems, tnat is, witn the restraints implied by

* e set of observed marginals, or tnose of a generalized

independence rnypotneals, tne m.d.i. statistic is

5
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x(w) A

wnicn is asymptotically distriouted as a K8 witri appropriate

,zarees of freedom under tne null nypotnesis.

Tne statistic in (3.2) Is also minus twice tne iogaritnm .n

. of tne likelihood ratio statistic but tnis Is not true for

tne statistic in (3.1) or in otner applications [£1. -.

"4 _. Minium discrimination _nfortion theorem. We now present
S•u theorem wnicn is tne oasis for tne principle of minimum

•, discrimination Information estimation and Its applications. W'e

snall present it in a form related to the context of tnis

aiscussion on tre analysis of contingency taDles.

Let us consider the space n mentioned in section 1 and

the discrimination information Introduced in (1.1). Suppose

now, for example, tnat we nave tnree linearly independent

statistics of interest defined over tne space n

(4. 1) T, (w) , T. (w) , To (w) .

Let us determine tne value of p(w) wnicn minimizes tne

disc rimin~tion information

(4.2) I(p:w) - Z p(w) 4n P(w)
It (W) w

over tne family of p-distrioutions wnicn satisfy trie restraints

61
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(*4,3) W P(~ p(w) - g

-X T (W) p(W) - 0.*

vnere 4, QC are specifiea values.

If •w() satlsfiee tne restraints t-.3) tmm o ofourse

Stane minimum value of I(p:w) is zero and tne minimizing distrioution

Is p (a) -i w(w). More generally, tne minimum discrimination

Infozzation tneorem [111 states tnat the minimizing distribution
to given by

F (4.4) p() - exp(q 1 TL (W) +-,T (W) + "rT (w)').(tt()

r (4.5) X 1 , 5 r*) ex (r *pTT 1 (w) +*T. (w) +iaT. (w) vT(W

ad tane r's are parameters wnien are In essence undetermined

Lagrange multipliers wnose values are defined in terms of

Q~ ~~4 ~~ M(-r T*,,

- (z oxp (rT1(w) + i,3 , Cs) + ,•()•()()/(•',,

T7

(.
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S- ~~(z exp(TT, (w) + TOT, (w) +TOTO (elk .(I),(T)C ,r,%)

(4.6) - ....L.n M(TI V'*TO) -
Ir

- (z exp (TIT,(w) + .T.(o) + .To (w))T.(S).(w))/A(T( I, s) T

We can now state a number of consequences of tne preceding.

We note first tnat p*(w) Is a member of an exponential

family of distributions generated by -(w) and as suen nas tne

properties of members of an exponential family. In particular

p*(W) M-(W) for TI - M= - - 0. We may also write (4.4)

(4.7) tn P--- -) - 4n M(. ,rg ,T) + TI,1 (W) +To (W) + T.T, (W)
IT (W)

" L +TT , (W) +Too(W) +TTO(W)

witn L - - tn M(¶, ,I ,T 3). Tne regression expression in (4.7)

for In(p())/-r(w)) witn T, (w), T(w), T.(w) as tne explanatory

var:a!les and T, IT IT as tne regression coefficients plvs an

important role ir. tne analysis we snall consider.

We note next tnat tne minImum value of tne discrimination

Information (4.2) is

(4.8) IVe:TT) - T, + + TOGS* + 'r,, - 4Ln M(T, "TOIT

S.



wnere the 0 'a are defined in (4.3) and tne Tts are aeterminea to

F satisfy (4.6). Using tne value in (4.7) it may oe snown that if

p rw) is aWy member of the family of distrioutions s.atlfying (4.3),
tnen

is' j&.9) i(p,") - I(pip*) + I(p*,.).

Tne pytnagaoresan property (4.9) plays an important role in tne

*anayais of Information taoles.

We note tnirdly relations connecting tne e*'s, tne T's,

and tne covariance matrix of tne T(W)'s. If we define the

matrices (vectors)

___ -(C;, daga (10) (IT.) it of1 d 8 d

tCer £11, p.n9e
S I

r :
, (•,,o (IQ!o) - *C-,C) 9- •1(A•*)

nwhere • is the covariance matrix of T (w), T (w), T3 (w) for tne
distrioution p"(w), tnat is, wItn

•,', - ._~~(T, 'wN-4r (T, (w,-Q;, *1p,..- -(•, t.."- °)

From (4.5) it is seen tnat M(T IrTS,) Is tne moment-generating

function of T (w), T. (w) T, (w) under tne alstribut ion l(w), nence

9
t"I
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Use cumulnt-generating funcotion is given up to q~aaUatic termns

(4.12) 4n• X(,, #To #To) .x Ti, + 96, ÷s go, To +• o,, O i i
;A

r Mr

[~ ~ ~ ns sn (4.12) inM~ (4.6) , we got ~ t kZG 1

+ :

and the using (4.1•) in (4.8) yields

(4.1) 2 Z(e :r-

We nave used tnree functions T, (w), T, (O)M T, (w) tus far

in tne discussion merely as a matter of convenitece. We note triat

(4.15) nolde for a set of m functions T1 (w), I - 1,...,m witn

appropriate meanings for tne matrices. Let us partition tne set

of m functions T, (w) into a set H say of m% and a set H, of tne

remaining m. - m - m, functions, wnere tne functions in tne set H,

nave zne property tnat

10
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4(4.16) -• - 1, M1..8 .
L IL

~ ~ we nave mne relatect partitioning or tne covariance zatrix or tne

TS1 (u), Iam

and tUe r--d * , and ¶ matrices

(4.18) 0* ( ,,'), 18- ), 9), r, (, .

In terms of tne partitionings in (4.17) and (4.18) tne

relations In (4.14) may oe written as

_ + + I(4+.19) "-8

and using tne fact tnat _ , f it is found tnat using tnese

results in (4.8) now yields

(4.20) 21(pr:T) n (v - )' _Q (0 -7' J.. T

wnore I..- " s - L. 2- : Z. is an m, x m, matrix. The

results under tne partitioning will nelp in interpreting tne

analysis of information values and are similar to tnose occurring

in tne testing of sabnypotneses in tne linear and multivariate

linear nypotnesis tneory rll, p. 216, 2591.

LU
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We note from (4.6) and (4.7) tnat

bra

-nence T, (M) Is tne mximum 1itelin.ood estimator or it. Tnue If

we write T, (w) . V and genote tne values satisfying (4.6) or

(4I.14) wjiwn In ~place of Q and~ in place of Tt we nave

corresponding to (4.15) I
(4.22) 2I(.Tr) ( 2 X T Q,*- 2Ln M(A.

and corresponding to (4.20) 1

MA

We re-ark tnat tne covariance matrix of tre ¶Ts is tne inverse of 1

tno covariance matrix of the TI (w)'s.
'4

if tne are tne averages of n independent ooservations

tneri we nave for tre minimum discrimination information statistics

(4.24) 2n I(p':'T) - n ) - 1)' 1 n I- A

and in trie partitioned case

(4.25) 2n 1(j.:TT) n(k.-• ,•. (k% w n j' ý...r.

12
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Under tne null nypotnesis 2n I( :T) in (4.24) or (4.25) is

asymptotically distributed as -A reapectively witn m or AD,F I
degrees or f'eedcm.

5. CaMputational procedures. An experiment nas been designed

and observations made resulting in a multidimensional contingency

table witn tne desired classifications and categoriet. All

tne information tne experimenter nopes to obtain from tne

experiment is contained in tne contingency table. In tne process

of analysis, tne aim is to express tne observed table Dy a

number of parameters depending on some or all of tne marginals, i

tnat is, to find out now mucn of tnis total Information is

contained in a summary conslsting of eets of marginals. Indeed, I
tne relationsnip between tne concept of independence or association

and interaction in contingency tables and the role tne marginals

play is evidenced in tne writings of Bartlett Ell, Simpson [17),

Roy and Kastenbaum :161, Lewis [151, Darrocn r2) and otners on

tne analysis of contingency tables. Tnus, tne W's in tne

preceding discussion will be tne marginals of interest.

5.1. The T(w) functions. The T(w) functions for the R x S x T x U

table turn out to be a basic set of simple functions and tneir

various products. Tnus, for example, the T(w) function associated

witn the one-way marginal p(2...) is

(5.1) T-(ijK4) - 1 for I - 21 any JK,4

- 0 otnerwise

13
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(5.2) p(:LJW,) (j)-.P(2...)

Fi

Stfimilarly the T(w) functlon associated witn U, e on.@eW - 91 •ma.• .
"DG(.3.1, f'or exe~oles Is :

(5.3) if (Ijr) - I for K- 3, &n i,J.4,

M 0 otherwise

since

ST( ut

(5.4) X p(1jYA) T(ij) - p(.3.).

Tnus for tre r x a x t x u table we nave

(r-l) linearly independent functions T (i, ) ,o'.l,..., r-1

(s-i) linearly independent functions ' (iJt),•-1,•..,s-1

(t-1) linearly independent functions T(ijKk),Y-l,...,t-i

(u-1) linearly independent functions T• (ijat) ,6 ..

since, for example,

1 TR(i.L) - rstu

We nave aroitrarly excluded tne functions corresponding to

C- r, a - s, y - t, 6 - u as a matter of convenience, we could

nave selected a - 1, 2 - 1, y - 1, 8 - 1 or any otner set of values.

14



"a The T (u lunction associated with tUe two-way marginal
S P(12.,) iTAIL.m., mif(• (r.) since rrom U. 4dol"4lion or

T_~jztiJ~) anld T 5.IjKt) it may be seen tnat -

i (5.6) T,(ji•,t.) T,(IKt.) . to I -, j 2- , any ap

- 0 otnervise

and

(5.7) 1: p((IJ) Tj(I.JL) Ta- (i•,z) - p(12..).

Thus the T(w) function associated witn any two-way marginal is

a product of two appropriate functions of the set (5.5).

Similarly the T(w) function associated with any tnree-way

marginal will be a product of three of tne appropriate functions

of tne set (5.5), for example,

(5.8) Z p(ijrt.) TJ(ijKt) TT(i3KL,) TU~(ijKt) -p(2.13).

Similarly the T(w) function associated witn any four-way

marginal will be a poduct of four of the appropriate functions

of the set (5.5), for example,

(5.9) z p(ijri,) T;~ixL T~ia) T'(I~jr) TU~(I~jv,) -p(2112).

We note that t.nere are a total of

N1 - (r-l) + (s-i) + (t-l) + (u-1)

'.5



respectively of trio simple linearly Indepenaent t untioa Sam

their products two, tares, four at a time. it may be verifieda

that ;

(5.10) rstu - I - N +N IL + No . _+

x 5 8

These values are degrees of freedom in toe analysis of information

tables in [6], [101. I

5.2. Tne po(w) values. In the usual regression analysis

procedure, one first computes tne regression coefficients and

tnern gets the values of the estimates. In tnis case nowever we

reve'se tne procedure. Instead of trying to obtain the values I

of tre t's from (4.6) we snail first obtain tne values of p*(w)

by a straigntforward convergent Iterative procedure and tnen A

derive tne values of tne T's from (4.7). We snail not discuss q

tne details of the iteration nere since tney nave been described

in [43, (61, r9l, [101. Tne iteration may be described as

successively cycling through adjustments of tne marginals of

interest .tarting witn the ff(w) distribution until a desired

accuracy of agreement between the set of observed marginals of

interest and tne computed marginals has been attained.

5.3. The .T values. From the deftnitions of tne T(w) functions

in section 5.1 it is clear that tney take on only the values

0 or 1 for eacn value of w. From tne nature of the T(w)

functions the set of regression equations (4.7) will nave some
16
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witn a single y value wnlon can be determined. Then tnere will

-e & set w1-tl one additional uninown value and same of tne v's

already deterained. These new uz•wo•n r vlues can e gnen

determined. This process of successive evalustion is Carried

on •ntil all tne values of T are det1enailed.,

6. Analysis of Information. Altnougn the preceding tneoretical

P discussion nas oeen In terms of probabilities, estinated

probabilities or relttive frequencies, In practice It ns een D

found more convenient not to divide everytning by n, tne total A

"number of occurrences, and deal witn observed or estimated I• t

occurrences, tnat is, witn rm (Ijr.4) - n/rstu, x(IjFA), x(i...),

V x(.0r.), x*(•LjZ) - n p*(i.t) etc. The analysis of information

is oasea on tne fundamental relation (4.9) for tne minimum

discrimination information statistics. Specifically if n P -

x4'(w) is the minimum discrimination information estimate

SCorresponding to a set H0 of given marginals and x: (w) is the

minimum discrimination Information estimate corresponding to a

set I• of given marginal., wnere M C u, tnen tne basic relations

are

21(x:lrr) - 2I(x::rT) + 2I(x:e.)

2I(x:nr) - 21(x:rwi) + 2I(x:I)

2I(x?:TIT) 21e Ix:nrm) + 2I(.:AV*)

(x:x.) - 2I(x•x:x) + 2I(x:4n)

17



In terms of tne representation in (4.4) as an exponential

family, for our disoussion, tne two extreme oases are tre unAform

distribution for wnion all T s are zero, and tne observed

contingency table or distribution for wnlen all N - ratu - 1

v's are needed.

Measures of the form 21(x:x*), that is, tUe comparison of

an observed contingency table with an estimated contingency table,

are called measures of interaction and measures of tne form

21(x*:x*), rnat is, tne comparison of two estimated contingency

tables, are called measures of effect, tnat is tne effect of tne

marginals in tne set N but not In tne set H . From tne results

in (4.24) or (4.25) we see tnat 21(x:x4 ) tests a null nypotnesis

tnat tne set of 7 parameters in the representation of tne observed

Contingency table x(w) but not in the representation of tne

estimated table X (w) are zero, and 2I(':x) tests a null

nypotnesis tnat tne additional set of T parameters in tne

representation of tne estimated table x*(w) but not in the

representation of the estimated table X:(w) are zero.

Since tne marginals of tne estimated table x*(w) wnicn

form tne aot of restraints H used to generate x(w) are tne

same as tne corresponding marginals of tne observed x(W) table

and all lower order implied marginals,2I(x:x,) is a13o

approximately a quadratic in tne differences between tne

remaining marginals of tne x(w) table and the corresponding

ones as calculated from tne X:(w) table.

Similarly 2I(j:x*) is also approximately a quadratic in

tne differences between tnose additional marginals in 1t but not

in H. and tne corresponding marginal values as Computed from tne
18



L-- .... As we shall ass* because of the nature of tne T(w) functions '

i!

S~described In section 5.1, the T's are determined from the

regression equations (4.7) &as sums and differences of values of -

t.• ••n x( r).A variety or statistics nave been presenteii in4M

Sthe literature for the analysis of contingency tables whioh are

i ~quadratics In tne marginal values or quadratics in the

logarithms of the observed or estimated values. The principle

of Minmum discrimination information estimation and its

, procedures thus provides a unifying relationship since suah

statistics may De seen as opposite faces or the minimum

dilscrimination information statistic.

I=

S~We nave presented the approximations In terms of quadratic

forms in the marginals or the T 's to assist In understanding and

Sinterpreting the analysis of Information tables as a bridge

• connecting the familiar procedures of classical regression

-' analysis and the procedures proposed here. The covarlance matrix

Sof the T(w) functions can be estimated for either the ooserved

table or any of the estimated tables and the inverse of that

matrix found onoul!d their values oe desired.

I7. The 2 x 2 table. Before we present an application of the

preceding ideas to experimental data in a four-way contingency
taAle, we snal! reexamin, ee 2 x 2 taole from the point of view

ef this paper. The al5e1raic details are sdmple In ines case and

i I

euadratic ine uneficatgion valuhes inormqadatio sn tneortcdvlpet

loainSupof twe oaeth bserved orx eta tevablue.e pincfiu ple.1

or inmu dscrmilaiol nfomaio etimtin ndit
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:- xx(}1 2 x{.! ,
X(21) X(22 X(.

Figure 7.1 A

margirAl., She generalized Independence nypotnesis Is tne

classical Independerce rpothesis and the ainimua discrimination

Information estimate Is t (1j) - x(i.)x(.,)/n. A convenient

representation of tne regression (4.7) is given In figure 7.2.

Tne entries In tne columns ,1,To T1" O
!

I j L 's

1 1 1 11 1

1 2 1 1

2 1 1 1

2 2 1

1igure 7.2

are respectively tne values of tne functions T, (J), To (ij), To (IJ)

associated witn tne marginals 0, - x(l.), go - x(.l), B, - x(11),

and tne column headed L corresponds to the negat•Vb of tne

logaritnm of the moment-generating function. For tne observed

distribation, recalling tne regression (4.7), it is found tnat

20
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(7.1) L &n (x(22)/M), T& ,n (x(12)/A(22)), -re -,n (x(22)/x(22)) -•--. ,0 La (g(llz(aa)/k(1elz(u)l). • -- =4

1
If we c&.1 T tne matrix withi onr.tl a o % o 01nme of PUw 7.2,

5 (7. 2) 11 0 0
1 0 1 0

Sand tins a dlagonal •gmatrix D witn main diagonal Meo elements

x x(1.) 0 0 0
S (0.3) D- o x(12) 0 0

(73)0 0 x(21) 0
0 0 o x(22( 2)

tnen it may ce verified tA %t o estiate of tn covarlance matrix

o tno T, (l) for trio ooserved" Coni&tiency table Is wr - here

p (7.4) TDT

- and Ais I x 1, Is 3 x 3, s 1 x . It Is fo-un tAt

x~l.x(2. x~l)w (1.)X() x (11) x()
X(1 X n

(7.6) x(1.)X(.l) x(.l)x(.2) x(1l)x(.2)

x(. 11x2. x(1.)x(.2) x(l1) _ -

n n

21I



-ven for ts simple case nvert•n ne Us matrix In Is mssay

algebraically, nowever,it •s easier to use tne relations in (4.10)

.nd (4.11). 'We nave from (7.1) .. I
A

(.7)4 r"4n x(12) - 4n x(22). ,. 4n x(21) 4n X(22).

T m4n X(31) + 4n x(2) 4n x(12) .4n X(21)

anti fr•ra - (I.), , - x(.), , - x(11) and tne relations

Implied in Figure 7.1 it Is fouwd that

(7.8) x(11) - , x(12) - - %, x(21) - x- ,x(22)-n-G-% +i*.

It tnen follows tntiat

___... . _z_.__ • __..._ _ __

I1ls 1 1 111 I1

22 x(.•- Q'- • (2 1) + x(22)' b x(23) x(22)

(7.9)
aTz 1 1 T_ __ 1 1

x(12) x (22) b' x(21) x(22)
A

1 + 1 I

tnat Is, tne entries of since •i a i.

22
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Note tnat the value of the losaritna of tAe aross-produot

-ratio as a measure of associat ion appears in U course of he

analysis as tne value of Tog and taaat To- 0 for x~g(1j) whose

representation as In vigure 7.2 does not involve tUs last

columin. T'ne minimum a isc rimlnation Infoziation. statistic to

.. test %tno null nypotnesis of Independence is 21(x:x*). In tnis

case it GoG and In accordance witra (4&.25)

(7.10) 2n(x:x*) -(X(11) x.L .,)' 3 (1 -_1

Remembering tnat x*(Ij) - x(i.)x(.j)/n, the right-hand side of

(7.10) may also be shown to be
I

(7.11) z (x(ij) x(i.Lx(.j)/n)*/ X(I.)x(-J)

* the classical Xe -test for independence witn one degree of freedom.

SA test wnicn has been proposed for the null nypotnesis of no

association or no Interaction In tne 2 x 2 table IS
]

* (7.12) (Zn x(1l)+4n x(22)-Lnx (2)-4n x (21.) + II+

wnlcn Is seen to be tne approximation for 21(x:x*) in terms of tne

T's witn tne covarianee matrix estimated using tne observed values

and not tne estimated values. We remarK tnat If tne observed

values are used to estimate tne covariance matrix tnen instead

of tne classical X3- test In (7.11) tnere is derived the modified

". 23
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Neyman ord-square

[• ~ (7.13) X'9 - z(x(iJ) - x(i.)x(.J)/n)'/x(i,3).

~8. 3mm VM w i .x~rakeal data. Consider tn. R x 8 X T X V
table 8.1a representing Uso results of test snooting under tnree

different conditions: t

R:Oun barrel wear:i-l, new, 1-2, moderate, 1-3, excessive
S:Oun barrel temperature:j-l, cold, j-2, not

T:Unlit temperature:ir.-l, not, ac-2, ambient, X-3, cold

U:Numoer operative:t-l, success, -- 2, failure.

We are indetited to Mr. B.M. KurKian of tne Harry Diamond

Laboratorles for tne data and nle interest In to anealytic

procedure we nave discussed. We note that 15 rounds eacn were

fired under each of 18 experimental conditions. Tnis Is not

necessary for the application of tne analysis of information

procedures but was required for the earlier application of

Brandt's an•aysis to the data.

Figure 8.1 presents a graphic representation of the

regression (4.7) and is similar to tnat in Figure 7.2 for tne

2 x 2 taole. Tae L column corresponds to tne negative of tne

logarithm of tne moment-generating function (a normalizi.ng value)

and eacn of tne otner columns is a T(w) function witr the associated

Svalue at tne nead of the column. Superscripts and subscripts

are used to identify tae factors and categories involved. Tne

complete representation in Figure 8.1 witn tne 35 T values will

provide an exact representation for tae observed values x(w),

Tables 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 are analysis of information taoles
24



• ~presenting£ appropriate analyses as various sets or marginals of

• In Figure 8.2 Uso columns corresponding to thie parameters

S~wAncA enter Into the various distrib~utions appearing in tables ,

;- ....• • •: 8-.;, 8.3 and 8.4 nave been anected. Note trnat for rv, tne •

-.UIfom dis ution, tnere are no aneo.s, and for x(w), tie

Sobserved distrioution all column3 are checKed. The degrees of

:v freedom for any effect component is the difference in the

= number or cOIumnDs enecKed for tne corresponding estimates. The

S•degrees of freedom for an~y interaction component in tne difference

" ~in the number of colu=ns checKed ror tne observed x-distribution

• and the estimated distribution.

S~The null hypothesis for any err'ect component Is that tne

; additinal r parameters are zero, for example, tne ni-1l

n~ypotnesis for the effect component 2I(x*:x•) in table 8.2 is

-thnat T'U I PRU are zero, The null nypotnesis for any7 interaction

;,, component Is that tne set of parameters wnicn are cr~ec~ed for the

observed x-t-ietribution but not for the estima•ted distribution

are zero, for example, the null nypotnesis for the tnird-order

interaction component 2I(x:)I) in table 8.2 Is tn~t TRS,

TRSTUJ RSTU, RSTU are zero,

Note n tin t all tpe marginals ampliea for xs, in tarbe 8.o

a re x(i...), x(.J..), x(..Ic.), x( ... 4), X(IJ..), x(i.K.), X(I..4),
.)X(-&.4.), X(Ito .), x(5 e .4) and tne marinbls eimplie for

x*' in table 8.4 are x(i ... ), X(.j..), x(..K.), X(...4), X(ij..),

nonce tie s 8x parameters coTU oeTU s dRTU TRTU TRT e T paret

IIe# Itta 9is 11Fibios appearig ini

X* outr not in• x*.
25
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We draw tne following conclusions from tables 8.2, 8.3, 8.4:

1. Success/Failure is not homogeneous over the 18

experimental situations, -(ij.A) - x(iK.)x(...4)/n, 2I(x:xt) -

34.371, 27 D.F.

2. Tne effeot of x(i..4) In table 8.2 in almost significant,

but tnose or x(0.-j), X(..m4) are not significant, nence we

proceed as in table 8.4.

3. Tne marginals x(ijic.), x(ij.4), x(i.ra) and tne lower

order marginals tney imply provide an accoptable estimate for tne

original data since 21(x:x•) - 7.413, 6 D.F., tnat is, we accept

a null nypotnesis tnat tne set of six parameters _STU ,STI1111 l-Is is

I,.RSTU _RSTU _RS TU RSTU are zero.
1 Bir ll i " llist i9%2

4. Using Figure 8.1 ano Figure 8.2 we can express tne

logaritnm of tne ratio of tne estimates for success to failure
under all 18 experimental conditions, tiat Is, tne logit, as

1J
the linear combination of a constant term T a term depending

on barrel wear TRU, ITRU , a term depending on tne Interaction
of barrel wear and barrel temperature T RSU T RSU and a term

depending on tne Interaction of oarrel wear and unit temperature
TRTU RTU ]RTU RTU

III allll) mai

*n T' + . .U + lSU + T + TRSU + -RTU
X. (1.112)

,n *(1 2 11) U RU TU RTU
xt(12.1) 4 lI + Tl + +'+ I

Sx*ý,(2111) TU RU U RTU

- + +ell + Tell

x,* (2212) TrU + T TU +T
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4 n (3111) .u 4. ÷ su ,Tu
i.* (3111) . U + TTU

Un TU
x4 (3212) 

--

n x (1121) . UT RU SU TU RSU HI A
tn +(21 T, + RU ,ITS ++z

(3 (1222) ,•+
nX.(1221) -U RU TU RTU
x* (1222)

x* (2121) u RU SU +Tu U RTU
tnx (2122) 31 + T + T33 + -I o

x*n (2221) T U +TRU + TTU +RTrU
1.f 01 21 +a Too~al

4(2222)

4n xr (3121) SU + TU

-TU +- TI I + To 1 '~

4(3122) I
4n~ x*(32211 U TU

1- Ir + Te

___ x U + TRU su + MRSU

'rn (1231) . U + TRU

x(2232) '3
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i ,., IL-131) . ,,SU

Ir. +

_ (3132) ¶ * +
SnX:3231) - U U

S5. Since tne computer program provides not only tne values

of e x(ZIja) out also tne values of Ln ()T(ihJK4)/4(3232)), tUs- -

values of tne T's in conclusion 4 above can be easily found.

T , 4:1 x (3231) 3.o281
x: (3232)

I &n- 231- ) - - 1.6470
It 3C(1232)

TR - n 4(2233) T U 2.2870
21 x:(2232) I

Sit - - ¶r - - 0.6794
S(3132)

TTU 4n.4 (3211) T U 1.9759"II - x:(3212)

TU i*(3221) U 074
t nf J" T781 x, -• •:(3222) - - - 0.776

RSU "'(113) - --RU SU
nx.(132) - T Tu-0.2928

RSU Mt.n C (2131) - U RU - Ir SU w 1.7215
'rai" x% (2132)

RTU nx:(1211) U RU TU
T III - n.- 'r, - T1 -r, 2.3336

x. (1212) I
RTU x*(2211) U RU TU

'811, - n 4 *-. - 1, - ITS 2 Ir. I.-w 1.4528
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JI
[ -.

xTU - (1221) V RU TU -o.1639
L. (.1222) -- T I- TO

TRTU io (2221) U rU T
xý (2222) at t

As a onec• •ie nave, for example, 411 (x (l1)/x (lu1)) -

U RU SU U RSU RM . 66
0.7666 andi + R + S + TU+ T+ + T -. 666.

S6. Tne values of L and otpepr parameters for the
distribution can be Obtained from Figure 8.1 and the computer

Sin tns ase rI - 2TO/(3x2x3x2)• Tn" L - -2.3822#
- - ,n(-(l23)/X!(32,2)) - 1.4701, etc.

7. Tne computer outiut for C(iji.4) is listed as taole 8.5.

Five values are given for eaen iK, tnese are:

Observed: x (iji',)

Predicted: ) (I•K.)

Residual: X(ijKk) - 3 (:Lj rA)
Standardize: 2 x(ia,.rt) 4,n (x. i,,)/x•(iji,.))

Log ratio: ,n( J(1j)/x.(.232)).

Tnere is also given tne value of 21(x:xi.) along witn tne degrees

of freedom and a probability based on tne X9- distribution and

tne value of L as log(x STAR/N/CELLS).

9. AcKnowledgnent. Tne interest and cooperation of Professor

C.T. Ireland and Dr. H.H. Ku are gratefully acKnowledged.
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Analysis of Inroraation

L Table 82

Component due to Information D.P.

&)~jK)21 (xax.)-99.639 1.8

U-effect 21 (x : ). -65. 268 1

Interaction 2i(x:x;) -34.371 17

RU-effect IRST 21(x*,::xv)- 5.303 2

Interaction £I x:x ) -29.068 15
d)X (ij.) ,X(i..4) ,X(-.,L.)

Su-effect RBT,RU 21(x*,:x*,)- 0.314 1

Interaction 21 (x:xt) -28.754 14

TU-effect1RST,RU,SU 2I(x*:x*)- 2.705 2

Interaction 2i(x:x*.) -26.049 12

f)X(i.) ,x(-..•) ,x(ij -4)
RSU-effectiRST,RU,SU,TU 2I(rp:x*)- 9.752 2

Interaction 21(x:Xt,) -16.0297 10

9) X(i.•K.) ,x(i.a ,,) ,x (i..A)

RTU-effectIRST,RU,SU,TURSU 2I(. :x*)- 8.891 4

Interaction 21(x:xt) - 7.406 6
n')X(i .), X,(ij•.,t,), X(i.KJ) ,X(-J•).. .

STU-effect lRST, RU,SU,TU, RSLRTU 2I (X* :x) m 4.543 2

Tnird-order interaction 21(x:xk) - 2.863 4
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Table 8.3

rComponent ate to fltoiation D.P.
d)x (Ij.,.),X (1..4.) ,x(.,j.4) 21(x:I) - 28. 7, 14

Rsueze:M RTEU,8U 2 I(xC a) 9. 64 9  2

Intraction •2(xalx) 19.105 12

TU-effecIRSTRUSU,MU 21(x:x) . 2.808 2

Interaction 21 (x :) -16.297 10

Taule 8.4

Component due to Information D.F.

21x:T 34.371 17
c=) x (I .),x(I•..•)

Ru-erfectIRST 2I(.V:x') - 5.303 2

Interaction 2I(x:x:) - 29.068 15

m)x (I k.) ,x(3 .0)

RSU-effectIRST,RU 2I(x:x) - 9.963 3

Interaction 21(x:x*) - 19.105 12

RTU-effectMRBT,RU,RSU 21(x, :x*) - 11.699 6

Interaction 21(x:.) - 7.406 6

a 3
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Table 8.5

I nASERVko I 600ooCoO 60OOOCOO
RESIDUA 10*241535 4j758C02 _______

I1 EIUL 3 42'55 1.241998
________ *l~-.163043 1.6391587________
1I LnG RATI 10 5mjAirSrrw~jZ~

2-0_SE____0_ _ 8* 00.COOO _ 7,,O000COO_______
2 PKE0ICTEU 7 6*746210 8o254419

2 RES IDUAL O........1253?90 ._ -1*254*19 _______-

2 STANOARUIZE 9 1.361679 -1 .153e70
.. ) .L06 RAT 1,0_ 2ZU3I.nZZhh

3 OBSERVED 11 9.OOcooo 6*OOOCOO

3 RESIDUAL 13 -0.012303 0.012800
....3SJAN ANR.DIZE..........JL n0.012Z95.. 09.012A90_ _

3 LOG RATIO 15

REtSi-u6A-L-S.A -*S S T * .FRT 2 LSRP5 1 2

OBSERVED 14.0COCOO I 0OOOCOO__
1~.~ 0BSEUAVTE 2 12.75S455 Zo141597

.1 _ __ IE S IQUA -L -3 1.24154S ________

1 STANDARUIZE 4 1.30CO?6 -O*807?67
1 LOG RATIO _5ý ý -. b --I - -.Bi2

2 OBSERVED 6 9.OOCOOO 6.OOOCOO
2- -PRE 01C TED 0- 7- C.25 3?9 5 _ _4.74 5 !7 2 ____

2 RESIDUAL 6-1,25179S 1.254426
2 *___ ZITANDARULEIZ 9 -- 1-.173J809 ___1.407280

2 LUG RATIO0 10 2~42i2
3 ORSERV0O 11 U.-1.0Ocooo 3.OOOCOD ______

3 PREUICTLD 12 11.987688 3.412470
RESIDUAL_____-C.121 . --- G0148 _ _ _. _

3 STANDAR.0IZE 14 0.012308 -0.012452
3 LUG RATIO 15

RESIDUALS: At*S T U. FIRST 2 SLBSCI4IPT~s 2
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I VRECICTtD 2 k19685621 3*314257

__ l .R.S.Uý 3-0.663621p O0bUS1*3...
I. STANI)AROILiE -'06665103 0.752241

-A -.- T -
2 08SERVto 6 14*00COOO 1.OOOCOO

_7PE14k 12..472881 2s52?.158
2 RESIDUAL a 1.52?119 -.1.527156

-_ 2~..AtANOAR0.I At 9 __1617001 .... 0*92?C95
j LUG6 RATIO t0 ... 2aai..... 1 .Z&D

- -.-. -~ .3 USSERVAD..j......I20000 3,000000
3 PROICU 12 2.844002.158594

__3_. RESIDUAL..13 -0.841480 *o#IA6
3 STANOAR70ZId i4-0.0810 02 8 ?0.987 46 S

3 LO'G RATIO0 15 Sft~.Uib

R1SIDULS L3_ *_S *_T 0 _k._ FIRS. . 2 SL8kýISC a I T S 1 2. 2

_ __ _1 2

-- 1 OBSERVED 1 91OOcooo 6.000(00o
1,_R RE 0 1C T E D 8_ , e3 1 3 83 6*.685740

1 RESIDUAL 3 0.685617 -0,.6OS74.0
I_STANOARDIZE 4 C.71il.38 -0.649305________
I LOG RAT ID S _ AA22Z& 2 A

2__._ UBSERVEO.....6 8000COOO ____7.OOOCOO
2 PPEOJCTk:D ? 9.527126 5,472e40

__ 2-__ Rt-SIDUAL 8 -1.e5271Z6 1.l 527 160 _______

2 STANDARUIZE 9 -1.3S7613 1.722786

3 UREISRVED 11 ileQOCOOD 4.OOOCOO -

3 _ PREDICTED 12 1C.1s8509 ___4.841'404 _____

3 ((ESIDUAL 13 03.841491 -0.841404

1__ _STANOARUIZE 14 C*8755411 -0.763t42________
3 LUG RATIO 15 ~ I 2 ±

RESID'UALCS : R * S *T * Ue 2IS ZSUSSC -AI PTS3 3 1

OBt'SERVEDO I _960coon __ _ 6900OCOO______
1 PREDICTED 2 8o882741 6.118252
I RE~SIDUAL 3 _ ._ C117259 __ -0.116252 _ ____

I STANDARDIZE 4 0.iieoz9 -0.L17102
I LOG RATIO0
2 fl8SERVt:L) 13.OOCOOO 29OOOCOO
2 PREOICTE:D 7 12.425370 _ 2*574304 ______

2 RESIDUAL 8 O.S74630 -0*5743C4
.2STANDARLJIZE 9 __ .5e7705 -__-0.504e64__

2 LOG RATIO 0 2ft2___.lZ2.
.3 OBSERVED 1113.000000 t.000060
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IF
3- STN OAA -0.674134 -0609
3 -LOG RATIO is5

FRISIDUALS3 R TT* U. FIRST 2SLBSCPIPTSI

.1.1~ ~ .~oo 000 COO

I PREDICTED 2 1.111260 3.8dj?43
~~ RESIDUAL 3 .C.126.

I STANDARDIZE 4 -0,116640 O.120C37
SLOG RATIO_____2Z2

Z OBSERVI:D 6136OOcooo 2oOOOCOO
2_.... Pt0CE 3.574.622............ sZe,
2 RESIDUAL 8 -Cob74622 0 657',305
2..-._STANOAR0IZE- 9 _____-.O.S.2285 0_ O.676S74........__
2 LOG RATIO 10Io...... 2 Ll

--_3.--. eseRVED,....J11..._15.0ocnoo ____0O(Docos .--.

3 PREUICTEO 12 1'..30$003 0.0b993
3 QSOA 3C.691Q;27 -66958

3 SrA'~)AROIZE 14 0.708390 -0000ocb)9
- 3--L.C;VRAT 10 1 5 _ 30L

MYPOHESI 4 1()tX*)7,406 DEGREES OF FKEEDUM

6 PAULBABILITY UF A LAR(.DER VALUb * 0284956

LOG(XSTiRiN/CELLS) *-2.382215
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FIELD TESTUIGs
MNITSOOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND A

SPSCIFIC EUAML1I

T. S, Donaldson and R. J. Kaplan
The RAWD Corpbration

Santa Monica, California

I, W¶'IODUCTION
t.

Thd gradwaote-echool-trainud experimentaliet who goes out into the world .4
of industry or government service generally runs into a severe period of
Intellactual and emotional stroess. At first he will try to apply his edu-
cation directly by considering the world to be just another laboratory
where, with the application of proper controls,he can run experiments just
like the ones he was used to doing In schuol or reading about in the
published literature. It soon becomes apparent to him that he cannot, and
that the world is just too dirty a place to accommodate his pure way of
thiuking. The need to do sowething constructive for his employeer, however,
quickly becomes a pressing matter, and at this stage his attitude is one of
resignation to doing lee# thar firs.-class work, He thinks you can go out
intc the world and observe things, even measure a few of the significant
parameters with a reasonable degaee of accuracy, but that there is no
chance of exerting any substantial control over the situation. Any con-
clusions you draw from such activities are the result of good intuition or
luck an not by virtue of any rigorous application of scientific methodology.

Most of us remain in that last stage, a fact which is both unfortunate
and unnecessary. Our major point in this paper is that, whilp It is indeed
true that the wrld out there is dirty and confused compared to our labora-
tory, we can d3 experiments in it. There are methods available to the
sophisticated researcher which allow him both to exert a great deal of
control over investigations taking place in a natural enrironment and to
draw valid conclusions from his observations. Wefore discussing a specific
example, let us look at some of the characteristics of what it is that we
"can do in the field to further the goals of our various estrblishments.

The first thing to be made clear is that there is not a dichotomy,
but rather a continuum between laboratory experimentation and field
testing. The world is dirty to different extents and therefore the
degree of control that we can exert in our tests till be different.
P at set be thought out very carefully before any test is started is the

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They should
not be interpreted as reflecting the views of the RAND Corporation or the
official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or private research
sponsors. Papers at# reproduced by the RAND Corporation a&v a courtesy to
mmners of its staff.
The reaainder of this article was reproduced photographical.y from the
a;thbor's manuscript.
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tradeoff between what it is we have to have found out when we have

completed the work and the rigor with which we conduct the research.

The most carefully done and scientifically elegant study which answers

totally uninteresting questions is as useless to us as the collection

of poor and Insufficient evidence about crucial topics. It is the task

of the researcher in the field to find the happy medium between these

equally undesirable extremes.

The different purposes for which we might want to conduct a field

test must also be kept in mind. At one end of the spectrum is the

notion of evaluation. The question to be answered here has to do with

whether or not the equipment or system lives up to the expectation of

its design specifications, and in this case the degret of unusual

circumstances in which the system can be made to operate will 1e a

determining factor in the utility of the results. ThQ other end of

the sc4le can be loosely defined by something catted policy formulation.

Here we already have an operating system and we are trying to learn I
eawmthing about its operational impact both on itg m n u 'rating

efficiency and on the interactions it has with the rest of the orga-

nisation. The test here :s not necessarily limited to the system

itself which is under scrutiny as, for axMinlle In a test to decide

which of a number of different depioyments of a now armored vehicle

would be best suited to the accomparriiv$g Wnan•t•. The test we will

use as a sample case later in this discussion is of the policy-

formulation type, and we hope it will expoc. som#e' of the intricaciea

of field-testing for this purpose.

mhe prime requirement laid on the re*earcher who enters che

field-testing business is that of being Lmsea.ýtive. In this environ-

sent it is not possible to follow the "cookbook" te-.hniquAs which can

assue success in most graduate schools. lou cannbt chsnge the

problem to meet the specificatiots of your laooranccry and yoma m=st,

therefore, be able to adapt and bend your methods of investigating

and rle tools available to you to meet the task before you vith varyi•g

derrees of exactitud,:. The matching of procedures and methods to a

tpe:ific case must be done with full knowledge of what has been given

up asd what has been jained along the way. Nothing can replace the
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creativity of the researcher of.. -w method must be workod out for

"each case and cannot be taugh . - r all. He asnt be able to
keep tha whole problem in w=In. . ý • ,- the specific details together

with the cqopromsiee wbhie must .• u.' and be constantly a"ert to

the course of.collectip datM.

This br•ngs us to tha lest pcint we "at to ake about field
- tests in general beft"t getting on to it apeoitlt case in order to focus

our 01scussita, and that. is serendipity. Field testing is done ne-

ceasattly In a v*Yy rich lvwirowknt. too rich, in fact, and that is
what cau~se all the probima. 'reltiug to inoqzte cofttols. We can

be on the lookout, however, for instances where vs. can t~wn this rich-

ness to our &a#dntage. Mvvphey'estAw never falls to operate In a

field test--the uorpected %pill alveap happe. Smetimes it will be

disasterous and we will be lucky to salvage anything from the data

we have so labarously collected, Other kis, honever. we will luck

out if we axe sot too narruvwly sighted and Kind things that we had

not evenhesn looking for. 1he good a eA creative researcher
will nven gu one step ,urther and fotet the process oi serendLp/ty.

Outside of the forml -%*pects oa whatever deaft-6 you &44pt for a

particuls: emercire, there are side effects which can'i lookad at

io a lse. forIal way. Slopy? Yeb, but also ctotive.. As we sterted

out by saying, it's.e sloppw world Put the•i and que desr~e of slop-

piness in dealing wlihit may *0 of 'help, jast as in some control

processe, the introduction of white aoioe itti thi systam has a

stebilliL-na effect. Plan for the unkxpected. -.hen. &,d the' urprise

might weil be a pLeslant nte.
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In the eumer of 1964, Rand made an informal study of the Air

Defense Comand Dispersal Plan. One policy contained in that plan

stated that aircraft at the dispersed site would be maintained on

ground alert statue for a maximum of 48 hours; they would then be

flown back to their home bases. The requirement for a rotation period
of no more than 48 hours between dispersed site and homse bas appears

to have been based on a widespread belief in ADC that aircraft re-

liability deteriorates rapidly when aircraft are left on the ground

for more than a few days. An inflexible requirement of this kind

appears to have serious consequences when aircraft are at a dispersed

site. The consequences at the home base are perhaps les serious, but

are still present, If a longer ground alert were possible without

degrading aircraft performance, flight-scheduling and maintenance-shop

manning would be considerably easier because of greater flexibility.

Further, a longer alert would lead to a ntmber of cost reductions. For

example, the time spent in uploading and downloading weapons for ground

alert could be cut to between 25 and 50 percent of the present level.

Since loading requires about 9 to 12 men, this saving alone could be

considerable. As a result of these considerations, one of the sug-

geations made in the Rend study was that the effect of ground-alert

duration on aircraft reliability be determined experimentally.

As a result of the Rond recamsndetion, Air Defense Command di-

rected that a study be undertaken. A meeting was held at ADC head-

quarters between various Air Force officers and a Rand representative

to develop the experimental design and procedures. The central issue

in this first meeting concerned the tradeoffs between a highly con-

trolled and a loosely controlled design for the test. This issue is

focused sharply in consideration of sample size.

Istimatina Samole Size. Because ADC was in a hurry to make a

decision concerning length of ground alert it was necessary to keep

the sample as small as possible. At the same time the Type I and II

errors both had to be small. The Type I error is the probability of

deciding that differences in aircraft performance exist (as a result of
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differences/length of ground alert) when in fact there are no true

differences. The Type II crror is the probability that true dif-

ferences exist but are not detected, ie., the null hypothesis is

not rejected. The errors define the two risks taken by the decision-

maker, and both involve certain costs to him. If a Type I error occurs,

he viii decide not to go to longer alert periods (because differences

in aircraft performance appear to be related to length of alert) and

lose the benefits he would gain by uein8 longer periods. It a Type it

error occurs, he will decide in favor of longer alert peritd. (because

he thinks there are no differences due to length of alert) and a do-

grading of aircraft performance will result.

It is desired that both of these errors be small and of known

site. There were two methods available for controll.ng the size of

these errors. The first is through the use of experimental controls

which reduce random variations (i.e. the error variance, or error of

measurement is smaller). The second is through the solution of an

adequate sample size. The calculation of sample size, whLe controlling

for Type I and 11 errors requires the following: (1) an estimate of

error variance, (2) a decision on the magnitude of difference (in

aircraft performance) that is meaningful and important, and (3) a state-

ment of the size of risk the decisionmaker is willing to accept, i.e.,

the size of Type I and Ir errors.

It was decided that 6 change in aircraft break-rate (proportion

of sorties on which aircraft malfunctioned) of 0.1 was important.

It was also decided that the Type I error should be no larger than .05,

and the Type II error should be approximately the same size for the

moat powerful tests, and could be less in some cases.

Using the normal approximation for tests on proportions with

o , .05 we have:

- p

Prob 2< 1.96 95,
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Vhere Pl and P, are the observed proportios, p ts the estimated

value of the proportion In the population and Is

J

ad -I -. The nmber 1.96 is th•value of 4 ormalVR•te (1).
such that Prob (z c 1.6) w .95, or it Li the critical reion for -.

-tot rben a a .05. FM the sake of eStML8 sa•mple eea we let

p a 0.5. This is Le the reae .f vaues expected in the et"*. I'wther- -•

more, the product J4 (wbioh is used for calculations) chanes very little

over a wide range of p as indLiated In Table 1.
ii

Table 1

.3 .7 .21
.4 .6 .24
.5 .5 .25
.6 .4 .24
.7 .3 .21

Returning to Equation (1), and vrtcLng the quantity within the

brackets as an identity:

(2) P- 2 , 1.96.

.1

Solving for n, 2

S,..6

al 1.9 -2p I " P2

However, recall that P- P m .1, and p - q - .5, we have

r3) n a 136

Thus, if n w 136. the probability is 957. that • falls within the

interval + 0.1 of p.
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4

is re:jected (0.1 in the examle); conversely, the critical region

specifies the values of P" P- for which N is accepted. Power is

the probability of accepting HN given I(lts true (i.e., H1 : P P2

Thus we conclude that eamples of eise approximately 136 will 4
yield saceptable Type and It errors. As will be pointed out in
the following pages, the power of same tests in the design are better

than others, and in some cases power ti to be Improved by pooling

procedures. I

General Desiutm. Ground-alert periods of four different lengths

were used in the study. Four lerngth# were used In order to determine

Sthe shape of the "reliability" curve over time. further, an even

number of periods allows one to combine the short versus long periods

for more powerful statistical teats. This was particularly desirable .

for some indices of aircraft reliability (e.I., ground aborts) that

have low frequencies of occurrence. The periods of ground alert used I
vere 2, 4, 6, and 8 days. A two-day period was used because that
is the length of alert proposed in the ADC dispersal plan. An eight-

day period was used because it was a consensus that aircraft would

probably show evidence of decreased reliability after a ground-alert

period of this length.* As a result, one could then determine the

mximum length of ground alert possible without degrading aircraft

reliability, In order to determine the generality of results, three

types of ADC aircraft (F-101, 7-102, and F-106) end two bases (rep-

lications) for each type vere used in the study.

Independent Variables. Several indicators of aircraft reliability

are used in this study, the primary one being mission capability.

The mission-accomplished rate, reported by the pilot and also scored

by automatic devices, is the measure of mission capability. Theme

data were obtained from the ADC 76-3 Pilot Debriefing Forms. Two

other indicators of aircraft reliability are important, although not

This was the opinion of some ADC and some Rand personnel,
and was thought to reflect the opinion of many maintenance personnel
in the field.
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directly related to mission capability: pilot-reported l~funotion
(also on 76-3), and Air Force Manual-66-I. maintenance data. Saperieao.,

-haa indicated that the number of malfunction. ia a vacy sensitive
measure and the resultant power of the test@ wouald be eoas~derably
higher than for tests on brbak-rate.

Xo addition to reflecting aircraft reliability, the AIN 66-1 data
allow an estimation of maintenance coats at a function of the dutation
of ground alert. For example, increased effort by maintenance crews
and intensive ground testing could poasibly maintain aircraft re-
liability for extramely long periods of ground alert, although the

coat for doing so might be high. Ahils aircraft mission capability ""

(as a function of the length of alert) is the primiaty concern of the
study, the cost for that capability cannot be disregarded.
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III. RlOCMDU ANHD UIftII]hL[ DfIUQ4 4

In this seetifo the experimaetal controls whiab were introduced

to Increase test eeenitivity are stated.
Atrmft of three types frem sex BC bases were plad an grond

#0t em kt-o Oelt a t. 4, 6$ end 9days. ase attest of 5 omi-Galrt 7

2: t* .dwatioa as alraraft reltability wasee mea ed by aircraft perfornwoe
on the first mortis following the ground alert. To reduce ome of

the raend variations ti the date, several rules aud restrictions

IW aere psmed oan tet Sorties:
(1) The sortie followed ground alert was required to take place

within 12 hours of the end of the ground-alert period, and with so
preventive minteseuge prior to flight.

(2) During the alert period, minor uimatenance could be per-

Sformed "sIm b as the aircraft wee not remod from alert statue.

(3) The sortie flown Lmmediately following a test-alert period

bad to consist of at least two attempted Intercepts.

(4) At leeat three sorties had to bo flown between consecutive
"test-alert periods for a givan aircraft.

"(3) •henever an aircraft flew a sortie following a toet-alert

period, it carried electronic evaluators ti the weapons rails.

To control sourandom variation between aircraft, the experimental

design called for every aircraft to be placed on alert for each of

the four alert periods. (Previous studies at both Rand* and ADC**
indicate that significant differences exist between aircraft for short |
periods of time (several monthe). The order In which a given air-

craft was placed in each of the alert periods msight possiblr have an

effect, i.e., the alert period sequence of 2-4-6-8-days might have an

effsct different from the sequence of 8-4-6-2-days. This kind of

order effect could be controlled by counterbalancing so that all

W. H. McGiothlin and T. S. Donaldson, Tgr3ds in Aircreft
Maintenance Requirements (For Official bae Only), The Rand Corporation,
U4-4049-1M, (DDC No. AD 447-880), June 1964; T. S. Donaldson and
Anders Sweetland, Trends in F-101 Maintenance Requirements, The Rand
Corporation, RJ-4930-FR, April 1966 (For Official Use Only).

Unpublished study by Captain John B. Abell, Headquarters Air

Defense Command (ADMLP).
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- eSquences occur with equal frequency. To have conducted the experi-

-Want with cuntetrbalaLnctg, however.r would have Lmpo vrare restiric-

tiona on aircraft scheduling. Since these order effects were expect-d

to be 11mal, they were controlled by randi•sastion. This order ran-

domisat ion was carried out by AXC Headquarteus.
81ice there were tw bse* for each aireraft, the design might

Ab thought of as a tree-way layout tavolig three acetoye: ale-rt
period, aircraft typo and replications (bases). fhe emperimental
design is shown in Table 2. The design suggests a 4 x 3 x 2 analysis

of variance, with the within-eell error veriance partitioned into

a between-aircraft and residual error.* Differences between aircraft

type and between repltcations would be tested against the between-•i aircraft error, and differences betw~ee alert periods would be tested ;

against the residual error, This type of analysis with the kind of

data observed in the study (prtmarily dichotomous) and vith con-

servative stmple lees would be extremely risky since the true Type I

and It errors would not be known. This is particularly true with

Srespect to the interpretation of interaction effects, whbih, if present,

would then require an analysis of one effect at each level of ome of

the other effects ("simple effects" analysis). Rather than follow

this "classical" analysis, the above ooments suggest that differences

between alert periods should be analysed for each base separately.

Pooling across bases would follow, whenever possible, to give more

powerful tests. This is the analytic procedure used in this study.

"For example, see B.J. Winder, Statistical fttnctlLee in

Bi snatal NDeen. HeGraw-Hill Book Cmpany, lic., New York,
"1962, Chap.7

.-
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Table 2

EXPODUD(TAL DES IGNI

Alert h (dayn)a

Aircraft Base No. 2 4 6 1s

F-101

3

F-106
6

aNeaeures are repeated on this factor.

Aircraft reliability was assessed by the folloving Indiaes:

(1) Break rate by cateaory: An aircraft to placed in one of

three categories after a sortie.* These categories and codes are:

Code 1. The aircraft is operationally ready, i.e., all

installed systems are fully operational.

Code 2. The capability of the aircraft to perform on

air defense mission is degraded.

Code 3. The aircraft is not capable of performing an air

defense mission.

The proportion of Code 2 or Code 3 sorties relative to the total

number of sorties flown (or sum of Codes 1, 2, and 3) is the break

rate fto that respective code.

(2) MA success rate: MA denotes mission accomplished; it re-

quires that a fire signal must register on the pilot's display scope

and the target dot be in the center of the radar screen.

AFC Regulation 66.28, 7 October 1964, p. 7 .
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(3) WSEJK/ success rate: This refers to the success of the

aircraft systems in performing a mission as measured by the WHSEM a•d

MW electronic evaluators. t-

(4) Number of aborts on ground alert; A ground abort refers to

a cancelled sortie due to a critical failure occurring before takeoff.

(Vieather and operations ground abortt were not considered).

(3) Nwbtr of in-fliaht emergenSies: An in-flight emergenc•

occurs when the mission mwAt be cancelled as the result of a critical

failure while in flight. I
(6) lImir of discremanciel jSe sorcie: This refers to the

tPtal amber of malfunctions reported by the aircrew.

(7) Maintenance on the aircraft: This is defined as the un-

scheduled flight-line maintenance as recorded on the AFM 66-1, AFTO 210

and 211 form. Units produced and maintenance manhours were used to

measure the amount of maintenance required by the aircraft.

The first six of those measures are taken from information on

ADC Form 76-3 (pilot debriefing). This form is made out after every

sortie; it was modified for the present study to include a code in-

dicating which test alert period the vortis followed. The seventh

measure vas obtained from AF?( 66-1 forms. Unfortunately, these for•m

were not identified by sortie, making the resultant analysis weaker

than it might otherwise have been.
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8ortle. were attempted following 440 ground alerts. The ntmber

of alerts for each base and for each alert period are shown in Table 3. I
The experimental de"aip required that every aircraft receive all treat-
vents (lenth of ground alert', and that the order in which an aircraft

Vas exposed to the treatments be ra&don. Inspection of the actual datea

that aircraft in the study ended their alert periods indicated that no .

biases In the order of treatment presentation were present, and experi-

mental differences due to order effects should be absent (or at leastr extremely mall). From this, we conclude that the bases were able to
follow the scheduling requirements, and that in general, the experimental

design was followed.

Table 3

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE FOR BASES
AND TREATENTS

Alert Period (days)
Race 2 4 6 8 Total

1 15 17 14 14 60
2 16 16 16 15 63
3 22 22 22 22 88
4 20 18 20 17 75
5 21 21 22 22 866 17 17 17 17 68

Total 111 111 111 107 440A

It wva obvious by inspection of the means for each base that

differeezes of a meaningful sort did not exist between alert periods.
The actual data ere presented in the study by Donaldson and Burke
(L966), but are omitted in this paper because of their security classifi-

cation. The data however did not reveal any Increase in any of the

indicators as a function of the length of ground alert, and in fact,

more often than not the longer alerts indicated better aircraft per-

formance. None of the differences however were significant when tested
2

with 2
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The data across bases were pooled in order to increase the power

ef the tests, but aSaLv no signifilcant differences vere found.

A eampilacion arose in the analysis when it was discovered that

some aircrift ver. sheltered and some were not. The tvo F-106 bases

sheltere* al 4trcrifc, and these presented no problem: However, the

other four btsea sheltered some of their aircraft, but not all. An

analysis c• sheltered vs. •ousheltered eircraft'sbowed a highly sig-

nificant difference-in all ut one of the 76-3 measures in favor of

the sheltire4 aircrafk. The one measure which did not show this

effect was the WSE)VAU, although it did show that sheltered aircraft

on long alerts were significantly better than those on shorter alerts.

This was thought possibly to be due to drying out in the shelters.

Analysis of the 66-l,uncheduled maintenance man-hour data in-

dicated that during long alerts, aircraft require only slightly more

maintenance than during short ones. Itte cost of this increase is

negligible. Further, there wen no indication of a differential cost

as a function of alert duration for a period of up to three days

following the aler:.

The results of the study clearly indicated tha. aircraft left

on alert for eight days were as mission capable as those left on

alert for two days.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This study is an example of how experimental controls can be

used in an operating environment. A field test of thia sort re-

quires that the ititial problem be well defined, and that the design

of the test is clearly and simply related to the problem. Too often

test designs become unwLeldly and overly couglex because the design

incorporates too many operations. A field tcet of this kind is de-

signed to obtain relatively precise information about a specific

problem and a few variables rather than uncertain and confounded

informatior about a wide ranging problem.

In all respects this study was considered to be a success, and

ADC policy was changed within a few months of completion of the

study.

What we have been talking about so far may be thought to fall

under the general heading of the classical approach to experimental

design. This approach derives mainly out of the thinking of R. A.

Fisher during the early part of this century, and even until the

present day it dorinates the teaching in the areas not onll of experi-

mental design but also of statistics. Other approaches are beginning I
to emerge, however, and we should be aware of possibilities for different

experimental strategies which are available to us because of these new

ways of thinking. We will just mention some of these briefly in con-

clusion, without giving any specific examples.

The first of the two approaches which we want to mention we will

call the Decision-Theoretic or Bayesian approach. We do experiments

or field tests because we need to gather evidence for some decision

we have to make, but we generally do not, as the classical theory would

have us believle, go into the field or start an experincnt in a state of

total ignorance. We da have some prior opinions about what is going

to happen and we want to collect data so we can upgrade those opinions.

That is what the Bayesians are all about - modifying prior opinions

(generally stated in terms of probabilities) by means of new evidence.

They get the name Bayesians because the formally correct way of adjusting

prior probabilities is by applying Bayes' Theorem, but a more distinctive
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attribute of this group is the use they make of what has come to be

called subjective or personal probability. The personal probabIlities

are concerned with the impact of each item of data that is gatherel

oi the prior opinions about the hypotheses, and there is concern among

this group with developing optimal stopping procedures for the collocting

of information. In the decision theoretic sense, there is no point in

c @ollecting any more data when the cost of infermation exceeds the ex- 4
pected gain it reflects in the payoff. There is an analogy here to the
optimal stopping techniques used in Wald's sequential testing procedures,

except in the Bayesian analysis there &s no concern with the null-

hypothesis testing. The bayesians, in fact, consider the null-hypo-

thesis concept to be an artificial constraint which acts much to the

detriment of most experimental design efforts.

Another, even further out, technology seems'to be emerging in

areas which are concerned primarily with the evaluazion of p.Vo~ra"S in

L such fields as education, welfare, and social reforms. There is as yet

no collective name for the procedures which are being de'.lopcd, but

vw can refer to them under the designation of Environmental ov Situational

Theory. The distinctive feature of this activity is that the evaluation

is generally done in the absence of anything we might call a true control

group. Educational changes, for example, are so all Pervading that the

variables involved in studying new classroom techniques must be con-
cerned not only with the techniques themselves, but also with the group
selected for study, the teachers who administer the program, and the

evaluation team which must gather performance measures for the program.

The best we can do in cases like this is make an estimate of how the

group would have performed under the old methods and compare this es-

timate against the results obtained from the innovations.

Marcia Guttentag of the City University of New York, in an as

yet unpublished paper, advocates a legal model for the evaluation of

research done in the field in areas where the institution of tight

controls is all but impossible. This model would take as itA method

of ascertainLng the "truth," the way in which our legal system operates.

Therp are rules which govern the presentation And evaluation of evidence,

individual cases are argued in terms of whether they do or do not fit a
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particular precedent, with a citation of the characteristics of the

case which leads to the inference that it falls under the precedent.

Counter arguments are offered by the opposing side to show why such

inferences are not tenable and other plausible alternative interpreta-

tions of the data are offered. Evidence is classified according to

whether it is direct or circumstantial and assertions of fact are

separated from direct evidence. The jury, or in this case the experi-

mentor or the evaluation team, comes to a finding based on the "pre-

potderance of evidence." We can look at this procedure as a new form

of an experiqent in which the experimental variables might be con-

sidered a form of advocacy "L a curtain position while the controls

can be looked at as advocacy for other positions. This is all to

s;ry that there may be some quite reasonable alternatives to the

classical experimental method for drawing inferences from controlled

observations and these methods do not necessarily leave us in a mire

of subjective chaos.

Let ua consider one final example of an experimental or scientific

method which, while far from the classical paradigm, still has a logic

and rigor about it lending it signi-icant respectability. The: field

is anthropology or archaeology. The scientist starts out in the field

with only a vague notion of what he is looking for. When he finds

something, he formulates hypotheses about the totality of what is there

which gives him not only a picture of the history he is uncovering but

also some direction of where and what to look for as he continues.

His next finding may reinforce or negate his previous hypotheses, and

he continues in this cycle of looking, finding, and formulating until

* consistent picturc emerges. An experiment in the classical sense is

never formulated, but clear and unambiguous results often emerge from

the process.

There is some indication from other disciplines, therefore, that

something is to be gained by abandoning a rigid adherence to classical

experimental methodology. The -xample we presented earlier represented

an extension, a stretching, of the classical methods to meet the con-

tingencies of experimentation under field conditions. With the world

becoming more complex, it is incumbent upon us to expand our imaginations

even further to meet the demands we will have to face.
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A STATISTICAL AMALYS9S OF DYNAMIC ItSPIRATOKY DATA
SGIN1UATED THROUGH PROTECTIVI MASK WEAR

Edwards N. Fiske
Systems Analysis Office

Eagewood Arsenal, Karyland

I. 1TIODUCTION. For years Defense Development and Engineering Labor&-
Stortes at SQei od Arsenal desired a means of m ne suring the dynam c per-

formance of a protective mask, specifically, breathing resistance under
field conditions. A system, designed and built by Sanborn-Stathan, has
been used with reasonable success in the laboratory; however, this system
1s too heavy and bulky for field use. After several designs had been
submitted for acceptance. Edgewond Arsenal decided to develop a system
called Dynaper, manufactured by Space Laboratories, Inc., Van Hays, Call-
fornie. The system consists of the following units: (1) a backpack having
a transmitter and a rechargeable battery; and (2) a ground receiving con-
Dole.

Shen Edgevood Arsenal Physical Protection Laboratory received ths
Dynaper system, a series of tests were conducted to determins its reproduc-
tibility over repeated runs and to determine its accuracy for measuring
mask resistance as compared to that of the Sanborn laboratory system.

The results of these tests shoved that there is a 95 percent chance
that the Dynaper system will measure a given pressure drop or flow rate
"within 1 percent for repeated runs. The difference between the Dynaper and
the Sanborn system over the flow range of -250 to +250 liters per minute
averages approximately 3 percent. The results revealed that the Dynaper
system is an acceptable system for field use.

Since the preliminary tests on the Dynaper system were considered a
success, the Physical Protection Laboratory initiated a test program to
measure the mask .esIstance of three prottctive masks under both field and
laboratory conditions. The three masks tested are designated as the 471,
XD28, and the 1417Al. The test program was statistically designed by
the author.

II. METHODOLOGY. A 5x5 factorial design was chosen for the test program.
The two factors were flow rate and breathing systems. Flow rates of 50, 100,
150, 200, and 250 liters per minute were chosen. The following systems were
utilized: (1) a reciprocating piston-type engine called a breathing machine

"* attached to the Sanborn-Stathan recorder; (2) the breathing machine
attached to the Dynaper backpack; (3) a human subject on an ergometer carrying
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t ayaper backpact wired to the ground receiving console in the laboratory;
(4) a human subject exposed to field conditions carrying a Dynaper backpack
containing a radio transmaitter that transmits impulses to the ground renei-
wVlng console in the laboratory; aWd (5) a human subject on a ergometer
attached to the Sanborn-Statham recorder. The first four devices are con-
aidered the four basic systems that vere compared to the standard, the fifth
system, for the statistical analyses, Three separate experLments were con-
ducted consisting of 30 dynamic runs covering a contiauoue flow range of
-250 to +250 liters per minute were periormed and the flow rates and pressure
drops wore recorded on strip charts, The data on the strip chart were re-
duced to peak pressure drops at the five flow rates chosen. Since the
early tests indicated that variation between runs was not significantly
different, data extracted from the strip charts were averaged over runs (Table
I and 2).

I1. ANALYSIS. Analyses of variance (Table 3 and 4) carried out on the data j
revealed that there is a significant variation between the five measuring
systems for each of the three masks, and inhalation and exhalation respec-
tively. Therefore, regression analyses were performed on the data to deter-
mine the functional relationship between the standard and the four basic
systems. The regression analyses revealed that there is a linear function, I
T - MX, between the pressure drop value for each of the basic systems (X)
and the pressure drop value for the standard system (Y). The additional
variation, that would be explained by a higher order fit over the linear fit
is not significant. The M values for the model Y - MX are listed in Table 5.
These M' values are all significantly different from one.

Additional regression analyses were carried out to determine the
functional relationship, Y - MX between the two breathing machine (X) systems
(Dynaper and Sanborn) and their respective human subject systems (Y) for each
of the three masks. These regression ri-yses revealed that the curves for I
both comparisons were not significantl -- fferent. Hence their respective
K values were pooled for each of the thtue masks. These values were also
found to be significantly different from one. These values are listed inTable 6.

IV. DISCUSSION. The analyses revealed that the Dynaper field system, on
the average, measures values 1 percent higher than the Dynaper laboratory
system would measure but the overall differenct between values measured I
by the Dynaper laboratory system and the Sanborn system is 2 percent.

When the data were plotted the mask resistance curves indicated that the
relationship between the pressure drop and flow rate might have a second order
fit for all masks and measuring systems; but the analyses indicate the curves
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were linear, since the coefficient of determination (r ) for pressure drop
and flow rate, which represents the total amount of variation explained by
a linear curve, it greatsr than 98 percent.

Table 5 can be used tr! .vslute the performance of other protective
masks with the same characeristits aes either the XI28, MIMI., or 417
masks. If one designs a mas.k Ltb zhe esae characteristics as the N28
mask, one would use the figures listed under Dynaper Human subject (labor-
story) system to determine what the standard would be. For example, if the
Dynaper system seasures a pressure drop of 90 of water across the mask
(Inhalation) the standard pressure drop wiould be 67.3 1(0.97) x (90)) ma
of water.

Table 6 can be used to convert a breathing system reading to Its
corresponding human subject system reading. ?or example, if a mask similar
to the 1417 is fitted to the mechanical breathing head oet to produce a flow
rate of 160 liters per minute, and the Dynaper system measures the pressure
d,-op across the mask to be B80u of water, the same Dynaper backpack If
carried by a human subject breathing at 160 liters per minutes through the
particular mask, would measure a pressure drop of 96 [(120) x (60)) m of
water.

Vt. CONCLUSION. It can be concluded from the test program that: (1) The
Dynaper system is a reliable means of measuring the dynamic performance of
any protective mask exposed to field conditions; (2) the system can sesure
the mask resistance of a mask under field conditions within 3 percent of the
mask resistance determined in the laboratory with the standard equipset|
(3) the system has a 95 percent chance of measuring a given mask resistance
within 1 percent for repeated rcas; (4) the mask resistance curves for
each mask are linear; (5) the mask resistance for the XK28 is significantly
higher than for either the M417A1 or 1417 mask; and (6) the factors established
to correlate field data with data generaed in the laboratory can be used to
evaluate the performance of other protective masks with the same characteristics
as the three masks tested
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I I
* ~Table I

M4AN PRESSURE DROP AT SEVERAL F1LOW RATES, N174 XM2R0, ---A-

PROrECTIVE .ASKS, FIVE MICASURINC SYS7TMS-INLuALATION

Mask Flov Rates (Litersin) I so 1 100 I 15 E2 200 | 250
Measuring Systems am of water4

Sanborn-Breathing Machine 22 47 75 105 143 -1

Dytmaper-sreathLng Machine 24 50 80 1it 147
1417 Dynape?-Humarn Subject (Laboratory) 30 63 98 138 180 -

Dynaper-Ruman Subject (Field) 27 57 89 124 163 -

Sanborn-Human Subject 30 60 93 130 173 1
Sanborn-Breaghing Machine 25 55 88 125 165
Dynaper-Breathing Machine 29 60 96 135 175 -

X428 Dynaper-Human Subject (Laboratory) 30 65 105 145 190
Dynaper-Human Subject (Field) 33 63 103 143 187
Sanborn-Human Subject 25 56 93 134 180

Sanborn-Breathing Machine 24 50 81 118 153 I
Dynaper-Breathing Machine 26 58 86 123 162

H17AI Dynaper-Human Subject (Laboratory) 29 61 96 135 175
Dynaper-Human Subject (Field) 33 65 106 149 163
Sanborn-Hunan Subject 31 65 101 145 190

Table 2*

MEAN PRESSURE DROP AT SEVERAL FLOW RATES, M17, X028, MI7AI
PROTECTIVE MASKS, FIVE MEASURING SYSTEMS-EXHALATION

Mask Plov Rates (iters/Min) I 50 -o _1 --SO- -1U-100 11501 00 I -••

Type Measuring-Systems cm of Water - I
Sanborn-Breathing Machine -10 -22 .30 .40 -48
Dynaper-Breathing Machine -15 -27 -37 -44 °50 I

1A.17 Dynaper-Human Subject (Laboratory) -10 -21 -30 -37 -43
Dynaper-Human Subject (Field) -12 -23 -31 -40 -45
Sanborn-Humn Subject - 9 -20 -28 -35 -40

Sanborn-Breathing Machine -10 -20 -30 .40 .50
Dyneper-Breathing'Machine -11 -24 -33 -43 -53

XO428 Dynaper-Human Subject (Laboratory) -10 -19 -28 -36 -46
Dynaper-Human Subject (Field) -11 -21 -31 -41 -51
Sanborn-Human Subject -12 -22 -31 -40 -49

Sanborn-Breathing Machine -10 -23 -40 -60 -85
Dynaper-Breathing Machine -13 -30 -48 -69 -93

MI7AI Dynaper-Human Subject (Laboratory) -12 -25 -41 -58 -76
Dynaper-Human Subject (Field) -11 -24 -38 -55 -73
Sanborn-Human Subject - 9 -23 -37 -54 -68
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Table 3 ;-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF DATA IN TABLE 1
S_ 1417 Mask-

SBetween Flows-4 565 .28.0 14132.0 55.

Betwen System 4 1916.0 479.5 18,.7rror 16 410.0 25.6

between Flo"a 4 71903.6 17975.9 166.4
Between Systems 4 798.8 199.7 18.5

SError 16 173.6 10.8 -' .Tqtal y 94 73876.0

oEUr~ f V*LI*tinn AV 7A qq MRfn
"Between Flows 4 67274.8 16818.7 535.6P Between Systems 4 2050.4 $12.6 16.3

SError 16 512.8 31 .4 -

Table 4

ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF DATA IN TABLE 2

1417 Mask
" Souroe of Variation. d4? •RM II Ra~n

Between Flows 4 3626.2 906.6 647.6
Between Systems 4 186.6 46.7 33.3SError 16 21.8 1.4 -

Total 24 3834.6 -

SSnurea of Variation d.L.•N. .... o

Between Flows 4 4686.: 1171.7 1065.2
IBetween Systems 4 65.8 16.4 14.9

Error 16 17.8 1_-_

Totial 2_ 4770-2
; M17AI

Source of Variation jdF 9S - S_ -Ratiq*

Bet~een Flows 16 14556.4 3639.1 273.6
Between Systems 16 446.8 111.7 8.4
Error 4 212.8 13.3

_-_24 15216.0

*A11 F Ratios significant at 95% level.
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Table 5

K VA4tS MR RRILTDI P, SSUt, DROPS MEASURED BY FOUR WaC
MASUM=IN STSMW (X) TO THOSE KXASU•D BY TI• STANARD

SYT014 CY) THROUGH THE IUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP, Y - MX 2

I

Bfeathbin Mask Sanborn Dynaper Dynaper- Dynaper.
Method Type Breathing Breathing Human Human

MachLne Machine Subject Subject .. j
(Laboratory' (Field)

117 1.19 1.16 0.95 1.05
Inhalation "s8 1.11 1.06 0.97 1.00

M17AI 1.22 1.18 1.09 0.99

X(17 0.82 0.87 0.94 0.93
Exhalation XK28 0.92 0.89 1.03 0.92

X17A1 0.80 0.75 0.92 0.95

Table 6 1
H VALUES FOR RELATING PRESSURE DROPS MEASUR•ED BY THE
BREATHING MACHINE (X) TO THOSE MEASU3RED BY THE HVMAZ4

SUBJECT SYSTEM (Y) THROUGH THE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHRIP
(y -ICx) I

Breathing Protective Masks 1

Method M17 M428 M17AI

Inhalation 1.20 1.10 1.14

Exhalalion 0.87 0.89 0.81
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A COWLIK SPLIT PLOT DESIM M PMI AN NUPgRIUII
IMLVYIN STASO WALL UNIT LIVE FIRE

*James S. Do Gracle, 0. David Paulkenberry, It= R. Rodgers
BPS Harvey bunco, I11, U.S. ArMy, CDCZC

Litton Scientific Support Laboratory
Hellonics Systems Development Division

Litton Industries
Fort Ord, California -

1, O*DAL DISCUSSION 0. O XP ID-T.

a. 2weattm of the Riv• t1out. The objective, with respect to perfor-
Nance, of the S Sall Unit Live Fire Experiment was to obtain fire effec-
tiveness data of a small unit firing night live fire with selected STANO
devices under varying levels of lluiaiation, varying terrain, employing
"various types of ammunition (including tracer) abainst representative personnel
targets. This objective yes then paraphrased Into a taitso of questions,
termEd seential Elements of Analysis (E1A), whtch could be ansvered analyti-
cally. The main ERA for this experiment vast Does a ten man fifle squad
reinforced with a 3 man sachinegun section have a significant increase in fire
effectiveness when using one test %ix of STANO devices as compared to its fire
effectiveness when using another test Nix or when usin so night vision side?

(1) In natural low light?
(2) In natural mid light?
(3) In natural high light?

To answer this REA four variables wore selected to be analysed. These varia-
bles, termed Measures of Effectiveness (MOE), wores

(1) MoE 1: TWfP - Target Hit per Targets Presented. The proportion of
targets presented that woere hit Zeasures the target affect* achieved and there-

fore is the basic measure of fire effectiveness.

(2) MOE 2: TFE - Time to First Effect. The time from the appearance of
the first target in any array to the registration of the first hit of near

miss on any target in that array. This MOE measures the acquisition time plus
the time required to achieve a target effect and thus will provide an indica-
tion of the relative target acquisition time.

(3) MOE 3: FRPET - Fractional Reduction of Programed Exposure Time.
Reduction of Programed Exposure Time7Adjusted (for malfunctions) Programed
Exposure Time (RPHT/APET). The proportional reduction of programed sxposuce
time due to target hits measures the timeliness of the effective fire of the
squad and reflects the number of targets that were hit as veil as the time to
hit.
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(4) O4 41 THSAR - Target Hits par round of Amnunition Expended. The
average single round hit probabiffty is a basic measure of th-esquad's efficiency
in achieving tetget effects.

b. Field Raveriont. The field experiment was conducted at Hunter Ligget
ilitra Reservation. Two target arrays were utilised during each trial.

A total of three events were conducted to simulata the movements of the enemy.
The appearance of each target array was accomplished In a two phase operation.
The use of this phasing allowed the target arrays to be exposed initially to
teet the firerts ability to detect targets at varying ranese. Flrers were
instructed to fire at targets once detected. If the targets were not detected

- during the initial phase, a period of "forced detection" vas included to enable
the evaluators to determine the fire units' ability to place and adjust fire
on a detected target. The phasing of the targets was as followst

(1) Phase I. This phase was a silent period In which targets appeared
at approximately three second intervals until they were all exposed. It was
during this phase that target detection capability was determined.

(2) Phase Ii. This phase was initiated by a forced detection sequence
in which selected targets were rrogremed to fire their simulator. This
Insured that the targets had been detected so that ability to place and adjust
fire could be measured. The phase consisted of both target exposure and

k simulator fire. Targets during this phase were programed to move up and
down at different intervals while displaying varying degrees of simulator
fire. The mount of target exposure and simulator fire were based on the die- I
tance the targets were located from the friendly element in an attempt to
approa-h combat realise within the constraints of the experimental design.

to obtain a hit or nmar amis, the Phase was terminated and Phase II was auto-

matically initiated, If a hit or near miss did not occur, Phase II was
Initiated automatically upon completion of the time programed for Phase I.

c. D daratio. In planning statistical aspects of the experi-
mental deign, facto nstraints considered were the following:

(1) Basis of Issue (DOI) The main object of the experimental design
was to allow comparisons of selected STANO device sixes in a rifle squad, rein-
forced with a 3 man machinegun section, in terms of their fire effectiveness.

L The different mixes of STANlO devices, 801's, wer* determined on the basis of
h-- military rationale so that reasonable differences in the B01's could be

detected.
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(2) Light Levels. Light intensity was of primary concern in the not

comparloons, Rather than carry light as a continuous covariete, it was
onusidered easier analytically and operationally to categoribe It into three
leels am followe&

Nish Lights Ambient _1sht t.3.0 x 10"3 footcandles

Kid Lights 2.5 m 10ie footcandles < Ambint light 3.0 a 10-
Low Lights Ambient light < 2,5 x 1F"4 footcandles.

Zn the time frome set lot the eperiment the first aid light occurred on the
evening of 10 July and ended 20 July, high light began 15 July and ended
24 July, end consistent low light first occurred 26 July and continued into
the first part of August. It was evident from this that simple randomita-
tion of light levels over trials could not have bean done.

(3) Time. Since light level occurrence was dictated as noted above,
the completion of the experiment was restricted. If the record trials were
not completed in the time allotted the experiment would have to have been
extended until the needed light level reoccurred. Results were also nseded
as soon as possible to assist in a decision relating to the production of

Sthe selected STANO devices under test.

(4) Squads. Draving upon available personnel,it was decided that 12
squads of 13 men would be used in the experiment. An attempt was made to
balance the squads with respect to military background (p.g. combat versus
non combat) and human factor considerations (e.g. playerp vearing glasses
versus not wearing of glasses). Although the attempt was made to balance
the squads, it was realized from previous expsrimentation that large varia-
tion In the performance of the squads could occur.

(5) Sample Sin. Considering the above factorot and constraints, it
was decided that four 301's would be used in the experiment, appearing with
each of the three light levels. The basic experimental matrix then consisted
of 12 cells. The need for 12 cells in the experimental matrix, as well as
results from previously conducted night live ffre experiments, dictated a
sample sit* of 12 observations per cell of the design matrix in order to
obtain reasonable probabilities of Type I and Type I1 errors. The number of
light levels and 111's and the sample size determined the experimental
matrix below:

Light Level DBO 1 BO! 2 0I- 3 BOI 4

LOW 12 12 12 12

[ Mid 12 12 12 12

High12 12 12
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(6) Learning/Motivation. Because of the above time, player, and a"ple
eiao Considerations, it was decided that the main experiment would begin on
10 July and trials would be conducted every night until completion on 30
July, The number of players and the time available to complete the experi-
ment dictated that the players wculd be used repeatedly for a period of time
which included weekends. Twelve trials were scheduled for each squad. It
was thought that, with the players continually repeating the trials, they
would learn when and where to fire to obtain a target hit, It was also
anticipated that the playerst motivation to perform well would decline
as the number of repeated trials increased. Theme carry-over effects
(learning and motivation), which would have been counfounded with light levels
and/or BOl if a simple randomization of BOIs over or within light levels
had bean used. were a major consideration in the selection of the statistical
design.

2. DESIGN STRUCTURE - MODEL.

a. DUse n Layout. The statistical design selected for this experiment
vas basically a split-plot design where light levels corresponded to whole
plots. Twelve squads wer4 formed and randomly divided into three groupa of
four squads each. One group fired only during low light, another during mid
light only, and the third group only at high light. Within a light level,
three factors were examined. These wers BOI/AKHO Mix combinations, Squads,
and Blocks. For this experiment, a block was defined as a group of four
trials in which each squad fired once and each BOI/AM/O Mix combination was
used. The three factors were run in three Latin Square arrangements where
each squad fired each BOI/AMMO Mix combination three times fcr a total of
twelve trials per squad. The first Latin Square under mid light had squads
1, 2, 3, and 4 as rows, blocks 1, 2, 3, and 4 as columns, and BOIs 1. 2., 3,
and 4 as the randomly assigned treatments within the square. The second I
Latin Square under the same light level had the arme squads as rows, blocks
5, 6, 7, and 8 as columns and the same BO8 again randomly placed in the rows
and columns. The third Latin Square under the mid light level continued
in the same manner. This method of randomization was used for each light
level, squads 5, 6, 7 and 8, being used for high light and squads 9, 10, 11
and 12 being used for 1-'w light. It should be noted that since the block
number (1 through 12) corresponded to the number of times each squad fired
in a given light level, this block effect was closely related to both moti-
vation and learning. The expertment was expressly dssigned to balance block
and squad differences in order to minimize their counfounding effect on the
BOI and light level comparisons. Additionally, the design enabled the com-
pilation of useful information as to the nature and extent of tho block arnd
squad differences.
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b, Model. The statistical modal for the basic design yas

Y -k +M L1 +S• ~ )*+ + BA1 + (BxL) k+ (BAxL)l+ I÷ Jkl

where

i Y -kl observation corresponding to the ith light level, jth

squad in the Ith light level, kth block, and lth basis-
of-issue/ammo mix combination

U true overall mean

Lt IIth light level effect, I - 1, 2, 3
$JMi) jth squad effect in ith light level, j - 1, 2, 3, 4

B kth block effect, k - 1, 2, ... , 12

BA1  Ith basis-of-issue/ammo mix combination effect,

1 - 1, 2, 3, 4

(BxL) - block by light level interaction

(BAxL) l basis-of-issue/am-o mix combination by light level
interaction

CIJkl * random error corresponding to the yijkl observation,

and
3 12

, -0; S , !2 1 2 0
1-1 N(0, kal Bk-0

4
SBA1 - 0; • (rxL)ik a • (BxL) - 0;

1-3 k
~(BAxL), l (B&xL)i 1  3

ik - N(0, o) E(S - E(eijkl) - 0.

It was felt that this model would fit the observed duta reasonably well and
that the underlying assumptions of the model were justifiable.

3. ANALYSIS.
a. Residual Analysis. The model was fit to the observed data for each

of the MOs. (z -7 arcain v was jsed for THSAE). Analyois of the residualsshowed the w.odel and corresponding ussumptions to be reasonable.

b. Analysis of Variance. Tha analysis of variance table used in the
analysis .f the observed date corresponoing tc the modes described above was:
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The man@ and variances of respective cells end cell differences were as
follow•s

(1) Me•an of observations at ith light level, lth 301/Am aix

+ (,) + 3A, + (UAL) 1 1 4 1+

Var 62a1 a

(2) Difference In two call means (different OI/Amo mix) at same
light level (1 11 ')

Yi..l - Yi..' " (B - BaA,) + ( (B)W I - (" xL)

20 2

Var (y.. - ... )a -

(3) Difference in tvo cell means (different DOI/Ano mtix) at different
light levels (i I I', 1 # 1')

ji.., a (I..' LI- L•,) +(B•I - BA,,) + [CSUxLL) i

- (BAxLL) 1,1 ,J + (() - ((i,))+ GI..l - ;,..0

Va" (..l - .. '" - (o00 + 3oa)

(4) Mean of BOI/Amo mix averaged over light levels

S" +. + BA +

"Var (i.) 1 (a 2 + 3o 2

(5) Mean difference of same 3OI/Amo mix at different light levels
(I # i')

Yieti -" ;I'.0 - (L - LI,) + (1(1) 1 W( )+ [DBLL)il

"- (S5MLL) 1 'i] + ( -i.. it..l)
2 20:

Var ( " (a1 + 3a
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4. ESULTIN'o ADVANTAGES OF THE DESIGN USED. The ability of the design
to make use of the Latin Square arrangement, where squads And blocks
(measure of learnnlig/motivation) formed the rove and columns of the square,
was an Important advantage of its selection. Extending blocks over the three
squares in s given light level Save the advantage of yielding information on
learning/motivation over a greater period of time. The design then, not
only reduced the ortor mean square by removing squads within light levole
and blocks as sources of error but also gave insight into the variability
Among squads and, most important, it gavo inf•ruation as to the effect of
learn'ng/uotivation on players who were used over extended periods of time.
Another advantage of this design was that it lent itself to continuous
analysis of the data. Upon the completion of a square, analysis could be
done and in this way the data could be monitored and analysed in successive
steps.
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Summry

When estimating the parameters of a time series, one ordinarily has
available an entire set ot time series, or a multiple series. Some
obvious examples are economic and aerologic series. This paper treats
the situation in which the time series of interest is one of a set of
observed series whose parameters are "generated" independently by a
random mechanism, i.e., independent realizations of a random variable 6
with unknown (prior) distribution. This suggests the Empirical Bayes
approach to the estimation problem. The specific models studied are
the first order auto-regressive process with zero mean; and the time
series regression model with auto-correl ted error term. Although exact
Empitical Bayes estimators do r.ot exist for the v-irious situations,
approximate Empirical Bayea estivators ace developed and used to obtain
mailer mean squared error than with the usual estimators.

1. Decision Theory: Bayes and fapirical Bayes

Let u3 suppose that we are interested in estimating a parameter 8,
and that this estimation situation occurs repeatedly for different para-
mater values. Further, suppose that the specific (but unknown) values
oE 3 are independent realizations of a random variable e, with distri-
butiom GO(). The observations xl, x 2 ,..., 2 n which are used to estimate

o follow the conditioned distribution f(xle). The decision Uip this
case our e6timate, 0) is characterized by a loss function 1(0,e). This
function tepresents our "lost" when we say that e is the parameter value,
when its value is e. In this situation, we are naturally interested in
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finding an estimation procedure which minimizes our loss. We thus seek

that procedure which will minimize our overall expected loss, or regret.

YO • (..) h (x,e) ddx

" li(e.S) f (xle) g (e) dedx,

where g(e) • G(e) and h(x,e) is the bivariate density of x and 0. If

r represents the "minimizing procedure," i.e.,

EG(O) mVn EG(1), then F is called the Bayes estimate of 0

and EG(J is the Bayes regret.

The most widely used loss function in estimption is the quadratic loss,

l(e,O) - k(e-S) 2 . This yields the very appealing Bayes estimator,

SU E(sjx) with regret E[Var (six)].

Let us consider the special case, when 6 -N(ua,d 2) and x -N(0,0 2).

For the ouadratic loss, we obtain,

E(lex) x xI 2 + 2v0
01 + 12

Notice that f(x) a I f(xle)g(e)de , and
0

(e lx) • ef(xle)g(e)de
f(x)
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It is apparent that if the density function g(O) Is not known,

then It is impossible to obtain E(elx). For the special case,

x-N(0.0 2 ), E(Clx) can be rwritten as:

f(x) *where

f'(x) - d~x The marginal density f(x) is

not known exactly, but it can be estimated with several past obser-

vations from several different (random) values of 0. In that case we

have.

E(Oex) a x + . H which is

an approximation to the Bayes estimate called the Empirical Bayes

estimate. The density ratio In the right hand side of equation (1)

can be estimated well by estinmting numerator and denominator seprately.

(See Parzen.) Under certain mild conditions, the risk incurred by using

the Empirical Bayes estimator approaches that of the true Bayes estimator as
n, the number of experiences Increases.

2. The First Order Auto-Regressive Parameter

The simplest auto-regressive model is:

t ext. Wt, where the et are (2)

independent errors. if the Etare assuamd normal, then tbe M.L.R. of is la

n
, XtXt-I and (3)
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It has been shown (Mann & Wald, 1943; and Durbin, 1960) that If j<'L then

1. ~�- is asymptotically N(O, 1.?2) regardless of the distri-

bution of the et. The likelihood function Lan lf(xil-,o) can be
Jai

written

-n/2 - 1
L- (2M02) xp -1 (ns2 + (;.6)2 zXtg ,

which is of the general form:

2 f(,s 2 ,ul-,u 2), I
where u E Zx2  and x - (XlX 2 ,...,Xn). It can be shown that

E(Zx2 _.E) - 2t)1 -;o/(1-2 ),.
t-I n-t I

and thus2
-n/2 [:21 hs 2

L Q-"

so that i is "asymptotically" sufficient for -. For small samples

we have,

fil_.62) . f(;,s2 q,uI.,O2 ). But

r(•,,o _ f(61_.-,2) . (_.02)
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* f(s 2,u). Seo', d r tr n r

f(aoi)0

af(..o2 1u's2 ,u), and after integrating w.r.t.
2

, we obtain, --

f(-Ix) - f(-I;,s ,u). Note that E(-Ix) * E(a-I,s 2 ,u)OE(-I;).

We shall ignore the dependence of Var (;) on - and propose to use

a "marginal" empirical Bayes estimator (Clmner and Krutchkoff, 1968)

for -.

Assume that - Is a random variable with unknown density function

g(a), and that we have observed k0l time series involviag the Indepen-

dently generated parameters l"2"""k" If we have computed the

M.L.E.'s ;1, 29-1 k then the marginal empirical Bayes estimator

(Clamer and Krutchkoff, 1968, and Rutherford and Krutchkoff, 1969)

which we propose for wk is:

E + 0fk(;k) where (4)
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k- 2

aud w•ere

I ( " - + h)/2h

"k ±FI" ("k - )/2h )

h a~ Mx[(A~ - 2 1/f2 ~ 2 1/2
h k1/5Ma((. j(^ . (,L 1)/0) ~

and a a length of present (ko)) tme series.

3. Prediction of future values of Auto-Regressive Model.

The A.R. model is useful in predicting future observations If a good
estimate of a is available since,

xt +1 x t + C t

and

I I(z+ ) t•

Assume that 1t+l is an uninown parameter, 0, and that ws desire to

mintise the love function L(e,8) - (0 - 0)2. Furthermore, aesou, a multi-
variate distribution f(x,-,e). Let £ represent the density function for
the associated random variables. Formally, than, the Sayes estimate of
e is: flOf(xw.O)deda

3(olx) --
471 f(x.auOJdOdw

f I aef(el ,) ( f.(61 ,)dOd-

*1 /s(-lx) {If(ejz,-)de~d7
- -6
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- -8(- • 44-101 a, -)d--

a I81= z) .3(O1. e:

18~(612~) so de

a t.. -I 11 ,, . z - ,.

Thus, to miunims, the squared error of the estimate of +1a it is

only necessary to uwe the Bayes estimate of a, E(aix) In the usual estimator.
tI other words, to estimate the future value z t+llv11, just estimate the
parameter a well.

4. The Regression Model.

The A.R. process say appear as the error torm in regression models.
Suppose that Za, 2 , 13,f.., are fixed and known imbere (investment

expenditures for example), and ut -a ut.1 + cti s an A.R. process. Then

Yt 0 Oxt + ut ts called a time sorees regrsesion model viLh auto-resrua-

sire error tem The model @as be written (5)

7 - * Blxt "$ -C i) x + c

yielding the N.L.L.' for -%P:

r -. .. .. , (6)

1t -I (yt-l)

t1 - (7)

t I(It t-•tl)
t-l

while the estimate of a2 il:

l i t 1
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Soe VoL*Is for - and 0 (6), (7) are ano-linear and require aniterativt acbem for solution (Cochran & Orcutt, 1949)e It may be s~hown

that,

I2 S11o(21 6,) . ,

1(6j %P) a8. a"d using the result of Mann & Wald,

3(:1 %) a £ asymptotically.

l7rthermore, if C . MID (0,02) t h e N{o 2 /(xt - t.)2).
tt t-1

Let Q(-,B) - -[ t "y - B(xt - 6 It-)] 2."
t-l

Then e • 1((t "" Nx-1) u t-l + Et't]"

Nov if 3(gO) - Ot( -0) we note that

"n n- , eo that !0 2qA ,m30B) a 0.
1-0

Thus, we shall assume that * and I are independent.

Note that i ls sufficient for 6 when a Is known but that * is not
sufficient for when B is known. When - and 0 are both unknown, then the
likelihood function involves semegal statistics. Thus if y * ('l*Y2*...*'u)*
the likelihood function will take the form,

t.±l -. 0.0 f (V u C o2 ).8

Nov suppose that a and 8 are random variables with joint density
8(c,$), and that the estimation problem has occurred k-i times previously.

It nay be shown that the posterior densities for - and 8 may be written:

f(-"y) - fl=I",,ls 2
1 u)

and f(Sly) - f(BI6,s 2 .s2u)

We therefore propose to use "marginal" estimators for 6 and S.
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Then,
ik u+((I 4 1.

Svbere A 2Ok-

" f ( ek) 'k )I2h

(f•l) k(Zk + h) f fk(cck))/h

+f (A 2 1/ ( A 2) 1/210

and n a length of kth time* series, and

2 f' ('k)

-k(BkI k) k + In - 2 fk,

h - k il a (- - )21/2,s •

5. Prediction with the Regression Miodel.

As in the case with the A.R. model, we shall assume that the future
value, yt+l Is the parameter e, and that chore exists a distribution

f(y,8,a,b), where yt - bxt +utt

ut W out-1 + Et, and Et are independent errors. Then,

Yt+l " ayt + b(xt+l - axt) + Ct and

E(yt+oIab~yt) - ayT + b(xt+1 - aex). Then, formally,

E(elyt) - fef(Ojy)d9

fOf (Oy)dO/ff (Oy)d6
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rJIOf(e ,yia,b)dadbde

77?1?N.Y.Mradwe

M 111e f(ejyab)g(y,a,b)dedsdb/g(y)

1" I/$(OI yteab)Z, dsdb

1/E(Z y t,a~b)X(a.bjy)dadb

- ffg(a,bly)[ay, + b(xt+. - axt )dadb

"a E("Iyt)yt + E(blyt)(xt+ ( "]y•a ) ) X J

aoy + ,.(zt÷• -&Zd

The last two lines follow if a and b are independe. tý

6. General Simulation Procedures and Results.

The 14onte-Carlo simulations in this research veto conducted on the
UsH 360 computer at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia. For each of the estimation dituations, 50 values
of the parameter 0 were generated from either a uniform distribution or
one of the following Pearson distributionat Iell-shaped, U-shaped, J-left
shaped, or i-right shapod. These 50 values of e were used to simulate up
to 50 independent, consecutive experiences. The clastica.L estimate for
each value of 6 was obtained, sed the B.S. estimate vas computed for the
2nd, 4th, 6th, 10th, 12th, 25th, and 50th experiences. The entire pro-
cedure vas repeated 500 times, with 50 diffeoerct values of 6 on each
repetition. The M.S.B.'s yore estimated for each of the past experience
numbers listed above, as follows:

1 500 2

9S (0 1 °a)t

so



For economy of computer time, the errors were almost exclusively uniform.
Host of the estimates involved were "asymptotically" independent of error
distribution. A number of simulation runs were duplicated with both nor-
mal and uniform errors, but almost no difference was noted in the quality
of the empirical Bayes relative to the classical estimator.
(See Table 11).

Some typical examples of the relative improvement of empirical Bayes

procedures over classical are given in the accompaning Tables. As is usual
in empirical Bayes, the Improvement is given In terms of

-k - E4S()/DIS(6), for k experiences and for several different a
vlaues with

Z - E Var(41e)/Var(e) and for each type of prior distribution. It
has been found in previous research that for a fixed number of past experi-
ences, invariably decreases with z. All of the simulations were con-
ducted ulIng equi-length series. The empirical Bayes estimator does not
require this, but the computer time and storage were reduced considerably in
this way. Incidentally, it was noted in the simulations that the R values
were not noticably different for series of length 12 and 36 observations.

In the regression model, a change in the Z value of one of the para-
meters did not change the R value of the estimate of the other parameter.
This is attributable to the independence of the M.L.E.'s. Furthermore,
the improvement in R of the e.B. estimate of b with respect to experiences,
is far greater than that for a up to about 5 or 6 experiences and after
that, the situation is reversed. This produces a "crossover" effect in
the R-values of a and b.

In all of the situations, for Zl, .75, a tremendous improvement is noted
its R values up to about 6 experiencesi. Thereafter there is a "tapering off"
in efficiency noted. The optimum valne in most situations seems tc be about
6 experiences.
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TABLE !

VALUES OF E. B. ESTIM4ATES OF A. R. PARAMETER

EXPERIENCES 2 5 10 25 so

UNIFORM PRIOR

Zu .36 - .96 .83 .79
.73 .96 .86 .81 .73 .69
1.1 .87 .74 .69 .63 .58
5.2 .8 .63 .57 .49 .43

BELL SHAPE PRIOR

Zu .43 .97 .9 .86 .8 .77
.77 .93 .81 .78 .73 .68
1.6 .86 .72 .68 .61 .55
4.6 .83 .65 .59 .49 .41

U-S PRIOR

Z- .23 - - .94 .89 .86
.42 1.0 .93 .87 .83 .8
.9 .93 .81 .76 .74 .7
2.6 .78 .67 .6 .54 .S

J-SKEWED LEFT PRIOR

, .36 - - .94 .84 .78
.73 .97 .88 .81 .73 .7
1.65 .89 .73 .67 .61 .55
4.9 .83 .61 .55 .46 .4
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TABLE I I

C f~t VALUES OF RECAESSION PARAM(TERS FOR "tt1

Uniform Errors Naral Errors

ExperlenCS t.

2 .957 .890 .954 .89S
4 .872 .760 :873 .770
6 .811 .710 .812 .711

10 .790 .653 .786 .665
25 .714 .618 .715 .622
so .644 .563 .646 .592

z 2.9 3.8 2.9 3.8
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TABLE III

R-VALNUES FOR THE REMRESSION NOOE1L PARAIETER ESTIINrFS

pARAMwyR a - UNIPONlIO PRIE

EXPERIEKCES 2 5 10 25 so

Z , .48 - .94 .92 .86 .8
.91 .95 .87 .82 .76 .72
3.74 .85 .73 .65 .57 .5

PARAMETL• b - UNIFORM PRIOR

.47 - .90 .88 .85 .81
Zb 1.05 - .84 .78 .73 .68

1.67 - .82 .71 .62 .57
5.8 1.0 .67 .56 .51 .45

PARAMETER a - BELL SHAPE PRIOR

Z 1.28 .88 .78 .73 .69 .65
5.25 .84 .71 .63 .53 .47

PARMETER b - BELL SHAPE PRIOR

Zb* 2.39 - .74 .65 .58 .51
8.35 .88 .61 .64 .6 .46

PUARMETER a - U-SHAPE PRIOR

Za - .676 .92 .86 .82 .8 .78

PARAMETER b - U-SHAPE PRIOR

Zb " 1.22 1.0 .81 .73 .65 .6
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SOM D1CTS Of AN UM ERD SCREENING TECHNIQUE
ON THE AOQ WKI[ USING CSP-i

Fred L. Abraham
U.S. Army Ammunition Procurement and Supply Agency

Joliet, Illinois

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Continuous empling procedures are acceptance/rectification inspection
plans developed for use where production is continuous and where the formulation
of Inspection lots for lot-by-lot acceptance may be impractical or undesirable
(such as in the inspection of amunition), or art1fical as is often the case
with conveyor line production. While there exist many continuous sampling pro-
cedures, they all have similar characteristics; namely, inspection is carried
out by alternate sequ~nces of consecutive item inspection, called 1001 inmpection
or screening and saqtiances of production from which only samples are taken. The
objective of continuous sampling procedures is to provide assurance that the
long run percentage of defective unite in accepted product will be held dovn to
some prescribed limiting value which will tot be exceeded no matter what quality
of product is submitted to inspection. This limiting value is called the
Average Outgoir4 Quality Limit of simply, the AOQL.

1.2 The simplest and perhaps the most widely used continuous sampling
procedure Is Dodge's CSP-l. It is applicable only to quality characteristics
subject to non-destructive inspection and on a go-no-go basis - that is, classifi-
cation of units is either good or bad. The procedure is defined by two parameters,
f, the eampling frequency, and I, the clearance number which is the number of
consecutive good units that must be found defect free baefre sampling Is to be
resumed. Figure 1 gives the procedural flow.

1.3 For given values of f, I and some fraction defective of incoming pro-
duct, there will result for product of a statistically controlled process a
definite average outgoing fraction defective, called the AOQ. A statistically
controlled process is defined here as Bernoullian, that is, each unit has an equal
probability of being defective. For these values of f and I, the AOQ will have
a maximum, or limit, at some particular fraction defective of incoming product.
As noted, earlier, this maximum is the AOQL.

1.4 There are 3 other properties besides the AOQ and AOQL which car be
useful in describing a particular sampling plan. Those are:

u, the expected number of units inspected on screening
following the finding of a defect.

v, the expected number of units passed on sampling
before a defe-, it found, and

This paper was reproduced photographically from the ar -'". nnuscript.
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F, the average fraction of total product inspected.

Appendix A gives the mathematical formulae for CSP-1. 4

1.3 Inspection under CSP-l can be performed either by Judging a class
of detacts or by Judging individual defects independently. A class of defects
is treated in the inspection operation as if the class of defects were a
single entity - that in, the finding of any one of the listed defects of the
class causes screening to be initiated for all linted defects of the class.
When I refer to a class of defects, I am not making specific reference to
the classification of defects according to there seriousneus such as critical,
major, or minor classes as found in Military Standards and Handbooks on inspec-
tion. An example of Inspection by a class of defects would be the inspection
of a cylinder for three quality characteristics - inside diameter - outside
diameter - and length of cylinder. Screening would be initiated for all 3
characteristics if any one of the three were found to be nonconforming or defect-
ive. As might be expected, when Inspection is by a class of defects, inspection
during the screening operation is sometimes incorrectly limited to those character-
istics triggering the screening requirement.

1.6 Since the choice of f, i and AOQL to be used to inspect product is
often based on whether inspection is to be by a class of defects or on an indi-
vidual basis, we are concerned with the effects of this improper screening techni-
que on the average outgoing quality. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
the effects on the AOQ, and therefore the AOQL, when the improper technique is
used.

2.0 SUWOAMY

2.1 The effects of the improper screening technique on the AOQ will be
demonstrated by using the following CSP-l plans from HIL-STD-1235:

(a) Code J i - 200 f - 1/100
AQL - 1.02 AOQL - 1.352

(b) Code K i - 65 f - 11200
AQL - 4.0% AOQL - 4.962

(c) Code H I " 15 f - 1/25 3
AQL - 10% AOQL - 10.70%

Using these plans, threl sets of conditions are consider.d;

Case I All defects in the class are consfdercd to
have equal probability vf occurrence.

Case II One specific defect has twice the probability
of occurrence of any of the others.
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Caste IlI Oe specific defect hba ten time the probability i
"of occurrence of any of the others.

For demonstration purposes it was arbitrarily decided to consider having five
defects in the claes.

2.2 AOQ curves for the three plans with the three conditions Imposed
waere constructed to demonstrate visually the differences In AOQ when using the
correct screening procedure as opposed to using the Improper techniques.
Thee. curves are exhibited as Figures 2, 3, and A.

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 ?-r relatively snail values of the incoming fraction defective of
submitted product, p, within a particular inspection plan, there is little
difference In effect upon the AOQ between correct and improper techniques.
As p increaesa, the difference in effect upon the AOQ between the correct
and improper technique becomes quite significant. It in at these larger
values of p where the most concern is focused.

3.2 Visual inspection of figure 2, 3, and 4 shove that the improper
screening technique allows a much larger percentage of defective material to
be accepted than does the proper technique. Consider plan. (a), Code J, AOQL -
1.351 (See Figure 2). If the submitted product were 42 defective, the Average
Outgoing Quality would only be .22 defective wahen the correct screening technique
is used. For the same percent defective, improper screening technique, Case I,
would allow the outgoing product to contain 3.22 defective or 16 times more than
would the correct technique; Case II, 15.5 times more; and Case 111, 3.7 tiraes
more than the correct technique. The same analysis vill yield similar results
from the two other plane considered.

3.3 For the three plane considered in this paper, Table I gives the 4
values of the AOQL, the percent defective of the submitted product where the
AOXL occurs, and compares these to the values of the correct method. It
clearly can be seen that each case of Improper screening has a much larger
AOQL value than the correct technique and that these AOQL values occur at larger
values of p. The effect, then, of the improper screening techninue is the
changing of the specified plan to one with a higher AOQL which allows more
defective product to pass inspection.

3.4 Appendices A, ?, C and D contain the mathematical derivation of
formulae for each of the conditiona contnidered. Dafoiniton3 of symbols and
terms, unless otherwise stated, are those given in NIL-STD--1235.
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TABLE I

CSP-I PLANS

i.O0 goo /10 1-M1_0 t-V100 1-15 t-1/15

A2L _... AOQL _AOQL D

own I 3.71 6.45 12.75 17.08 24.95 3L80

Cao 11 3.35 4.95 11.33 10.75 33.68 36.5

CA"e M 1.79 2.25 6.30 8.50 14.33 21.9

Correot Method 1.35 1.75 4.96 6.25 10.70 16.5

I|
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF FORMUlaE FOR THE AOQ

A.1 For given values of i and p, there will be an expected average number
of unIdte, u, inspected following the finding of a defect. For given values of
f and p, there will be an expected average number of unite, v, that will be
passed under the sampling procedures before a defect is found.

A.2 The average fraction of total product units inspected in the long run
ie defined by Dodge as being A

(A 1) F - u + fv
u +-v

where: u ,,- •'i v 1
p qi fp

A.3 It is further assumed that

(a) the inspection operation itself never overlooks a defect

(b) each defective unit found is removed from the operation and
is not replaced by a good unit (a departure from Dodge).

The average outgoing quality is related as follows to the incoming quality

(A II) AOQ - P( ) P

A.4 Now consider u, the average number of units screened fcllowing the find-

ing of a defect.

From Dodge,

u - gi q - p
p qi
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O (A 111) U a I z-P)i

p (1 - p)i

lowever, when the improper screening technique defined is used, Equation (A 11)
becomes

(A IV) U V t J U' ;'w "' I " 0 Jl J;

I - Aj' J)
where UJ J 1 2

1 Al J; (.. A ' )1J1 J2

tt
See Appendix B for explanation and derivation of A3j ji and Appendix C for

!2

A.5 The expected average number of unite, v, that ilii be passed under the
sampling procedure before a defect is found, is not affected by improper screening,
and remains as v a 1/fp.

A.6 Consider Equation (A I1),

AOQ p F N
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Substituting (A 1) for F and simplifying

(A V) AOQ (1-fu f p (I - P) + 1 fp

where the valuo of u 1* (A V) Is obtained by using Equation (A IV). The AOQ
under the three conditions of Improper screening technique given can now be
calculated using Equation (A V) after first solving for u.

A.7 The Average Outgoing Quality Limit, AOQL, being the maximum value of
the AOQ that will result for any given values of f and i considering a11
possible values of p, can be determined by differentiating Equation (A V) with
respect to p, equating the derivative to 0, and solving for p.

A.7.1 This was done, but the resulting equation in p was found to be too
complex for practical use; therefore, It is not contained in this paper. Instead,
Equation (A v) was used to calculate the AOQ for several values of p, and curves
were constructed from these points.
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"AFn31MIX B

DnRiVATION OF FORMULAE FOR Ajj _j' and uJ Jk

5B.1 Let 1- 1, 2,.., J be the defects listed in the class. po be

the probability that a unit displays the jth defect listed in the class, and
1ý the occurrence of a unit displaying the jth defect, then the probability,
p, that a unit displays at least one defect in the class is

(B I) p- Pr Ei]

The relationship in (B I) can be expressed in another manner if ve group those
events with equal probabilities of occurrence*.

B.2.1 Let I - 1, 2, . . , K be the number of groups formed such that there
are k groupings with Jt defects in each group, and let 3j, denote the occurrence

or a unit displaying the jth member of the ith group, then

(B II) P - Pr E •1

where J, + • JK j

B.2.2 When the Improper screening method discussed in this paper is used, it
becomes apparent that screening may be done for only one defect of the class,
for two defects of the class, or for any specific number of defects listed in
the cleas. If screening In done for V' defects of the class, than the probability
of finding at least one of the J" defects on a particular unit is

(B III) p' ' • where
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(B IV Ajl " O " 0
IBIV . . . JK P Ej1  . .~ j . i o r1K

K

and -i J

B.i3 Case I

B.3.1 The assuurptton ts made that each defect within the class has an equal
probability of occurrence, that is

Poi " Poi + I ' J - 1, 2, . . . ,J-1

B.3.2 For this case only, the general Equation (B II) becomes

(B V) p Pr Ej1J (; ) i- J

, where qoj l - POlq. l " '

and Equation (B IV) b*ecomes

Si

(B VI) Aj, Pr Pr{I

B.4 Case It and III

B.4.1 Case II assumes that one specific defect has twice the probability
of occurrence of the other four listed in the class. This one defect how has
a fraction defective 2 Pos
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A

1.4.2 Case III assumes that one specific defect has ten times the probability
of occurrence of the other four defects listed in the class. The fraction
defective of this one specific defect ta now 10 po.

B.4.3 Since the specific defect in both cases differ by the constants, 2 and 10.
only one set of equations need to be derivvd from the general equations, (B II)
and (B IV):

F f ( V. o 1

1 0 J1 2-0 JI

and

(B V, - Pr E

(1 VII) 1 J2 { 1 e ;

where po - C poi C * either 2 or 10 and the state 0.- 0,

3'_ 0 does not exist, since screening would not be reinitiated unless at least
o e defect were found on the sampled unit.

B.5 For each state Aj, , screened following the finding of a defect.
1K

1 - (1 - AJ' j,)K

Ail, j; . I " "A.3, j, (1 -A3 .,
l*" K 1 KJ " "J

1

or for the cases presented in this paper

, I
1 -1-A,

12 1 2 1 2j ;
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF FORMULAE FOR wj,. ,

C. 1 It has been shown that the improper scrseeing technique described
In this paper allows scree•ing to be done for owe defect in the class, for two
defects in the class, or for my specific number of defects Uatoed We must now
consider the probability of being on screening at each of theose particular states.

C. 1. 1 Appendix B showed for each of the above states, how the expected
average number of unite, u., , , screened In one sequence was found. These

If " "Ik
values of u ' must be weighted by the probability of that particular state

occurring.

C. 1.2 One would not re-initiate screening unless a defect in the class were
found. 8ince a sampled unit may contain one, two or all the listed defects, it can
be said that the probability of going on screening is the probability of finding at
least one of the listed defects.

C. 1. 3 Now consider the different ways or states to be on screening for the
J defects listed in the class. It follows that the probability o[ being on screening
for a particular state, denoted by w ' , given that screening Is in effect,J] " Jk

13

Probability of screening for J J' defects(C1) wi ' - -1* k
k Probability of screening for at least one defect in the class

where the symbols and their definitions are the same as those developed in Appendix B.
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C. 2 lu ICe 1, only where the listed dofeot& have equal probability of

ocoutrrenoe, the probability that a sample unit ooatalns al defects In the class,
resulting In screening for these Jj' defects, Is

(Jil Po % _
and the probability of screening for at leat one defect In the class is

r 1 (:1)
e(C becomo

: W ' ,, PO qoIi J' li.;
W i iJ1II k' 1- lJ Jl-"J 1-qo

S, (J Po qo

The five weights for Case I are then

4 4

W % _PO %1 - *4 - qo5

1 1
10 2 5

w P 1 0p %w
2 1-I q 5

1 0p0
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C.$U"~ the Ot"at - C%' de~ in 13. 4. 3# A glm~rkl *xsmlonor •
the weigbta in Cas,, It and III oan be found by ulsin the Game method of C, S1.

4C 1) Ibcomes

(C 1M J2 2A
"J/ Po q _ Ji (c p) l.Cp

*•-.-J p -Co

,=d...r*4=4/ qOlt0 (1,-Cop,,,,,)2,..,,,,

2 - 0

represents the state Jl=O, J- 0 , wh/oh will not exist In screening.

I

I
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Then from (C IED,

I' - C po)4 p qO 4(W-C*)4poq w a CPoQo

10 D 01 D

D D

2 2o 3
(1-Cpo) o C

w20 w o 1 1 CPO P%

D D

(1-C 4 p q4
w40 0 W21 O %

D 
D

(1-C 'p~0 '*31 a Cpo4 p q

40 D w4 . pp 0

w41-

where DIl-q% 4 (1-Vp)
0 0

C. I Note that (C III) reduces to (C I1) when J 0. Then (C IllI)

may be considered the general expression for Case I, II and III.
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APPENqDIX D

SPECIFIC TO GENERAL

D. I ltogw this memorandum the word" spsecflG" ha been used
as an adjective to modify a defect who"e probablUty of coocnarenos to different

from the Other, equl Probability of oucurreanoes. ThO rsstrtion wa made
to prevent the maieaemuulo derivatieo f m beooming nedlessly ph.

D. 2 It will be shown here that this restriction is o needed, that the
results will be the sme If the particular defect having the odd probability of
occurrence Is not specified.

D. 3 Aseume we have J defects in the class, where the jth defect
hasPrbbility P ) of bei• the odd ne. where the sum p (1) + p (2) . .+

D. 4 Any result, R, in the memorandum, would have to be made
subject to the condition that the ith defect was the odd one. However, it is
Immeditely pparenat tha(R I) - (R1 2) . . (R j)-. ,ase the given
condition would be equivalent to specifioation.

D.5 It can therefore be stated that p (l) (RI 1) + p (Z) (R I)..
p (U) (R IJ) (P (1) + p (2)+ ... + p ()) R R.
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WtRIC&L BAYIS 3•SD TION FOR THE
;. ~ApnLin•STATISTICIAN

Richard KFrutchkof f
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

In the past few years my students and I have published several articles
(see the references) illustrating the practicality of the ir&,4l Sayes
approach to statistical estimation. Unfortunately, these Article% vwei writtens
in a wy iihich does not easily allow for extension to other I!.atior-. I
am, therefore, writing this non-techaical paper so that hmpirical Davos estimation -

can be both underetoA oud used without one having to biq an expert in the field.

When to Use birlical bayes

t-t us say that you want to estimate the parameter 0 (or a vector of para-
meere 0) roe some specified distribution. You take your sample and obtain the

besv classic4 l estimate, i, for 6. This is usually sufficient for your purposes.
SIf, hoi;;r, you feel that this estimate is not good enough, perhaps due to
large experimental error or small sample size, then you should consider other
alternatives.

Let us say at this point you realize that you have done all this several
tine before, That is, you have considered similar situations and have estimated
the param-tex 0 from the sase distributional form. The first question you should
ask yourself is. "are the previous values of the estimated parameter the same as
the par•meter prosently being estimated". If the &neser te this Is "yes", then
all the data should be pooled. This is usually done by weighting the estimates
proportiotNal to the number of observations contained therein. If the variation
of e betwftm experiments is less than the variance of your unpooled estimator.
the" re dr improve your estimate in this way. If, on the other hand, the
variation of 6 between experiments is larger than the variance of your unpooled
estimator, then this pooled approach affords an estimator with larger mean
squared error than the unpooled estimator. What is needcd in this ease is a
weighted average in which data from distributions with paranetors close to the
present parameter value receive more weight than data from distributions with
paraeeters not so close. A natural measure uf closeness is provided by the
probability density or usas function Itself. The estimator* obtained In this

manner are "slled Ipirical Say#@ etimoatore. They have boon derived in the
literature from another point of view (see the references), to exhibit optimal
asymptotic properties and have been shown by extensive stochastic simulation
experiments to exhibit excellent small sample properties. In particular these
estimators are never worse than the classical estimators and often provide up
to a 50 percent decrease in mean squared error.
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There is a good deal of evidence which Indicates that the Empirical Bayes
estimators are robust to most everything. If the previous experLMents contain
little evidence about this experiment, then the Empirical Bays@ estimate differs
little from the classical estimate with correspondingly little decrease in mean
equared error. On the other hand, the more closely the experiments .esembli the
present one the greater the decrease in mean squared error.

What Estimator to Use

Although I have, in the literature, proposed different Empirical Bayes
estimators for different situations, I will here propose onal one easily used
procedure for any parametric situation. Let us say that f(aO)represeats the
probability density function (or the probability mass function) of the data for
a given value of the parameter. If there is a sufficient statistic for e, then
let a represent the sufficient statihtic itself rather than the vector of obser-
vations; and let f(xle) represent thv.trup bility density of that sufficient
statistic. Let 6 be the classical es',.;- r &.-r the present balue of e. Now
consider the last several past experinc.e (several being anywhere from five to
fifteen; fifteen when available). Usi e1 , I a 1, 2. ... , 16. to represent the

classical estimates in. the past fifttain (or as few as five) experiences plus the
present one (I a 16). The Empirical Ia'es estimate for the present value of e
is given by

16
E - i(x1-

16

This is a weighted average of the estimates of tte last sixteen - values. The
weights, however, are not functions of how well e is estimating 01. i.e., a

function of the number of observations in the ith experiment, but rather a function
of how likely the present set of data, x, would be if 0 1 were the true value of

the parameter. It should be noted that the present unpooled estimate e16 recieves

the greatest weight. This is more easily seen when x - •!6 end the weight is

proportional to f( 16i 16,.

'he iA ot the Fm irical Bayes Estimator

The decrease in mean squared error using this Empirical Bayes procedure
depends on the ratio of the variance of the unpooled estimator to the variation
of the parameter between experiments. Unlike ordinary pooling, however, the
Empirical Bayes estimators never have a larger mean squared error than the
unpooled estimator.
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Since

Vat 8 R Var(8 18) + Var 5001e)j
we• have--

Var - Var 0 - 9 Var(8 10)

when 0 Is unbiased for 0. We can, therefore, often present

vtar - Z Var(;8e) a
as the ratio required for use with Table I in obtaining the fpproximate stan
squared error for your Empirical Sayan estimator. Here Var(8e8) is estimated I
as the variance of the unpooled estimator for your present experiment.
B Var(, 19) is estimated by the average of the variances of the unp9oled
estimators for the present and fifteen past experiments, while Var a is
estimated by

16 16 )1 •'1 )2

IT L: 1~6 16 li-i i-i

Table I is an approximate table which has been compiled by using extensive
stochastic simulations. One finds the Z value and obtains the proper multiplier,
interpolating when necessary. The variance of the unpooled estimator is then
multiplied by this multiplier to obtain the mean squared error for the Empirical
Bayes estimator. If X is very small, under 0.1, then ther'e is little advantage
in obtaining the Empirical Bayes estimator. .J, on the other hand, Z is very
large, over 4.0, then one should seriously consider pooling In the usual
manner. For 0.1 : Z < 4.0 one should use the estimator given here. .

When Z is based on only five past experiences, the multipliers are closer
to unity. A reasonable estimate would be to split the difference between them
and unity, e.g., a multiplier of 0.8 would become 0.9 when only 5 past experiences
are available.

Table I: Variance Multipliers

Z M4ultiplier

0.0 1.0
0.2 0.9
0.5 0.8
1.0 0.7
2.5 0.6
5.0 0.5
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A Nonparametric Estimator

Sometimes we feel that our data is almost, but not quite normal or not
quite poisson or not quite gamma, etc. in spite of this, we often make the
assumpticn that our data fits close enoug- in order to avoid havine to use a
nanparamucric procedure, which Is itself very poverful. The nonparametric
Empirical Bayes procedure which I am prer ng here Is, however, remarkably
powerful and competes well with its paraot c counterparts.

Let x., I - 1, 2, ... ,16, represent t last sixteen ictor observations,
includin he present one with I - 16. That -s, tc, i a 1,,..., 16,

represents the sets of random samples obtainb. in the last s xteen experimental
situations with x16 the present set of random samples. Let xis, J a 1, 2, ... ,m1 ,

represent the components of the ith vector. Note that the vector lengths need
not be the same but mi should he at least twu.

Let us now say that we have a clasbical estimator for whatever It is we
want to estimate. In the nonparaeetric siLuation this would be something like
the mean, the variance, the standard deviation, or the percentiles.

Call the estimates in the last sixteen situations 01i I a 1, 2, ... "169
where I is the present classical estimate of what we are interested in

16
estimating. Then the Empirical Bayes estimator is given by

16 a •I f(x 6;fi)

16

where

G16 J-1 k-l

2hi

with

hi (1/m 1) 7/10
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end wx4  (1/m) Z x and whore sin 0 1 . f(x5- £k- lk 1. -16i)

given here L simply a nonperematric estimate of the appropriate likelihood
function. Preliminary results indicate that this procedure is also remarkably
robust. In particular, the lengths of the vectors from experiment to experiment
need not be the same.

7__
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A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO OPTIMIZING THE MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Donald L. Martin, Jr.*

ABSTRACT

The filler particle size distribution is shown to have a significant effect on
the mechanical properties of CTPB composite materials. The experimental com-
positions are selected in accordance with a simplex-centroid lattice design, and
the regression equation for this statistical model is shown to adequately fit the
experimental data. The various mechanical properties estimated from the
regression equation for a fixed filler content are represented by contour plots on
triangular coordinate graphs. These plots predict the various possible mixtures
that will result in the same material behavior, and should prove valuable in optimiz-
ing mechanical properties of composite materials for specific applications.

INTRODUCTION

Composite materials are currently being used in many applications where
the strength-to-weight ratio becomes a significant factor. The extreme loading
conditions imposed on these materials has prompted many investigations of
methods for optimizing the mechanical properties for specific designs.

The work described here concerned a carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene
(CTPB) composite material that consists of a rubbery matrix highly filled with
rigid filler particles. The size distribution of these filler particles and the total
filler content have a pronounced effect on the rheological characteristics of an
uncured slurry 11-4],** and may drastically alter the mechanical response of the
cured composite material. Such characteristics as the equilibrium modulus,
stress-strain response, and ultimate tensile properties [5-61 of a cured composite
material may be significantly changed by altering the particle size distribution for a
fixed filler content.

*Aerospace Engineer. U. S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.

C* Numbers in brackets pertain to references listed at the end of this paper.

This paper has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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Since high strength composites usually require a high solids content, the
solids must be efficiently packed to obtain optimum proportion. The pecking
fraction as defined here is the volume traction of solids In the minimum sedimenta-
tion volume, which it thus Independent of the actual total filler content In the
formulation. When the particle shape, average size, or sioe distribution are
changed such that the packing fraction is increased, less binder is required to fill
the voids between the filler particles. Thus there is a direct relationship between
the packing fraction of the mixture of filler particles and the potential solids-
loading capability of the resulting composite. For a fixed filler content, the
iargest packing fraction usually results in the minimum mix viscosity, the lowest
Initial modulus, and the groatest strain capability.

Optimizing a mixture of filler particle sizes from the standpoint of
rheological, physical, and thermal properties requires knowledge of the mechani-
cal response of all possible mixtures that might be considered. Since the
experimental determination of ll the various responses Is prohibitively expensive
and time-consuming, a method for accurate prediction is highly desirable.

BACKGROUND AND THEORY

The oocoept of simplex lattice designs introduced by Scheffi [91 for
experimental aituattons involving multicomponent systems is valid when the
experimental response depends only on the proportion of components in the
system. To illustrate, let q be the number of components considered and X

the proportion of the Ith component that is subject to the constraints

XI Z! 0 (1 = 1, 2,... q) (1)

and

X1+ X2 + X3 + ... + Xq a 1 (2)

The factor space is a (q-l) -dimensional simplex satisfying these constraints
(triangle for q a 3, tetrahedron for q = 4). Scheffd uses the nomenclature
(q, m) to describe the designs, where m is the degree of the polynomial
regression function in X used to describe components. The (q. m' simplex

lattice (m - 1,2,3...) consists of the 2±W_) experimental points In the

simplex representing all possible mixtures in which the proportion of each
component has the m+1 equally spaced values:

1 2
x =0,- . (3)
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The simplex lattioe method has two key features: (1) Properties or rosponsea are
Wr measured at lattice composition points and (2) polynomial equations having a

special correspondence to the lattioe points are then used to reproesent the
measured responses at these points.

Simplex-Centrold Desip

The (3,2) slmplex-oentroid lattion design proposed by ScheftS 1101 was
satisfactorily applied by Alley and Dykes tIII to estimate the packing fractions of
multicomponent mixtures of ammonihm perchlorate and aluminum particles.

In the simplex-centroid statistical model, ( 2q- 1 ) observations are taken,
one at each of the following: the q pure components, the (q/2) binary mixtures
with equal proportions, the (q/3) ternary mixtures with equal proportions,

t and the q-nary mixture with equal proportions. These observations correspond
* to points X1 . X2 , .... X of the simplex, obtained by making q permutations of

29 q
(110,0, .... 0). (q/2) permutations of (V12, 1/2, 0, ... , 0), and (q/3)
permutations of (1/3, V/3, 1/3, 0, ... , 0), and the point (l/q, I/q. .... l/q).
Thus the design consists of the centroid of the (q, 2) simplex and the centroids of
"all the lower dimensional simplexes It contains.

The polynomial regression equation has as many coefficients as there are
points In the design. and to given by

q q-1 q

+ iiXj 1 j3X
i=1 i.1 J~i+l1

q-2 q-1 q

+ '0 j XX
I=1 )=i+1 k~j+l

+..... ... 2 XX2...x (4)
12...q 12- q

Whten the response satisfies (4), the (2 -1) coefficients i are uniquely deter-

mined by the values of the response at the ( 2 q- 1 ) points of the simplex-centroid
design 110): The coefficient i In (4) is the response of the pure component I.

called the linear blending value; is the coefficient of binary synergism for

Scomponents 1 and 1 1Jk is the coefficient of ternary synergism for components

I, J, and k; etc.
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Reference Mixtures

In many experiments dealing with mixtures, a physical, econo-Arc, or
chemical limitation may restrict the concentration of one or more components
of a mixture. For these oases Scheffd suggested the use of pseudocomponenta, or

what were later termed

"reference mixtures,"
which are mixtures of the
pure oomponintp and can
be substituted for the
pure components in the
simplex lattice designs.

Womeldorph [ 121
and Alley and Meyers [13]
incorporated reference
mixtures into the simplex-
centroid design for multi-

C component x-ray analysis.
Figure 1 illustrates two
(3,2) simplex-centrold

I •designs, one for mixtures
SI I of pure components

X3 * " _ I (designated by I) and the

other for reference
Figure 1. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A mixtures ([I). Point A

(3,2) SIMPLEX-CENTROID LATTICE is a mixture of pure corn-
DESIGN FOR PURE COMPONENTS ponents, but this mixture
AND REFERENCE MIXTURES is also 100 percent refer-

ence mixture 1. By a
similar definition for

points B and C, a (3,2) simplex-centroid design (II) using reference mixtures
is obtained. The regression equation in terms of the reference components is
similar to that for the pure components. Although in this particular illustration
the reference component and pure component designs have the same midpoint,
this condition is not required.

Variance and Confidence Limits

To verify the adequacy of the model and to establish confidence Intervals,
the variance of the values predicted by the model must be estimated. Variances
dealing with any iumber of components are discussed in detail by Scheffe [9] and

Womeldorph 1121 and by Gorhman and HinmanJ [14], who extended the simplex
lattice design and applied it to properties of gasolines and other multicomponent
systems. The discussion here will concern the expression for the variance of
values nredicted from the (3,2) simplex-centroid model.
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The ooefflolents (3, ,3, and a3 In the f3. 2) simplex-centroid model.

3 203
t P- Ej 123•E •j

PIX +lX (5)
i=I jal+ 023XIX2X3

are estimated from linear combinations of the measured response at the lattice
points 191. Replacing the ft's by their estimates In terms of the measured
responses n yields

3 2 3
b I bi + bij NJ b 123 (6)3 (6

If an independent estimate of the error variance. a 2, is not available, tha design
raust bo replicated to obtain an estimate of co::

;?
aI

• -_ (7)p

where &2Is the average variance for the model, o is the variance of the Ith mixture,
i

and p is the number of distinct design points in the model considered.

The XI'S are assumed to be known without error and the i's result from

replicated observations at each lattice point. The expected variance in the

predicted response is then given by

Var (7y) =a Eb + 2 3 b',~1  + b2(8)

WbVr, b- -i1V1 2N/r1 23')

When there are an equal number of observations, r. at each lattice point
composition,

r a ri r,, = r123

and

a
2

var (1) =r '(9)
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whore

Z bf+Z Z b t(0

3
I,. .X/)O, x 1) -s , [ (

1(10i"

bIj- . X iXi (s~ a ÷ xI +3 - 2) (1•12jul I
b 27 XIX X (13)

The quantity o2/r is dependent on the precision of the experimental observations and
o is dependent only on the composition being considered. Thus, if an estimate is

given of at and the number of replications r for the simplex-centrold system,
the estimated variance for. any composition in the factor space can be obtained by
using (9) through (13). For 95 percent confidence intervals (Ill:

Pr (IF- A < •< 7 + ) =0.95, (14)

where

A . t a/(2k), i rI

a•.&,0.05

k a number of constants in model

f - number of degrees of freedom.

When desirable, a contjLr plot of confidence intervals for the predicted values
may be prepared by using (14).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The composite system selected for this investigation consisted of a CTPB
binder filled with rigid filler particles. The filler material was obtained from

Rohm & Haas Company, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. Table I presents the
nominal size, weight-mean diameter, and specific surface area for the filler
particles. In the ensuing discussion, the nominal size will be used tv identify the
filler component. The particle size distribution of the 200 p particles was
determined by Ro-tap screcn analysis; the particle size distributions of the 40 /

and 10 p particles were determined by a liquid sedimentation technique using a
Mine Safety Appliances analyzer.
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Table I. PARTICLE SIZE DATA FOR FILLER PARTICLES

MATERIAL NOMINAL WEIGHT.MEAN PECI FIC
NO. SIZE DIAMETER SURFACE AREA

(i4 (CM21O)

S1 40 44.5 1448.

203 0 191.7 1909

3 10 Is.. INe

The cumulative particle size distributions are plotted in Figure 2. The

200 p particle sizes ranged from 74 ; to 380 A and had a weight-mean diameter
of 191.7 p. The 40 p particle sizes ranged from 3 A to 80 ;4 with a weight-mean
diameter of 44. S5p. The 10 p particle sizes ranged from 3 jeto 50 JAwith a
"weight-mean diameter of 16.6 A. Calculation of the specific surface areas and

the weight-mean diameters was based on particle size distribution data and
assumed spherical particles.

The raw
materials used In
the binder formula-
tion of all compost-
tions investigated

_ _ _were obtained from
Thiokol Chemical

B Corporation, Hunts-
ville, Alabama. The

£ chemical analyses of
\ I the CTPB prepolymer

and curing agents
40 are listed In Table I.

The CTPB system uses
the carboxyl groups at

_ _the terminal positions
S20 - and the butadiene

polymer an the back-
bone. The ERLA is

0 _j • a trifunctional epoxide
1 10 Igo 00 compound and the

MAPO is a trifunctional

Figure 2. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION CURVES imine compound.
FOR FILLER PARTICLES
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Table 11. RAW MATERIALS

POLYMER LOT NO. EQUIVALENT
WEIGHT

CTPO-ZL434 3511 2090.0

ERLA40610 2327 98.85

MAPO 2M 73.53

The equivalence ratio of the binder component in all compositions Investi-
gated was maintained constant at 1. 5 equivalents of curing agents to one equivalent
of CTPB prepolymer. The ratio of curing agents was maintainea constant at 3. 8
equivalents of MAPO per one equivalent of ERLA. '."he composite fi'-mulat1vne
investigated are summarized in Table I1l.

Table 1I1. COMPOSITE FORMULATIONS

VOLUME PERCENTAGE

MIX NO. BINDER 400 20 0 ju 10,

314 0.40 0.60 0.0 0.0

311 0.40 0.0 0.60 0.0

317 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.60

316 0.40 0.30 0.30 0.0

319 0.40 0.35 0 0 0.26

320 0.40 0.0 0.35 0.25

321 0.40 0.22 0.22 0.16

Mechanical Response

Uniaxial stress-strain characteristics were determined utilizing in
Instron tensile machine at a cow, itant crosshead dljpLcement .-ate of
1.0 inch/minute and 75*F. lorded tab-nca specimens Rpprodtnato;y 3/8 inch
wide, 1/4 inch thick, and 2. 8 incho 'on.- were used to obtain the mechanical
response data. Three specimenb ;:,% r. ;-ach composition were tested and the
average value for each property w•a used in the subsequent correlation.
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S~ Croselink Density,

The mechanical properties of polymeric binders may change with the
addition of rigid filler particles due to the reinforcing effect of filler particle@.
changes produced in the crosulink density of the binder, or a combination of
the two. For some binder systems the addition of particular filler materials

results in an increase in the apparent erosslink density of the binder, while other
filler materials hinder the cure reaction and cause a decrease in the apparent
crosslink density, Therefore, to adequately account for ini.-ence of filler
materials on a polymeric binder, it ls necessary to determino "*e relative
effects of changes in the filler p•'ticlos and crosslink dern';y.

The crosslink density of each lattice point composition was determined
from compression and tensile properties at equilibrium swelling conditions in
benzene. The number of moles of effective crosslinks per unit volume, Ve@
for elastomeric based materials was then calculated from the theory of rubber
elasticity which predicts [ 151

F-. RT (X - X") ,
A •

where

F - force (dynes)

A = the initial cross-sectional area of the unstrained, unswollen
specimen (cm 2)

R v universal gas constant, 8.314 x 10 dynes/mole (*K)

T - test temperature (*K)

X - extension ratio.

Packing Fraction

The packing fraction or minimum sedimentation volume of filler particles
was determined according to the following procedure: Samples of the filler
material of each of the lattice point compositions were placed in 15-milliliter
centrifuge tubes and the weight of each sample was accurately determined. Each
mixture samnple was blended with a Pica blender and enough Twitchell base
n-heptane was added to completely cover the material. After the slurry was
stirred with a microspatula to completelv %%et the particles and dispel air
bubbles, it was centrifuged at 2900 rpm and the volume of the solids measured
at 20-minute intervals until a constant volume was obtained. In most cases this
determination required 60 minutes or less, with the samples containing the
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largest proportion of smaller particle sizes requiring the longest time. TheK
picking fraction, 0 . of the sample was then determined by the relationship

I
! m 0

where 0 is the bulk density of the sample at the mirimum sedimentation volume
and p is the theoretical density of filler particle mixture. Thus the packing
fraction Is the fraction of the minimum sedimentation volume that is actually
occupied by the filler particles, and 1 - 0 would represent the minimum amount

of binder that would theoretically be required to completely fill the voids between
the filler particles.

RESULTS

The results of the investigation indicsted that the mechanical properties
of the composites considered are strongly influenced by the particle size distri-
bution of the filler material. Listed in Table IV are the experimentally deter-
mined packing fraction, era; maximum corrected stress, am *. strain at maximum

corrected stress, M; maximum initial tangent modulus, E; crosslink density,

V ; and normalized tangent modulus, Elv
e e

Table IV. MEASURED RESPONSES OF LATTICE POINT COMPOSITIONS

MIX *m °m C m X 102 E v. X 105  E/Vl X 10.6
NO. (PSi) (IN/IN) (PSI) (MOLES/CM 3 ) (PSI/MOLE-CM" 3 )

314 0.730 147.4 8.86 1780 19.9 8.95

311 0.680 100.7 8.86 1510 11.2 13.50

317 0.735 260.5 15.1 1990 44.6 4.46

318 0.778 114.7 8.0 2080 15.8 13.20

319 0.754 174.3 12.0 1580 25.0 6.30

320 0.834 118.2 11.7 1545 13.9 11.10

321 0.804 132.7 11.7 1410 7.2 7.22

* The maximum corrected stress a as used in this investigation is defined
Ien

as thc norinn| stress multiplied b y the e'<teis.ion ratio.
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Prom these valuesthe coefficients i, p" , were determined and arepresented In Table V. 1,4 - •

Table V. COEFFICIENTS OF REGRESSION POLYNOMIAL

COEFFICIENT *m am v m E ve Elie
01 0,730 147.4 8.865 178 19.9 8.96

02 0.060 100.7 0.86 1610 11.2 13,60

0" 3 3.735 200.6 15.1 1090 44.6 4.46 •

P•12 0,29 ,37.4 -a"4 1740 1.0 7.90

013 0.069 -87.8 1.97 -1184 -21.94 -2.96

023 0.633 -207.9 0.691 -096 47.36 6.00

P 123 0.253 174.8 38.76 -10539 -263.1 -99.50

The numerical
coefficients %kere sub-

4 ,-stituted into the
rugtrestion vquition t4)
to predict the various
compositions that will

- " exhibit the same mcch-
anical behavior character-
istics. This information

,/.is displayed on triangular
....•...a coordin.'tp graphs as

contour plots of constant
response with respect
to the individual

ail properties investigate-1.

The first of these
*t .k plots (Figure :3) indicatesiL S the contours of constant

P . packing fraction, %%hich
O.AI 0 U 30 M" is dependent onhy on

the proportion of the
Figure 3. PACKING FRACTION VERSUS FILLER various particle sizes.

PARTICLE SIZE DISTHIBUTION
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The next three
,o• ~'graphs (Figures 4, 5, i

arid 6) show the effect
of filler particle size
distribution on the matd-
mum corrected stress,
strain at maxdmum
corrected stress, aud

s o maximum initial tangent
modulus, respectively.

'~ In all compositions the
filler content was main-

-: rained conistant at 60

p .. prcent by volume. The
. . cokrdinates of the graphs

- repi esent the proportions
. --- ---- .. of 40v, 200p, and 10

-"-- particle sizes in a given
"7- mixture; the vertices

1- go Al1 so 0 30 MS AP of the graphq represent
the composite formula-

Figure 4. MAXIMUIM CORRECTED STRESS AS tions in which the total
INFLUENCED BY FILLER PARTICLE filler content consisted
SIZE DISTRIBUTION (am, psi) of 100 percent of the

nominal particle size
designat.d. 3

40 AV
The maximum

corrected stress (Fig-Sure 4) varies from 100
,* to 260 psi, depending on

S *the fW'ier particle size
* . distribution, and in

general increabes with
* increasing content of

40p and 10 p filler par--
titles, with the largest
stress value occurring

its 10 0 near the 100 percent
0 9010, * point.

The strain at
maximum corrected

i / // j /"stress (Figure 5) varies
from 0.08 to 0. 151 inch

H'0AJ V_ 7b 60 46 20 Is 2W AP per inch depending on the
filler particle distribu-

Figure 5. STRAIN CAPABILITY OF CTPB COMPOSITE tion, and increases with
MATERIALS VElRSUS FILLER PARTICLE the increase in lop
SIZE DMSTIIBIUTION (IM' in./in. x 10?) ,ontent.
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The maximum
4s AF initial tangent modulusI (Figure 6) varies from

1400 to 2080 psi,
depending on particle
size distribution, and
reaches a minimum

value when the mixture
of filler particles con-
sists of 32 percent 200 p

=[•28 percent 40 1. and

40 percent 10,u particles.

"The stress, strain,
and modulus contours
bear no resemblance to
the constant pacldng fraction

. contours, indicating that
the-filler material has

H-10Al 75 so 6 30 Is •A an effect on the binder
cure reaction. To deter-

Figure 6. MAXIMUM INIIAL TANGENT MODULUS mine the extent of this
VERSUS FILLER PARTICLE SIZE effect, the apparent
DISTRIBUTION (E x 10-3, psi) crosslink density was

determined for each lattice
point compositlnn, using

405A the procedure described
previously. The resulting

'a values appear in the sixth
column of Table IV. The
corresponding column of

". UTable V gives the coeffi-
cients determined for the
regression equation.
Plotted in Figure 7 are
the estimated contours of
constant crosslink density

values within the factor
space. These contours

L are very similar to thoseof the initial tangent modu-
lus, with the exception

S.that the point where the

minimum crosslink value
N.soll . 76 30 Is 2W A, occurs indicates a greater

proportion of 200p
Figure 7. APPARENT CROSSLINK DENSITY VERSUS particles.

FILLER PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
(V e x 105, nioles/cml)
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Figure 7 provides further evidence that the filler material alters the cure
of the binder: the crosslink density varies from 7.2 X 10-5 to 44.6 x 10-5
"moles/om3 , depending on the particle size distribution used.

As was indicated earlier, the maximum initial tangent modulus for cross-
linked polymeric binders varies in direct proportion to the crosslink density 115j,
so that the additional step of normalizing the modulus by the crosslink density
was necessary to clearly reflect the reinforcing effect of particle size distribution.

The normalized values of E.A for each lattice point composition are included In
Table IV (last column),
and the oorresponding

column of Table V gives
doAP the coefficients, 13,

determined for the

regression polynomial.
The graphic plot of
the information
(Figure 8) represents
contours of constant
values of Initial tangent
modulus, normalized to
unit crosslink density,

Sas a function of the
particle size distribution. I

13 The normalized
initial tangent modulus
was found to vary from

g 4.46 x 10' to 13.5 x 106
psi/mole-cma3 , depend-

n..•, a - 30 is M A•I Ing on the particl size
distribution used. The

Figure 8. TANGENT MODULUS NORMALIZED value was lowest at the
UNIT CROSSLINK DENSITY VERSUS 100 percent 10 p size
FILLER PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION and increased uith in-
[(E/ve) x 10", psimole-cm" 1 creasing content of 40 a

and 200 p sizes.

CONCLUSIONS

With only a small amount of experimental data, the effect of filler particle
distribution on the mechanical properties of CTPB composites can be rapidly, and
simply approximated by simplex-centroid experimental designs. The most signifi-
cant feature ef this lattice design is the ease with which the regression equation ca'n
be derived. The values cf the coefficients are uniquely determined and are equivalent
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to the estimates that would be obtained by a standard least squares analysis, It
"should be noted that the estimated ooefielent values are not changed by the addition
or deoetion of components in a design.

The technique is subject to some risks since it is used to estimate wide
variations in unknown compositions with a limited data base; however, the results
obtained in this investigation indicated that the mechanical property-oomposition
contoure are well-behaved and can be adequately represented by the simplex-
centrold model.

Although the subject system contained a finxed volume fraction of binder, .

the method can theoretically be extended to estimate the response for variations
in total filler content by using the binder as a fourth component. In addition, a
similar design can be devised to incorporate other component sizes of filler
particles by merely adding the appropriate coefficieuts to the regression equation.

The extension of this method to more than three components, however,
presented certain difficulties. The comments and suggestions of the clinical
session panelists are particularly solicited with respect to the following diffi-
culties encountered:

(1) When investigating composite materials of the type used in this
study, we are restricted to the use of reference components. However, the
formulator of such composite materials requires the information in terms of the
pure components. Therefore, for optimum application of this technique, it
becomes necessary to transform the response function in terms of reference
mixtures to a response function with pure component concentrations as the so-
called independent variables. Womeldorph 112 j presented the resulting trans-
formations for a three-component system. The same reasoning used by
Womeldorph can theoretically be applied to any number of reference mixture
components but the mathematical complexity of the transformation increases by
orders of magnitude with the addition of extra components to ehe model. "Ile
aimplex-centroid design appears less attractiqe in these cases and it is doubtful
that the designs would be widely used for more than three components. To
overcome this difficulty it is planned to use equation (4) and express the com-
posite formulation in terms of the pure components (X) instead of reference
mixture components (X*). The (q, 2) simplex-centroid concept would thus
result in a set of q simultaneous equations which could easily be solved for the
unknown coefficients using a high speed computer. The system of experimental
points designated in Figure 1 was utilized as a check on this technique. Identical
plots were obtained for systems I and 1I. The actual composition of the points
on II in terms of the pure components Xi were used instead of X*. Will this

give any confidence that the same results will be obtained for more than three
components? What limitations may be anticipated when using this technique
with more than three components?
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(2) Provided the actual response and composite formulation are used in
equation (4) even though it may be slightly different from the lattice point
oompoaltion, what would be the anticipated effect on the coefficients #? What
limitations should be placed on this difference to insure that the response equation
would still represent the true behavior of the material? What effect, if any,
would this have on the expected confidence limits of the response predicted by
the regression equation?

(3) Particular formulations of composite materials are difficult and
Aometimes almost impossible to obtain. For example, when a small amount of
200 p filler particles is used in a composite formulation containing no 40 u or
10 I sizes, the 200 I particles will tend to settle to the bottom of the mold before
the material is completely cured, resulting in a non-uniform material. Provided
a given lattice point composition is unobtainable, would it be more desirable to
use an estimated response for the lattice point composition or to neglect this
point entirely in the regression equation?

(4) Often it becofnes desirable to obtain an estimate for the response
of composite formulations that are outside the factor space represented by the
reference mixtures tested. How may the confidence limits be estimated for
those composition points that are not contained within the lattice of experimental
points? Will the procedure discussed on variances and confidence limits with
equations (5)-(13) still apply in this case; if not, how would one estimate the
confidence limits for these situations?

The range of information available from the contour plots, which in this
study Indicated the various possible mixtures oi filler particle sizes that will
result in the same material behavior characteristics, offers the potential of
broad application in Army research progrr-ma. provided the difficulties
encountered can be resolved. Simultaneous consideration of a similar series
of plots during the development of any composite material chould significantly
improve the chances of optimizing the mechanical properties for a specific
design and should greatly reduce the time and effort required.
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SYSTSKS VULNIRABILITY DUE TO MULTIPLE
CCKONENT DRIFT AND COMPONENT FAILURE

W. W. Happ
U. S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory

Champaign, Illinois

SAI.AT. Two distinct aspects of vulnerability of a lumped system
are examine: (i) a smll performance drift per unit component drift,
cowmmaly referred to as elasticity or ssitivity, and (ii) catastrophic

failure of a component, comonly referred to as performance failure or
error. Sensitivity analysis and analysis of failure are increasingly
smeploywý! in conputar-oriantod analysis, optimization and design of systemsI
and circuits. A systematic derivation of second-ords, effects is presented,
as the current literature is restricted to first-order analysis. Sensi-
tivity of sensitivity, also referred to as second-order sensitivity,
and error of error, or second-order error, are evaluated as are sensl-
tivity of error and error of sensitivity. Results are presented in tabular
form for quick reference. The implementation of these concepts by data
manipulation techniques such as binary base tagging is Illustrated. A
tutorial introduction to vulnerability concepts is proviled to make this
survey self-contained.

INTRODUCTION. This investigation was performed under the auspices of
the C6oionaiTo dos fnogramas de P6s-Cradua;Ib de Engenharia (COPPE)
da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro. The majority of the material .
is presented here for the first time although some of the material was
published as informal course notes for a graduate seminar on "Modelling
of System" at the University of Wisconsin in 1966 and for a similar course
at the Univeruidad de Chile, 1969.

The challenge to apply systems concepts effectively to local problems
originated at COPPE and provided the impetus for the development of
unified, formal exposition of sensitivity and failure analysis as a single
topics vulnerability.

The systems analyst faces radically different kinds of problems in
countries with a long tradition of successful technological development -

such as Britain or Germany - compared to problem faced by countries with
accelerated technological development - such as Puerto Rico or Venezuela -

because the latter expose -themselves to increased technological vulnera-

Acknowledgement: Part of this work was performed under sponsorship of
USAID, United States Agency for International Development, as part of a
ten-week teaching and research assignment in Brazil at COPPE, Coordenacso
dos Programs do Pos-Graduaceo de Engenheria, Universidade Federal do
Rio de Janeiro. Part of this material was presented in Publicacao No.
10.70 May 1970 of COPPE and was issued as lecture notes in a graduate
course Sistemas multiterminais. This paper has also been submitted for
publication to the Journal of System Science, England.
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bility. Increased vulnerability results when a relatively small failure
in one of the minor components of the system has a major effect on
overall system performance.

Vulnerability to compoaent failure or component drift is usually
adequately, and Marly always quickly, recognised and compensated for if
an appropriate feed back component is available to perform this function.
Nations with a long technological tradition have developed this feedback
mechanism. Countries without this tradition have not developed It, and
are therefore vulnerable, since the pace of technological advance is
artificially accelerated. Often this speed-up exceeds by orders of magni-
tude the "natural mode" of technological development. It is then that
the vulnerability to technological failure or disloca.ion increases
rapidly.

The resultant cause-effect relationship can be formulated concisely
in the language of systems analystst the system can respond only in its
natural mode, the d.lay for remedial action is too long, and the forced
accelerated pace of technological development is at variance with the
feedback mechanism.

Because of the universality of the laws governing system behavior,
the systems analyst is destined to make a significant contribution in
resolving this problem. The methodology of systems science requires only
minor adaptations to switch from the complex, large systems in developed
countries to entirely different systems as they exist in developing
countries. Beyond the intrinsic academic incentives of analyzing new
systems, the systems analyst will tend to study systems of Imediate
practical value. This type of analysis will thus be of interest to industry
and to governmental planning agencies, provided existing methodology of
systems science can be effectively extended. This is exactly the aim of
examir.ing system vulnerability.

Systems science applies analytical techniques to physical, economic,
ecological and many other types of systems, such as comunications systems
or project planning. The systems approach usually involves three phasesi

(1) Mode~lint: a description of the system in a form suitable
for analysis

(ii) Evaluation: includes analysis, optimization, vulnerability
and info;Tation display

(iii) Strategy: search for implementation, definition of alter-
natives, decision risks, validation of models and verifi-
cation of process improvements.
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S~The effective utilization of systems science by developing countries,

Shant-in-hand with their acceptance of computer technology, or more specif-
ically the effective utilization of even small computers requires increasing
familiarity with systems science and thereby provides a challene forS~countries with accelerated technological development to adopt systems

, science to their own needs. Clearly, if computer technology is capable
Sof Increasin the pace of remedial action, the am mumst be to develop a
S~strategyf to identify and to off-sot technologitcal vulnerability.

This investigation of vulnerability7 has the primary aim of making a
small and modest stop in this directiont to extend aystems concepts to
unexplored areas of vulnerability, a topic of secondary interest to research
agencies in highly developed countries with practically invu~lnerable
technology.

In summary, computer-oriented algorithms for highly vulnerable systems
are needed for a simple reasons rapidly developing economies are vulnerable
systems, and av scholarly studies an this topic are available.

This report is oleo intended to serve as a guideline for a graduate-
level seminar whitch amsn to apply vulnerability analysis to electrical
and industrial engineering. Thus a secondary aim of thip investigation is
to stimulate *mi/nor projeCLs in which problems for graduate theses in
systems science and research projects of practical interest are formulated.
Vulnerability investigations were selected because they provide a useful
link between (I) the urgent need by local engineers for systems-oriented
investigations, and (ii) the capability of the academic community to
provide computer-oriented analytical techniques to meet these needs.

The reader who In not primarily interested in mathematical techniques
may proceed directly to the last section of the report. The conclusions
derived fromt this investigation are stated specifically for management
review, requiring no specialized technical background. The utilization of
the results by economists, scientists, engineers, and others, who are
primarily Interested In possible applications rather than mathematical
techniques, will thereby be facilitated.

The remainder of this article was reproduced photographically from the
author' manuarscript.

IA
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1. Basic Concepts of Vulnerability

1.1 Review of Current Literature

During the past five years, techniques for sensitivity and

failure analysis were developed for computer-oriented analysis

of lumped parameter networks. These techniques can be applied

to optimization in systems analysis, automatic control, and

stochastic networks. It is therefore desirable to sunmmarize

existing results and to extend them in order to formulate a

systematic approach. The first part of this investigation con-

sists of a survey of existing results based on several recent

investigations:

(a) Development of basic concepts, analytical approaches

with emphasis on scope and limitation of procedures

may be grouped according to major techniques:

* binary base tagging for lumped systems (1,2,3)

0 sensitivity analysis - first-order and higher

order formulae (4,5,6)

• failure analysis - error and preassigned accu-

racy techniques (7,8,9)

(b) Applications of tagging procedures to lumped parame-

ter systems:

0 electrical cirnuits with active elements (10,11,

12)

* stochastic networks applied to models of proces-



t

t sam (13.14,15)

* tolerance analysis and Monte Carlo techniques

(16,17,18)

(o) Surveys and summaries primarily with tutorial objec-

tives t

"* textbooks and reference r .a..-ibooke (19,20,21)

"* tpical reviews and expositions (22-29)

* tutorial surveys (30-35)

1.2 DeMI.tnoji.' for Lwwed Systems

Consider the circuit in Fig. 1, in which Z1, 2 and 23

ame known iiyedance, from which the unknown impedance

513 + X2 3

is to be found. The arbitrary minus sign for the unknown

will perrit us to write the result as Z = 0 where

S 123 14 z + 3 z+ z2 4 or 2 in z:d(1) (2)2 (3) (4)

wheza d(i) Is sero or one and obeys the code pattern Y a • or

Y * I. Symbolically,

8*" 10 1 0 and Y*" 0 1 0 1

1001 0110

0110 1001

0101 1010

0011 1100 0
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Note thats

(a) Znspection of Fig. I shows that the code 2 can be

obtained direotly as the cut set from the geometry.

Similarly code Y above represents the tie set.

(b) The unknown Z4 plays the same role as the known
quantities. Unknowns are isolated by expansion of

Z - 0; namely,

z - -(Z4 - 0) + Z4Z(Z4 - 1)

where 3(34 - 0) a 3 *+ z2 3 by scanning Z for Z4

and Z(4 1) Z 1 + z2 + z3 also scanning Z* for Z4

hence 34 - -Z(Z 4 0 0)/Z(Z4 - 1)

(c) Similarly Y - 0 yields Y4  -(4 " 0)/Y(¥ 4 a 1)

This in conveniontly written as Y -Y(T)/¥(41)

1.3 Illustrative Example of Vulnerability

To find Z4 when Z2 - 0 obtain from Z - 0 and Z*

Z(Z 4 - 0, Z 0) z 1 3
Z4 (Z2 M 0) 4 - 1. -3

Z(Z 4 - 1, Z2 0) Z + z

The system performance when component 2 fails is:

Z (4,1) Z(4 J) where Z(1,2)- 2 Z3

and Z(4',f)- ZI + z3
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Generally if P ard Q belong to a system H 0 then

1(PQ) 7 0 yield for P with Q set to zero -I

PI A

Similarly P with l/Q set to zero yields

P l(Q') "- -___I I 1 •
Thus Z4 with 1/Z 2 set equal to zero yields

4 2I 24cz 2 - 1) - - sl(n2')
4 Z(4',21) " z 3

where 9(1,2') - 23 and Z(4',2') , 1, by scanning V.,I3
Since H(P,Q) a 0 yields

P - - H(P)/H(P') and Q - - H(U)/H(Q')

and da - 0 yields H(Q')dQ + H(P'I)dP - 0

d l P H(0) d& H(Pt)
d lnQ dQ P H(P') H(Q') H(T)

henace 8(PQ) -HIO;/H(')

Z2 + Z3Z4+ Z 142 ,
For ex=Wle S42) 1 3 3 14

2 3 1 3

since Z(1) - Z2Z3+ Z Z3

and Z(M) - Z +Z3 Z + Z24
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Thee are :Lrst-order vulnerability ezfects:

(a) sensitivity or drift of 4 with S2 is defined by the

fractional or percentage change in Z4# if 52 £s

changed by one percent, namely

(dZ4 /Z 4 )/(dZ2 /Z 2 ) a S(T)/-1•}

Often also referred to as elasticity, the first-

order effect is
d Inp =_H•.

d I__ H___1)"

(b) failure of component Z2 affects the performance para-

meter |4 of the system either by "open" or "short" of

the element. Thus errors d" to two kinds of catas-

trophic failure can be readily computed from Z*,

namely

z(4,7) and Z(4,2') -"
(4,Z(4),2)

A sharper definition of these concepts will now be

attempted, followed by an extension to qecond-order

concepts. I
1

i
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2. SY8aMtica of First-Order Ralationships

2.1 Sensitivity

Consider a linear system in which two elermnts P and 0 &a-

tisfy the equation HIP,0) - 0 wheo

H a H (I,') + PHWP',+) H(T 0') + PQHCP',Q') - 0 (1)

The sensitivity of P with respect to Q Is defined as

-(.Q d 1n P(2
d ln(

Since H(U) * H(F,U) + PH(P',&) it is often desirable to

eliminate P from the expression for sensitivity:

S(P Q) - HHM HIPI.H(P')

. -_
S1( ;5) H (F)

In circuit analysis, it is often necessary to find the

sensitivity with respect to 1/P with respect to Q. It it con-

venient to denote

S(P',U) -Ha(P',I)/H(P') and

B(7I,U) a 1F•1/•HOF) hence

sf;,,Q) - 8(P',?) - 1B(IF1 and (3)

S(QQ) - - s(P,0) - B(FO,) - S(P',U) (4)
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In equations (3) and - 4ho terms on the right hand side

do not depend on the valt .- and therefore make available

by tagging only known symnbc',. ft derive expressions of this

type for sensitivity and error functions is the purpose of

this Investigation. Note the similarity in the function 5(t,•)

and z E( ).
2.2 BrEr' Due to Sinale Failure

Define the error in P, with Q - 0 (a short circuit if 0 is

an impedance) by

Z(P',Q) - -p(6) (M)

and the error in P, with 0- (an open circuit if 0 is an

impedance) by

3(P',Q') -M p (6)P

It follows that I
ini"W5 (7a)

H (5) H

and

(P',Q') - .H(Q') (7b)'3(Q') -. H(lF,Qo)

Similarly, define the errors in I by

1 1

18- (a)
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n(P,') =(Sb)

S lmadtnq toif

3(PQ') L..W2 (9b)

These expressions aoe not yet useful for tagging sine H(;)

and H(Q') depend on the value of P, but substituting

uH(- I (

H(Q,) - H(IFO') - H 8 0 0P',Q') (lOb) i
yields the following useful result:

I(P?,X) - 1 - (la) iHPXl•,) HOF)

i(IF, ,X) H (p,). X) (llb)
H•F,X) • H(P')

where X can be either ý or Q'.

2.3 BZror D~ue to 1Multiv~e, Failure

It is useful to determine the errtor in P or: j If two ele-

meats, 0 and R, were to fail.
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auWpha (12a)Q

IA

VWbeX- OrQ aaY-orRWe

Th* final result in analogous to the single failure case:

inDFh*xtD ml-Ic~pl(13a)
11(1'IXY H(

Z(VXT) - -LXY 11M .LL(1

H(FXy) H(P')4

2.*4 Sensitivity-Error Ilelations

Consider E(F,;5) - I

H(F,Q')

* Then

1 plY H(1 R M (.)

so that

g(7",Q) 3(F, 0 S (p,Q) (4
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3. Second-Orde: Relationships

Z.1 Higher Order Sensitivity

Define the "sensitivity of a sensitivity" by

d dlnP
S(S(P,Q),,R) d lnQ (15)dlinR

It has been shown (9) that

S(S(PQ) ,R) = H (11) _ , (16)
11(P) H(Q)

yielding, after simplifying, the result given in table 2.

3.2 Higher Order Error

Define the error of an error by

E(E(P', ,Q) - E(P' QR) (17)E (P ' ,Q)

Recall that E(P',Q) is the error in P when Q = 0, and

E(P';&,R) is the error in P when Q = R = 0.

In general,

E(E(P',X),Y) A E(PX) - E( (18a)
E(P' ,X)

and

E(PIX)_- E(P;X,Y)
E(E(P,,X),Y) A E(,)(18b)

E(P,X)
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Subs!ttuting (7) and (9) in these expressions and then ex-

pending all texas whioh denend on P by the formula

H(XJ - HCl,X) - . M(P',X) (19)

yields expressions useful for computer analysis, given Ini

table 2.

3.3 Sensitivity of Error

Define the sensitivity of an error by

8(E(P',Q) ,R) A 6 In E(P (20)- d In R

Thus,

SIIP',•,R) d E(P',Q) R

Using

. H(• d H(X) .HXR
E(P', () --(-,-) and H -(XW)

H(i5) H d(PR

dE(P.,U)-
d R (H{(Q))-H(P,Q)) 2

HQ() H('F, 'A) - H(FPQ) H(5,1)
(H(;) -H(F,&))

dR(P',) • R ,(_iQ)H(P,Q,R)-,H(P,Q)H(O7R)) R
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To get a result useful for tagging, simply expand H(ý)

and H(QR) by (20) and use

and then expand HMW) and H(R') by (19).

The final result is given in table 3, with similar results

for S(E(F,&),R) as well as the analogous case for Q' in place

of.

3.4 Error of Sensiti~ity

Define the error of a sensitivity by

S(P,Q) - SlP,Q,1)
E (S (P Q),R) a S(Q (21) S- s IP ,Q )

where

S(P,Q,W) A S(PO) I R=0

Through computations analogous to those used in deriving

the expressions for error of error, the final results in table

1 are obtained.

4. Discussion of Binary Base Tagging

Table 5 lists terms obtained from an expansion of H a 0 in

terms of three parameters P, R and Q. If the expression

H(PQR) is tagged in terms of these parameters, the second-

order effects evaluated in Tables 1-4 are obtained.
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5. Perspective: System Vulnerability due to Unreliable

Components

The vulnerability of a system consisting of numerous

interacting components is measured by the change of a speci-

fied performance parameter of the system (P) caused by a unit

change in a component value (Q). The classical example, ex-

amined by Bode (1) in 1941 is the change in current amplifi-

cation (P) of an electronic circuit, if the transconductance

of the vacuum tube (Q) is changed. Although Bode does not

explicitly define two distinct types of vulnerability, two in-

terrelated aspects of vulnerability are recurring frequently

in his work:

Sensitivity or drift S(P;Q) is defined as the frac-

tional or logarithmic change d(ln P)/d(ln Q) of the

performance parameter (P) of .the system caused by

corresponding change of the component parameter (Q).

Mathematics texts refer to S(P;Q) as "elasticity",

while the electronics terminology refers to small

changes of component values affecting system perfor-

mance as "drift".

Failure of a component (Q) affects the system perfor-

mance differently and is measured by the error in sys-

tems performance E(P;Q). The error E(P;Q) is caused

by catastrophic failure of Q and affects the system

performance parameter (P). Failure of a component in
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an energy transforming system usually results in one

6f two predictable extremum conditions of the compo-

nent. In circuits these conditions consist of open-

circuit or short circuit failure of a component. In

probabilistic networks the extrema are certainty of

occurrence or of non-occurrence of an event.

Although a Large number of investigators have drawr

i.eavily on Bode's work, the overwhelming majority of investi-

gations are devoted exclusively to one type of vulnerability,

primarily sensitivi~ty. Despite an extensive literature on sen

sitivity, !,ost investigation fails to correlate advances in

sensitivity with corresponding advances in failure or *error"

analysis.

About twenty years elapsed between Bode's fundamental

work and the next major step (2,3): the exploitation of t.ýe

isomorphism between graph theory - referred to by engineers as

"topological techniques" - and vulnerability - frequently ex-

amined by engineers as part of "reliability analysis".

During the past decade (1960-1970), automated evalua-

tion techniques have extended vulnerability calculations sig-

nificantly. The size of a system, which can be analyzed by

an economically purposeful effort has increased by two orders

of magnitude. For systems with lumped components, for exam-

ple an electronic circuit, conventional techniques are concerned

with systems of 5 to 10 components, while computer-oriented tech
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niques are attempting corresponding calculations for systems

with 20 to 50 components. This change in design philoscphy

has triggered a vigorous search to extend vulnerability con-

cepts. Three examples will illustrate this:

Preassigned accuracy techniques: A computer-aided or

computer-oriented selection obtains from the original

system a simplified or an approximate system by elimi-

iiatlng components. The approximate system must be

capable of supplying perfcrmance data with a pre-spe-

cif.-d accuracy. To illustrate, assume that a system

with 200 components is described by a performance pa-

rameter, which is needed with only 10% accuracy. Ex-

cept for pathological cases, . -. Vij components can

each ctntrib'_- -M;ore t1han 10% to the systers pexrfor-

mance. ThUSi i_ -; likely that 20 components will Drc--

vide a model to describe the system within the preas-

signed accuracy. An aacquate, more economical model

is thus established.

Binary base tagging: A scanning procedure for
ident if vin's

efficiently Vgroups of binary symbols, is used to

replace far lengthier numerical calculations. -n ap-

plication was presented ',-t - this technique f•.:

vulnerability calculation. Since vulnerability calcu-

lations by their very nature involve second order ef-

fects in whichi small differences are of paramount. im-
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portano.e numerical calculations are subject to signi-

ficant round-off errors. if these errors are cumula-
!I

tive, iterations may lead to numerical instability.

Symbol manipulations lead to calculations which in

peactioe exclude the possibility of numerical instabi-

lity and its inherent difficulty of detection. Tag-

ging and similar symbol manipulation techniques are

preferable

(i) when the numerical stability of calcula-

tions is in doubt

(ii) when parametric solutions are required,

thus maintaining some symbols and repla- 14

cing others by numbers

(iil) when special techniques, such as vulnqra-

bility methods, can be formulated more

efficiently by symbol manipulation than

by numerical approaches, for example dif-

ferentiation of a function.
Worst case design: The effect of all possible simulta-

neous parameter variations are combined to ascertain

which combinatton yields the widest fluctuations for a

specified performance parameter. It is difficult to

ant icipate the effect of the variations of one parame- I
ter, on a specified system performance parameter, since

several components are statistically likely to cause
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changes which coupensata each other. Conventional

optimitation techniques employ successive approxina-

tions to arrive at a unique selection of parameters.

Alternatively It is possible to develop appropriate

properties of vulnerability, which will assure in each

Instant that the "worst cas'-" for each corponent is

selected for obtaining the specified effect on the

system.

These three examples merely illustrate the range of

applications of vulnerability analysis, which emerges as an

expanding but nearly unexplored frontier in systems science.

The definitions and concepts of second order effects were ex-

amined and basic formalisms were developed. Higher order ef-

facts are still one of the unexplored areas deserving atten-

tion.

This investigation aims at being the first in a se-
quence of reports on vulnerability studies. Subsequent inves-

tigations will apply these formalisms developed here to multi-

terminal networks, thermodynamic fluctuations and similar phy8

Ical systems as well as to modelling of production flow and

to process control.
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TABLE 1

yai orw~tIa. for Error and S.nsitiV

NID Nuin~rator (N) (D

L-SP';) Bp,Qý) .H(P') R(p') I 11(1')

1-E(P';Q') HU(?,Qt) - H(i)

1-EP;) (P',Q) -H(P) ii(P,) - (P')

S(P;Q) ~ I(P'.) 11(P.) tp - w

I 53



TABLE 2

Secor,4-Ogder Error and §Mitit vi ty

W/D Numerator (4) Dnosinator (D)

li(P',Q) 4- .
H()H(P t ) IH(P) 1I(Pl)

1-E(E(F;Q);i) i(P.Q) H(P,Q,R) H(P',Q, H(,&T H(",QR) H(*

IH(-P) H(P') IH(i) H(P')i

1-E(E(P' ;X) ;Y) IH(FX,XY) '('XY H(P,X) H(P',X
H(P'X) IH(P)P H(P',X,Y) H*") HP;~

l-E((F;);Y HCX,) HPfOY (P,) 1(P9)

H(FX j H((XDY

-Hp (I HP H (P', )

S(S(P;Q);R) H(PR) (eP,q) H(P) H(P'

(749~~~~1 i)-d*H() I(,) (1,
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TABLE 4

Error in Sensitivity

NID Numerator (NY Denominetor (D)

I 1H(P) H(P')
1H(T,i,) H(P',R) HP).(,R I(PQ) H'Q) i

IH(P,R') H(P',R') j u() H(P')
1.-E(S(P;Q);R') H(P).H(P') I,();HPR)I(.) HP.)

TMIE 5

Sytabols Needed in Computation of Sensitivity and Error

x x x x
E(P';Q,) x x x x
E(P';_qR') X X X x
E(P':Q,R') x 'C x x
E(P':QP$') X x x x
E(LPLj!Rv) X X X X
E(L;_q,R) x x x x

E(.P:Q',R) X X x x
E(P;Q'R') x X x x

3(E(P';9);R) x x x X Xx
E(E(P';Q);R') X X X x X X
E(E(P';Q');R) XC XC X X x '
E (E (L'Q'I.;R') X XC X 'C X '
ECE(L;_q);R) X x X X 'C X
E (E (E;Q) ;R't) C X 'C 'C X '
E(E(P,Q');R) C 'C 'C ' x X
E(E (P; Q') R') C 'C C X 'C X
S(S(P;Q)_;R) C 'C x x x x 'C
S(E(P';Q);R) X C 'C 'C X ' x C 'C x
S(E(j'IQ');R) X XC X 'C C 'C A C ' x
S(E(P;Q);R) X X x 'C xC 'C C 'C 'C
S(E(P;Q');R) x X x X 'C 'C 'C 'C X

E(S(P;Q);R) X 'C X X C X 'C X
E(S(P;Q);R') 'C X x X C 'C 'C '



TIME CONSTRAINED RELIABILITY DATA DEVELOPMENT FOR
RADIO EQUIPMENT IN A GROUND-BASED LABORATORY

C.E. Deckard and T.K. DeClue
Wyle Laboratories

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

A ground-based laboratory test program was conceived for the purpose of economically
acquiring a qualitative measure of the MTBF of radio equipment subjected to a helicopter
combat flight environment. The initial portion of the program was time constrained with
a very ;malI number (two) of test specimens available. This dictated departure from the
normal single-axis testing technique. A system design•ed to provide testing in the three
orthogonal axes, simultaneously, was implemented and utilized to acquire the desired data.

INTRODUCTION
feasibility and cost savings to be realized by ground-
based laboratory testing.

A requirement for determining the system effectiveness of
the AN/ARC 115 Radio Set (used in the OH-58 Hel;cop- The purpose of this paper is to describe the test system
ter) was recently set forth by the United States Aviation designed to provide the dynamic inputs that would
Test oard, Fort Rucker, Alabama. At present, flight effectively simulate actual combat flight conditions.
tests are being conducted to obtain the data required for This system is presently operational, having provided
establishing the equipment MTBF. The execution of approximately 77. hours of flight simulatoon to the radio
those flight tests demands- equipment. Though more data are required to make a

"* Extensive use of personnel and aircraft, final, detailed, comparison between the flight and
ground-based tests, excellent results have been obtained

"* Schedule difficulties due to aircraft and in the laboratory. At present, the number of radio sets
flight crew priorities. under test has been increased from two to six.

"e High costs. Though the primary intent of the paper is to describe the

It is felt that system effectiveness may be economically test system, the general design philosophy used in de-
determined by subjecting the radio set to a controlled velopin-g the system is also discussed. Certain portions
series of dynamics tests in a ground-based laboratoryl of the design presented herein are peroprietary with
sres adyantamis testsoif agr laboratory, tepatent rights pending; although the techniques inherent
The advantages of laboratory testing are in the design philosophy are available to those who wish

o Control of conditions to use %ew.

o Control of test scheduling TEST SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

* Simplification of analysis The procedures employed in the design of a dynamics

* Repeatability test system begins with an evaluation of the important
e Economy aspects of the service environment, viz. the origins,transmission paths and coupling modes of the forces act-
* Safety ing on the specimen during service. The primary objec-

five is to assess the magnitudes and frequency spectra of
A high degree of simulation realism would be imperative these forces and couple them to the specimen with im-
in such an approach; the primary system requirement pedances similar to those of the mountings and supports
would be the development of a test system capable of im- used in actual service. When possible, the actual sup-
posing the actual flight dynamics inputs in the specimen's port hardware should be used in the testing configuration
three orthogonal axes simultaneously. Such a system in order to provide a nore exact duplication of the ser-
should r.ov;de the data necessary for developing an vice boundary conditions. The more comple, the test
accurate measure of the equipment MTBF since it would item and its support hardware are, the greater is the
effeclively reproduce the service environment. The need for accurate boundary reproduction and the more
program under discussion can be called a "pilot program," difficult it is to provide simulation of the boundary
the primary purpose of which is to determine both the through manipulation of the inputs and test fixtures.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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An initial step in the design of the test system is to and the event time. A lk Hz acou.stic calibrator was
Jeterm;ne how large a section of the entire system, of used to produce a constont ýmplitude audible tone for
which the specimen is a part, rion be accommodated periodic transmitter ,nodulat;on checks durirg the fl;ght
wvithin the laboratory space ano exciter force limits. tests.
Secondly, determination of the number of degrees of
freedom of motion that the specimen experiences must be A total of two complete flight profiles were performed
mode. Where, through analyses or data examination of durinlg flight testing. These profiles were:
the actual environment, it is found that motion is ;nsign;-
ficont or does not occur in or about one nr more of the e Flight Profile No. I
axes, those degrees of freedom may be restrained without - One minute hover (3 feet)
adversely effecting the test system or esulting test data.
The design and construction of a six degrees of freedom - Seven minute flight at maximum velocity
system, although conceivable with present day technology attainable, not to exceed VNE (velocity
tends to be extremely expensive. Since the rotational never exceed) at 1500 ft MSL (mean sea level)
axes in typical flight environments generally experience - Simulated diving fir;ng with 60 degree bank,
minimal frequency and amplitude response, consideration 180 degree side entry and right pull up
should be given to the three translational axes. Thus,

the design of a test system capable of excitation in the - Twenty minute loitering at 60-70 knots
three translctional axes (while restraining the three - Diving firing with 60 degree bank, 180
rotational ox.•s) wculd-ollow the use of availoble single degree side entry and right pull SJ 0
degree of freedom electrodynam;c exc;ters at modest
expense. - Twenty minute loitering at 60-70 knots
DETERMINING THE ENVIRONMENT - Simulated diving firing with 60 degree bank,

180 degree side entry and right pull up

An OH-58 Helicopti-r was instrumented on and about the - Twenty minute loitering at 60-70 knots
AN/ARC 115 radio set with a total of seven piezoelectr;c
accelerometers for the purpose of monitoring thi in-flight - Diving firing with 0 degree bank, 180
vibratory environment. Figure 1 illustrates the helicopter degree side entry and right pull up
flight control panel and the accelerometer locations. - Twenty minute loitering at 60-70 knots

- Simulated diving Firing ,;rith 60 degree
bank, 180 degree side entry and right pull

up

- Twenty minute loitering at 60-70 knots

- Diving firoig with 60 degree bank, 180
degree side entry and right pull out

- Seven minute flight at maximum velor;ty
E 3 attainable root to exceed VNE at 1500 ft0.

".•_ - One minute hover (3 feet)

-0 > 0, Flight Profile No. 2

-=-: This mission was conducted in the same manner
*•.- as Flight Profile No. 1 with the following

"-- exceptions:
a. The simulated diving Firing and diving

Firing order were reversed.

b. All diving pull ups were made to the left.

Vibration data were continuously recorded during take-off.
Figure 1. Hzlicopter FliM3- Control Panel; dash to VNE, each phase of the flight profiles and land-

A ,/ARC 115 Radio and Non;torinq ings, transmitter carrier output and modulation were
Accelerometers periodically measured and recorded throughout each flight

test. At the conclusion of each flight test, the taped
A 14-channel tnpe reco-der was installed onboard the air- data were played back into a recording oscillograph for
craft to record ill acceltrometer output signals. During visual display. This allowed examination of !he recording
the Flight test, one cHannel was reserved for voice process and provided a means of detennining the need for
commentary tu cover both the general test conditions possible retest.
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The vibration data obtained durrrg t-ne actual flight test the test srstmýr. A ma~tet tape recording was prepared from
were reduced to X-Y plots, osc~llograpK records, and these selected channels. The masete tape conto~ned the
computer analyzed power spectral density tPSD) plots, most dynami~cally severe portions of the two flight profiles
These data were anaolyzed and reviewed writh cognizant flow.n. Thus, a basic test -ystem input profile, approxi-
Fort Rucker personnel. Figure 2 show's typical PSI) plots mately two hours in length, was developed. As onticipo-
of occetero-,ew~ delts, ted, the most severe dynamic environment occurred when

the hlecopter was diving and firing its weapons system
Those cnionnitls that displayed the highrest levels of vitr-o- simultaneously. This flight phase occupied approximately
tion ;.n the thrree orthogonal -axes of the fad'io set were 0.5 per cent of the two hour test profile.
isolated and selected for providing the dynamic yVuft into

>L

ifi

. .. FI~gh Pmrofle No. 1 4IIFih Profile No. I
S~aulleted D*iving Fririg Diving Firing

CID,

Flight ProG I* No. I Flight Profile No. 1
Siamulated Diving Firing Diving Firing

2

V'F Flight Profile N~o. 1 Kits 6a Flight Profile No. 1
Simulated Diving Firing Diving Firing

Figure 2. Typical PSD Plots of Accelerometer Data
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EVALUAYION OF THE ENVIRONMENT If the component is mounted such that its body axes are
parallel to the three orthogonal vibration axes ordinar; ly

Having defined the dynamic environment, it now became selected for sets of single-axis tests, and the single axis
necessary to evaluate the environment and those techni- vector inputs ore applied to the three axes for an equal
ques that would most realistically reproduce the environ- length of time, N, the fatigue is proporational to
ment in the laboratory. It was realized that an ordinary E = (10 KNZ) 4 (3.16 KNX) * ( KNYI.
set of three, uni-ax;al vibration tests would not provide
the data that is required for estimating the service life If however, the component body axes were all rotated,
or MTBF of an item, in as much as cross-axes coupling say 450, from the input axes, the fatigue would be pro-
can cause failures not reproducible in single degree of portionol to:
freedom testing. In reality a set of tests of N hours
duration in the three orthogonal axes may result in I = 3(10 KNZ sin c% 4 3.16 KNX sin .3 4 1 KNY sin 1)
either a greater or less severe environment for sub-com-
ponents located w;thin the test item then would N hours The I for the first case is 14.16 KN whereas, for the
of the actual service environmemn. Also, where it is a
possible that "rattle spoce" problem might occur, uni- second case, where sin a = sin 3 = sin Y - .707, the
axial testing does not exercise all the internal degrees sum is 29.89 KN. The difference of 2:1 is, of course,
of freedom of the device simulbaneously, as does multi- explained by the resolution of the input vectors into body
axial testing. reaction vectors and responses.

Consider a typical olectronc componen mounted to a If the three Inputs in the three axes were Imposed simul-
surface (Figure 3) by bending its axal loadis at right taneously, and were randon both in phase and frequency,
angles to the body and securing the free pnds. or were reproductions of the actual service environment,

the vectors would resolve properly to indicate a true
wvico life. However, the application of a synthetic
environment by testing in the three axes separately does
rat allow proper resolution of the input vector forces in
such a way as to provide a quantitative measure of actual
service life.

Xz SIMULATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

S COODINATE The primary principle on which the design of the three
degrees of freedom test system res is illustrated in
Figure 4. This device, * (called the Deckard device)
while providing a high degree of mechanical stiffness In
the axial direction Is compliant in all radial directions.
It should be noted that when a force is applied radially at

r 4A$S5I the top of the drive rod, the drive rod will translate only,
viz. it will not move in an arcing motion.

Figure 3. Electronic Component a-d Axes

Coordinate -

00 CYLINDRICAL SPAINO$

Due to the coifigumt;on of the spport, its stiffnris is
different in the three orthogonal axec It is most stiff in (
the vertical (Y) axis, moderately stiff in the longitudilnal
(XW axis, and softest in the transverse (Z) axis. The ratio
of the three sirfbfmrsus might be of the order 100-10=1
and, since resonrnce frequencies are related to the
square root of st;ffnm.'s, the resonance frequencies would
have the ratio of 10:3.16:1. 0

The deflection of the body, and, therefore the stress, is

proportional to the inverse of frequency squared and •*• ROD -
would be of the ratio 1:10:100 (Inversely proportional to
stiffness). Fatigue, being a funclton of the product of
stress and number of cycles, would be in the ratio of Figure 4. Cyl;ndrical Spring Drive Assembly
10:31.6:100, assuming that the inputs in all three axes
were of the same duration some amplitude and of a flat
acceleration versus frequency spectrum. * Invented by C.E. Deckard, patent applied for.
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Figure 5 fur~her illustrates th;s concept comb;ned to pro- The t.vo radio sets wete mounted by their normal bracketry
vide a three degrees of freedom motion system. This to the vibration test system shown h1 figures 6 and 7.particular concept provides frecdom of motion in the Three electrodynamic exc;ter% were used to provide thethree orthogonal axes only, whi!e proviJing restraint of three dynamic vibratorv inputs to the system. The master
motion in the three rotational ove•. tope, containing the test profile, was played into the con-

trol system shown in Figure 8. These input signals were
amplified and passed through filteing networks that were
tuned to compensate for fixture and exciter resonance%.

. ?t5 usm.J A master control unit was incorporated to provide total
,ctcontrol of the entire system.

Pt 
-

Figu~re 5. Thmee-Degreft.-of-Frot:om V~txat;-41

System

,Figure 7. ThreD-Degree.-of-Freedom Vibration"SSystem

C- 0

Figure 6. Three-Degrees~of-Freedom V~b~atioe Fgure 8. Control System for Three-Degrees -of-
System 

Freedom Vibration System
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Three control accelerometers were located on the vibro-
tion fixture (one for each exciter). The output signals f I
from the accelerometers were monitored during testing to --- e
insure proper vibration levels and observe any test anoma-
lies. Periodically during the test, the output signals from where
the control accelerometers and the tape input signals to
the three axis system were recorded and analyzed on a f(t) = Failure density
digital computer. The data obtained from the laboratory
tests compared favorably with the data obtained from the 6 = Mean life
flight rests. This comparison was extremey good to 100 t =Tm period of interest
Hz. The energy recorded at the higher frequencies was
believed to be a result of acoustic coupling between the MTBF is defined aw the total test time divided by the total
Helicopter drive system, the weapors system (when firing) number of failures. Thus, the M TBF developed thus for in
and the radio set. Since this energy was not mechanically the laboratory is computed to be:
coupled through the aircraft structure and mounting brac-
ketry, emphosis was placed on the lower, mechanically
coupled, frequencies in the design of the test system. 750 + 750
The total Grr.s values of the 2aped input and fixture T
response spectra were quite close. Table I lists the corn-
porisons of the total Grnt levels for the most . Since the MTBF determined experimentally is essentially
portion of the simulated profileC. only an estimate of the true MTBF, statistical confidence

levels must be placed on it. The MTBF of an exponential
failure function is distributed as a Chi-Square with 2N
degrees of freedom where N is the number of failures.

TILE I There exists standard reliability tables of confidence
levels wherein these data may be inserted for the purpos,.

DIVING FIRING PROFILE of determining the ,zonfldence bounds. Naturally the

greater the number of test hours imposed on the specimen,
AXIS TAPED ItNPUT r IXTURE RESPONSE the more these confidence bounds may be narrowed,

VERTICAL 1.9 GUMS 1.6 GUMS particularly if more failures ore realized.

LATERAL 2,6 GRMS 2.7 GRMS At present, the test system has been redesigned for the
t purpose of accommodating four additional radio sets.

LONGITUDINAL 1.5 GRMS 1 .2 GQMS These six radio sets shall be subjected to 750 hours of
testing. Thus, at the conclusion of the program, a

representative, 6000 hours of time, will exist for MTBF
determination.

The electrical operation of the two radio test sets was
checked at the becginning and ending of each test profile. SUMMARY

This functional test consisted of measuring the transmitter
carrier output, the transmitter carrier modulation and the To more closely reproduce in a ground-based laboratory,
input voltage, the actual, dynamic flight environment, o multi-degree

of freedom test system should be used. The data resulting
from such a test system may be reliably utilized for the

TEST RESULTS determination of the test item MTBF.

To date. a total of 775 hours of i4 boratory induced vibra- The program described has proven the feasibility of such
tion has been imposed on two racr test sets. The recei- a testing approach by using commercially, available,
ver section of the first radio set malfunctioned after 42 testing equipment. The only item requiring special de-
hours of testing. An internal examination of the test sign was the drive and restraint device mentioned pre-
specimen showed that the first IF stage on the main viously.
receiver card had detached. It woi necessary to realign
the RF section to conform to stanz'id TMI 1-5021-260-35. Though present indications of the test data obtained in
The radio set was repaired by USAAVNTBD and function- the laboratory seem realistic, final confirmation of the
ed for the next 733 hours with no malfunctions. The test system validity will rest upon a favorable comparison
second r.3dio set was also subjected to 775 houts oi labora- between the laboratory generated MTBF and the MTBF
tory te•ting with no resulting discrepancies. generated in the field. Should this comparison be favor-

able, it will be possible to perform future reliability
The majority of reliability criteria assumes the exponen- tests of this type at a greatly reduced cost and without
t;al failure rate specified in MIL-STD-781B. This is the hazards and swhedule difficulties associated with
expressed by the equation: actual flight tests.
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SCHARACTERISTIC COEFFICIENTS, PROMBILLTY AND
L ~CLASSIFICATIOV! OF WIND PROFILES (Surface to 25 Km)

S~Oskar M. Esaenwanser

S&Aerophysics Function
•= Physical Sciences Directorate

Directorate for Research, Development, Engineering
and Miseile Systems Laboratory

U.S. Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

ABSTRACT. An attempt Is made to derive a limited number of realistic wind
profiles on a global basis under consideration of probability thresholds for
analysis of the environ.rental influence upon missiles.

In the past, synthetic wind profiles were available for certain selected
probability levels. They do not reflect the true altitude relationship of the
wind profile and association with probability is selective and ambiguous.
Individual wind profiles or correlation matrices overcome problems of unrea-
listic description but input into computer programs is generally bulky and
computer runs may be very costly and time consuming. Random selection of indi-
vidual wind profiles limited in number introduces bias by persistence and/or
gaps in present meteorological upper air data collection.

A new technique developed by the author overcomes the above cited short-
comings. The individual wind profile is approximated by a number of characteris-
tic coefficients, which can be reduced to one variable. The global condition
can now be described by three equations and a set of constants. This serves as
the basis to classify wind profiles into typical families.

Five major groups whose subtypes depend on the desired accuracy and the
particular missilt problem to be solved have been found sufficient. In our case
14 subgroups have been established with a total of 49 wind profile models. For
many first survey goals it is only necessary to anialyze the effect of 5 - 6 wind
profiles.

The seasonal and geographic variation of the groups is discussed.

INTRODUCTION. The establishment of appropriate wind profiles for design
and trajectory analysIi6 has always been an intricate problem in missile clima-
tology. It is difficult to derive proper wind profiles with inclusion of the
true vertical relationship and assessment of the proper probability thresholds,
and not to end up with bulky inputs of data for computations in the analysis
of the environmental influence upon missiles.

In the past several solutions have been recommended. As a trivial approach,
individual wind profiles have been employed. Let us assume key stations
reflecting global representations can be selected; this met iod his solved the
problem of true vertical relationship. Remaining is the voluminous input into
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computer programs which can cause storage problems, and the analysis may be
very costly and suffer from Inhomogeneity and data bias, as upper air obser-
vations decrease considerably in number with altitude, and data gaps exist.
If only a limited number of profiles were selected (even by Monte Carlo methods)
the results would lack completeness and would not be conclusive.

Data input is curtailed to some degree by the establishment of intra and
interl-vel correlation matrices (i.e. Court, 1957). Theit calculation, however,
is eos'.ly and complex, and probability thresholds cannot readily be derived.
Virtually little is gained over the previous method to simplify design analysis.

The third technique is based upon limited nv of mostly synthetic wind
profiles (i.e. Sissenwine, 1954; Handbook of Goos a and Space Environment,
etc.). This cucs down on aualysis cost, but in matty of these synthetic profiles
the true vertical relationship is neglected. Further, profiles must be
established for any number of thresholds, association with wind shear, gust, and
turbulence is difficult, and a true probability is hard to assess. Modern tools
of statistical analysis such as a Monte Carlo method could not be applied.

A new approach has bebn suggested by the author. The individual wind profile
ie mathematically described by a number of coefficients. Their interrelation-
ship we- studied and it proved that interdependence permits reduction to one
characteristic coefficient. The global wind conditions can now be described by
three equations and a set of constants varying by month. One of the equations,
the frequency distribution of the characteristic coefficient, constitutes the
link between wind profile and probability of occurrence. With it any selected
threshold can be studied without modiftcation of the input which is minimized
to a fraction of less thpn ono thousandth of the original data.

The new technique serves as the bacts for classifIcation of the wind
profile into essentially five typical families, whose submodels depend on the
accuracy Lnd the individual missile problem to be solved. A quick survey of
the wind influence upon missile systems would necessitate a maximum of 14 profile
models for detailed evaluation, but six extreme profile models would suffice
as a firat arpraoch. Since probability of the models on a global basis is
Y.nown, the proper assessment of the wind influence upon the missile system
under study can be eqde.

The technique may have potential for other design and analysis problems,
And daraila mav be nictsented in the following that other applications can
be weee.
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!I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF WIND MODELS

a. Mathematical Representation of the Wind Profile

In previous reports (Essenwanger, 1964 and 1970, Essenwanger and
Boyd, 1970) the mathematical representation of the wind profile has been
treated. It was pointed out that the wind speed prufile from surface to about
25 km can be beat described by terms of a Fourier Series, while the wind direc-
tion profile is more readily approximated by (orthogonal) polynomials. Although

other forms, i.e. expressing the wind profile by mathematical terms for the
zonal and meridional components, could be employed (see Essenwanger, 1964),
the wind speed and direction system was adopted in the following as best suited
for input into missile design.

The interrelationship between coefficients was studied by Essenwanger
and Boyd (1970), and the conclusion was drawn that only one characteristic
coefficient is necessary to represent the wind speed profile Vh with sufficient

accuracy. This provides the following equation for a wind profile system from
surface through 25 km

Vh- -(Ao - A )(1 + ksin (h+ ad + k s~n (2ah + 02)+k sin (Ohh Q3)hu)+ 3

(1)

where h denotes the altitude dependency, H the top altitude and

2wh 360h 0h 0, 1 .... (H - 1) (la)

0h H h 1,..(

with Vh A 1 + sin + .) (ib)

The A 0  kit k2, k3  ' Olt a3 stand for constants varying with season and

geographic location for sets of individual wind profiles.

The ah, although different at individual altitude levels, assumes the sase

value for every profile and for an individual time interval or particular loca-
tion, and the A is thc only variable parameter left. Therefore the frequency

0

distribution of A takes on the role of a probability scale for wind profiles,

and any desired threshold of exceedance of design criteria can thus be established
from the frequency distribution of A . As a suitable form the Weibull distri-
bution has been chosen,although other curves may fit, too. This provides the
equation for the cumculative distribution. 8

F(x) - I - - (2)
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where the x is identical with the A and the y, e, 6 are parameters of the
0

distribution, Estimation of the parameters can be made by various methods
(see Essenwanger, 1968 and 1971).

The profile for any desired threshold can be obtained by calculating

A for this threshold. Thiu is equivalent to determining

Xth Y + e[•t 1/(1 - F)]l/3 (2a)

and then computing the profile by equation (1) with this threihold value. The
F(x) denotes the probability of the specified threshold.

The third equation relates the wind direction ý to altitude and A . Since0

the correlation between A and the wind direction profile is almost non existent,

a mean wind direction profile can be associated with the above system. This
leads to

%h w + Cl•h +c 2 2 h+ ... (3)

where :1 " 5. • are orthogonal (Tchebycheff) polynomials (see Essenwanger, 1964

and 1970), the 6h is the mean wind direction profile by altitude and

ýws10 Cl 2 "'" c5 vary with season and location commensurate with the constants

of equation (1). It should be noticed that the parameter C of equation (2)
and e of equation (3) are not identical.

The three equations satisfy the postulated conditions: a realistic description
of the true wind profile under inclusion of the vertical relationship, an
association with probability of occurrence ans a limitation In the numbers of

input quantities.

The method has been successfully applied to evaluation of the wind influence
in the development of new missile systems.

b. Concept, for Deriving Sets ot Wind Models

The mathematical descr,;ption serves as the basis for the development
of a global set of wind models which can be utili;.eý in analysis and tactical
operation of missile systems. The extreme models of the set would be available

for quick analysis and simple studies of design and evaluation of wind envlron-
ment upon missile concepts.
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The derivotion of a set of wind models in generally a subjective task
depending on accuracy requirement, practical application and limitations set
by the configuration of a missile system. Thus the number of models will vary
with the posted goals. The technique of derivation is general, however, and
will subsequently be discussed. These techniques nay have potential application
beyond the narrow field of wind analysis.

It has been demonstrated that equation (1) contains constants varying with
season and location and thus a global combinatior with one frequency distribution
and a global set of constants is not advisable, although formalistic computation
of constants for this global set would be possible. This can also be inter-
preted that the complexity of environmental wind conditions cannot be reduced
co one simple system. Thus the trivial solution of wind models by class intervals
of A on a global basis is not very promising.

It would be possible to derive a set of models for every month at specified
representative locations. These models could be combined into a global set.
Duplicate models could be eliminated, thus reducing the number of models. The
variety of conditions and the existence of models with very low probability
of occurrence make this method little attractive.

Analysis of equation (1) leads to the conclusion that the wind speed profile
is a mixture of waves, in which the constants k1 , k and k are the key to the
mixture or the weight of the individual waves. Thi& can bi quickly illustrated
as for the system

2 ki (4)

I

with the percentage reduction

2 k 2 k 2 (4a)

This Rcheme is free of A ane depends on the constants k only. It may therefore
0 i

be possible to build a set of models from claos divisions of wave dominance or
mixture. A similar technique t&as been utilized for sound speed profiles where
the vertical structure of the profile was the deciding factor for appearance of
acoustic focuoing (see Essenwanger, 1966).

In an earlier investigation (Esuenwanger, 1970b) the mixture of waves was

based on monthly mean conditions, and model sets were derived from there. Since
some individual profiles were poorly classified, however, a new scheme was tried
with individual profiles.
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First, a schematic objective classification was set up with criteria like
1002 of a single wvne (k, - 1.0, k2 0 k3 a 0), a double wave. triple wave,

mixture of waves, etc., and a first frequency count of the individual profiles
falling into these classes followed. As expected, many of the classes remained
empty, although a total of four representative stations with about 18,000 profiles
was employed. Then the number of conditions was reduced until finally only
eight typical groups (families) remained. It was recognized from analysis of the
Individual profile fitting that the wind models had to be based on a slightly
modified form of (1) by subtracting (lb) and introducing a factor B

Vh = A { + Bk sin(h + +) ÷ sin (2%h + a k3 sin (3a, + a$)M (5)

The B serves as an adjustment between A and ki. Although the percentage

reduction is not changed, and with it the mixture of waves (harmonic) remains
the same, this permits a shift of the mean value A (profile reference). In the
prior scheme (Essenwanger, 1970b) based on the monthly mean, the B assumes the
value 1.0. Thus some individual profiles displayed systematic deviations from
the best fitting prototype. This deficiency needed correction.

The factor B - A I/A was computed for all individual profiles and a frequency

distribution established. (The A1 is the coefficient of the first harmonic, see

Essenwanger and Boyd, 1970). Although B varied from 0.4 to 1.4, the mode was
1.0. Significant deviations from the regular models appeared for B " 1.3 and
B < 0.6. There were only a few cases out of the 18,000 profiles w•th B > 1.3.
They could readily be accommodated into other prototypes of models. Thu- the
condition was cancelled and only B < 0.6 was kept. It proved that only two
families of models needed this modifIcation.

The phase angle was added from :he frequency distribution within the model
groups. Although numerous combinations are possible, only a few significant
prototypes emerged. Elimination of non-extreme rare profile types close to
other models resulted in the scheme of Table 1 with 48 individual wind speed
profile models. A model A - 0 as number 49 was added. Since the closest models
next to it employed an ampiitude A of 6 m/sec, only 12 of the individual profiles

occupied class 49. This would be different, if other spacing between models
were chouen than the one illustrated In Table 1, i.e., the first amplitude would
be 8 m/sec. Thus 49 rounds out the set of models.

T&ble 1 displays the final arrangement of models. Only five main groups
(families) were left with varying subtypes. Within a subtype several models
have been derived by classee of A . Although in the beginning more subgroups

with varying aI had been established, occupancy of the model classes by observed

models, proximity to other models and consistency within families reduced the
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Table 1

Configuration of Models based on Equation (5)

Moe ' I B a I k k 2 c AO0 - 12.5 19.5 27 35 4o0m/sec

Oro.pModel Number

1i1 o 1L 21 4o 1.0 - - 1 2 3 4
io VI^ oo - - Lo -1.0 - 5 6 7

10 '6Os300- -1.0 - - 8 9 10 11 12 13

i 'L.0 - 200 - 1.0 14 15 16
22 1.0 - 300 - 1.0 - 17 18

31 1.0 300 160 - .7 .7 - 19 20 21

32 1.0 340 210 - .7 .7 - - 22 ~-3 -4

41 1.0 330 210 240 .9 .3 .3 - 25 26 27
42 ).0 300 0-2120 .9 .3 .3 - 28 29 30 31
43 1.0 270 90 24o .9 .3 .3 - 3? 33 34 35

45 1.0 0 240 240 .75 .35 .35 36 37 38

51 1.0 240 210 230 .5 .5 .5 - 39 4o 41

50 0.6 16o 21o 230.5 .5 .5 - 42 - 43 4 4,5
52 1.0 160 15020.5 .5 .5 - 46 47 48

Scalm, A 0 model 49
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number to the 48 types shown in Table 1. The models with B 0 1.0 were given the
code index sero in the second digit. Others were then numbered as displayed in
Table 1. More details on the goup of wind models will be discussed in the
next section.

c. The Families of Wind Models

Table 1 summarizes the respective constants utilized in the computation
of the wind speed models. It should be noticed that only five main conditions
remained from a variety of initially postulated profile mixtures. This does not
mean that other groups would not exist. It was decided, however, that all
groups which placed less than five observed profiles out of the 18,000 studied
were considered negligible.

Within the group several subgroups were derived by aiteration of the a
(phase angle). Within the subgroups models were established with the spacing of
the A as given in the headings of Table 1. Originally equal spacing of A0
was considered. Studies of the proximity of models, frequency of occurrence
and accuracy of the distributed observed profiles led to the present setting.
Equal spacing of A would have resulted in at least 10 to 1? more models with
virtually no gain °in accuracy.

The first group contains profiles with a single maximum, while the second
group exhibits a double maximum profile. The th'rd group is a mixture between
the first and second harmonic. Following is a group with a main minimum, as
the single wave dominates in this mixture. The last group is an equally balanced
combination of the first three harmonics.

Although the Ekt2 for this last group would result in a sum of 0.75, whileI
a11 other groups add up to 1.0, this deviation is intentional. It can be readily
seen by equation (4a) that the change of the sum does not influence the percentage
reduction. The modification determines spacing of the models within the group.
A study of the closeness of fit within the individual groups revealed that the
largest deviations between observed and analytic profile were found in this last
group. The selection of k as given by Table 1 reduced the spacing of the models
and made it commensurable 4ith the distance in the other groups.

Within a group initially all models as obtained from the spacing of A
were computed and run through a comparison program. The mean square( difference

2
c between models was computed, and all models with r < 16 were eliminated.
Although these wind speed profile models would certainly exist, proximity to
other prototypes make them surplus. When there was a choice between models, the
one with the lower subgroup number was kept. Thus various models with amplitude
A 0 - 6.0 were omitted.

See Equation (6).
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Figure 1 illustrates the model types in groups 11 and 12. They differ
by the altitude of the maximum. In group 11 the maximum appears at 14 - 16 km,
a property found in the tropics (see Table 3), while group 12 shows a maximum
around 10 - 12 km, expected in subtropical and midlatitude regions.

Figure 2 serves for comparison of the groups 10, 11, and 12. The series
of models 8 through 13, although similar to group 12, includes a displacenmnt

Sof the profile reference Aa, which makes some of the obsftrved profiles better
than the series 5 through 7.

Figure 3 illustrates the profile types with double and triple waves. The
extreme profile modelw were chosen from each subgroup to demonstrate the indi-
vidual features better than models with smaller amplitude A . Again, the
difference between subgroups 21 and 22 Is the altitude of tRe maximum and the
minimum wind speed. Profile subgroup 21 displays a shift towards .i.gher altitude.

The difference in phase angle for subgroups 50, 51, and 52 causes the side-
maxima in the troposphere and lower stratosphere to vary in strength compared
with onF another, while the main maximum speed stays above 20 km.

Figure 4 finally exhibits a dominant single wave (groups 3 and 4). The
major difference from the single wave pattern subgroups 10 through 12 is the
narrowivg of the maximum. Some shift in altitude for the maximum of the Indi-
vidual subgroups is visible, too, as should be expected from the phase angles
given in Table 1.

The geographic and seasonal distribution follows in section 2d. Before
detailed consideration of time and space variabiltty a short look at the close-
ness of fit may be appropriate.

Since the spacing of the models is an arbitrary decision of selecting a
few from the numerous possible sequence within one family, some objective
criteria should be derived for indication of the quality of the model sets.
This can be accomplished by computing

2 )2]l/2 (6)

where the h denotes the altitude and j and k two different models, one of these
can be the observed profile. The mean squared difference E2 can also be employed
to place the observed profile into one model type. We select the closest to
the observed speed profile, i.e., the minimum c. This is the same procedure
by which the observations were associated with the former set of models
(Essenwanger, 1970b). Comparison with these 43 m.-dels derived from monthly
average conditions showi that the present set of models fits the individual
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r profiles closer, although only six more models were necessary. Table 2
discerns the distribution of ýhe c• by station and season. The highest dispersion
takes place in the subtropical zone (Montgomery) and in winter This result
parallels the conclusion from the 43 model set. The minimum r" per station
and season merges for Albrook and the summer.

d. Geographic and Seasonal Variation of Models

The discussion on sets of wind models would be imcomplete without the
analysis of the time and space variability of the models. A summary for the
four stations is given in Table 3, the seasonal variation by station in Table 4.
Since the number of obEervations varied by station and season, (see Table 4)
a conversion to 0.1% was made and the station summary and global combination
was based on the homogenized number. This would not eliminate the bias intro-
duced by data gaps within the seasons or the period of record utilized, but
balances the disproportionate weight of summer data within the year and the four
daily observations at Thule compared with two daily recordings at the other
stations in the global summary.

The last column in Table 3 summarizes the global conditions. No subgroup
contains less than 1%. The only frequency less than 12 is the profile model
49, (A = 0) which can be considered calm air for practical purposes. Expla-
nation0 was given in the preceeding section that the number of profiles plAced
into this model type depends on the spacing of the next A . The type is
necessary as a boundary to complete the series of models. 0

The most frequent subgroup is 10, a profile with a single maximum at
10 - 12 km. As expected, this is a midlatitude type and comprises about 50%
of the wind profiles at Chateauroux. It is also the type with the maximum
frequency at Thule and Montgomery and the most frequent one in all seasons.

The next subgroup in number of placed profiles is 50, a mixture of all
three harmonies with the major maximum above 20 km (Figure 3). It should be
noticed that the decrease in wind speed towards 25 km indicated in Figure 3
is a result of the mathematical representation of the profile by three terms
only and the selection of the altitude rane from atirfsce through 25 km. In
most empirical profiles this decrease of the wind speed around 25 ka cannot be
observed and the maximum actually lies at a higher level than 25 km. The
liMitaLion in the mathematical description produces tIe maximum around 23 km.
The importance is, however, that this subgroup displays an increase of the wind
speed in thd altitude range between 20 to 25 km exceeding the maximum speed at
the tropospheric level (jet stream). This type of wind profile is typical for
the polar and tropical region as can be noticed from the almost 25% frequency
at Albrook and Thule. Table 4, giving the seasonal breakdown by station,
exhibits a dominance of 532 at Thule in winter, while at Albrook this subgroup
persists in summer with 36%. It explains the high occurrence for the year at
both stations. The peak season at Thule and Albrook is opposite, however.
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Table 2

Average Squared Deviation Between
Wind Model and Observed Profile

(in 0. 11)

SAl Mo Cha Thu Wi Sp Su Fa Total

• I1 1 1 1 1 1. 1

2 - 14 18 10 35 46 1: 3.: 35 30 -7

5 9 140 90 164 05 66 157 0- 177 15C

10- 16 309 244 275 280 0 97 312 297 :77

17 - 25 363 31C 2)67 -821 .8 :85 295 -79 -85

26 - 36 162 184 13C 118 192 136 121 114 148

37 - 49 )6 86 74 57 110 56 27 5C 61

50 - 64 2 56 32 29 59 19 7 14 5

65 - 81 24 12 2u 4o 10 1 5 14

82 - 100 9 5 8 16 3 1 2 5

> 100 7 5 15 22 .. 1 7

Average 14.30 5.01 4.62 4.63 5.47 14.49 4.15 4.37 14.65

Al Albrook (Canal Zone)
Mo a Montgomery (Alabama)
Cha - Chateauroux (France)
Thu - Thule (Greenland)
Wi - December - February
Sp -March -May
Su June - August

Fa September - November
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Table 3

F,'Q ,MNCY OF MODEL C.OUPS (in 0.1f)

model Alb Montg Chat Thule Wi Sp Su F" Total
Group

10 221 296 488 263 246 331 320 371 317
I1 148 61 13 25 58 67 59 62 62

- 164 43 - 85 67 21 34 52

t 135 94 36 46 48 7T 120 73 78

57 5 2 11 5 19 37 12 18

31 3 26 64 12 24 21 52 9 26
3-- 0 36 59 22 26 24 23 24

41 - 13 94 37 26 52 33 34 36
42 3 121 51 - 18 56 40 61 44

33 146 8 - 88 41 16 44 47
45 17 20 61 254 47 117 114 73 88

50 225 38 71 224 238 b3 124 112 139
51 23 16 26 27 49 11 12 20 23
52 132 1 4 18 46 40 Vi 48 39

Calm 1 1 3 24 0 8 15 4 7

Weak 558 269 302 498 193 440 571 424 407
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Table 4

SEASONAL VARIATION OF WIND PROFILE GROUPS FREQUENCY (in 0.1%)

Model Albruok Montgomery Chateauroux Thule
Group wi Sp Su Fa Wi Sp Su Fa Wi Sp sit Fa Wi Sp Su Fa

10 22• 243 151 c66 3-7 :299 187 370 346 51,0 504 571 90 250 459 ;76
11 170 16 122-' 137 21 51 105 66 17 16 6 13 :5 57 3 34
12 .. 33c0 229 3 94 Ic 38 82 ) 43 - - -

21 94 .-.it, 83 x48 0 53( 57 50 5655 47 44 7-
7 5C 138 35 (: 6 4 0 1 31321 2 6

31. 9 54 0 0 2 i 26 67 60 66 64 7 7 9 ý-5
-,- - - C 1 0 0 47 58 195 -; 4' 46 8o 67

Ll - - - 9 18 6 :20 5( I4l 10o 87 47 48 27 <7
4.: 1 0 11 62 210 29 184 iO 16 129 48 --
435 139 1 0 I1091 162 5;16 iu 5 ' 1 14 - - -
45 13 34 8 10 43 467 78 43 55 105 .146561 0

178 166 364 19(4 8 :133 8 .59 20 1 21 55:8 146 0 1?'1

ýl 59 17 9 9 20 0 41 4 80 12 0 ) 11 38 16 0 54
1C7109 .'5 85 C 0 5 1 12 4 0 058 8 0 6

(,alm 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 5 3 6 0 30 56 9

Weak .6 686 495 59o 11 158 615 -95 175 347 53C 356 122 568 845 457

N f. 951 870 854 (-55 840 1065 lO18 81 I031 985 916 599 1951 2555 1774
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Other subgroups show less than 102 in the total summary. Noticeable is
the 25% of subgroup 45 at Thule, which is a profile type with predominance of
a single wave but a narrow altitude region for the maximum. The altitude of
the maximum is rather low (Fig. 4. profile 38). The subgroup has its peak
frequency in spring and summer.

Since the first amplitude is 6 m/sec only, profile types in all subgroups
comprise situations w'en the wind speed is not very atrong. They have been
combined under "weak" wind profiles irrespective of the subgroups and the model
49 has been included. It is noteworthy that Albrook and Thule emerge as stations
where about 501 of the wind profiles are placed into these weak wind speed
profile groups. As expected, the subtropical and midlatitude region$ have by
far stronger winds. The seasonal change should also be pointed out, which
varies between about 602 in summer and 202 'n winter. Although this result is
a well known fact, the confirmation in objective numbers is satisfying, and it
demonstrates that the system of wind profile models is reasonably rational.
The season of the pesk for the number of weak wind profiles at Albrook, the
spring, may be a surprise. Somewhat unexpected may also be the low 12 In winter
at Montgomery. The high 85. in summei in Thult Is striking. Otherwise the
seasonal and station distribution is as anticipated.

Table 5 summarizes the distribution by combining the subgeoups 10 - 12
and 40 - 45 into one group of single maximum profiles and lists each of the
other three main groups. Since the "calm" model has been omitted, the percentage
figures do not add up to 100% for &ll seasons or situations.

Table 5 reveals that the single maximum profile type is dominant in the
midiatitudes and subtropics. Montgomery shows more than 90% of this group in
all hut the Qummer season, while only 50 of this group is left for the wi.ater
season in Chateauroux. This agrees with the expected seasonal shift of the
jetstream.

The tropical regio. (Albrook) appears with a split between chree major
groups. The peak frequency shifts from a single wave structure in winter
with a maximum around the tropopause to the group with a maximum in the
stratosphere in summer. The reverse change takes place In the polar region
(Thule).

The double wave pattern (21 - 22) seems important oily in the tropical zone
during all seasons and in the subtropical regime during summer. The group
31 - 32, a mixture betueen single and double wave, appears significant in the
midletitude and polar region.
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Table 5

Suam•ary of Profile Groups (in °/o)

a. Seaaso;al Variation

Model Albrook Montgomery Chatesuroux Thule
Croup Wi Sp Su Fa Wi Sp Su Fa Wi Sp Su Fe Wi Sp Su Fa

Single 55 44 2-8 43 96 98 45 92 51 82 88 83 27 68 83 54

21 - 22 10 27 22 18 0 1 34 4 5 2 4 4 6 7 2 8

31-33 1 0 0 0 1 -1 5 3 11 1 8 9 5 5 9 9
50 -52 24 29 50 39 1 0 18 1 35 4 0 5 6? 17 C .8

b. Station and Season Survey

Model Stations Seasons
Group Al Mo Ch Th Wi Sp Su Fa Total

Single 42 8: 76 58 57 75 60 68 64

21-22 19 10 4 6 5 9 16 9 10

31 -2 c .0 7 5 5 6 5 5

50-52 5 10 27 35 12 17 16 .16
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The predominance of one group at most of the stations during the seasons
makes it plausible that the mathematical representation of the wind 3peed
profile and the subsequent reduction to one coefficient (Essenwanser and Boyd,
1970) succeeds for monthly summariess It can be recognized, however, that a
global combinaticn of the frequencies of one parameter will not render a good
representation of the structure of the wind profile, as the average constants
for a global combination would not express the variety of the profile groups.

SULMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. The mathematical description of the wind profile
by one variable characteristic coefficient and monthly sets of constants by
location (Essenwanger and Boyd, 1970) have served as the foundation for the
derivation of a global set of wind speed profile models. Groups of models are
established by utilizing the percentage reduction (equation 4 and 4a) of three
coefficients. Although numerous class groups could have been established,
about 18,000 profilev from four representative stations of four climatic zones
were divided into essentially five major typical families of profiles with a
total of 14 subgroups. The subgroups and the subsequent individual prototypes
of profiles depend on accuracy and individual goals for missile systems.

The presented groups diviJe into 49 wind profile models, whose 14 extreme
profiles of the individual subgroups permit quick calculation of configuration
for missile systems and evaluation of problem areas. Tht 14 extreme profiles
could be further reduced to essentially 5 - 6 wind speed profiles, represen:ing
the major groups. Since the global probability of occurrence for the individual
groups is known (Tables 3. 4, 5), evaluation of the wind influence upon missile
systems or in trajectory analysis, etc., should be possible with relatively
little cost.

The developed set of 49 profiles can also be employed in tactical operatiors
or other systems of operational purpose. The set of 49 models fits the indi-
vidual wind speed profiles better than an earlier set of 43 models derived
from mean monthly conditions. The set of 49 models serves further to investigate
the association with other wind parameters such as wind shear, turbulence, gust,
etc., and association with density and temperature profiles. A further application
lies in the study of predictabilicy of the models for tactical purposes.

Although the 49 models presented here are synthetic profiles, their origin
from the description of the vertical structure of the wind speed profile makes
them a realistic approximation of the true conditions. Therefore system analysis
with 'hem should lead to maximum efficiency and accuracy with minimum cost to
missile systems, avoiding over - or under design. The problem of voluminous
data input in studies of the environmental effect is solved and data bias and
inhomogeneity is largely reduced.
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The seasonal and geographic variation of the profile groups shows excellent
agreement with known interaction in the general circulation. This supports the
fact that the wind models are capable of expressing the true structure of the
atmosphere. A sophisticated modification of the models would be the correction
of some deficiencies of the three term harmonic recouputation by comparison
with the empirical F:ofiles placed into the prototype division. 4

The technique of deriving models from a set of global descriptors or a
ccuntless number of observations tas general application in statistical analysie
and is not restricted to the narrow field of wind analysis.

ACIWOWLKDGKmNT. I am indebted to Mrs. Helen Boyd, who aided the investi-
gation by estaSlishing th.r various IBM 7094 computer programs for the develop-
ment of the final set of T.-.'f les and the seasonal and geographic distribution of
the profile types. I wish to express my gratitude to Dr. Dorathy A. Stewart
for revieving the manuscript. Mrs. B. Wright deserves the cr-dit for typing
the manuscript in record time.
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SUMMl4ARY. Researchers who work with infectious biological material such
as Pasteurella turarensis generally are immunized lest they become infected
as a result of a laboratory mishap. The standard measure of immunity is the
worker's serological antibody titer -- the higher titers generally thought to
confer a greater degree of Immunity. A recent experiment cumpared 201 workers
in biologicals who received immunological procedures designed to protect them
in their areas of specialization with 100 Army draftees who received the stan-
dard Army immunisation series. Serological titers to 19 different biological
agents were assayed for each of the persons in the two populations. It was
Lhe purpose of this paper to discover if the persons rould be correctly
classified into the appropriate group accordinR to their serological titers only.

A preliminary screening for agents that showed group differences was per-
formed by using the t-test on group means for each titer separately and by
using the chi-square statistic as a test for a shift in frequency. Candidate
discriminators were those agents for which the t-test or both the t-test andthe chi-square statistic were significant at the .10 level. Agents 1, 2, 4,

6, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19 survived the screening procedure.

A modified step-wise discriminant function procedure was employed to create

a battery of discrlminant functions that competed for first place in ability to
correctly classify persons in the two groups. Because the sum of squares attri-
butable to the discriminant funetion d-prnt t,p•',n Which agents were includad,
the addition of another agent frequently resulted in an improvement in the
percent classification in one group but a decrease for the other.
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Three other aen-s 5, 8, and 13 (two of which had not survived the pro-
liminary screening) weru observed to have distributions such that all "control"
group members (Army :aftses) and all but a few in the "treatment" (biological
workers) group had negative titers. Three "decision rules" were added to the
classification techniquez a positive titer for any of the three agents 5, 8,
or 13 automatically classifled the person as "treatment"; a negative titer for
all three called up tho discriminant function. A small but distinct improve-
r. the percent classification was noted with the addition of the decision

.A cost function was developed as a criterion for selecting the best of tho
competing discriminant functions. Costs of misclassifying a true treatment
person, misclassifying P true control person, and the cost of assay were included

in the function. Because actual costs were difficult to estimate, it was valid
to recast the cost function in terms of relative costs -- the ratio of costs.
The battery of compesiug discriminants was evaluated for each of 14 combinations
of values allotted to the three cost ratios by a pAne] of experts.

All discriminants in a batti'ry were ranked for each of the 14 parameter
combinations. The discriminant, 1-6-4-15, plus the decision agents 5. 8,
13 was found to be the winner for 99% of the range included in the cost ratio
parameters. This discriminant was able to classify correctly 812 for the. control
group and 98.5% fnr the treatment group. Discriminant 1-6-4-2-15-17 was also
consistently near the top for 99% cf the range of the cost ratios; its percentages
were 882 and 97.5K respectively. That it was not a winner was due to the
emphasis on correct classification for the treatment group.

When the misclassification costs were equal, the ranking of the Jiscriminants
was sensitive to the relative cost of the assay. For expensive assays, agent 1
by itself was best; for inexpensive assays, discriminant 1-6-4-2-15-17 plus
5, 8, and 13 was best. The consistently high-ranked discriminant mentioned
above, 1-6-4-2-15-17 was also high-ranked for both assay costs.

INTRODUCTION. The extent to which a serological profile might "fingerprint"
workers with biological materials was the criterion for using two groups of
persons in the Department of Army for extensive serum testing.

Parsons known to be working actively with biologicals were selected, 100
at the Army Biological Laboratories at Fort Detrick; and 101 from workers at
Dugvay Preving Grouad, a tasting sita. A control group of 100 eealsted eab

receiving the standard army imunization series but known not to be involved
with biologicals was seletted at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland. It is the purpose
of this part of the investigation to discover if a combination of titers is
more effective in idencifying workers in biologicals than individual titers and
to what extent such identification is predictable, using initially the data
from these two groups.
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Individuals in the Datrick-Dugvay "treatment" group were selected on the
basis of their active participation with biologicils ;,nd the imnuniaation
programs provided for the protection of the workers in both locations. Serum
titers to 19 microbiological agents were assessed for HI, CF, or SN antibodies
for each • • 'al, an extensive questionnaire was requested for each partici-
pant easigned to pi'ovide Informationthat might account for titers not explain-
able by :±tlr 1munlaation or laboratory contact.

Fp3LD ?II0AY 9•, RR..ING. If the distributions of titers for a particular
agent were e,•.Ly the sam for the two population groups, t re would be no
basis for uaij that agent ro ciaisify a person into either group. A perfect
basis would '- an aner for which there was alwava a titer in the treatment
group -.nd revue a tittr in the cont-ol group. Another perfect basis would
exist it th? t*ter distributions for the two groups did not overlap. The
problt% becomes one of finding how much the treatment group distribution of
titers t,- an aO-;., must diifer hom that for the control group to be mn
acceptable basis for classificaL on.

A two-stage procedure wal devised to answer the question of which agents
should be considered as effective classifiers. The first stage has been called
a prcliminary screening stage and consisted of computing t-tests on the mean
positive titers for the two groups for every agent and a chi-square test on the
frequency of specific titers for eoery agent. The results of this preliainary
screening can be seen in Table 2. These two tests were used in conjunction
with each other because of thu definitions of "positive" and "specific" Liter.
A positive titer was any titer that was not considered negative. When the
t-test was performed on the means ot positive titer!, pernuna with negativc
titers were not included in the t-test computation for that agent. However,
they were included in tli frequency test afforded by the hi-square statistic.

Values of "specific" titers were defined arbitrarily for euch agent; it
was intended that they should represent a threshold titer not likely to have
occurred because of assay variability. Values of both are shown in Table 2.

The probability levels for these two statistical tests were not stringent;
as a screening device, the .10i !vel was used as opposed to the .05 or .01 levels.
Those agents showing sufficient distributional differences between the two groups
on the basis of both tests or of the t-test alone were included as candidate
discriminators. Agents 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 17, 19 survived the screening
procedure. A parenthetical note is added here to note that differen~eS ut hertw
the Dugway and Detrick workers were also examined before they we:e pooled to
form the "treatment" group. Several diiferences did occur, but they were
generally explainable on the basis of know., subject history. There was no valid
rasson for not putting these two groups together because they did represent
workers in microbiology.
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The second stage consisted of using a discriminant function -- a combination
of Individual agents -- as a basis for classificatinn. Befora this approach is
described, it is worthwhile examiting the discriminating ability of the candi-
dace agents individually. Table 3 lists some of the individual agents and
indicates the percent correct classification for each group.

The procedure for olassification was simple. The mean of the Agent #l
titer (in log scale) for the control group wes .9289 and 2.920 for the treatment
group. Halfway between the two means is the midmean value 1.925, which was
used as the classifying rules a person with a titer less than the midmean was
classified as control; a person with a higher titer was classified as treatment.
Since each person was known to be in one group cr the other, the percent correc.
classification for each group way easy to compute tfr one agent individually.

Some of the agents with extremely high percentagec for one group but low for
the other deserve a word of comment. Agent 6, for example, gave 98 and 10 percent
correct for control and treatment groups respectively. Actually, only 22% of
the subjects in the control group and 10% of the subjects in the treatment group
had positive titers. Thus 982 of the control group was correctly classified;
those in the treatment group with titers less than the midmean were also
classified as control and therefore incorrectly. This agent could not be
considered very effective according to the midmean rule; nevertheless, it was
retained for possible use either in the discriminant function or in the
decision rule approach.

DISCRIHINANT FUNCTION APPROACH. A linear discriminant function is a
combination of predictcrs (aients), each with a welgl-t corteapunding tc its
relative effectiveness in discrimination:

F - B1 X1 + 82X2 + ... + BkXk

The X are the titer values in logarithms for the various agents, 1--k, used
in thl discriminant; the weights, B•, are estimated from the data. As applied,
a person's titers (in log scale) are svbstituted as the X values; if the
resulting F value is closer to thac for the conro] group than it is for the
treatment group, the subject is classified as belonging to control. Theory
guarantees that the methodology for estimating the weights results in the best
possible linear discriminant using these predictors.

The individual, one-agent-only approach described earlier with the results
shown in Table 3 cannot apply to a combination of agents. The presence of a
second and more discriminirirs in conjunction with the first will have definite
effects on the behavior of the discriminant function. The method of estimating
the weights for the linear diacriminant above recognizes these covariable effects
and optimizes their joint function.
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APPLICATION OF TIHS DISCRURINANT FUNCTION. Perhaps the easiest way to look
at the results-of the discriminant functions as constituted by a variety of
predictor combinations is tc look at the percent correct classification for eachgroup. Table 4 identifies the various diecriminants in terms of the agents

used as predictor* and shows the percent correct classification for each; they
may be regarded as competing for optimum performance. The most obvious result
was the clear superiority of all diecriminants with agent 91 over those without
f1. This finding vas true regardless of the number of other agents or which
ones. Thus, the next step was to select the best discriminant, having discarded
all discriminants without agent #1.

The question of which discrimihtant to choose was complicated by the fast
that some discriminants did better for one group, and others did better for the
other group; none was clearly best for both groups. A second complication arose
by virtue of the inherent characteristics of discriminant function estimation.
For example, as can be seen in Table 4, the addition of agent #4 to discriminant
function 1-6 resulted in going from percent correct classification 94.0 and
88.6 for the control and treatment groups respectively to 90.0 and 91.0. Thus
the addition of another variable to a dibcriminant function was not necessarily
an i=7rovement in both categories. Further study of Table 4 does not allow an
easy identification of the winning discriminant. A discussion of criterion
for choosing is deferred until the approach involving decision rules has been
added to the discriminant function approach.

DECISION RULES AS AN ADJUNCT DISCRIMINATION DEVICE. An additional device,
denoted here as "d-cision rules," utilized two agents not already incorporated
in any of the discriminant functions. This approach is analogous to the fre-
quency basis for tne preliminary screening; the discriminant function correspondu

to the comparison of means. Two of the agents, #5 and 13, were not deemed to
be potentially useful for the dieci ...... function approach becAuse of the
generally low incidence of positive titers in either group. However, LhLse two
agents with agent #8 shared one characteristic in common -- all titers for all
control subjects were negative (with the exception of 2 persons for agent #8).
To take advantage of the informacion afforded by the distributional form. the
following decision rules were set up as an adjunct to the discriminant finction
approach as an enlarged basis for classifying subjects into the control and
treatment groups:

1) If a person has a po&itive titer to agent #5, classify him as treatment
and remove the subject from further classifying rules. If the subject has a
negative titer, do not classify but go on to agent #8.

2) It the subject has a positive titer to agent #8, classify as treatment
and remove subject from further classifying rules. If he has a negative
titer, do not classify but go on to agpnt #13.
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3) If subject has a positive titer to agený 913, classify &s treatment
and remove subject from further classifying rules. If he has a negative titer,
do not classify but apply the diqcriminant function.

This decision-rule approach is essentially probabilistic -- one that might
be developed much further by means of joint and conditional probability state-
ments. This opportunity has not been exploited beyond the rules described above.

The effectiveness of the decision rule approach compared with the discriminant

function only can be seen in Table 5. The results were consistent. The control
group percentages uniformly decreased by 2%, obviously tecause of the two control
subjects with positive titers to agent #8. However, the percint correct classifi-
cation for the treatment group increased without exception. If there is greater
importance attached to correct classification for the treatment group, then the
addition of the decision rules generally was a benefit. The problem of selectig
a best combination among the discrimirant3 with or without the decision rules
remains to be answered. Again, there has been no obviously established winner
after the addition of the decision rules. A criterion for selection is clearly
needed.

RELATIVE COST AS A BASIS FOR A CRITERION OF EVALUATION.

A. Development of the Cost Function

A simple rule or criterion would be to consider the percent correct classi-
fication for each group to be of equal importance. If no other rule were added,
then the winner along the first six functiens listed in Table 4 would be funztion
1-8, whose average percent correct classification for the two groups was 9..0,
higher than any other average in the first six. However, the average percent
correct classification for function 1-6-4-2 was 92.5, but it required the
addition of two more agents. The question arises whether the increase in the
average percentage was worth the cost of the additional assays. A general model
of cost as a criterion is developed in this section, with application to these
questions: (1) was the addition of the decision rules worthwhile and (2) what
is the most efficient discriminant when performance is assessed against cost?

In this development of a cost function, it will be convenient to define
certain costs without stating or defining their dollar value. We begin by
definitig error rates as another way of stating successful classification:

Let P = proportion correct classification in the control group and
C

P = proportion r.rr,:t classification in the treatment group.
t
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Then the error rates or rates of misclassification are defined as

qC a I - P.0 proportion of incorrect classification for control and

qt a 1 - Pt a proportion of incorrect classification for treatment.

Let Qc a cost of misclassifying a control subject and

Qt a coat of misclassifying a treatment subject.

In addit!on to converting error rates into cost of misclassification as shown
above, we proceed to include the cost of assay in the cost function.

Let B * cost of one bsrcerial assay and

V - cost of one viral (or rickettsial) assay by hemagglutination inhi-
bition.

Let b * number of bacterial agents used in discriminator and

v - number of viral (or rickettsial) agents used in discriminator. There-
fore,

bB - cost of b bacterial assays and

vV - cost of v viral assays.

Thus Cost - qcQC + qtQt + vV + bB.

This statement adds both costs of misclassification to the cost of assay. The
reduction of any of the quantities in the cost equation resultasn reducing the
overall cost. Specifically, if the quantities q and q ara reduced, the
resulting improvment in correct classification gan be Frsnslated into
reduced costs.

But it may be difficult to specify the actua: dollar values for the quantities
Q , Q , V, and D. Therefore, it may be more convenient and still relevant to
difine relative costs as followe:
Let Q t/Qc - k, 0 c k < -, be the cost of wlsclassifying a treatment subject

relative to the cost of umsclassifying a control

subject. Likewise,

Let V/B - c, 0 < c < -, be the cost of a viral (oz rickettsial) assay relative
to the cost of a bacterial assay. And finally,

Let Qc/B - r, 0 < r < -, be the cost of misclassifying a control subject
relative to the cost of a bacterial assay. Upon
substitution of these terms into the cost equation
above, we have
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Relative Coat - q cQc + kqtQc + cvB + bB

a rqcB + rkq B + cYB + bB and

(Relative Cost)/B - r(qc + kqt) + cv + b.

This expression for (Relative Cost)/B, a dimensionless quantity, now depends
only on the two error rates, q and q , and the number of assays. It continues
to be a criterion for excellence; thi lower the cost, the better the discrim-
inator. The result of dividing Relative Cost by the factor B has no effect on
the criterion because B has been defined as a constant. Evaluation of the
various discriminants does depend upon the values selected for the constants,
r, k, and c. Of these, it was easy to give a value to only one ratio, c. It
was deemed that the cost of an HI test was essentially equivalent to the costs
of other methods of assay (excluding serum neutralization); therefore the
value of c was set as unity. Rather than use a single value for r, two values
were suggested by a panel to represent a reasonable range; these were 50
and 250. Because the ratio of the cost of misclassification was both difficult
to assign a value to and because the quantity, (Relative Cost)/B, was very
sensitive to it for low values, three values were assigned initially to k
k = 1, 30, 1000-- to cover a wide range.

B. Evaluation Results for the Discriminant Functions Only

To evaluate every one of the discriminants listed in Table 4 would include
many discriminants with obviously poor performance, namely those without
agent 91. Therefore, only those discriminants that included agent #1 were
considered for the cost function analysis. Every discriminant that included
Agent #1 but omitted the decision rules was evaluated for all combinations of
the ratio constants c, k, and r. Results of these evaluations are given in
Table 6. There it con be seen that for both r values and the two higher values
of k, the discriminant consisting of agents 1-6-15 was consistently top ranked.
Running second and third were discriminants 1-6-4-15 and 1-6-4-15-17. The
performance of these first three discriminants as ranked in cost and measured
by percentage correct classifications were 80-96. 83-95.5, and 80-95.5 respec-
tively for the control and treatment groups.

There was no effect in changing the value of r from 50 to 250 for the two
higher values of k on the ranking of the first five discriminant functions:

1-6-15
1-6-4-15
1-6-4-15-17
1-6-4-2
1-15

which had the same order in the four rankings involved.
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However, there vas a drastic reversal of the rankings when the value of
unity was assigned to k. The first three functions referred to above did
not appear at all in the first 20 ranks for either r - 50 or r - 250.
Because of this reversal, further investigation of the effect of k on the
ranking of the discriminants was deferred until the addition of the decision
rules has been evaluated by the cost function.

C. Evaluation Results for Discriainant Functions Plus Decision Rules

The same cost function developed above was applied to the results of the
discrizinant function plus decision rules for all combinations of c, k, and
r. These are ranked by increasing cost in Table 7. Two results are immediately
apparent. there was an Improvement in classification according to the cost
function criterion with the addition of the decision rules for the values of
k - 30 and k - 1,000 by virtue of the decreased costs. This was not so for
values of k 1 1 and both values of r, where only the discriminant function had
generally lover costs than discriminant plus decision rules and therefore was
a more effective discriminator. This result etmned from comparing the entries
in Table 6 ve Table 7 rank by rank for each of the six categories.

The second result was the fact that the top rankings with or without the
decision rules tended strongly to be the same for values of k a 30 and k a 1,000.
For example in the four cases k - 30, k a 1,000 for both values of r, the top
thsee rankings were composed of the same discriminant functions. For the top-
ranked s;x discriminant function plus decision rules in Table 7, five of these
six discriminant functions were also top-ranked in the first six places for
discriminaut fur etion without the decision rules; this result held for the
"me four cases of * a 30, k - 1000 for both values of r. Not4 that costs
are not to be compared across categories of k and r; they are relevant only
within a given category.

The results includ.l.n the decision rules also encountered the previous
expekience of changing drastically when k - 1. Therefore it is worthwhile
investigating the behavior of the cost function as it is affected by changes in
the parameter k, especiall7 in the region between k - 30 and k - 1,000 where
the large reversals occurred as noted above. Arbitrarily, the value of r was
kept fixed at r - 250 while interuediate values of k - 20, 10, 5, and 2 were
added to the original set of k - 1,000, 30, and 1. The ranking of the die-
craiinant functions plus decision rules wea obtained for each value of k.
These are shown in Table 8 where it is obvious that the ranking at k - 20
remained identical to that for k - 30 and k - 1000. A small shift in the ranks
occurred at the value k a 10; much larger disruptions occurred for values of
k lower than 10. As a method of looking quantitatively at the degree of change
In the ranks with the change in k, it was convenient to compute Spearman'm
Coefficient of Rank Correlation with k - 1,000 as the base line successively
with rankings for all other values of k. A plot of Spearmen's Rho versus k is
shown in Figure 1. It may be concluded for r a 250 that the rarskings of the
discriminants are essentially unchanged for values of k larger than 10. Thus
the choice of a winning discriminant plus decision rule for those considered
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h:are can be based on a simple Judgment as to whether k should be considered
smaller than 10. For the case of k - 10 or more, the consistent nzumber one
p.arforuer is based on the discrininant composed of agents 1-6-4-15 and the
decision rules based on agents 5, 8, and 13.

The temptation to reach down to discriminant function 1-15. which is
ranked in fourth place for the higher values of k and use it on the basis of
the Implied economy of only two assays (plus the three for the decision rule)
should be resisted. Since the cost function has already included the cost
of the assays, a selection of other than the winning combination would be
based on false premises.
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TABU 2. PILMNAlRY SCRUENING BY CEOKRTIC KLA• S AND REIQU•• CY

Definition Definition Control Treatmetet
of of G-mean G-Hean t-test test

Positlyr Specific Poeitiye Poe tiye on on Tentative
Ajgent Titer' Titer' Titer -- Titer- 0-mSeas Pteuencv UVe

1 10 so 24.3 201, 19.0"* IN..*

2 25 200 39.9 52.6 2.9,0 2.6(1) x

3 2 2 7.6 9.3 .8 19.4*

4 5 80 128. 251. 3.1"* 7.4** x

5 5 10 0. 13.5 29.7"*

6 5 10 5.0 8.9 4.3** 4.7* x

7 5 10 8.6 5.7 1.7(1) 2.3(2) x

8 2 2 2.8 6.0 2.1* 46.5 * x

9 20 40 0. 30.3 .2

10 20 40 44.1 41.6 .6 2.7(1)

11 20 40 0. 26.4 .3

12 20 40 20.0 24.8 1.3(2) .3

13 20 40 0. 32.6 13.8"

14

15 20 40 22.4 27.8 2.6** 2.3(2) 1

16 20 40 0. 23.3 .7

17 20 40 20.0 71.3 2.4* 1.1 I
18 20 40 0. 0.
19 20 40 20.0 29.0 1.8(1) 1.1 •

** statistieally significant at .01 level
* Statiatically significant at .05 level

(1) Statistically significant at .10 level
(2) Statistically significant at .20 level

G-man: Geometric esan of poditive titers.

frequency: y on frequency of specific titers.
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TAMA #3. PI* 1 t81 UCI MASSZIICAUTIO BY MC AGINTS ZI 'IVWALLY

Ageut 0 Percent correct Percent correct
clasesflcatton classification
control treatmt

1 94.0 "A.1
6 98.0 10.0

4 52.0 63.7

2 49.0 59.7
15 43.0 61.2

S17 99.0 3.0
8 98.0 39.3
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TASM S. OUMAItCMN OF OOnMMT CLMISIPICAT•OU: DMCIION RUL8S V8
DISCIVAUT IUMCTIOn OMnY

Agent ae Diecrimluant Function Only blecrlminant Punctiou +
Deciuiou nules

Control Treetmet Control Treatment

1-4 830 94.3 41.0 97.0
lot 89.0 94.0 67.0 97.0
I135 61.0 93.0 79.0 98.0

1-6-2 90.0 94.0 88.0 97.0
1-6.L5 80.0 96.0 76.0 98.5

18-6-42 90.0 95.0 U.0 97.5
1-6-4-13 83.0 95.5 81.0 98.5
1-6-2-15 89.0 94.0 67.0 97.5
1*64-17 90.0 94.5 86.0 97.0
1.4-2-17 90.0 94.5 68.0 97.0

1-6-44-13 90.0 94.0 "1.0 97.3
1-6-4-2-17 91.0 93.5 89.0 96.5
1-6-4-15-17 60.0 95.3 78.0 98.5
1-6-2-15-17 90.0 94.0 68.0 97.5
1-"4-15-17 90.0 92.3 68.0 96.5

1.6-4•4.15-17 92.0 93.5 90.0 97.5

1-6-4-2-15-17-8 94.0 94.5 92.0 97.0

1-6.4.2.-17-SlT-8- 92.0 94.5 90.0 97.0

1.6-4-2-15-17-8.19.7 92.0 94.5 90.0 97.0
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TAM 4. CRMI• IH R.NItaIS OF DISCRIMINAfT rUNCrIONws ILU 1 8C8ZO?" RUL5S
BY COST lMR• UIAh tIN k

Values of k
Asent Ca 1000 30 20 10 5 2 1

1-6o4.15 1 1 1 1 7 is 15
1-6.15 2 a a 3 15 is 1i
1-6--15-17 3 3 3 7 17 19 19
1-15 4 4 10 Is 17 17
1-6-4-2-15-17 5 5 5 2 1 2
1.6.4.2 6 6 6 4 3 3 3
1-6-4--13 7.5 7.5 7.5 5.5 4.5 4.5 7.5

1-6-2-15-17 7.5 7.5 7.5 3.5 4.5 4.5 7.5
1-6-2-15 9 9 9 8 6 11 13
1-6-4-2-15-17-8 10 10 1 9 2 1 1
1-6-2 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 8.5 6.5 4.5
1.6-4-215-17-19 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5 8.5 6.5 4.5 j
1-6-2-17 14 14 14 14 11 9 10
1-4-2-17 14 14 14 14 11 9 10
1-6-4-2-15-17-8-19-7 14 14 14 14 11 9 10
1-2 16 16 16 16 13 12 12
1-4 17 17 17 19 19 16 16
1-6-4-2-17 18 18 1i 17 14 13 6
1-4-2-15-17 19 19 19 18 16 14 14

I

Values of Spearmm's Rho 1.00 1.00 .928 .298 -. 049 -. 168 1

2
-4
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BSNEDECOR AWARDED THE 1970 SAMUEL S. WILKS MD4ORIAL HMA&L

P Professor George Snidecor, now retired from Iowa State University,
has been awarded the Samuel S. Wilke Memorial Medal for 1970 The
announcement of Professor Snedecor's selection for the 1970 Wilke Award
was one of the highlights of the Sixteenth Annual Confercnce on the
Design of Experiments in Army Research, Development and Testing, which
was held at the U. S. Army Logistics Management Center, Fort Lee, Virginia,
21-23 October 1970. Professor Snedecor has long been recognized as a
pioneer, an international authority and one of the outstanding applied
statisticians in both the U. S. A. and countrits abroad as well, having
made many fundamental contributions to statistical methodology and
analysis of statietical experiments. The citation for Professor Snedecor
reads as follows:

"To George W. Snedecor for his pioneer contributione
in the development and use of statistical methods, Including
applications of experimental design to research investigations,
and for introducing several generations of statisticians
and research workers to the subject of statistics through
teaching and the six editions of his world-renowned book,
Statistical Methods."

Previous recipients of the Samuel S. Wilke Kemorial Medal include
John W. Tukey of Princeton University (1965), Major General Leslie K. Simon
(1966), William G. Cochran of Harvard University (1967), Jerzy Neyman of
the University of California (1968), and Jack Youden (1969) retired from
the National Bureau of Standards.

The Samuel S. Wilke Memorial Medal Award, initiated in 1964 by the U. S.
Army and the American Statistical Association jointly, is administered by the
American Statistical Association, a non-profit, educational and scientific
society founded in 1839. The Wilke Award is given each year to a statistician
and is based primarily on his contributions to the advancement of scientific
or technical knowledge in Army statistics, ingenious application of such
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knowledge, or successf~il activity in the fostering of cooperative scientific
matters which coincidentally benefit the Army. the Department of Defense,
the U. S. Governent, and our country generally.

The Award consists of a medal, with a profile of Professor Wilke end
the name of the Award on one side, the seal of the American Statistical
Association and name of the recipient on the reverse, and a citation and
honorarium related to the magnitude of the Award funds. The annual Army
Design of btperlments Conferences. at which the Award is given each year,
are sponsored by the Army Mathematics Steering Comittee on behalf of tole

Office of the Chief of Research and Development, Department of the Army.

The funds for the S. S. Wilke Memorial Award were donated by Philip G.
Rust, retired industrialist, Thomasville, Georgia.

With the approval of President T. A. Bancroft of the American Statistical
Association, the Wilks Memorial Medal Coiittee for 1970 consisted of the
following:

Professor Robert E. Bethhofer - Cornell University I
Professor William G. Ccchian - Harvard University
Dr. Francis C. Dressel - Duke University and the Army Research

Office-Durham
Dr. Churchill Eisenhart - National Bureau of Standards
Professor 03car Xampthorne - Iowa State University
Dr. Alexander M. Mood - University of California
Major GeneraI Leslie E. Simon - Retired
Dr. John W. Tukey - Princeton University
Dr. Frank E. Grubbs, Chairman - U.S. Army Aberdeen Research &

Development Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

George W. Snedecor is an international authority who was a pioneer In1
his field of statistics and related sciences.

Born October 2, 1881 in Memphis, Tennessee, he received his education
at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, the University of Alabama (B.S.. 1905,
mathematics and physics) and the University of Michigan (A.M., 1913, physics).
He joined the Iowa State University faculty as an assistant professor of
mathematics in 1913, and remained on campus for 45 years.

Shortly after his arrival at Iowa State, Professor Snedecor took the
lead in helping people with problems In statistical applications. In 1924
he particlapted in weekly sessions conducted by Henry A. Wallace, then editor
of Wallaze's Farmer. At these sessions rapid machine calculation was
demonstrated as a method of solving basic statistical needs.
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As a result of these get-togethers a bulletin, "Correlation and Machine
Calculation," was written in 1925 by Snedecor and Wallace. It promptly
attained worldwide distribution as a pioneer putlication in statistics, and
remained in use for many years.

Because of his interest and enthusiasm in the field, Professor Snedacor
continued statistical experimentation. In 1927 he and A. E. Brandt were put
in charge of a newly created Mathematics Statistical Service at Iowa State
University. This Service was established to supply the demand for professional
help in statistics.

Professor Snedecor had ar. appreciation for the importance of the work
of the eminent British statistician Sir Ronald Fisher, who was to become
known as the greatest figure in the history of statistics. As a result,
Sir Ronald was brougbt to Iowa State University as a visiting lecturer
during the summers of 1931 and 1936. Iowa State was the first U. S.
institute to award Sir Ronald an honorary degree.

In 1933 Iowa State's Statistical Laboratory was established as a research
institute under the president, with George W. Snedecor as its first director.
It was the first statistical center of its kind in the United States, and
its organization provided the impetus for other univtrsitiea to establish
similar research anA service institutes in statistics.

As an administrator, Professor Snedecor collected a staff which earned

a reputation for excellence. His diligence in developing cooperative agree-
ments between the Statistical Laboratory and the U. S. government provided
funds for the expansion of Laboratory personnel staff and its projects.

As a teacher, Professor Snedecor inspired his students to achieve the'r
highest goals, and encouraged them to establish even higher goals. The work
and contributions of his students alone have given him a reputation as one
of the foremost teachers of statistics during the development of the field.

Professor Snedecor served as director of the Statistical Laboratory until
college regulations forced him to relinquish administrative responsibilities
in 1947 at the age of 65. During that same year a separate Department of
Statistics was established. Snedecor continued as a professor of statistics
on a part-time basis until his retirement in 1958, and still is affiliated
with the university as professor emeritus.

Professor Snedecor is recognized throughout the world for his pioneer
work in the systematic development and wide-spread use of statistical methods.
Pis book, Statistical Methods, first published in 1937, is nov in Its sixth
edition and has sold more than 100,000 copies. It has been translated into
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Spanish, Hindi, Japanese and Rumanian. A French translation is now in
progress and an Iodian reprint has been published in SgLish. Suedecor also
is the author of three other books and some 50 papers on statistics.

In 1948 Professor Snedecor was named president of the American Statistical
Association. His national and international reputation is indicated by his
election as a Fellow of the American Statistical Association, the Institute
of Mathematical Statistics, and the American Association for the Advancement
of Science. He was elected an Honorary Fellow of the British Royal Statistical
Society, an honor given to only a very few Americans.

He holds membership in the International Statistical Institute, the
Biometrice Society, Iowa Academy of Science, Phi Beta Kappa, Signa Xi, Gamma
Alpha, Pi Mu Epsilon and Kappa Sigma.

George W. Snedecor received the Iowa State University Faculty Citation
in 1955, and honorary Doctorates of Science from North Carolina State
University in 1956 and Iowa State in 1958. On May 18, 1970 the building
which houses Iowa State's statistical center was formally renamed Snedecor
Hall in his honor.

GEORGE W. SNEDECORt A CHRONOLOGY

October 20, 1881 - born in Memphis, Tennessee

1899-1901 - attonded Alabama Polytechnic Institute
1901-1905 - attended University of Alabama
1905 - received B.S., University of Alabama (mathematics and physics)
1905-1907 - instructor, Selma Military Academy
1907-1910 - professor, mathematics, Austin College, Sherman, Texas
1908 - married Gertrude Crosier
1910-1913 - graduate assistant, physics, University of Michigan
1913 - receiied A.M., University of Michigan (physics)
1913-1914 - assistant professor, mathematics, Iowa State University
1914-1930 - associate professor, mathematics, Iowa State University
1915 - first courses in statistics offered at Iowa State University
1924 - attended a ten-week course conducted by Henry A. Wallace on rapid

machine calculation of correlation coefficients, partial correlation
and the calculation of regression lines

1925 - co-author, with Wallace, of "Correlation and Machine Calculation,"
a bulletin which attained worldwide distribution

1927 - in charge, with A. E. Brandt, of a newly created Mathematics
Statistical Service at low& State University

1931-1947 - professor, mathematics, Iowa State University
1931 - first degree in statistics at Iowa State University, an M.S., was

awarded through the Department of Mathematics to his student,
Gertrude M. Cox.
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1931 - brought R. A. Risher to Iowa State University for the first time,

at a visizin3 professor of statistics during the summer
1933 - organized the Statistical Laboratory as an institute under the

president's office
1933-1947 - director, Statistical Laboratory, Iowa State University
1933 - appointed first Station Statistician of the Iowa Agricultural

Experiment Station
* 1934 - ADlAsis of Variance published by the Iowa State University Press

1935 - named head of the newly created statistical section of the
Agricultural Experiment Station

1935 - chairman of the Osborne Club (local staff research club)
1936 - established the custom of tea-drinking at a weekly statistics

seminar which provided an opportunity for dialogue between staff
and students on research problems presented by persons in substantive
areas

1936 - president of Sigma Xi (Iowa State University Chapter)
1937 - first edition of Statistical Methods published by Iowa State Univetsity

Press
1938 - second edition of Statistical Methods published by Iowa State University

Press
1938 - established a cooperative agreement between the Statistical Labora-

tory and the United States Department of Agriculture which provided
funds for the expansion of Laboratory personnel and projects

1938 - brought W. G. Cochran to Iowa State University as a visiting professor-
he joined the staff in 1939; Charles P. Winsor joined the staff

1939 - the Statistical Laboratory was moved into the newly built Service
Building (now known as Snedecor Hall)

1939 - elected Fellow, American Statistical Association
1940 - third edition of Statistical Methods published by Iowa State

University Press
1941 - guest lecturer, North Carolina Institute of Statistics, summer
1942 - elected Fellow, Institute of Mathematical Statistics
1963 - established a cooperative agreement between the Statistical

Laboratory and the Bureau of the Census; Meiter Sample Project

began
1944 - instituted a contractural project with the Unites States Weather

Bureau
1945-1958 - editor of the Queries Section of Biometrics
1946 - guest lecturer, North Carolina Institute of Statistics, summer
1946 - fourth edition of Stotistatal Method^ published by Iowa State

University Press
1947 - retired as director of the Statistical Laboratory, Towa State University
1947 - Department of Statistics was organised at Iowa State University
1947-1958 - professor, statistics, Iowa State University I
1947 - vice president, American Statistical Association
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1947 - guest lecturer, Statistical Summer Session, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute

1948 - visiting research professor of statistics, Alabama Polytechnic
Institute, spring

1948 - presideut, American Statistical Association
1948 - introduced a pioneering basic introductory course sequence in

statistics for undergraduates at lowa State University, especially

designed for students majoring in natural and soeial sciences
1919 - guest lecturer, North Carolina Institute of Statistics, summer
1950 - limited first udition of Everyday Statistics published by William

C. Brown, Dubuque
1951 - limited second edition of Everyday Statistics published by William

C. Brown, Dubuque
1951 - guest lecturer, North Carolina Institute of Statistics, summer
1953 - consultant in experimental statistics, Alabama Polytechnic Institute

and Florida University, January-June
1954 - elected honorary Fellow, British Royal Statistical Society
1955 - consultant in experimental statistics, Woman's College of North

Carolina, January-April
1955 - awarded faculty citation, Iowa State University

1956 - consultant in agricultural statistics, Bragil, January-June
1956 - fifth edition of Statistical Methods published by Iowa State

University Press
1956 - received honorary D.Sc. degreo, University of North Carolina
1957-1958 -visiting professor, Department of Experimental Statistics,

North Carolina State University
1958 - received honorary D.Sc. degree, Iowa State University

1958-1963 - consultant in experimental statistics (part-time), U.S. Navy
Electronics Laboratory, San Diego

1959-present - professor emeritus, Iowa State University
1967 - sixth edition of Statistical Methods published by Iowa State

University Press

1969 - Service Building renamed Snedecor Hall; formal ceremonies held
May 18, 1970
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ACCEPTANCE REMARVKS OF 0. KEMPTHORNE

ON IIMALF OF 0. W. St4EDbOOR
1r . My assignment is a little strange in that in addition to accepting the

{ award for Professor Snedecor. I have to make some appropriate remarks, As
I was not sure what to include in these, I wrote to Professor Snedecor. He
replied, "I leave it to you to decide what is suitable to say. I think youI know me better than I know myself. You won't make any false or silly claims."

I do not recall hearing an acceptance speech for an occasion similar to
the pcesent so I have no precedent to follow,

I am very glad to accept the award for George Snedecor. I see George
j Snedecor as one of a very select group of people whose lives had a certain

definite aim--the interpretation of data. My list of these is as followst
Quetelet, who was the first, perhaps, to apply ideas of accurate statistical
description to a wide variety of populations; Galton, Weldon, and then
Karl Pearson, whose energy in quantifying populations was fabulous; Raymond
Pearl of the United States, similarly; R. A. Fisher, who, I believe, viewed
statistics primarily as a tool for the improvement of hupan knowledge; and
Snedecor.

It is interesting to me that Snedecor became interested in statistics
before Fisher did his great work. In fact, Snedecor introduced statistics at
Iowa State College in 1915. This is surely remarkable because before that
time statistics was regarded almost entirely as a tool for economics. Unfor-
tunately it is still so regarded at many institutions of higher education.

The big public event of Snedecor's work was Lhe publication in 1937 of
Statistical Methods. I rate this as second in importance to one book only,
Fisher's Statistical Methods for Research Workers. It is most interesting to
note that at this time Snedecor was already 56. This should surely encourage
many of us that there is still time in our lives to do some outstanding action.
I note parenthetically that this book has brought recognition and fame to the
statistical effort at Iowa State University, and was partly instrumental in my
"leaving the "Sceptrad isle," and joining ita Statistical Laboratory.

I am indebted to Dr. Malin of the Institute for Scientific Information for
the fn1lowing information. This Institute prepzras the vary valuable Science
Citation Index. The Book "Statistical Methods" of G. W. Snedecor was the most
cited book in 1961 and from 1964 to 1967 (the last year for which the Statistics
are available) was the second most cited book. The first most cited book in
these years was Methods of EnyzMlo&y edited by S. P. Colowick and N. 0. Kaplan.
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The number of citations of the book, given to at by Dr. Malin are also
interesttinal

4

1961 361 1
1964 621
1965 684
1966 806
1967 880

So the usea. of Snedecor also grew though not necessarily at the some rate as
the scientific literature. This book, now with W. G. Cochran as coauthor, has
gone through six editions since 1937 and has become to a remarkable extent, the
"pharmacopoeia" of collectors of data in the sciences.

For the past fifteen years or so, the field of statistics has undersone
controversies of the deepest kind. There are workers in the "foundations of
statistics" (a subject which Irwin Bross says should be banned from profes-
sional statistical meetings) who appear to take the view that "Statistical
Methods" is utter nonsense, and that the people who follow these methods are
stupid or have been misled by proponents of the methods. These people are,
it is implied, caught up in mores of scientific procedure that have no real
logical basis, just as in past centuries peoples were totally involved in the
worship of Homeric gods which determined modes of thought and accommodation
to the real world.

To understand Snedecor's life and work, it Is critical, I believe, to
distinguish at least five aspects of the processes of knowle~ae:

(i) Interaction with aiready available data to develop ideas;
(ii) Collection of new data according to a thought-out plan;

(III) Rational processes for interacting with the new data, and with
old and new data together;

(iv) Precesses for drawing conclusions;
(v) Processes for choice of action in the face of the existent

uncertainty.

The dilemmas of statistical philosophy are not new. The recent resurgence
of Bayesian procebses is due, I believe, to a failure on the part of some groups
to recognize that even a very crude categorization of prccesses of human
knowledge must incluie all the aspects I mention above. This resurgence was
undoubtedly stimulated by an earlier effort to force the whole matter into the
single last aspect I m'ntion.

Spioaking now as George Snedecor, I would say the following:
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The a&I of my life and writing@ has been to take part in and to con-
tribute to the processes by which the human mind approaches situations of
ignorance, and to develop, teach and practice reasonable ways to collect

Sdata and ueeful ways to interact with data. The material of my book
"Statistical Methods" should not be regarded as giving final conclusive
answers. It is suggestive but not exhaustive. It is rather an outline
of how a rational mind can approach a situation of partial knowledge and
partial Ignoran*e in a search for the truth, which is the essential but
not totally achievable goal of human endeavor.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a statistical hierarchical model of flight test data
of a VUF-FM distance measuring modification kit for couventional communications
F1 transceivers. The distance measuring equipment modification kit consists
basically of three separate units: an attachment which connects an existing
airborne VFF-FM transceiver to a ranging system; an attachment which converts
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This paper describes a statisticAl hierarchical model for flight test
data of a VHF-Fi Distance M•.•SurLng Cquipment (14E) Nodification Kit for con-
ventional eommunication fm transceivers.

It. DESCRItlIrONt

The Distance Measuring Equipment Modification Kit consists of three sepa-
rate units: an attachment which converts an existing aircraft VHF/4I trans-
ceLver to a ranging system; an attachmetit whLch converts an existing ground
VHF/FM transceiver to a ranging transponder; and a display unit which displays
the range between the two transceivers itt kilometers. There are no internal
modifications made to either of the transceivers. The modification can be
applied through the external connections of the existing transcelver without
the need of any disassembly of either unit.

The aircraft units have a built-in homing capability with which they can
determine when the aircraft is pointed directly toward or away from a ground
beacon w'hich it is receiving. In many applications, particularly in environ-
ments where visibility to the ground is restricted, such as nighttime opera-
tion or operation in heavy foliage, it is also desirable for the aircraft to
have an indication of the range from its position to the be..on (transmitter)
on the ground (fig. I). The EIE modification kit, in conjunction with an air-
borne and ground transceiver, will provide the ranging function. By modifying
the transmitted signal which is normally used to carry voice, the propagation
delay and, therefore, the range can be mtasured using such equipment as the
AN/ARC-131 and AN/PIC-77. In this way no additional ground or aircraft trans-
mitters, receivers, antennas, etc., are required and only a small additional
attachment and some cabling need be carried. An advanced development model
(feasibility type) was developed by RCA for TISAECOM. The flight testing of the
system was conducted jointly by USAECOM1 and RCA.

III. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:

The airborne UM1E initiates a ranging cycle by using the transmit divider
to phase-modulate the transmitter output signal through a phase shift keyer
inserted in the antenna line (see figure 2). After the end of the airborne
transmit period, the airborne transmit frequency divider acts as a phase
memory by continuing to count at its normal rate, thereby genernting a phase-
coherent reference signal. The ground 1EM receives the transmitted phase-
modulated signal delayed in tlme by an amount equal to the one-way range
propagation time and locks the ground receive divider in-phase with the re-
ceived signal. The ground receiver is then turned off. This output is used to
phase-modulate the output of the ground transmitter. Then, a phase-coherent
signal is retransmitted to the airborne EiME system. After propagation delay,
the airborne unit receives this signnl and by means of its phase-locked loop,
locks its receive divider in-phase with the received signal. The modulation
frequency (1.5 kHz) was chosen such that its period is equal to the mAximum
11HE round trip range time (maximum range of the system is 100 k .. Since the
tran.smit divider is generating a phase-cohierent reference signal, range may
be detcrnin•.•d by measuring LI.C phase delay between the airborne receive and
transmit divider outputs.

Thc phase keyer provides a periodic phase shift of 90 degrees in the
transmitter carricr which is unmodulated, and a -90 deCrees phase shift at the
receiving end. 218
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The transceivers associatvd with the E4MS operate ottly in simplex modes;
that is, they cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. TheL'eforc, it was
necessary to set up a timing cycle that would enable the ground unit to re-
spond at the time the airborne transceiver is in the receive mode. A timinr

cycle for the airborne unit consists of three piriods: transmit, switchover,
and receive; and, conversely, the ground unit must cycle through receive,

switchover, and transmit. During the switchover phase of this -ycle the WE
ground unit is not range tracking; it is working on memory. The airborne unit
must rem,,-ber the phase of the signal i1 has transmitted while the ground unit
mu3t remember the phase of the signal it has received. In addition, the air-
craft is moving and the range is changing.

IV. OBJECTIVE OF D'E TEST PROGRAMs

The tests wv-re designed to show to what extent the equipment meets the
goals and requirements set forth in the specificationi. TLtee, types of test
were conducted: static (tower tests), hover, and dynmic (flight tests).

A. Tower Tests (Static). The tower tests were conducted for the pur-
pose of determining slant range accuracy under static conditions and, to
obtain some data on phenomena such as interfering signals, signal fading, and
multipath. Furthermore, the tower tests were used in debugging the equipment
prior to flight testing. These tests made ube of Radio Setq AN/PRC-77 and
AN/ARC-131. The groun:] DME system was installed on top of a 400-foot tower
and the airborne [I1E system was installed in an S-153/U equipment shelter
mounted on a 3/L-ton truck. The airborne system was, moved to various sites of
a known distance from the tow'r. The LX4E airborne system measured slant range
to the to.,,er. This data is compared with the actual slant range cdmputed from
US C&G markers given in x-y coordinates, and the known height of tower and the
elevation of each site. Test results are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Static Test

(To calibrate system)
MEASURED DIE MEASURED

SLANT R"NGE SLANT RANGE ERROR SAMPLE FREQUENCY
(km) (mL an) (km) (smetersi SIZE SID DEV (MHz)

1.532 - se .03741 30.5
1.818 - 72 .0389 36.3

1.89 1.699 * 9 40 .04 0 7 41.6
2.108 +218 .0356 46.7

6.97 +120 .0428 30.5
6.82 - 20 .0332 36.3

6.85 6.94 + 90 40 .0529 41.6

7.02 .170 .1570 I 46.7
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B. Hover Test. In order to check the systcam in an aircraft -.,viranment,
hover tests werc performed. The grouuJ unit was placed at known x-y coordi-
nates and the aircraft hov(:red at several altitudes over a-known location.
The computed slant range is compared with the R4E measured slant range. Ibis
was performed both on a calibrated channel and on an uncalibrated channel.
The results of this test are indicated in table 2.

Table 2. Hover Test

DISTANCE TO0
ALTITUDE GMAUND SITE SAMPLE FREQUENCYMEAN: SID DEV SLZE (1411z)

160 160 54.687 16.211 32 49.7

320 2679 29.166 41.173 24 40.0

It was concluded from the results of both the tower and hover tests that
the system was operating properly. Therefore, this brings us to the most
important test, the dynamic test to which the nested model is applied.

C. Dynamic Flight Tests. The flight tests are used to evaluatc the per-
formance of the equipment under dynamic conditions where appreciable vcloci-
ties and accelerations exist. A UH-ID hclicopter was used for this test. The
airborne unit was installed aboard the aircraft and the ground system was lo-
cated at a known (surveyed) location where an M-33 Fire Control Radar System
was also lo,.;ýted. The radar system is used as a reference standard for mea-
suring the accuracies of the aME. The ground system was located 30 meters
north of the radar system in order to minimize ri, effect of rf interference.

In this test, the flight paths were chosen so that the aircraft flew
toward and away from the ground 114E unit in a southward-northward direction.
This flight path was chosen because of the location of the airborne antenna.
As indicated in figure 3, the airborne coinmunication antenna is located in
the tail section of the aircraft. Therefore, the data was grouped according
to direction (toward and away from the ground IINE unit). This test was per-
formed for nine frequencies where data was recorded at five distances from
the ground DME unit. See tables 3 and 4.

In this test we are dealing with a si.tuation involving sampling within
each of several major groups. To put it correctly, the directions (south and
north) are two levels of one (qualitative) major factor, direction. The other
factor, frequency, is nested (or subsumed under) within each level of the
major group. Thus, direction is a major classification and ýrequency is a
minor classification.

There are two major groups, south and north directions. The frequencies
are nested within the directions. A hierarchical model is characterized by
the fact that the levels of one factor (minor classification) are nested
within each of the levels of another factor (major classification).

It is well known that the number of levels of the nested factor (fre-
quency in this experiment) need not be the same for all levels of the major
factor. We assume that the frequencies are selected random•ly, i. e., fre-

quency is a random factor. The directiens are also considered rondesi . Our
model is given by the followinr structure.
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Table 3. Test Frequenc.es for Southward and Northward Flights

SOUTHWARD FLIGHT NORTHWARD FLIGHT

F1 - 49.7 MHz P6 = 46.7 MHz

F2 z 42.9 MHz F 7 = 41.6 MHz

F 3 - 38.1 MHz Fh = 36.3 MHz

F 4 = 34.1 M11z F9 = 32.1 M tHz

F5 = 30.1 M11z

LI



Table 4. Distance (D) from Radar (M-33) to Aircraft in Kilometers (km)

t
TEST POINTS

I Dl = 7.74

2 D2 a 4.32

3 D3 W 1.09

"4 4 = 3.52

5 D5 = 6.81

V. THE ST1RUCTURE OF TilE MODEL

Xijk = U + Al + Bj() + ek(ij)

The symbolx Xijk and ek(Lj) are defined in the sequel i 1, 2: j 1l

2, . .. , 5 for the B's in AI; and I a 6, 7, 8, 9 for the B's in A2 .

A1 a South (S); A2 a North (N)

The B's are the levels of frequency nested under the respective levela
of directions, north and south.

This model has no interactions since the frequei.cies are not croased
with the directions.

U a the population iean

Ai a the effects associated with the major groups. (U f 1, 2)

u is defined so that --
I

Ai O

Bj(i) the fluctuations between the 3 random samples drawn from each
of the I major groups (U - 2).

The Ai are so defined that --
3

Bji = 0 -

eijk a the random errors. They are assumed to be normally distributedwith the variance equal to C e2.
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The Bj(i) are so defined that Lk~ij) 0 for any iJ. Denote the eati-

mates of u, Ali Bj(i), and ek(Lj) by 0,S*i, j(Ji) and •O,(Lj) respectively.

Denote the sample unbiased estimates of u, Ai, Bj(j) by !; (Ci - R) and

Cij - 91) respectively. For each i, we obtal.n:

i-I £31

J

B> I a iij 7- a 0
J-l

6k(ij) (Xjk -'tj 0
k k

I J KI I K

S(x Ik-) 2 = KJ (xi 30)2  k (T 2
£ j k i-i1 i=lj~l j i

1 J K

" (x -_ij)2

This shows that the total sum of squares is equal to the sum of squares
between the levels of A, plus the sum of squares between the levels of B
nested within each level of A, plus the sum of squares of the errors. See
table 6.

SSBM r sum of squares between major groups.

SSBm a sum of squares betwein minor groups (within major groups).

SSom = tum of squares within minor ;rcups.

SBM Ni ( - = >Niml2

where mi ( -( ) is the sample estimate of the major group effect

SSB nj(ij -71 I njt

where tij E (7ij 3 7j) is the snmple estimate of the minor group effect
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Table 5. A TWO-Factor Hierarchical (Nested) Table for 13MK Experiment

(Entries are errors (in meters): 114E Slant Range-Radar Range.)

SDirecti.on S N

-Frequencies Fi 2 F3 F4 FP5 rF7 F8 F

* stance from
Ground Station

190 30 40 - 50 490 -270 300 -400 -390

D2 180 -20 230- 180 350 80 - 90 - 90

D3 140 60 60 - 180 310 -160 -110 -240 70

D4 100 -120 140 - 420 210 - 60 -390 -210 -130

D5  130 - 60 -100 - 470 560 iS0 -450 -100 -170

Frequency 740 -120 -370 -1300 1920 -230 -740 -950 -530

Sample Sixe 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Direction
Total +1610 -2450

Table 6. General Analysis of Variduce Table Eor a Nested Experimental Model

SOURCE OF DEGREE OF MEAN F`'VI'
VAklATION FREEDOM SUM OF SQUARES: SS _SUARES: MS

ALI-i T2 2A/I-1

i 
2

K KKU

I K j _ _
_ _ K k V J _ _

ek(Lj) IJ(k-1) I I I X ijk I!U 8SSCIJ(k-l)4

i j k 
K

Totalar.5(IJK 1) X2 T.2.
£ j KIJ
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Ss . ~~'(ijk I J t4
-- k i~i j k j

where ejik (XLjk -aLJ)

Let CF (correction factor) = C * I T2/.

where T I* xijk - the total magnitude of all tho observations, and

N *,Nj n . lj ; N a the grand total number of observations of

the experiment. I
The sum of squares for the I dirention i.ts

IDSS I(T I2)JK I - C

In this experiment one major s;roup Al (South) has five minor groups
(frequencies), witi% five observations for each frequency. The other major
group (North) has four minor groups with five observations for each of three
frequencies and four observations for one frequenct (F 6 ).

The sum of squares for the directions (Dss) Ia;

DSS [(T 1 2)25 + (T2) rl91 - C

where Tl and T2 are the magnitudes of the total number of observations of
the major groups 1 and 2 respectively.

VI. THE -ANALYSIS OF VARIA!;CE FOR ITIERARCMICAL CLASSIFICATION

a. For the total sum of squares, the degrees of freedom are 44 - 1 43.

b. For the direction sun of squares, the degrees of freedom are 2-1- .

C. For the frequency sam of squares, the degrees of freedom are the
number of frequencies minus the number of directions: 9 - 2 a 7.

d. For the error sum of squares, the degrees of freedom are the number
of observations minus the number of frequencies: 44 - 9 a 35.

Let us examine the analysis of variance table and analyze the F-testfor significance of various sources of variation. We compare the frequency
mean square with the error mean square!

F a 169539.972 6.659
25457.57

The tabular value for 7 and 35 degrees of freedom at the 5 percent significance
level is: 
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F 7- 35g 05 2.29

* 3; O 3.20 (at the 1 percent level)

In cither case there is a difference between the frequencies (not highly
significant).

For the significance of d1rectxons, we compare the direction mean square
vith the error m•-.: riquare:

4 ,03568.689 15.852
25457.57

The tabular values for I and 35 degrees of freedom are:

Fl, 3S; 05 * 4.12

Fl' 35; 01 a 7.42

There is a significant difference between direction (south and north). The
observations (the errors) vary both from frequency to frequency and from
direction to direction.

VII. FORMULAS P(R HIERARCHICAL MODEL

nilj number of observations in jth minor group (frequencies) of the ith

major group (direction)

a sae of jth minor group

i ••�ij a number of obeervations in the ith major group

- size of major group

I I 3

N a N1 C c >1 n~j. NI + N2 u grand total number of observatlons

Lul Jul

XL the kth individual observation in the jth minor group of theith major group

I Xij/nij - Tij/ni a mean valui of observations of jtL subgroup
(minor group) of ith major group

Tij a total value of k observations of jth ,ubgroup of t

where Tij = ý" Xijk u the total value of th," Al'. ,

jth subgroup in the ith m..or group



T X1e I a-he total value of the observations of the ithJul major group 
I

TIX I Ti a the total value of the observations in the I
i rl £I major group

. a grand mean of the entire set of observations

VIII , CCNCLUSION

In this experiment one major group (South) has five minor groups (fre-
quenties) with five observations for each frequency. The other major group
(North) has four minnr groups with five observations for each three fre-
quencies.

Let us examine the analysis of the variance table and analyze the F-test
for signitficance of various sources of variation. it is found that there is
a difference betweeý frequeneies (not highly significant) and there is a
o•Enificant difference between direction North and South. Therefore, the eys-
tem varies both from frequency to frequency and from direction to direction.

The errors associated with the frequencies are due to the instability of
the transceivers. It was determined during laboratory tusting that when the
system was calibrated on one frequency, this calipration did not hold for all
frequencies in the 30 to 70 MHz band.

When the data was collected for the North direction, the aircraft was
• ~going[ away from the ground transponder and the data for the South direction
: was Collected when the aircraft was going toward the ground transponder.

S~Therefore from figure 1 it can be seen that the communications antenna WnH
used) 18 locgted in the tail of the aircraft. It may" be concluded that the
orientation of the aircraft influences the antenna pattern and received and
transmitted signal levels. Therefore the decrease in signal level when the
aircraft was going toward the transponder caused more jitter in the system.
The result* are indicated in table 8 where the mean i~s 168.4 motors for the
S-FraQ and -134.375 meters for the N-Fraq.
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Tablp 9. The AnalysLa of variance for Hierarchical Classification of Data

SoU.RCE oF SOU•C E OF
"VA•IRATION• VARIATION df SS HSS F-ratios

between dir- Between major
octions groups 1 403568.69 40356P.069 1ISM8

Between fre- Between minor3
quencies (within zajor) 7 1186779.91I 169539.99 6.66

groups

Error within Error withLn
frequencies minor groUDs 35 891015.00 25457.57

TOTAL 43 2481363.64 57706.13

Table 10. Standard Deviatior.s from Analysis of Variance

SD SF SE ST

635.270 411.752 159.554 240.221

Where:

SD w UMS, DMS is the Direction Mean Square

SF a P1S, PM is the Frequency Mean Square

BE a •NS, EMS is the Error Mean Square

ST a TMS, 'MS is the Total Mehn Square
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A MULTIVARIATR STATISTICAL MODEL FOR A

SanIAUToMATIC FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENKTR (SAFOC)
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ABSTRACTLI
A multivariate model for a design of experiments to obtain infor-

mation for testing the Semiautomatic Flight Operations Center (SAFOC)
for air traffic control is presented.

A scheme for ranking four different methods of operation to deter-
mine the best method of operating the system is discussed using confidence
intervals constructed from Bonferroni's inequelitieA.

The interactions among controller teams, traffic density levels, and
methods of operation are discussed. Tests for significance of interactions
are presented.

An alternative ranking scheme designed to tandle traffic densities
levels interactions is also presented.

The reminder of this article has been reproduced photogra;hically from
tho author's manuscript.
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A MULTI VARIANT STATISTI CAL MODEL FOil A SEMIAUTOMATIC
FLIGHT OPERATIONS CENTER (SAFOC)

I INTRODUCTION:

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The putrpose of this paper is to dLsauss the design of experiments for tesUng the
performance and capabilities of a Semiautomatic Flight Operations Center (SAFOC).

The general purpose of this series of tests Is to determine the effectiveness of
SAFOC in performing its mission in a realistic environment. The specific purpose of
the tests described in this paper, denoted as Phase I tests, is to determine the best
method for operating SAFOC and to find the system performance measures and system
offectiveness measures that can be attained under these optimum operational condi-
tions.

The Phase 11 test effort, not described in this paper, will complete the task of
evaluating SAFOC in a realistic environment and will determine those changes to
SAFOC which will improve Its mission effectiveness.

1.2 BACKGiIOUND:

SAFOC will be tested and evaluated at the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA;,
National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC), Atlantic City, N.J.. by
the U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM), Avionics Laborutory (AMSEL-VL-G),
Fort Moninouth, N.J. The evaluation testing of the SAFOC will be performed in two
phases designated Phase I and Phase 11. Phase I tests are scheduled for the period
from 1 March through :11 August 1970. Phase 11 tests are to be conducted between
I October 1970 and J1 January 1071.

These tests are dcsigned to determine system operating chtiacteristies in a real-
istic environment for evaluation of system merits. This method )f testing is usually
termed a "Military Potential" test. "'le NAFtU system was orgtna'!v tested during

the acecptance test by ECUM to determine whether the equipment saUtfied the con-

tractual requirement described in the systems description. These tests were intended
to validate the design as called out by the specifications.

The West flow dlagr:'m, figure 1, bhows that the SAFoC system is tested with a

number of Army air traffic controller teams at various air traffic densities for the

purpose of giving the system a fair test over a broad spectrum of conditions. The

SAFOC equipment was designed for flexibility in operation and can be operated in a
number of ways. For this reason, various operational methods or doctrines were in-

corporated into the test scheme.
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These tests of the SAFOC systcm will provide data for analysis and evaluation.
The evaluation, as described later in this paper, will meaure system fetctivwens
and variations.

1.3 SAFOC TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES:

The technical objectives of the SAFOC are:

1. To reralate Army air traffic in an efficient and orderly manner under lrutru-
ment flight rules (IFR).

2. eT provide flight following capability under visual flight rules (VFR).

3. To Improve information flow and transfer among system elements and units
being supported.

4. To provide computer facilities which can automatically assimilate and ana-
lyze air traffic data for display and decision-making by an operator.

6. To provide a rapid and reliable means for making commanders aware of the
current air tra.flc situation for Integration into overall tactical planning.

6. To perform specific functions required in an air traffic regulqtion system.
including flight plan processing, flight following, position determination,
rescue, traffic corridor planning, and exchange of information with other
control centers.
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2. GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

2. 1 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

FIIure 2 represaet the aoual 8AFOC ocfiguratlon within the van. Included
within the SAFOC system are the following xubsystumt

1. Data processing mubryatem

2. Radar processing subsystem

3. iasplay subsystem

4. Manual backup subsystem

FIgure 3 is a block diagram showing the interconnections of the above subsys-
tems within the SAFOC system.

2.2 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

2.2.1 System Functions

The SAFOC provides an air traffic regulation service by collecting, analyzing,
and dissemina•ing the information necessary to regulate the movement of Army air-
craft under instrument flight rules (IFR) and monitor the movement of cooperating
aircraft under visual flight rules (VFR). The air controller(s) perform the air
traffic regulation funcUon using data processing and display equipment to provide
the following capabilIttes:

a. Flight Data Procesaing**

1. Flight data entry-sir flied, ground filed

2. Flight plan clearance

3. Flight plan activation

4. Aircraft position determination

5. Conflict prediction

6. Collision avoidance
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7. Accommodating flight plan changes

8. Flight plan deactivatioD

b. Flight Following
4

c. Flight Handoff

d, Idantifloation Assistance

e. Emergency Assistance

f. Air/Ground Coordination

g. Ground/Ground Coordination

2.2.2 Flight Tracking Methods I
SAFOC provides five mettods of flight tracking which, in order of their assigned

priority, are:

a. Data Link (auto-tracking only)
I1

b. Radar Beacon (auto-tracking)

c. Radar Beacon (rate-aided manual tracking)

d. Radar Skn Return (rate-aided manual tracking only)

2.3 SAFOC TEST CONFIGURATION:

Figure 4 shows the SAFOC test operations and information flow diagram. As
illustrated, the scenario generator program, prior to actual testing, generates
scenarios and scripts based on random processes. At the time of testing, the
scripts are given to the flight simulator pilots, who keep comprehensive logs of
all actiras they undertake.

he pilof3 simulate actual flights using target generators which are part of
NAFEC's data link simulation.

Using a pro-determined operational-procedural mode, SAFOC controls the
simulated flights and produces exhaustive time histories on magnetic tape. These

histories include all actions performed by the equipment or by the controller.

The raw output data tape and the target generator history tape are processed
using a series of formatting and editing programs.
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The processed tapes are then operated upon using statistical programs in en-

oordanoe with the design of experiments, providing the desired data oututs to be

described later.
I

3. SAFOC SYSTEM EVALUATION:

3.1 OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the SAFOC system evaluation to be described is to determine
the best operational-procedural combination for SAFOC. The tests will consist of
a series nf scenarios of three different trnffic levelR. Each of four controller teams will
operate the SAFOC according to four different ope-atlonal-procedural combinations.
The outputs, consisting of system effectiveness measures, will be ranked to deter-
mine the best operational-procedural mode.

3.2 TEST FLOW

Figure 5 illustrates the overall statistical test flow for Phase I testing of SAFOC.
As shown, the ultimate objective is to determine the best operational-procedural
mode. Since the ranitng techniques assume that all controller teams are of approx-
imately equal proficiency, It is first necessary to test the validity of this assumption.
If It is found that controller performances are not uniform, further training and re-
testing is necessary. The techniquoA for testing controller performance are described
in paragraph 3. 7.

When it is found that all controllers have been trained to a level where any
existing differences have no significant effects on the system effectiveness measures
(see paragraph 3.5), the controller team tests are begun on the SAFOC system. The
performance and effectiveness measures generated from these tests will be used to
evaluate SAFOC capability and to determine the best operational-procedural combina-
tion.

3.3 STATISTICAL FACTORIAL DESIGN MATHEMATICAL MODEL:

The basic model for this test is used in all 48 runs of the series. The model
assumes that the controller teams have essentially the same performance levels.
(The validity of this assumption is to be checked prior to the initiation of record
runs according to the tests described in 3.7.) The effects of random, or possibly
even systematic, changes in performance among teams and from day-to-day is
minimized by randomizing the order of performance of the 48 test runs.

The purpose of the initial experimental design is to determine the variation of
the dependent variables (in the mean) with the independent variables and to rank these
outputs. Further, the purpose is to determine what sort of functional dependencies
may exist between irwi ts and outputs. When such dependencies are discovered, it
may he possible to perform regression analysis, using an appropriate model, to
obtain analytical expressions for any empirical variations.
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Reference runs will be generated, in which aircraft will enter the system and fly
through without any air traffie control or regard for conflicts. £ntrance rates (goner-
ated by a random number process on a computer) will be cotrolled and changed from
run to run as an independent variable. The entire set of reference runs will be avail-
able as history. The same "input" conditions are then used in runs in which air traffic
control Is exercised. Comparisons between the "flythrough" and the controlled runs
can then indicate the effectiveness of the SAFOC method of operation.

Reference runs will consist of the flight path charts and scripts from the AEL
scenario generator. These contain the time required for a flight to begin and end
the mission and represent the shortest time possible for a flight to be in the system.
Control functions performed on the flight may require additional flight time. Thus,
the reference runs represent an orderly account of operation under "ideal" conditions
as a start towards understanding performance under "field" conditions.

3.4 INPUT TEST PARAMETERS:

Four methods of operating the SAFOC System are defined as follows:

a. 01. Operate the system with two adjoining ATC sectors, one at each display.
Each controller is then ind,'pendently responsible for his own sector.

b. 02. Operate the system with one sector, of the same area as in O1, and
divide the various ATC functions bewcen the two displays. One controller is
the senior; the other is the junior.

c. P 1. An active procedural mode where aln flights are displayed to the
operators.

d. P 2. A passive procedural mode with displays only as a result of alerts to
which the operator reacts.

From the above we generate four operational concepts, namely:

OPit 0 P2, OPOiP, OP11 1 2 21 2 2

These are the four methods which will be tested by the various performance measures.

Three levels of traffic will be generated to test the four methods. Four teams of
two controllers each will operate the SAFOC for each method at each traffic level.
Figure 6 shows the interactions of the test inputs. Table 1 gives the experimental
design in the notation to be used hereafter.

The order of performance of the test runs is randomized as shown in Table 2
to eliminate the effects of the learning process of the operators In the course of
performing the test runs.
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Table L. ORDER OF TEST PERFORMANCE

(Randomized)

Nai 3131.X1S. Xll11 11

!• i~. xli
t. Xill 19. X 35.

~1114 XII1 13--2. C2 .2 X18. X3 -3

4. X3. Sa. XI, 1 1  31. X*,22 35. X21

7. 21 20. X1 23  36. X1 34

X1223 24. X

i X2222 X2214

6. X913, 22. X3 21 8. X1

7. X12, 23. X1 1 9. x19

8. X2 1 24  24. X 40. X2 2 32

1. 21 25. X1 2 3 3  41. X1224

10. X2 13 3  26. X 1 1 3 2  42. X1j13

14. X2 12 3  27. X2 2 3 1  43. X1222

12. X2 2 2 1  28. X.~ 3  44. X
2233 1224

13. X 2129. X45.X

14. X 1130. X2 3  46.X

15. X1 2 14  31. X2121 47. X2113

16. X2 13 2  32. X2 2 2 4  48. X 1124
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If practical considerationE, such as controller availability and/or equipment
availability, require deviations from this order of testing, attempts will be made to
estimate the resulting effects upon test results. In such cases the test plan will be
modified accordingly.

Specifically, If four Independent but equally proficient controller teams are not
available for the test duration, not enough data will be obtained to make Significant
evaluations of the system. If necessary, the test plan will be modified to test per-
formance using only one controller per team and the two sector mode of operation
will not be utilized.

3.5 OUTPUT TEST PARAMETERS:

This section describes the system performance measures and system effective-
ness measures which are obtained by reducing the data generated from test runs on
SA FOC.

3. 5. 1 System Performance Measures

These are measures of the individual items which, in total, influence the system
effectiveness. The performance measures represent, for example, the actual con-
tributors to total workload, and it is through improvements in the performance meas-
ures that the effectiveness measures can be improved.

The following are the system performance measures:

1. Time to perform a service for each service

2. Service rate

3. Waiting time for service

4. Event time history

5. False dismissal probability

6. Actual density history

7. Queue lengths

8. Typewriter errors

9. Near miss history

10. Communication time history

11. Number of impossible requests
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12. Altitude change history

13. Closest approach history

Service time ia time between initiation of service and completion of service.

the services to be considered are:

1. Typewriter

2. Handoff

3. Activate

4. Clear flight plan

5. Coordinate

6. Conflict resolution

7. Alert servicing

(a) Clearance alert

(b) Conflict I alert

(c) Conflict 2 alert

jd) Coordinate alert

(e) Emergency alert

(f) Flight overdue alert

(g) Flight plan complete alert

(h) Flight not active alert

(i Poor tracking alert

(J) Handoff alert

For each service mentioned above, the service rate is determined by dividing the
number of times service is performed in a given time span by the time span duration.

Waiti time for service is the time between initiation of a request for service
and the initiation of that service.
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zeul qa Is the number of fllghtc waiting for service at any time. 4,

.Laft disjeej p it the number of acal near mlsees which did not
register a conflict 1 or 2 alert divided by the total number of near misses.

Inom•sible reueet jjerte are generated whenever a controller asks the computer
to performa an impossible task. These will be counted by controller.

q hist it a time record of aotual flight entrance and exit from
the system.

Near miss history is a record of all flight pairs with actual separations less than
the minimum required.

Event time h lstor, i. a complete history of all events in order of occurrence for
each flight.

Typewriter errors are counts of the number of typing errors committed by the -
typist.

Altitud ch histoy records all altitude changes and the time of change.

Closest approach history records all flight pairs within a specified distance, the

closest approach of ench flight pair and the time of closest approach.

Communication time history records each time a communication is performed I
and the duration of the communication.

3.5. 2 System Effectiveness Measures

The system effectiveness measures are used to provide relative rankings of the
operatlonal procedural mixes and to evaluate relative controller team performance.
The following meastires are chosen because It is believed they represent the charac-
teristics most important to the user: I

a. Safety

b. Controller Workload

c. Communications Workload

d. Delays

e. Throughput

f. Capacity

g. Uncontrolled Time
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JL is defined as the number of near misses per aircraft mile flown. This is
measured by computing the number of flights separated by less than the minimum
distance during a run divided by the total number of flight miles flown during that run.
For the purpose of tWis measure, the run begins when a steady state density is reached.

-4
Controller workload is defined as total time for all flight hooks in a given time

span di% Ided by the time span. Controller workload can be used to estimate controller
replacement rates, controller scheduling, etc. Since some tasks the controller .. 'ust
perform may be more taxing than others, workload will be measured ",, .Atsk (handoil 4
conflict resolution, etc.) as well as by total time that work of any kind is done.

Communications workload is defined as the time spent in communications during
a run divided by the duration of the run.

Delays are defined as the actual departure time delay from the planned departure
time. Delays are believed to be important in a tactical situation. It does little good
to get aircraft safely to a particular location if they arrive too late to be of use in
some situations. This measure is easily computed by subtracting actual departure
times from the planned departure time.

Throuzh. ut is defined as the actual number of flights entered during study state
divided by the numb3er of planned entri•es in that time period. The number of flights
entered In a given time divided by the number of planned entrances measures the
ability of the syste.n to obtain a desired throughput rate.

Capacity is d, fined as the peak flight density safely handled by the system. TI'.is
is obtained by performing a regression analysis on near misses vs. peak density.
System capacity is that peak density whe ! the resultant regression curve first
exhibits significant non-zero slope.

Uncontrolled time is defined as the total time of flights within the SAFOC control
area without being controlled by SAFOC.

3.6 MATHEMATLCAI MODEL: Opprational-Procedural Mode Ranking

Figure 7 shows the flow of statistical tests necessary to arrive at a ranking of
the four procedural modes (operational-procedural combinations).

A series of 48 tests, as discussed in 3.4. will be -un ubing the NAFEC flight
simulators as input to SAFOC. The performance and effectiveness measures listed
in 3. 5 -ill be extracted. Thc Xijki discussed in the following sections will refer to
ary one of the system effectiveness measures. The four procedural modes will be
ranked according to each effectiveness measure, and the finzl rMnkng will be per-
formed as in 3.6.6.

Returning to figure 7, it is assumed (as stated previously) that the controllers
have attained approximately equal levels of proficiency. This assumption will be
tested as described in 3. 7.
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L

After this assumption is validated, the first test on the 48 runs Is a test for
Interactions between traffic levels and the procedural modes. This test is described
In 3. 6. 1.

If significant interactions are absent, the ranking described in 3.6.2 will be
attempted.

If significant interactions are detected, one of the two ranking schemes de-
scribed in 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 will be attempted.

A final ranking will then be done as described in 3.6.6.

The total experiment is a mixed model of fixed treatments consisting of three
traffic levels and four modes together with random blocks consisting of the four con-
troller teams. * Another view of the model is that we make four random observa-
tions (controller team) on a 12-component vector consisting of the four methods and
the three traffic levels. Ranking will be performed using the system performance
criteria discussed earlier.

3. 6. 1 Operational-Procedural Combination Interactions with Traffic Level

The multiple comparison of means to be described in 3.6. 2 assumes no inter-
actions between traffic level and the operational-procedural combinations. This
section discusses a statistical technique of testing that assumlion. If signifle:,nt
interactions are detected, one of the two ranking methods described in 3.6. 3 and
3.6.4 can be used.

It is desired to test the multiple hvpothesis or no traffic level interactions with
the four procedural modes:

H : 0 -111 " '112 - 121 - P122 P 211 " P212 P2 2 1 - P222

JAl12 - 113 IU122 - IU123 # ;212 - P213 JA222 -"223

where Pijk is mean performance for the ii operational-procedural combination at
traffic level k.

The procedure followed is outlined in Morrison (1967), pp. 186-196 for profile
analysis of q responses grouped according to g treatments. In our case there are 3
responset; corresponding to the three traffic levels and 4 treatments corresponding
to the 4 operational-procedural modes. For each traffic level and mode there are
4 observatigns, one from each team.

Let xijki be the system effectiveness using the iI operational-procedural com-
bination at traffic level h with team t.

•Th's is discussed more fully in reference 6 pages 159l-196. Tabh..-s arc found in
reference 6 pages 312-319.
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Form the differences between adjacent traffic levelp

L C ax -x andC ~ -
1ij2L l lij21 1j2A -1J24 -j3U

Compute the following sums

4
T - E C sum over all teams on adjacent traffic level differencesf= lJh with the ij operational-procedural combination

and

2 2
G h E E Tijh - grand total of all differences between adjacent traffic

.i 1 i- levels summed over ij operational-procedural combina-
tions

2 2

H L T T~js- -GrG r r 1, 2;s - 1, 2rs J hr j 16 r s

2 2 4 2 2
Sr Lr C Orl -Tsjr Tijs; r =1, 2; s = 1,2E i- V[1 L- 1I isL J r I

It can be shown that if), is the maximum root ofin

A E E -2 ýA(2?E 11 -E H - i E +H H - H 0
11 22 12 12 12 11 22 11 22 11 22 12

then - follows the Heck maximum characteristic root dibtribution* with param-
rn

eters 2, 0, 4. 5. For a level of significance a, the hypothesis of no traffic mode
Interaction is accepted if

AI- s;k (a) 2, 0, 4. 5
l.Arn

where (a is obtained from tables of the fleck distribution'.
ForQ .01 A (t .7)

*This is discussed more fully in reference 6 pages 15t;-196. Tables are found in
reference 6 pages 312-319.
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3.6.2 Multiple Comparisons of Means among the Operational and Procedural
Methods

If It Is found that no significant Interactions exist between the traffic levels and
the operational-procedural methods, the statistical tests giveL in this section can be
used.

Table 3 shows a portion of the total experiment represented by Table 1. The
adries for the other two traffic levels differ only in the subscript k representing

* traffic level.

A 2 x 2 table of averages of the four combinations of the operational and
procedural methods for the aggregate data from the three traffic levels can be
formed:

Procedural Mode

P1 2 -

0 xOperational 0 x1" x12

Mode
02 x2 1. x2 2 .. 

.

In the notation of Table 3

13 4
x . E- x
11" 12 k X1 Lr~l 1

1 a
Ij (S11 + S11+ N3"

3 4

1 1
12 (S2 2 1  S2 2 2  S 223
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Table 3. DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR 'rRAFFIC LEVEL I

Methods of Operating SAFOC

OIP OIP O2p O2p

I11 1 2 2 1 2 2

XiiiI X12 11  X2 1 11  x 2211

X X X X (Repeat this
1121212 2112 2212 frecX X Xfor each

X111 3  1213 X2113 X2213 traffic level)

X1114 X1214 X2114 X2214

SS 121 $211 $221

where X lkf denotes the 0 PI effectiveness measure

X 2k denotes the 0 P2 p ffectiveness measure

X2 denotes the 02PI effectiveness measure

X 22k denotes the 02P2 effectiveness measure

Each column is summed over all four teams for each effectiveness measure

4 4
where S X S X etc.111 l 11 i,-2 121

The practice of summtnjý t ,regating) over the three traffic levels assumes
that the interaction of Traff.c by Operational, Traffic by Procedural, and
other similar interaction effects are not statistically significant.

Assume that the vector of means

is an observation on a four-variate multinormal random variable with mean
vector

t--- (P 11'"A 12"' P21"" P22"')

and symmetric positive definite covariance matrix
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~11 Cr12 013 1

12 a22 023 024

4 1 y23 (F33 034

14 24 034 44J

N =4 is the number of controller teams, while the elements a are the
variances and covariances of the sums A

of Team I summed across the thre~e traffic levels. It is assumed that
these variances and covariances are the same for each team

From the elements ofj we can form (42) =6 distinct nkean differences.

k These differences and their estimates are shown In Table 4.

Table 4. DISTINCT MEAN DIFFERENCES AND ThIEIR SAMPLE ESTIMATES

Po)pulation Mcan Sample Estimate

61 M 1"-~12- 1 1 1 "* 1 2 ,.

62 M1l- P 21* 2 11* 21*

63 ~1A" P '22- d 3  X "1*X22"

4 '12" 21'~' 4  x 1 2'.x 2 1.

6 P d x.x.
5 122 12* 22"

In order to test for homogeneity of means. test simultaneously the six
null hypotheses:

H :6 0' 1 1.
o0 1

of no treatment combination mean difference at some overall lee (~.
0. 05 or 0. 01). Individual tests will not satisfY the nmaintenanfce of ai con-
truiled sigiiificance level of because in makin~g such multip~le tests, the
effective overall signifficnce level is raised. Fucrtht'rmore. the possible
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dlendaecles of the test statistics also obscure the true error rate. These
dliffculties for a set of hypotheses such as the six suggested by the 61 can
be overcome by constructing confidence intervals from a theorem in
probability known as Bonforronl's inequallties (Feller 1957, p. 100). Details
of Its application to simultaneous statistical Inference have been described
by Miller (1966). Essentially, for a set of confidence intervals on m means
with confidence ooefficient at least 1 - *, one uses the usual intervals with
the distribution critical value tor/2;n replaced by t/2m;n,. In our case we
would replace a = 0. 05 by 0.00833 if we wished a probability of covering

a 61 in excess of 0.95. The general Bonferroni interval Is

d h t ta/ 12;nsah ý 6h d. ' t0,/l 2 ;s a

where

"4
4--1 1  V ;h-l, 2.., 6

dhi is the hth mean difference between operational and procedural combina-
tions for team I. h= 1 .... , 6

dlI =Xlilt -2 121t x 1 1 2 i -X 122 1 
4 x1131 - 1231

likewise for d2 V, d3 1 .... d6 f in the general Bonferroni interval.

Here

n - degrees of freedom = number of teams (4) minus I = 3

and

s h= standard error of dh h= 1, 2..6

I. e. the standard error of the hth operational procedural combination

(times the standard deviation of the differences of the teem
scores for the hth combination).

1h = I jd(~ hl 2 1LZ d 2]-=
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tI

4 0.

44

*( -. -- , h-l, 2.., 6

j where dhi a hth mean differenoe between operational and procedural com- A
binstonas for team I; h- 1, 2, ... 6.

For n = 3 degrees of freedom we have the following critical values (where
n = number of teams) (by linear interpolation In tables of the t distribution):

t0/12;3 t a/2;3

0.05 6.23 3.18

0.01 12. (approximate) 5. 84

For the ranking of the four combination means, proceed in this manner:

(1) Arrange the tour combination treatment means in ascending order:

ij(min) ij(mox)

or, Introducing a new subscript notation [I] for the ith smallest
mean,

X III x[21 x[3) ''41

(2) Compute the standard deviations of the six pairs of differences.

(3) Compute the six confidence intervals for the distinct popuiaion
differences 81. .... 8(. If the jth confidence interval doe. not
contain zero, reject the null hypo~hesis

H 6j 6 0 for all J, j - 1, ... , 6

and conclude that the means of the two combinations in 61 are
different.
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(4) Draw horizontal lines under each pair of means x1 l, xK] whose differences
are not significantly different. If a mean is statis tlcally different from each
of the other three, denote this by a single horizontal line under it. A per-
fectly unique ranking would have no joining lines. if the smallest two means
were not significantly different, yet the remaining means were significantly
different from each other and the first two means, the configuration would
be

111 't2) '13) 1[41 -

It should be emphasized that the multiple tests may not lead to a distinct
ranking. For example the following ranking is not distinct.

x x 1 X'
(11 (2 13 ([(4)

3.6.3 Multiple Comparisons within a Traffic Level

The method of paragraph 3.6. 1 can be used to determine if significant
Operational-Procedural-Traffic level interactions exist. If these interactions are
significant, rankings of operational procedural combinations must be made within a
traffic level. The method is the same as that used in 3. 6. 2 to rank the four 0 P1
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combination means. The degrees of freedom and critical values remain unchanged,
but the various differences and means must be appropriately rodefined. For example,
the combination means are:

L~ Lx k ,2aI 1W 4 1lA~l 2,
A=1

SI 4

X2 2k 4 1 X 22k1 k

To test the multiple hypothesis of no difference between the population means of the
combinations 0 1 P1 and 0 1 P2 at Traffic level 1, we calculate the four differences

e1II -x 1 1 1 1 -x 1 2 1 1

C114 X1114 x1214

their mean

e1 1 -x111"l - 121"

and the standard error of that mncan as in the previous section with N- 1 and xI -ehkld

s- 2 e hk2 1, 2. ti; k z 1, 2. 3ehk 2 1 k -4 ( 1 ek

The test and the subsequent ranking of the four combinations is as described before.

2
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3,6.4 Multiple Comparisons and Ranking of the Twelve Traffic-Operational-
Procedural Combinations

In order to eliminate interaction eftects, It Is theoretically possible to rank
the twelve means of the complete experimental design but since this leads to (2
08 pairs, the effect on the t critical value to such that the resulting teats woulc&e
Inordlately conservative. A more reasonable approach might consist of a rankin
of the Traffic levels, followed by rankings within each Traffic level.

In the same notation, the three Traffic level means are

4
- 16 1

1 4

Z'' -- i II

4
- 1 :

.3, 16 R3L=1

.,ere RkA = sums of observations on operational and procedural combinations for
Lhe kth traffic level and Ath team.

2 2
RV k£r: z x ik

These mearz can be ranked by computing the Bonferroni simultaneous confidence
intervals I on their mean differences

u1  - * 1. - 2.

u2  
. 2.  

3,

U x -x•3= .1. -. 3 I.

Here,

u, = T. R L!•- . R3 1 1 E (RIl - R31)
16 1 i 1
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If we denote the su.ccssive level duferences for the teams by the unj symbol used In
the matrix of level differences and Introduce the new differences

4 4 u
~L U Z; (73A)

s isA=l A 11 1

S= 16 u31 r= 10 L
A I _ £ -- 2I, ,, ,

7, V- I- , NSx = • N- 17 N J

For
u*3j

N 4, let x = --
4

The three standard errors of the level mean differences can be written as

9- =1 ul -1 ( u)

u1 8

r \ V / : u2, - 2•) 21

u3 8 3 1 31 4 1 31)

Since there are three mean differences the critical value is t•/ 6 3 :

Stt /6i3

0. 05 4.87 (linear interpolation)

0.01 8.6 (linear extrapolation)

For example, the 95% confidence interval for the population mean 1 fulis

u1 - 4.877R S-rl.U, 4 4.87S l
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If such an interval contains zero we would accept the hypothesis

H0 : , 0 for each i; - 1, 2, 3

and conclude that the Traffic level grand means are not significantly different. We
would rank the Traffic level means in the same manner as in paragraph 3.6.2. A
distinct rank is assigned to those means that are statistically significantly different
from the other two means.

3. 6. 5 Jqstification of the Bonferroni Inequalities App.-oach

The usual multiple comparison method for repeated measurements data is one
commonly due to Scheffe' (1959). When the number of multiple tests is large, the
Scheffe" confidence intervals will be shorter on the average than those given b,.
Bonferroni's inequal-ties, provided the sample size is moderate to largt.. Since
our sample of N - 4 teamis is exceptionally small, and we are only interesied in a
few comparisons of the me-ins, the Bonferroni app.-ach is dec idedly preferable.

:3.6.6 Final Ranking

The system effectiveness measures, listed in paragraph :,. •. 2, are the X ..
parameters used in the preceding discussion. Operational procedural combina-kL
tion rankings will be performed for each effectiveness measure separately. The
final ranking will be made by summing the effectiveness Treasure ranks for each
operational-procedural combination. The combinations will then be ranked ac-
cording to lowest rank sum to €ctermine the best operational-proceiural combina-
tion.
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3.7 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CONTROLLER TEAM PERFOIRMANCE

3.7.1 Objective

The objective of this test is to determine when the SAFOC controllers have
reached an asymptotic limit in learning the SAFOC contrcls. This will be performed
by measuring how well each of the four teams performs. This test will be repeated
to determine the learning curve of operators performing similar tasks. The effec-
tiveness measures listed in paragraph 3.5. 2 will be used for controller performance
evaluation.

It is possible to rank the controllers on some measurable characteristics. For
this ranking the C teams in R replications using different but equivalent scenarios will
be used.. in essence, random trials of the controllers' ability to handle repeated
scenarios will be performed to determine whether the controllers are significantly
different in their abilities. If they are different, they will be ranked in order of their
abilities to determine those needing additional training.

if new personnel must be introduced during the tests, attempts must be made to
train them to the approximate proficiency levels of the experienced controllers for
the results to have significance.

3.7. 2 Statistical Factorial Design Mathematical Model

Table 5 demonstrates the symbology of the effects (efr•e-itveness measures) re-
salting from replications of (tferent scenarics by each coutrndler and indicates the
sums to be performed. Taie 6 indicates the usual analysls of variance for a two-way
classification based on a miixe,*-model of fixed teams and random samples from the
hypothetical population of replication observations.

When thc. scenarios are ren. the data (such as the workload times of each con-
troller) consisting of the Xij's filled in on TN.ble 5 is operated on by performing the
column and row sums, followed L.- the operations called out in Table 6. Then the
sums of squares and mean squares called for in Table 6 are computed. The F ratio
is computed:

(1) F - -
S

3

where S., S:3 and It are defined in Trable ;. Reject the null hypothesis of
n10 team diffittitnc if I ei xceeds tVe a i•int of the F distribuLion with (C-1I
and t- It- 1 - 1, degrees of trdonm. For example. if ri equals 0. 1)3, .
equals four and It equals two, then the critic:il value is:
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Table 5. Effects of Replications

TEAMS

Replications 1 2 . C Row Surn

C

I. Zx1 xs I cx .

C

R
R XR1 'Si2  'iC LXRJ CXR

R R R RC
Column Sum RX ! Y L X RX RX X E x t RCX... i 1 2 .2 . I Ij

C Number of teams
R : Number of replications

Table 6. Analysis of Variance for a Two-Way Classification

DEGREES OF
SOURCE SUMS OF SQUARES FREi:DOhi MEAN SQUARFE

Replications S a : - X 2 R-I S I/(R-1)

C
T S E C-I S /(C-l)
RC2

Error S (X- X X .. (R-1) (C-1) s3, (R-1) (C-I)

R C2TOTALS S4 -• xi. ) RC-ol--
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(2) F0 05, 3, 9.26

If the computed value of F was larger than 9.28 one could say that the con-
trollers performed their tasks with significantly different capabilities and
that similar tests would repeat this conclusion with a 5% risk of being in

* error.

If we wish to rank each of the teams with respect to every other team,
Tukey's multiple compazlson procedure can be used. This consists of
taking the difference between every pair of team performance means com-
puted during the test:

(3) BI -B2 - 1

B1 2 B 13 2

B -B = Z3

B2 - B3 Z4

B3 - B4 =Z 6

where B is the mean workload performance parameter of £th team

R i

We then compute:

(4) ZI l e -+

where S = S/ (C-1) (i4-1)

qC' " critical value for the Studentized Range.

The value of q. is extracted from the indicated table at some value of a
(say 0.051 and for the error degrees of freedom (3i in the examplvi. If (4)
contains zero (that is, if the left hand term is neg.:ive and the right riand
term is positive) then the difference Z1 is not significant. This is per-
formed for the rem.,uning Z's and rankings are ach.eved on the basis of the
relative values of (41. For .xamplc-,
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(5) B2 B1 B4 13

where the underlines might indicate no significance between differences in
B2 and B, but significant differences in B2 and B4 . We would then conclude
that Team 2 is not significantly better than Team I (at the 5'7 level of sig-
nificance) but that the difference in performance between Team 2 and Team
4 is significant. This result could be used to indicate that Teams 3 and 4
needed additional training to bring them up to Team 2 and Team 1.

For computational purposes, the row and column sums will be summed and
then squared, rather than summing the squares as shown by the ,iptrations
in Table {i:

S 2 2; xij)2 • Xij•

S t Lj RC j
SI =i ' Rk

C 11 R C

S2 C "a i 12 i 2H2

S S -S - S
3 4 1 2

R C 2 ItC 2
2 2Xij- I Xij2

S4 - RC i Ri[(C

3.7.3 Criteria

a. INDEPENDENT VA.RIABLES

The independent variablej for the controller team comparison test arc:

1. Traffic l1)ensity Level

The total number of flights simultaneously in the SAFOC control area.

2. Replications

The repetition ol similar (but not necessarily idontleah scenarios.
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3. Controllers

Testas will be performed with four teams of two controllers each.

b. DEPENDENT VARIABLES

1. Safety

2. Controller Workload

3. Communications Workload

4. Delays

5. Throughput

6. Capacity

7. Uncontrolled Tinie

c. CONSTANTS

"The same map will be used by all teams and for all replications. Altitudes
and other flight plan data will be held conbtant. Mix of aircraft speeds, air-
craft ty] us, aircraft equipment will be constant.

The same numher of scenario replicatiobns will be played to each team. Sim-
Lilar scenarios will be used.

A fixed traffic level will b,' used in this expetimel-t.
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APPENDIX A

NOTATION CONVENTIONS

For subscripted variables such as xm the following conventions apply:

If a subscripted variable is summed over the entire range of a subscript,
the result is denoted by the subscripted variable with a dot replacing the index
over which the sum has been taken.

For example:
R

XV.L = L XO

N

P At N R

t=1 k=1 j=1 i=1

If a variable is to be averaged, a bar appears over the variable

thus,

N
,i.£ 1 XtXk£ = 1 N ik

X Z I

or

1 P M N R
....PMNR .... PMNR Z Z L L X1

261 k8 l J=l i8i
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APPENDIX B
r DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

I

SymolDefluton

DB tB ...8 B4  Performance Parameters for four teams

1R

B,3=1 L X I = 1, 2, 3, 4
, R Ji It

Bt - mean workload performance parameter
of I th team

C Number of columns (teams)

14D 12 Mean difference - E u• Uil

dh: di ..... d6 Mean differences dl = Xl.. -x 12..

4

Note that dh =L L d
h12 tihL= I

dh, hth mean difference between operational and
procedural combinations for team
I . h= I .... 6

e 6 3 4  h difference alnong the four Opera~ional and

Procedural combination observations for

team I at traffic level k:

e Mean of operational and procedural differences
averaged over the teams.

F Ratio used in statistical tests

h Index indicating one of six mean differences

H Null hypotheses
2
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b Definition

I = 1, 2 Operational modes

j = 1, 2 Procedural modes

k = 1, 2, 3 Traffic levels

L = 1, 2, 3, 4 Teams

m Number of means for which simultaneous
confidence intervals are to be computed

N Number of events or measures

n Degrees of freedom (no. of teams - 1)

0 Operational method with two sectors

02 Operational method with one sector

P1  Procedural method-normal

P2 Procedural method-passive

0OP20 P Operational procedural combinations

q Critical value for the Studentized Range

R.K Row sums of observations on the Operational
and Procedural mode combinations for the

kth Traffic level and i.th team.

2 2

NJ = Z Xijk£
Jrl i-1

S Column sums of the basic data matrix
(observations under Procedural mode i,

Operational mode J, and Traffic level k
summed over tne four teams).

4

Sijk X Ijki"
Slk - _
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symbol Definition

B• Standrrd Error of the hth Operational Pro-
d h cedural Combination Mean Difference:

1 201 -

h 6 --

Sh =I ....... 6

a Standard error of the hth Operational Pro-
chk edural Combination Mean Difference for

Traffic level k:

1 T 2 1 e
e- 2e hk-4 ehkhk!

h= l,.... 66k= 1, 2, 3

a- Standard error of the Ith traffic level com-
ug bination mean difference:

11 2 j\

g =1, 2, 3

2 - Standard error of mean of x
x

S .. Sums of Siquares

S lloot- mean-square error

T2 Statistic used for testing hyotheses

t Critical value for statistical test

t6 100 a/0 , critical value of Student-Fisher

distribution with J degrees of freedom

Symbol used to denote the successive lcvel

dif ferences
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u Average of level differences (U,1 averaged over 3)

Xljk1 is some effectiveness measure (e.g., workload)

X Observed value of variable X for Operation mode i,
Procedural mode J, Traffic levek k, and Team 1.

i= 1, 2 j= 1, 2 k= 1, 2, 3 1 -1, 3, 4

Combination treatment mean for ith operational
and jth procedural comblnation.

('" Xli (X2] " ml

Ranks - ordered set of means

x is an observation on a four-variate mult~normal
random variable with mean vector

x= Xl..,x1.., x21.., x2"'
(11" -12 NI 922

X.. "k the 4 x 3 matrix of team sums for each traffic level

2 2
X . . k t 1 = 1 ,1 X i k

= -

X.. 1" Traffic level mean

X. .,

- * 1x~l" = j= 1 ,

XRI, X .. )X The data (such as the workload times of each
R R2 RC controller) consisting of the X j s

X R Mean performance measure of Rth replication

(averaged over C teams)

Replication one for team 1 of performance meas-
ure for controller Waam evaluation
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Svnibol Dtinition

Z1 Z z6 Differences in team performance means

6 Operational- Prooebaural Combination Differ-
enoes (population mean)

6 , E •id 1 l.. "P12..

6 2 6 2 = E ( 2 ) = t il l. . " #A2 1 . .

3 3= E j(d3) = JA11.. -22..

6 4 6 4 = E (-d4) " 12.. -"21..

65 55 = E (d5 ) P12.. "I22..

6E (d6V '•21.. -P 2 2 ..

Mean four-variate multinormal random vector

= (p1 1**, M1 2 "' P21"' P 2 2 ")

' ""Components of p

)A Population mean

F Controlled significance level

ij element of covariance matrix
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PART I I

NEW ANALYSES *.D METHODS LEADING TO IMPROVED
TARGET ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS INVOLVING SYSTEMS,

GEODETIC AND RE-ENTRY ERRORS, AND INCREASED
WEAPONS EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

Hans Baussus-von Luetzow
U. S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories

Fort Belvoir, Virginia

SUMMARY. The paper represernti a supplemental analysis for height bursts

as well as vertical titrget location errors, considering flat and contoured

terrain, and thus compietes the development of optimal methods for weapons

research and development and a broad spectrum of requirement analyses.

FORWORD. This study, appearing as Part II under the same title as a

prior one presented at the Fifteenth Conference on the Design of Experiments
in Army Research, Development and Testing, in October 1969, completes the

rigorous treatment through extension to three geometrical dimensions of the

fragment damage problem pertaining to tube and missile artillery. It may be

followed by a similar analysis for conventional cratering and for nuclear

weapons. As emphasized before, implementation of the methods and concepts

developed would undo'abtedly lead to a significant increase of Army weapons

effectiveness. In addition, the new methods are expected to have some rami-

fications pertaining to a variety of research and development and combat

development activities. The technical responsibility for this study is

exclusively that of the author, who appreciates the U. S. Army Engineer

Topographic Laboratories' continued Interest in this kind of effort.
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ADJUSThENT PHASE PROCEDURES

AND MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF THESE PROCEDURES

ON FIRE FOR EFFECT ROUNDS

Sidney Gerard
Reliability and Maintainability Division

U.S. Army M~teriel Systems Analysis Agency
Aberdeen Research 6 development t.enter

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The development of a mathematical model for the adjustment

phase procedures utilized by artillery and morter groups and a Monte

Carlo simulation of these adjustment phase procedures is presented

herein, Investigations on the nuinoer of rounds required to accomplish

the adjustment phase of the mission and the errors of the centers of

impact of rounds fired for effect upon accomplishment of the adjust-

ment phase are also presented in this paper. The above investiga-

tfons are dependent on many factors the most_ Important being the
following:

1. First round aiming errors.

2. Observer to target distance.

3. The angle betveen the gun to target (GT) line and

observer to target COT) line.

4. Target size (registration area).

5. Round-to-round dispersions.

t. Obocr.cr'o error in locating impact points of

adjustment phase rounds.

Finally a sensitivity analysis has been conducted on these

factors and results of the significant findings presented here.

Most of this paper was reproduced photographically from the manuscript
supplied by the author.
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INTRODUCTION

During a military engagement (hattie) where Artillery, mortar

or nuclear weapon systems ire being employed there are usually !our

basic methods of accuracy fire employed. These are (I) predicted.

(2) meteorological plus velocity errors, (3) adjusted and (4) K

transfer (includes adjusted fire) fire. 11owevcr, prior to use of

these weapon systems, a target must be located and a suitable eleva-

tion and azimuth determined which will (lnable rounds to be fired

tfectively on the targct. -'or approxi'-otely 75% of the accuracy

fire xissions the determination of this elevation and azimuth is

acoroýnlisncd by ndjustmcnt procedures. Adjusted Fire ir the method

of fire in which a number of round,; are cxpended and through successive

corrections the sitable pinvatlnn nnd afintith nre obtnined. These

corrections are directed by an observer ni'uially forward of thcf gun

and set off at an angle less than + 5)0 0:.ls from the gSti to target

(GT) line of fire.

This paper presents the develoiinent of a mathematical model

and a Monte Carlo simulation of these adjustment phaue procedures.

Erroýrs. in th- c-ntr-l Jof impa-.•L of rutujds fi-ed for 'ffcct end the

number of rounds expended in the adjustment phase of the mission are

obtalned from the results of the simulation.
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ACCOKPLISHKENT OF THE ADJUSTMENT PHASE

The basic objective of all weapon systems is to fire rounds effec-
tively an a designated target. The adjustment phase is the part of an
adjusted fire mission in which a number of rounds are expanded and through
successive corrections a suitable elevation and azimuth are obtained to
achieve this objective. Questions posed concerning the use of this
technique of fire are: (1) what is the expected number of rounds expended
during the adjustment phase and (2) what determines the final suitable
elevation and azimuth. The adjustment phase is complete and the above
questions answered upon fulfillment 4f any of the three conditions below.

1. The first or any subsequent round during the adjustment phase
is observed to impact on the target registration a ea which is
defined by a predetermined radius, Rt, from the center of the
target.

2. A y (usually 50, 100, or 200) meter bracket has 1ýeen split with
reference to the observer to target (OT) line. Splitting a y
meter bracket means that two consecutive rounds impact within
y meters of each other and bracket (that is one round impacting
short and other beyond the target center) the center of the
target. However, one-half the indicated cortection is applied
before firing rounds for effect upon the target.

3. The indicated OT range correction is leass than or equal to Rt
and the OT deflection correction is less than or equal to
50 meters. However, the deflection correction must be applied
prior to firing rounds for effect.

ADJUSTMCNT PHASE RANGE AND DEFLECTION CORRECTIONS

Corrections made bi an observer during the adjustment phase are
based on his ability to estimate the impact points of the rounds fired.
Bracketing the target (that is one ruund impacting short and another
beyond the target) on the first two rounds of the mission is a critical
factor in determining the number of rounds requirad to accomplish the
mission. During an observer's training he is severely penalized if he
faila to do so and for that reason. he over adjusts prior to firing the
second round. Table I below shows minimum observer range corrections
depending on the observer's estimated distance to the target.

The observer senses the :nund impact points and makes his corrections
on the OT line. These corrections are transformed to the GT line and
thus enable weapon elevation and azimuth corrections to be applied. Azimuth
corrections are made to change the deflection right or left to the nearest
ten metcrs. Since range is much more difficult, corrections are made so
that the elevation is changed to increase or decrease range according to
Table I1.
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Table I

Observer'a Estimated Minimum Observer Range

Distance to the Correction Prior to Firing

Target Center (Xeters) Second Round (Meters)

0 - 999 100

1000 - 1999 200

2000 - over 400

Table II

Observed Impact Point Amount of

Deviatlcn (GT line), A, Correction (r*

from Target Center (Meters) (Meters)

Rt A ( 100 100

100< A ' 200 200

200 <A < 300 400

300 < & < 500 600

500< A < 700 800

700 < A < 900 1000

900 < A < r 1200an

StIt should be noted that if A is positive then r is negative and
S~vice versa.
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DEVELOPMENIT OF A K&THD4ATICAL MODEL TO REPRESENT
THE ADJUSIMENT PHASE PROCEDURES

An adjusted fire mission can be separated into two basic

phases which are (1), 'tc .4justment and (2) fire for effect phases.

This paper is e adjustment phase effects on the

fire for effect.nhaae.

The first P, ta n iany 9cjustment phase is to aim the weapon

at the desired ta.,Set 1% an elevatln-n and azimuth to fire

the first round of thc r1'±on). Siint q. i0 .,early impossible to

, aim any weapon system on the center d( .t4'.get, aiming errors

are inherent in all firing missions. The aiming errors involvc (1)

* • ., mteorological (2) target location and (3) other related predicted

fire errors (such as estimated velocity, elevation, and azimuth

measurements, etc.). Hwever, thin paper Is concerned with adli,.ted

fire missions only and thus aiming errors only affects the first

round of every individial adjustment phase. Since the range aim

point (y) has true range (vk) and st.ndard deviation, a,, and the

deflection aim point (2) has expected deflection (wP) and standard

deviation, %, some method of characterizing the inaccuracies of

estimating the above expectations must be devised. It is assumed

that the expected range and deflection follow some arbitrary dis-

tribution and therefore the density of impacts at ranges and
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.I

Sdoflectioq Jcan be expressed by the functions, a yo a nd

p(x:u-, os), respectively.

Upor having aimed the weapon system the first round i. fired

and if the system had perfect accuracy the round impact point co-

ordinates would be (j,;). Since no weapor eIstyLMS have been devised

with perfect accuracy, some means of charactcrizing tt.e inaccuracies
r

must be developed. It is assumed that the range delivery errors

follow some arbitrary d 4srribution, o(y:g, O y) where 9 Is the ey-

pected range and o is the round-to-round range standard deviation./

Similarly, the delivery errors existing In deflection can be expressed

by the distribution o(x:R, a
x

The coordinate of the actual i',pnct point for the adjusti"Iit

phase round is represented by (y,, x,) with respect to the GT line or

(Y1 , xj) with respect to the OT litie. Since the observer utilizes

his estimate of (y,! xi) to make OT line deviatlous Al (range) and d

(deflection) an error in the adjustment phase is attributable to his

mislocation of the impact point. A method must be devised to

characterize these errots. It is assumel that his range errors, ye,

can be expressed by some arbitrary distribution, p(ye;ty , a ) and
ye ye

the observer's deflertion errors, xe, are expressed by ; (xc;xe, C xe)

and are similarly characterized in each subsequent adjustment ph.ie

round.

If none of the previously defined conditions necessary for

accomplishment of the adjustment phase L.ave been satisfied the
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corrections r and d1 for range and deflection reapectively are

applied and the second round is fired. The distribution of the

delivery errors associated with an individual weapon system does not

vary, however, due ta the application of the above corrections the

expected range and deflection for the second round are y+r 1 and

xld1 respectively. The distributions of range and deflection for

the second round are expressed by the functions, p(y:y+r1 , Oy) and
yI

P(x:R+d1, 0x), respectively. In a similar manner the expected

range and deflection impact points changes for each subsequent ad-

justment round depends on the corrections applied. For the Ith

round of any adjustment mission the expectcd range and deflection

can be expressed by

Y" For - 1 (1)

i- 1

Y +" rk For i 1 (2)
k-i

Deflection:

, - For 1 i (3)

i-I

x" +• dk For i > l (4)
k-i

where y ans are the expected range and deflection for the first

round of an adjustment mission anJ the second termn of each

expression are total range and deflection corrections applied

before firing the ith round.
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Since all of these previously described errors affect any

adjustment mission the question posed upon completion of the adjust-

ment phase: is that of the center of impact of rounds fired for effect.

The ultimate goal of the adjustment phase or any method fire is to

obtain an elevation and azimuth which will have an air. point with the

coordinates (py, Px) wherepy is Ohe true range from weapon system to

target center and there Is no deflection error. However, this is a

practical tapossibIlity and upoi, completion of the adjustment phase

the rounds fired for effect will have aio point coordinates (y , x )

where y and x are the range and deflection centers of ii.pact of

these rounds,

Because it wits ai.iý.umed that range and deflection errors tr-

independently distributed it Is possible to i-ork with y and x

individually. T1he adjuv'tmcnt phase is terminated if condition (1)

any rotnd is observed to impact on the target registration area or

(2) a y meter brack,,t has been split or (3) the OT line range

correction is < Rt and the OT line deflection correction is < 50

meters is met. Assuming the adjustment phase is terminated on the

th
n rouiad then using equaLions (1), (2), (3), and (14) trle expected

range and deflection for this round are
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Range:

Yn y • For n - 1 (5)

n-1TI + n- r For n > 1 (6)

"-n kl k

Deflection:

R = For n - 1 (7)

n-i
= R + F dk For n > 1 (8)

k-l

If termination of the adjttsImetnt phase was due to fulfillment

of conditions (1) or (3) the deflection corrections are applied and

the fire for effect phase is begun thus the center of itrivact o! thst.

rounds will be the following

Yn y y For n - 1 (9)

n-1
SYn " + r rk For n > 1 (10)

k-I

Deli vc tion:

x n ;

However, if condition (2) is met the deflection center of impact remains

ais show•i by equation (11) but since half the indicated -mige correction
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is applied the range center of impact of the fire for effect phase

rounds is now defined by 4

y - + 1/2 rI Forn- 1 (12)

n-i

yy + rk + 1/ 2 r For n > 1 (13)
km n

Thus equations (9), (10), (12), or (13' ; the mathematical

representation of the range center of impact of the fire for effecL

phase rounds and equati-n (I") is the deflection representation of

these rounds.

It is apparent that estimates of the pararreters y , x n,

oy O, , and Oa are a necessity in determining the effects the

adjustment phase have on the fire for effect phase.
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ESTIMATES OF THE ADJUSTXENT PHASE PARAMETERS BASED ON
THE NORLMAL DISTRIBUTION

A method had to be devised to obtain estimates of these

parameters due to the fact that there was a lack of data and extreme

difficulty in conducting experiments to obtain this data. It was

decided that Monte Carlo techniques would be used to obtain estimates

of these parameters.

Prior to using these Monte Carlo techniques it was necessary

to assume that the (1) aiming, (2) delivery and (3) observer errors

previously discussed follow some particular distribution or distribu-

tions. For the purpose of this paper these errors were assumed to be

normally distributed.

Since the aiming errors were assumed to be normally distribu-

ted, the density of impacts at rnnges V and deflection R can be

expressed by the functions

Range:

De•flection:

P(G) exp - 2 2 (1)
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where p- aii! ii are expected range und deflection, and o- and 0- are
y X y x

the standard deviations of the aiming errors associated with range and

df.Clection, respectively.

The second type of error associated with the adjustment phase

ijunds is the delivery error. The distrIbutions -f r...,ag iind

deflection can be expressed by the functions

Ran~ge:.

Oky) , exp _(y_-) 2 / 2 02 (16)T yT
Y

Deflection:

PC.) T exp -(x-30 2 / 2 o ] (17)
XX

where • and R are the cxpected range and deflection, a:id '- and o are
y x

the round-to-round range and deflection standard deviation5, respec-

tively.

The third error associated with the adjustment phase roinds

is the observer error in locating impact points. Since it was assumed

his errors arc normally dintributed, the density of the cbServcr

errors in range, ye, and. deflection, xe, can be expres-ed by the

functions.
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tA

Range:

V 2 2 1
. (ye) exp -(ye P 2 0 ye (18)

ye

Deflection:

-~~~ 1 2 (19)
P(xe) - exp [-(xc- bxe) / 2 C2 (1

xe

where •j and ii are the expected observer errors and y and Ox, are
ye xe ee

the round-to-round standard deviat!,,ns in observer errors j2. rar.1c

and deflection, respectively.
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NIONTI CARLO TECIINIQUES

In order to use Monte Carlo techniques, it was ntecessary to

draw random samples from normal distributions. The Ballist.c Research

Laboratories Electronic Scientific Computers (.!P'ESC I and II) at

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, were used to generate these

random numbers.

A random number, Z, was generated from a normal distribution

with a mean, 0, and standard deviation, 1, i.e., N(0,1). This

normal random, number, Z, was ther cnr,.-ertcd to a normal rDndom

number, 2 , from N (GZ*a oZ*). As an example let us consider the

sampling o, rhe range aim point for the first adjustment round,

which is known to have mean, v, . (assumed to be the actual target

center) and standard deviation, a... A norr..al random ntmber,Y

Z, from a N(0,1) is generated and converted to a normal random

number, Z , from a N (V9, a). This procedure for generating aim

points, impact points and observer errors was used throughout these

aJjustment procedures.

Estimates of the means and standard deviations of y and x

for samples of size 5000 were generated using the above procedures.
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A PRACTICAL APPLICATION FMR THE RESULTS GENERATED

ITa broad problem of gun tube life termination involves the

study of oeveral criteria to establish the controlling factors which

correspond to the lowest limit in terms of number of rounds corre-

sponding to acceptable parformance of a gum system. A major factor

in determining gun tube life termination is accuracy-cost. Accuracy-

cost can be best described as such, the accuracy of a gun system is

degrade(' as the number of rounds fired from a tube increases. The

wear characteristics of the tube cause greater round-to-round dis-

persion. As the number of rounds fired from a tube increases there

Is a balance between the tube cost per round and ammunitiot. costs as

the number of rounds required to hit a target increases. A point

is reached where the increased ammunition costs more than compensate

for the tube cost savings effected by extending the tube life.

A method fcr determining gun tube life termination based on

accuracy-cost was developed by Bruno, Kniss and Gerard (1). This

method involves the concept of an effective round which is defined

as a round which hits a target during either the adjustment or fire
II

for effect phases.
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The probability of an effective round was defined 2s

P(effective rouhd) - C(1-A)+ A(B) (20)

where A is the ratio of the rounds used in an adjustment phase to the

total number of rounds fired in a mission (except for emergency

missions the number of rounds fired are generally predetermined), B i

is the probability of a round hitting the target during the adjustment

phase and C is the probability of a round hitting the target during
1

the fire for effect phase. Estimates of the mean number of rounds

expended during the adjustment phase were used to obtain estimates of j
A and ay * aid o * were used to determine the overall dispersion of 1
the given weapon system in ohtaining egtimateu of C.

I

The ammunition cost per effective round was then defined as

C(I-A)+A(B) (21)

where S is the ammunition cost per round ana the denominator of

equation (21) is the probability of an effective round as previously

defined by equktion (20).

By utilizing equations (20 and (21) and results of tlese Monte

Carlo simulations opttmum gun tube ]ife termination round numbers

based on accuracy-cost could be determined for several gim f;ystems.
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Upon having developed a mathematical model to represent

these adjustment phase procedures. Monte Carlo techniques were used

to generate data to obtain estimates of the mean and dispersions for

three basic parameters associated with these procedures. These

parameters were (1) the number of rounds required to accomplish an

adjustment mission, (2) the range center of impact and (3) the
4

deflection center of impact.
*1

Prior to conducting a sensitivity analysis, investigations

to determine which factors would possibly effect these adjustment

phase procedures were conducted. Since these investigations

revealed there were numerous factors their minimum and maximum

estimates were used to investigate their effect on the adjustment

phase procedures. For example data was generated for deflection

round-to-round standard deviations of 1 and 20. 1

The sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the

effects of seven factors on the desired parameter estimates. The

first and second factors, target size (registration area) and range

round-to-round dispersion, significantly effected the results ob-

tained for all the above parameters. 1he third factor investigated

was the deflection round-to-round dispersion. Results indicated
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that increasing the deflection round-to-round standard deviation

resulted in a significant increase of the deflection center of Itnpa.t

dispersions, but had no effect on the estimates of the remaining

parameters.

I1

Factor four, the angle between t0, f lir.e and OT line,

significantly effected the dispersion estimates of the range and

deflection center of impacts. The range estimates were significantly

decreased while the deflection estimates were sig•ificantly increased

as the angle was increased. The fifth factor, OT distance did not

significantly effect the parameter estimates, but significantly

effects the observer's errors in locating impact points of adjust-

ment phase rounds, the sixth factor. Me estimates of observer

errors used in this paper were based on the miss distance of the

impact point from the target center which was w'eighted according to

the OT distance. Iliese estimates were based on Judgtment only due

to the lack of available data. However, efforts are currently being

made to conduct experiments to generate data to estitr.ate the

observer's errors. It should be noted that thesc adjustment phase

procedures are sensitive, depending on the magnitude, to these

observer errors. However, it Is felt that data from the alove

exvericnts will probably not yield observer errors of sufficient

magnitude to effect the r7sults. 1he final factor, the first round

aiming errors, had no pracLical significance on the rcsults.
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Although thu sensitivity analysis data could be utilized to obtain
some optimum policy for these adjustment phase procedures, this optimum
policy could not be achieved since most of the factors are uncontrollable,
i.e., such as the observer's ability to control his angle or distance to
the target because of envirommental factors.

Results of the data generated by the Honte Carlo techniques are
sumarised in Tables I through VI,

tt has been shown, "' prfor.aing a sensitivity analysis on data
obtained, that six of the seven factors investigated effected the estimates ,
of the parameters of these adjustment phase procedures. However, these
parameter estLates have been shown to be more sensitive to the target
size (registrstion area) and the rouna-to-round range dispersion.

rhese results indicate that employing adjusted fire techniques the
eispersion of ihe fire for effect rcunds is smaller than for any other
m•aethod of firi. Using these results it has been shown the probabilities
of hitting a givt target is greater for adjusted fire (even including
*he rounds for the adjustment phase) than for any other method of fire.
Tirefore, these results strengthens the artillerymen's position of

\e )loying adjusted fire whenever possible.

Furthermore, estimates of these parameters are being used to improve
current estimates of the overall accuracies and optimum tube life of
weapon systems.
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APPENDIX A

TABLES OF rEANS AND DISPERSIONS OF THE NUMBER

OF ROUNDS EXPENDED DURINC AN ADJUSTmENT MISSION

TABLE III

Mean and Dispersions of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission For a Target of Radius 1 Meter

07 25 meters 1

I ~OT Anlgl (Radians) .

Deflection Observer* i 0 (4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Iev. Std. Dev Average Std. D"ev
Std. yev. Deviations No, of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of r.o. of6(a) 6ye 4;*) i (fi) Rds. (cn) ,) Rds. (n)

OE1 3.74 1.44 4.09 1.67 1

OE2  5.64 2.54 6.74 2.91

OE 4.10 1.75 4.75 2.15
3

OR 7.84 3.65 8.58 3.65

OE1 3.99 1.57 4.20 1.76

•E2  5.86 2.69 6.78 2.94 I

20 OE3  4.23 1.92 4.78 2.15

OE4  7.99 3.77 8.74 3.68 1
0 50 meters

y

OE 4.36 2.07 5.07 2.60

OE2  5.90 2.91 7.31 3.20

OE3 4.61 2.30 5.73 2.98
OE, 7.83 3.71 8.68 3.67

OE1 4.54 2.23 5.20 2.71

OE2  6.30 3.05 7.67 3.S5

20 OE3 4.94 2.43 5.70 2.78

OE 8.07 3. 79 8.78 3.81

*The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes at the
end of this article.
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oI
TABIX 1IIfCont'd)

Mean and Dispersions of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Piase Mission For a Target of Radlua I Meter

a * 100 meters

. OT AnBle (Radians)
Deflection Observee* 0 .4" -- -
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard "Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.
Std. Dev. Deviations No. of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of No..of

(ax) (aye & a xe) () Rdq. (6n) (n0) Rds. (o n

OE1 3.77 1.78 5.02 2.71

OE2 5.05 2.56 6.87 3.35
OE3 4.05 2.03 5.62 3.02

OE4 7.25 8 73 8.07 3.79

OE 1 3.93 1.90 5.04 2.72

or2 5.55 2.85 6.97 3.41

OE3 4.30 2.19 5.65 3.06

OE4 7.32 3.79 8.06 3.86

150 meters
y

OE 1 4.65 2.61 6.4r" 3.54

OE 2 5.52 3.02 7.36 I3.61 II
OE3  4.69 2.62 6.73 3.62

OE4  7.34 3.78 8.06 3.91

S o1 4.92 2. 6.38 3.51

OE 5.83 3.13 7.42 3.63
20 "2

OE3 5.10 2.88 6.72 3.60

OE 4 17.42 3.88 18.10 3.91

* The observer Standard DCvlatlons arr' dt,ifned in foutnotes on Page 326
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TABLE 11 (Cont'd)

Mean and Dispersions of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission For a Target of Radius I Heter

o - 200 meters
y

OLT An-,le (Radian-;) .D~ef lection Observer* "0 ,.4

Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dcv.
rtd. Dev. Deviations No. of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of

"(G ) IC; & 'J I (11) Rds. (an) (A) RJ8. (•n)

OE1 5.42 3.17 7.30 3.82

OE2  5.77 3.20 7.63 3.79

OE3  5.29 3.07 7.36 3.85

OE4  .7.3L 3.83 7.89 3.87

OE1 5.84 3.34 7.27 3.80

OE2 6.32 3.52 7.9] 3.8i

OE3 5.59 3.24 7.25 3.79

OE 7.56 3.92 8.14 3.91
_ 4

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE II

Mean end Dispersions of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission For a Target Radius of 25 Meters

a * 25 meters

O Ang le (Radian~s)
Deflection Observer* 0 .4Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average [Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.

StdA Dev. ',Deviations No. of Kds.1of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of
() }(ae & e) () Rds. (an) (C) Rds. Con)

OE1  3.32 1.19 3.37 1.26

OE2  4.55 2.10 5.03 2.15
OE 3  3.50 1.39 3.76 1.58

OE4  6.81 3.76 7.27 3.94

OE1  3.35 1.17 3.40 1.30

20 0z 2 4.60 2.10 5.20 2.40

2OE3  3.53 1.43 3.78 1.67

OE 4  6.95 3.76 7.45 3.81

o" 50 ncerer

y

OE1 3.71 1.57 3.94 1.88

OE 2  4.72 2.27 5.51 2.66

OE3  3.76 1.73 4.23 2.09

OE 4  6.93 3.73 7.43 3.83

OE1  3.78 1.65 4.01 1.94

OE2  4.85 2.37 5.49 2.65
20 OE3  3.83 1.75 4.28 2.10

OE4  6.98 3.75 7.43 3.82

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE II (Cont'd)

Mean and Dispersions of the Number of Roumds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission For a Target Radius of 25 Metors

a - 100 meters
y

I ~OT Ana]o (Radians) j
Deflection Observer* 0 O TAe. (Ra-ians) .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average !Std. bey. Average Std. Dev
Std. Dev. Deviations No. of Rds.1of No. of No. of Rds. of No..of

(6) (3 & x) (1 ) IRds..(n) (6) Rds. (On)
x ye xe I____ n n____

OE 3.48 1.57 4.01 2.12
1£2 . 2.23 5.30 2.82

0OE 3.60 1.75 I 4.26 2.24
E3

OE 4  6.45 3.69 7.24 3.87

OE1  3.60 1.68 4.02 2.12

0 2  4.44 2.28 5.35 2.82
20 OE 3.75 1.89 4.29 2.31

OE 4  6.60 3.75 7.22 3.89

S=-150 meters
y

OE 4.17 2.27 5.16 3.04

1 OE2  4.56 2.50 5.89 3.24

OE3 4.12 2.32 5.15 3.02

OE4  6.52 3.78 7.25 3.89

OE1  4.39 2.48 5.19 3.08

20 OE2  4.87 2.79 5.86 3.22

OE3 4.28 2.39 5.25 3.05

IOE 4  6.58 3.82 7.16 3.93 j
* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE II (Cont'd)

Heei and Dispersions of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission For a Target Radius of 25 Meters

ay - 200 Meters

OT Angle (Radians) .

Deflr.=tion Observer* 0 40
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.
Std, Dev. Deviatipis No. of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of

x (oa v e) &) I Rds. (a) (n) Rds. (;)

011 4.58 2.89 6.07 3.52

OE2  4.90 2.86 6.25 3.49

OE3  4.57 2.74 5.87 3.42

OE4  6.61 3.82 7.28 4.00

OE 5.10 3.03 6.04 3.52

OE2 5.20 3.05 6.25 3.52
20 OE 4.90 2.91 5.74 3.38

3 .

OE 4  6.75 3.89 7.22 3.98 1
* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE III

Mean and Dispersion of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Mission for a Target of Radius 100 Meters

U- 25 meters

OT Ansle- (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 0 4I _

Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev.
Std. Dev. Deviatigns No. of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of(O) (0e& ae (H) lRds. (;n) (5) Rds. (;n)

OE1 2.74 1.07 2.55 0.99

OE2 3.24 1.75 3.36 1.83

OE 2.79 1.26 2.80 1.29
3OE4  5.08 3.58 5.34 3.61

OE 2.76 1.06 2.61 1.01

20 OE2  3.22 1.72 3.38 1.84
20OE 3 2.72 1.21 2.80 1.30

OE4  _ _5.14 I 3.56 5.25 3.59

S" 50 meters
y

SOEI 2.84 1.21 2.68 1.14

L OE2126811

OE2  3.24 1.84 3.48 1.97

OE 2.83 1.36 2.85 1.40
3

OE4  5.13 3.60 5.39 3.644i
OE1  2.84 1.19 2.71 1.14

OE2  3.30 1.85 3.49 1.91
20 OE 2.84 1.37 2.86 1.39

OF4  5.10 3.50 5.39 3.67=

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footaotes on Page 326
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TABLE III (Cont'd)

Mean and Dispersion of the Number of Rounds Expended

t. during e.n Adjustment Phase Mission for a Target of Radius 100 Meters

So - 100 meters- y

S; ~OT Manle (Ramdians)
SDeflection Observer* 0 OT Angl (L:a

Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Averaee Std. Dev. JAverage Std. Dev.
Std. Dev. Deviations ;o. of ids. of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of

(R ) . - Ri
x 2.81e n n_____

0O 2.81 1.31 2.76 1.33

OE2  3.19 1.83 3.41 1.99

OE3  2.73 1.39 2.88 1.47

OEA 5.07 3.55 5.25 3.63ws 4

3.1 2.80 1.29 2.78 1.34

1O2 3.13 1.76 3.40 1.94
OE 2.78 1.40 2.90 1.51
3

OE 4.93 3.48 5.24 3.66
4|

o - 150 metersY

OE1 3.19 1.84 3.22 1.88

OE2 3.30 2.02 3.57 2.21

OE 3.07 1.80 3.17 1.87
OE 5.00 3.51 5.39 3.75

OEI 3.26 1.84 3.28 1.93
()E2  3.36 2,07 3,59 2.22

20 OE3  3.07 1.80 3.22 1.84

OE_4 4.95 3.51 5.27 3.65

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE III (Cont'd)

Mean and Dispersion of the Number of Rounds Expended

during an Adjustment Phase Hission for a Target of Radius 100 Heters

a - 200 meterb
y

OT Aaile (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 0 .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Std. Dev. Average 1Std. Dev.
Std. Dev. Deviations No. of Rds. of No. of No. of Rds. of No. of

(a .x) (f&) Rds. (a) (5) Rds, (n)
0z1  3.67 2.31 3.71 2.37

0E2  3.45 2.26 3.83 2.52

OE3  3.30 2.05 3.48 2.15

OE4  5.09 3.60 5.39 3.77

OE1 3.75 2.36 3.78 2.4A

OE2  3.58 2.33 3.76 2.44

20 OE 3 3.35 2.09 3.57 2.28

_ _OE 4  5.14 3.70 5.42 3.85

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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APPENDIX B

TABLES OF MEANS AND DISPERSION OF RANCE AND DEFLECTION
CENTER OF PIVPACTS

TABLE IV

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 1 Meter

Range

;y - 25 meters

OT Angle (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 0 . . " ._
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. Devintion Center Deviation I Center Deviation I

(oX) i(o, & tixe) of Impact of CI'1 of Impact of CI'G

OE1  -1.89 34.91 2.73 32.22

OE 2 -0.28 110.92 1.15 53.78
OEB -7.45 59.66 0.75 40.16

_CE 4  -17,79 365.50 8.72 95.83

OE -1.94 36.47 2.24 34.39

OE2  -0.93 107.50 0.6: 58.26
20

OE3 -5.55 50.39 1.04 39.30

OE -6.07 282.13 8.27 99.15

Deflection

a * 25 meters
y

OE1 -0.09 3.00 5.45 19.69
OE 2 -0.05 4.•33 5.•34 30.44

OE 3 0.04 3.31 6 .46 22 .55
OE 4 1 -0.2 3 10.55 6.61 1 60.26

Oz 0.26 17.89 2.63 24.38

OE2  0.28 18.79 6.47 36.20
20 OE3  -0.12 18.06 39.30 3.30

OE4  0.47 27.91 4.96 63.84

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE IV (Contd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 1 Meter

Range
;" 50 meters
a S nelr

OT AnRle (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 0 .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard verage Standard
Std, Dev. Deviation Center Deviation I Center Deviation

((aye & a xe) of Impact of CUt S of Impact of Cl's

OE -4.68 1 48.39 0.69 43.96

OR2 -3.48 138.96 -0.18 69.65
OE3 -11.25 67.12 -1.46 50.04

OE4  -8.29 3:9.06 1.47 131.12

OI -2.13 46.85 1.69 46.46

OE -4.19 121.85 -0.62 60.92
20 2

OE3 -7.26 61.91 -1.09 49.47
OE . -15.57 306.11 6.87 102.23

Deflection

50meters
y

OE. -0.01 2.96 4..87 1.83
OE2  -0.10 4.48 6.63 35.71
OE3  0.01 3.16 5.07 23.46

ON4  -0.06 9.55 6.38 65.27

OE1 0.24 17.86 2.55 25.23

OE2 -0.05 18.60 6.02 41.13
20 OE -0.48 18.00 4.37 28.46

3
OE 0.86 26.88 4.08 79.59

* The observer Standard Deviations are deflned in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE IV (Cont'd)

Mteans and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

b Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 1 Meter

Range

vy lO0etere

OT Anals (R&4iansY
Deflection -beewr* .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Aver~ige Standard

Std. Dev. Dqviatipn Center Deviation Center Deviation
(a) h a of Impact of CI's of Impact of CI'sx _(_y_ _xe)__ __ pat ofC_'_

O! -17.01 112.71 -3.25 99.381
S2 -16.46 207.18 -0.19 131.95

10E3 -28.24 139.57 -9.05 104.40

0t4 -0.99 415.32 13.01 165.87

- O1 -16.61 110.16 -2.94 99.65

202 -19.68 210.51 -10.85 129.69

20.3 -28.26 136.29 -6.99 108.57

O4 -27.08 453.10 2.22 186.91

Deflection

- 100meters
y

OE1  0.05 2.97 6.56 30.35

OE 2  0.10 5.05 11.51 53.64

OE 3  0.02 3.22 10.12 38.S8

OE 4  -0.20 12.76 5.79 85.32

OE1  0.53 18.05 5.95 34.21

20 OE2  0.65 19.16 13.22 58.10

OE3  0.29 17.98 8.49 43.35

OE 4  0.53 26.30 9.42 84.65

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE IV (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range an Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 1 Neter

Range

o - 150 meters

y

flection Observer* 0 4 ,
d.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Averit e' 7 Sn j[rd
ttd. Dev. 'DviaLign Center Deviation Cent.T ";vial.iln

(Ox) 1(ce & a xe) of Impact of CI's of Im4 t" O F CI '

OKE1  -13.90 79.64 0.54 70.57

0E2  -13.11 176.90 -1.28 i00.50
OE 3 -22.51 108.40 -3.63 79.55

OE -15.35 379.91 7.93 155.59
4 --

OEl -11.36 80.01 -2.04 72.00

OEI -11.57 67.31 -1.83 106.66
20O 3 -18.00 104 .81 -3.86 81.02

OE 4 -4.29 360.70 10.78 158.12

Deflection
o-150 meters
y

OE -0.01 2.97 5.99 28.60

OE -0.01 4.97 8.58 47.43
OE 0.07 3.56 7.76 35.10

3
OE 4 -0.01 12.38 6.61 80.76

OE1 0.56 17.81 5.11 32.90

OE 0.49 18.76 9.36 51.54202
OE3 -0.31 18.01 7.32 39.38

OE4 -0.25 26.38 7.86 81.48

* The observer Standard Deviuations are defined In fovLnotes on Page 326
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TABLE IV (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersionb nf Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 1 Meter

Range

o; 200 meters

OT Angle (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 20 1 .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. Deviation Center iDeviation Center Deviation

(Oa) ( & ; ) of Impact 0of C.'s of Impact of CT's
x ye xe ______ I_____ I___

OE1  -22.48 143.15 -9.20 129.36

062 -17.02 241.27 -5.70 164.29
1 03 -35.99 173.23 -8.65 136.83

ORE4 -17.40 445.22 2.88 232.92

O1 -19.02 141,06 -3.26 126.60
00 O2 -18.02 231.10 -10.02 166.50

0 13 -33.37 170.03 -11.72 137.54

S 4 -11.87 411.32 9.83 251.30

Deflection
; - 200 me ters

OE1 0 03 3.00 8.60 3C.76
OE20.09 4.71 11-85 62.45

306 0.02 3.28 11.25 42.26
06 4 -0.07 12.22 9.49 99.04

OE1  0.17 18.07 7.76 34.36

OE -0.20 18.81 13.09 64.72
20 OR 0.01 18.08 12.35 44.98

O4 0.06 28.36 9.32 97.04

44The observer S3andard Deviations are defined In footnotes on Pa1e326
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* TABLE V

4eane and Diapersaons of Range and Deflectlio

Center of lupacts For a Target of Radius 25 Meters

Range

a 25 meters
y

OT An e (Radi'a)n "
Deflection Observer* . __ 04
FRd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard jAveTags Standard
Std. Dev. Deviation Center Deviation Center Deviation

6x) (ae & xe of Impact of Cl's of Impact of CI'e
OE1 -4.79 30.34 -1.10 34.60

OE 4.71 149.51 16.15 106.96

OE3 -8.99 64.86 -4.69 64.96

OE 1.83 319.45 -9.39 328.52

OEI -3.38 29.02 -2.04 36.47

OE 2  -0.08 138.41 0.78 122.83

OE -6.45 i 65.38 -2.65 67.98

__OE _4  . -3.31 305.29 9.17 317.04

Deflection

Sy 25 metersy

OE1  -0.04 2.97 3.07 i 15.68

OE2 -0.25 5.77 0.00 43.08
OE3 -0.05 3.67 3.18 26.69

OE 4  -0.02 16.09 0.83 106.77

OE1 0.19 19.50 1.78 24.85

2OE2 0.09 22.41 1.68 54.55
20 OE3 -0.12 20.65 1.85 33.73

OE_ C 4  0.62 35.86 u.83 112.95

a The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE V (Cont'd)

Meant and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts for a Target of Radius 25 Meters

Range

;a 50 meters

OT 6anlc (Radtans.
Deflection Observera 0 I .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. Dev$ation Center Deviation Center Deviation

(x) (e f axe) of Impact of CI's of impact of CI's

OE1  -4.41 46.01 -2.60 49.27

OE2  -3.71 145.65 3.71 134.65
OE -9.54 80.28 -4.91 80.62
3

OE4  2.05 369.61 5.59 305.90

OE1  -4.86 45.81 -2.61 49.81

20 OE2  2.03 141.42 2.39 131.97

OE3 -5.33 81.49 -4i.61 72.97

, OE4 3.93 314.51 -0.13 294.26

Deflection

;y a 50 meters

OE. -0.00 3.13 2.39 15.80

OE -0.06 6.07 0.28 55.27

O3 -0.01 3.71 2.17 29.83
O4 0.34 18.51 1.39 107.87

OE1 -0.85 19.61 1.80 25.31

OE2 -0.14 23.34 0.32 58.18
20 OE3 0.09 20).19 2.52 34.40

OE4  -0.13 36.52 3.60 109.38

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE V (ConL'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflect1-

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 25 Meters

Range

;- 100meters

SOT An le (R-,dians)

Deflection Observer* _'_0 , .4

Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dey. Deviation Center Deviation Center Deviation

6 (aye & oe) of Impact of Cl's of Impact I of Cl's

OE1  I -14.92 84.25 -4.62 80.55
1E

OE2 -3.98 185.85 -0.13 154.45

OE3  -21.11 117.37 -6.51 101.89

OE4 0 -0.29 424.59 6.52 305.82

OE -10.97 84.46 -3.82 82.691f

20 OE2  1.43 388.44 -3.89 148.52

O OE1 -08.16 111.65 -7.40 102.81

, OE 4 0.6 394.30 13.71 335.32
________ _______- __==___ _______

Deflection

1- 00 meters

OE. -0.06 3.03 4.96 24.21

OE2  -0.11 i 7.00 5.23 62.812J
OE -0.06 3.65 4.44 38.12

3T OE -0.65 22.94 1.67 115.06

O1F 0.51 18.89 3.51 30.40
OE -0.30 22.28 4.07 63.07

20 OE -0.17 19.45 5.35 42.43

OE4  -0.20 34.41 1.73 117.94

* The observer Standard Deviotions are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE V (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target ot Radius 25 Meters

Range

;y a 150 meters

OT Angle (kadians) _

Deflection Observer* 0 _ .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. t:-viation Center Deviation Center Deviation

x) (6y, & xe) of Impact of CI's of Impact I of Cl's

OE -14.16 117.10 -5.88 110.30

OE2  -2.60 218.09 -3.12 177.98

1 OE 3  -25.06 1/,7.83 -12.32 135.53

OE4  -8.78 424.66 11.48 368.45

OE1  -15.35 113.26 -7.44 111.62

OE2  -6.04 215.40 -3.63 191.63

20 OE 3  -18.78 144.91 -12.97 134.99

OE -. 10.02 404.01 15.94 405.14
__ __4 1__ __ _ __ _ _ _ _

Deflection

O 150 meters
y

OE1  0.C5 3.00 1;.53 25.19

OE2  0.00 7.84 4.73 66.53

1OE3  -0.06 3.60 7.25 43.80
OE 4  0.21 18.21 0.83 120.54

0" 1 0.28 19.33 3.44 31.24

OE2 -0.37 22.59 4.96 73.02

20 OE3  0.17 19.98 5.12 47.59

OE4 0.44 34.81 0.34 125.48

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE V (Cont'd)

SMeans and Dispcrsi 1 ns of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 25 Meters

Sr=Range

200r-.ctcrs
y

_....._-Of Angle (Radians)
Deflection Observer* 0 ' .,4
Rd.--to-Rd. Standard Average Standard A" -rage I Standard
Std. Dev. Deviation Center Deviation Center Deviation

(o) & e of Impact of CI'S of Impact of Cl's

OE -18.14 1 148.54 -4.76 139.40

OE2 -14.21 247.62 -2.85 214.57

OE3  -28.24 178.58 -12.45 164.59

OE -8.60 471.61 2.74 397.00

OE 1 -13.14 146.54 -7.57 141.25

OE -10.14 246.22 2.98 I 217.09
20 2

OE -2b.3 . 177.32 -7.57 168.67

Oc 4.33 i 453.49 3.07 395.03
4]

Deflection

a ,200meters
y

OE -0.04 3.00 4.74 25.43
1

OE -0.01 7.47 5.63 73.69

OE 3 -0.03 3.59 6.40 48.04

OE4 0.00 19.59 -0.20 131.96

OE1 -0.32 19.03 4.20 31.20

OE 0.39 22.66 3.14 75.80
20 OE32  -0.19 19.58 4.48 51.31

3
OE4 0.65 35.86 1.27 134.61

* The observer Staudard DeviatJons are dcfinr.d in fcotnotes on Page 326
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TABLE VI

kHana and Dispersions of Range and Deflection -

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 100 Meters

Range

a 25 meters
y

OT Angle (Radians) _ _ I
Deflection Observer* 0 I .4
Rd.-to-fld. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. '1.Dviat ion Center IDeviation Center Deviation

((a) 6( 60xe) of Impact of CI'S of Impact of CI's
OE 0.69 59.81 -0.64 7S 95

OE2  12.06 205.04 17.76 193.44

OE3  -0.33 129.27 1.17 115.27

OE4  20.59 432.14 20.79 462.34

OEI -0.51 59.28 0.25 72.41

20 OE2  10.79 214.46 10.34 192.52

OE 2.84 128.65 -0.70 118.71

OE4 3.33 427.99 19.17 453.15

Deflection

S= 25 meters
y

OE 0.04 3.94 0.10 26.26
1

OE2  0.28 16.34 -5.02 75.11
1 I

OE -0.08 6.91 -0.80 43.50
3 1

OE 4  0.24 31.07 -4.08 144.18

OE1  -0.35 21.05 0.20 32.29

OE2  0.27 26.85 -3.74 78.14
20OE 3  -0.26 22.06 0.71 47.30

OE4  1.57 43.85 -2.52 139.04

* The observer Standard Deviations a re defined in footnote- on Page 326
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TABLr VI (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 100 Meters

Range

S-50 meters

Or Angle (Radians)Deflect •on' Observer* 0.4
Rd.-to-Rd.- Standard Average St anda'rd "A/ve rage St an'dard

Std. Dev. Deviation Center Deviation 1 Center Ileviation
(x) X e & me)I of Impact '- c•i's lof Impact of Ci's

OE1  -0.46 69.83 -0.39 82.86

OE2  11.19 206.22 17.92 204.53

OE -1.34 131.12 0.26 125.24
3I

OE 20.10 435.05 8.83 413.07

OE 0.04 70.4,2 -0.06 I 84.46
1

OE2  14.62 211.28 15.87 199.47
20 OE -0.12 133.63 0.05 122.20

OE 12.03 400.08 13.99 440.17
_ _,,4

Deflection

o - 50 meters
y

0E1  -0.00 3.88 -0.08 26.54

OE 2  0.32 16.13 -5.12 77.96

OE3  -0.22 7.14 0.53 45.46

OI4 -0.05 30.21 -1.29 135.40

OE1  0.11 20.99 0.01 32.95

OE 2  -0.29 26.70 -14.83 79.53

OE 3  0.14 22.10 0.27 48.32

OE 4-0.31 44.13 -2.68 143.17j~ 4- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined In footnotes on Page 1.26
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TABLE VI (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 100 Meters

Range

a 1OOmeLers

[ • O'LAPn&Ie (aditan)-

Deflection Observer* 0 I .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Stdt Dev. Deviation Centur Deviation Center Deviation

(ax) ye xe) iof Impact of Cl's ot Impact of Cl's

OE -9.58 101.55 -7.15 106.64 1

0 2  4.75 231.91 9.61 219.01A

OE -10.68 160.91 -6.00 148.55

OE 17.33 470.25 15.20 449.814IOE 1 -8.34, 100.41 -7.16 105.14

OE2 9.27 239.88 14.30 228.55

OE -3)1.43 157.05 -5.24 147.40

OE4  -1.75 445.52 5.20 443.25

Deflection

O - 100 meters
y

GE1  0.05 3.88 2.98 29.44

OE2  -0.07 15.43 -1.68 80.72

OE -0.00 7.02 0.93 49.97

OE, 0.01 28.27 -4.13 145.69

OE1  -0.17 20.48 3.58 35.01

OE2  0.77 26.66 -2.19 83.33

OE3  0.29 21.75 2.51 53.71

OE -0.25 41.96 -0.91 144.85

*The observer standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on N'lrc326
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TABLE VI (Cont'd)

Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 100 Meters

Range A

;0 5l0 metersY

OT Angle (Radilans)

Deflection Observer* 0 1 .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard b'".erage I Standard

Std. Dev. 'Deviation Center 'Devittion Center IDeviation
&( o ) of Impact of Cl's lor Impact of Cl's

ye xe.

OE1  -7.77 132.62 -6.61 136.23

OE2 8.70 I 256.10 12.93 241.38

OE -9.37 180.40 -6.63 171.43
3

OE4  13.78 456.82 13.01 458.73

OE1 -6.93 130.43 -3.93 135.69

OE2  1.25 ' 250.75 15.09 243.93

OE 3  11.86 176.42 -7.71 173.14

OE4  10.98 480.80 18.54 479.77

Deflection

a - 150 meters
y

OE1 0.03 3.84 2.08 30.68

COE 0.17 15.17 -2.22 8. 85
2 ZA

OE 0.02 5.85 1.87 53.71
3

OE 4  0.73 33.31 -1.39 147.95

OE 0.05 20.24 1.27 35.28
1

0O2  -0.00 26.80 -2.26 86.86
20 OE3  -0.08 21.80 1.07 58.02

OE4  0.56 44.52 -2.03 152.15

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in footnotes on Page 326
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TABLE VI (Cont'd)F Means and Dispersions of Range and Deflection

Center of Impacts For a Target of Radius 100 Meters

Ranige

-200meters

OT Angle (Radians)
Deflection Observwr* 0 1 .4
Rd.-to-Rd. Standard Average Standard Average Standard
Std. Dev. Deviation Center Deviatio J Center fDeviation

(o) (e & o) of Impact "if Cl's of Impact of Cl's

OE1  -11.13 166.80 3.40 167.65
L OE2  7.52 285.29 10.84 260.13

OE 3 -11.25 208.85 -8.22 2,)1.08

OE 4  14.69 528.87 12.77 509.48

OF. -9.22 161.78 -1.75 166.42

OE2  2.04 279.94 15.98 267.05
20 03 -8.76 207.45 -8.67 201.25

OE 4  17.54 498.78 4.12 I 540.15

Deflection

a - 200 meters
y

J -1 -0.02 3.43 1.91 30.02

OE2  0.13 14.51 0.39 87.71
OE -0.02 6.13 2.67 59.49

OE4  0.84 32.19 -3.65 154.20

OE1  -0.13 20.38 0.87 36.00

OE2  0.13 26.71 -3.96 89.88

20 OE3  -0.67 21.27 1.91 60.26

OE4 -0.69 44.17 -0.67 1 156.92

* The observer Standard Deviations are defined in iootnotes on Page 326
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FOOTNOTES

* The observer Error* are defined below:

ORIt aye a .2 (y) ; ;xea .1 (x)

OE2 : z ye " . 2 ( 4 y) ; oa = .1 (4x)

OE3 : ye . .5 (y) .x - .2 ()

OR : a .5(4y) ;xe U .2 (4x)

where: y and x are the range and deflection miss distances of the

Impact point from the target center, respectively. OE1 and

OE.j are used when the OT distance is less than 1000 tet.-rs

while OE2 and OE4 are used -hen the OT distance is betwecn

3000 and 4000 meters.
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QUICK REA.CTION ST-uf OF CALIBRATION DRIFT
IN RADIAO4ETZ I?1-174 0

Joseph Weinstein
SysteMs/Cost Anal7sis Office
US Army Electronics Comand
Fort Hotmouth, New Jersey

1. BACKGROUNr

My purpose is to show how the use of an experimentril design:

a. Verified on allegation that a problem of "drift" in calibration
existed in -he Radlacmeter PI-1740.

b, Estimated the size of the drift (which was useful in recommeoding
a "quick fix" on the problem).

c. Satisfied a tint constraint given to the commdity managcr
for responding to the a) legation.

d. Identified the causittve factor for corrective action attention.

a. Saved engineering test samples, facility test time and time
costs of skilled personnel of the order of 90t of the cosven-
tional approach that would have bee takrn w1thout the "uhort
fuse" time constraint.

The urgency for resolution of the problem rested on the fact that the
instrument was authorized for issue and was In short supply. Two
production lines had been stopped by the contracting officer wh•n thv
allegation of fault war made and he was assaing penalty psymento while
waiting for engineering guidance for teraination, eo"ineertog cha.-ger cr
continuance of the production.

It would be incorrect to think that our nginer-asnageos itmedt-
ately recognized that they had a problem where the services of a deslgr
statistician were needed. Like those engineers in other laboratories
and engineering organizations they had prepared a conventional plan of
study. It involved some 1500 instruments which vild be teoted under
"crash" programs and 3 minxtm time of six montts would ar usea to
obtain the data necessary for a recoeendAtion. Snce the ptnalty
costs were in the neighborhood of $1000 or $1500 a day on each contract
the commodity manager turned to the last source of Ielp - the
statistician. We held several short orientation meetings anc studied
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background documents, test reports and some recent test data from the
Lexington Army Depot on 12 instruments which had concluded that the
"drift" problem was real and primarily found in instruments from Depot
Stock (IM 108/U) which had been modified and "improved" at the depot
and had been recalibrated shortly before these tests were made. This
report also thought that the causes were to he found with the source
of the Instrument, the length of time it had been stored and the "aging"
cycle that had been experienced by the #5M86 electrometer tube during
its manufacturing cycle. ("Expert" tube engineers were so sure of
this cause that Raytheon Corp. offered to speedily redesign the tube
!.tself if we at Er'14 twuld assume the costs.)

A careful review of the data on these 12 Instruments in conjunction
with a physical examination showed that tse readlugs were made on a
logarithmic scale (covering 2.5 decades of radiation intensity in
2.25 inches of arc.) - strongly suggested that the "drtft" could easily
be associated with biased reading error.

Since the readings were made at a radiation level where large
reading errors could occur in drift-free Instrumeuts and since a "run"
of 6 readings, each smller than its predecessor, had a small, but not
infinitesimal, probability of occur-mnce with drift-free instruments,
there was sufficient basis for 4eferring judgment until additional Infor-
mation from a well-controlled test ws available, if it could be
acquired quickly. It was agreed that a verification experiment ought
to be done before funding the redesign of the tube. It p-r.esible, it was
also desirable to estimate the influence of the *urce of manufacture,
the aging cycle used in the 588M tube, the time spent in storate prior
to test, and (as an after thought) a stmulation of the etxvriece of
solar heating in storage depots by a temperature cycling of 4 howurs at
160°F in every 24 hours of storage.

2. THE TEST PLAN:

The test plan developed is given below. It uses 12$ i.striawnts
fnstead of the 1300 considered and the entire program of testicy Is
completed in 8 weeks with a report submitted by the 10th week instead
of the 26 vee~s of testing proposed. It considers uore isctor-,
estimating their joint effects, and gives reasonably prezise ertfates
of each factor's influence ov the drift observation. All of these out-
puts being obtained with roughly IOZ of the effort proposed by the
engineering group were completed and submitted to the progra= vflcer
by the 10th week after initiation.

These were to be from 2 producing sources however a third source was
developed and an additional 64 insýrument% were made available.
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A detailed test plan had to be prepared for the remote testing
facility (at the Lexington (Ky) Signal Depot). The plan covered 5
pages of single spaced information with stcp-by-step procedures for
selection, pre-conditioning initial calibration, and the test envir-
onment to be assigned to each sample unit. Since the facilities for
test performance were limited (and the time for completion as well)
it was necessary to consider tight time scheduling for each test sample
unit and do partial data analysis whlie tests were continuing. All
details relating to these considerations are shown in plates 1-9
inclusive.

The factors and levels considered were:

Storage time 1 (1) 8 weeks
Producing source 1, 2, 3 (8 units from each source

per week)
Aging schedule of 24 (24) 96 hours of additional aging

Temperature cycling room temperatures vs 4 hours at 160F

Plan of the Data Analysis.

The measure of "instability" for the test sample unit was the
absolute value of the chang, in reading of the instrument between the
calibration value at the start of the experiment and the measurement
at the end of the -;cheduled test time. After this procedure had
established the existence of i "drift", the arithmetic value of the
change could be examined for the direction and magnitude of "drift."
These measures of "drift" were made for three levele of the radiation
400 r/hr, 230 r/hr, and 50 r/hr. Results from the experiment became
available weekly providing the analyst walh 16 (24) randomly chosen
instruments which had been exercised by the test plan "w" weeks
(v a I to 8). Of these 8 instruments were from each producing source;
2 of each 8 had electrometer tubes at each of the tube aging schedules
and 4 of each 8 (1 at each of the 4 tube aging schedules) were
given the temperature cycle exposure. These were subjected to analaysis
of variance techniques for the estimation of each factor's influence
on the drift phenomenon.

3. TEST RESULTS Aiuz A.'uALYSIS.

(a) Pre-test Calibration data.
Prior to Exposure vf th. test units to t'e schedule of test

conditions developed, it was necessary to verify tht..ir compliance with
specified performance requirements. This is indicat,2 graphically by
plates 10, 11, and 12 each for a %t'ferent radiation exposure level and
each depicting the distribution of the samples from the three producing
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sources. With %inor exceptions the teaP units comply with specific
values. It in also observed that vhereaa the 200 r/hr data are closely
grouped and mymetric about the desigan value the 400 r/hr data and the
30 r/hr data exhibit broader spreads and a& eistry. The depot test
units suggest the possibility of design differences from the other two
producing sources since the direction of skewness for these units ts
opposite to that of the other producers.

(b) Catastrophic Failures.

An unexpected but quite iaportant result was the observation
that a large proportion of the instruments failed to perform after
exposure to the test environment. The weekly data seemed to be inde-
pendent of time but heavily dependent on the temperature cycln&ng
exposure. Summarised data is given in Table 1.

TABLE 1: Catastrophic Failures (32 Tested at each
condition):

SOURCE OF TEMEATURE
TEST UNIT ROOM 4 IRS at i60oF Daily

Depot 0 15

LFC 2 13

Victory 1 10

Percent 3 .031 38 - .395Fa~l~ure 1W• 1RW

(c) Temperature Cycling and Time.
Plate 13 illustrates the strong effect of the temperature

eWposure over the 8 weeks of testing. This effect is independent of
tne radiation level and seems to be disappearing at the 8th week of
exposure. Unfortunately the cesting was so tightly scheduled and
the need for decision about the drift problem limited the opportunity
to pursue this conjecture to a decision. However, the importance of
Lemperature cycling to change in calibration and as a cause of cata-
strophic failures is unequivocal. The design also protected against
bLas due to scale shifts with time which appear sinusoidal.
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(d) Production Sources and Time.
Plate 14 illustrates the relatively random Influence of the

producing source as a cause of change from calibration values.

(e) Aeinz Schedule and Time.
Plate 15 shows how drift with time was influenced by the prior

aging of the 5886 electrometer tube be&ore incorporation in the test
ample. Here again we find relative shifting of position of the symbols

associated with prior tube aging so that no indication of a tube effect
appears to exist.

(f) Calibration "Drift" with Time by Producing Source and
Radiation Level.

The change between pre-test calibration and post test instrument
reading was regressed on the time axii for data derived from the 8
weeks of tevting. This was done for each level of radiation exposure
and producing source with separate regression lines for the instru-
ments held at room tomperature and for those having been temperature
cycled. The results are given in plates 16, 17, & 18 for a 400 r/hr
radiation level and in plates 19. 209 & 21 for 200.rlhr radiation level.
A listing of the regression coefficients in thu TabLe II below shows
positive valued coefficients for time and negative constants (initial
values) throughout, with the exception of the Victory room temperature
data at 400 r/hr.

4. S•UOARYa

The graphic Studies of the averaged absolute changes in instrument
readings with time at 3 points on the radiation ucale (400, 200 and 50
rads/hour) are presented as:

Plate 13. I4-174 Study of Temperature Cycling) These figures
are based on

Plate 14, IM-174 Study of Source Differences ) Depot units

Plate 15, 1I-174 Study of Electrometer Tube ) and Landers,
Aging Frary & Clark

units only.
However, they
are believed to
apply as well to
Victory units.
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From tnege plates - 13, 14, 15, it is quite apparent, from the
veekly rearrangement of the order of the averaged absolute changes
for different amounts of aging (Plate 15) and for sources (Plate 14),
that there is no consistent difference in performance of the IM-l740()
instruments for these factors. From Plate 13, however, it is quite
apparent that temperature cycling plays a very important role in changes
from original calibration values. These appraisals are independently
confirmed by Analyses of Variance performed on each group of 16 reports
which are available in the files of the undersigned but are not sub-

mitted as part of this report. Having established that a well defined
effect was exhibited between instruments temperature cycled and those
held at room temperature over the 8 week study the nature of this
effect was studied more exactly by fitting trend lines to the observed
changes including the sign of the change. This is showg in Plates 16,
17, 18, and 19, 20. 21. It is apparent that a positive time drift
exists. The validity of these trend coefficients - in terms of ade-
quately describing the effect of the assumption that a linear drift
with time existed in the data - was tected by performing a variance
analysis on the fitted curves. The results imply a high degree of vero-
fication of the assumed linear trend in the case of units stored At
room temperature with residual (unexplained) variances which appear to
be reasonable as estimates of the instrument reading error. However, in

the case of units temperature cycled during storage, such verification
is somewhat clouded by the loss of a large proportion of the instruments
and by the potential of the temperature cycling to have stimulated
several diffvrent modes of change (or failure) not present in the rona
temperature Ptvironments. In any event there is a considerable increase
in residual variation about the trend lines fitted to such data and
ruggesting a reading error of the order 2 to 3 times the values nbtained
in the room temperature fittings. These results are tabulated
in Table II.

5. RECGOIENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS:

The alleged "dri.ft" of calibration with storage time is confirmed
by this experiment. However its effect is so small relative to influence
of temperature cycling and possibly poor manufacturing control as evi-
denced by Table I, that no further modification effort in this area is
recommended until the gross effects to be reported in the ongoing engi-
neerint study by Atomics Branch, USAELRDL are corrected and controlled.
The utility of the present instrument in field use can be measurably
improved by: (1) scheduling a 3-4 month recalibration cycle instead of
the present 6 month cycle. This will keep the instruments within their
specified tolerances, (2) maintain them in storage conditions which
will avoid the thermal cycling exposure of the tebt specification until
modifications proposed by the engineering report can be made.

The Lexington Army Depot data on 12 instrumeats tested in the spring of
1963 and reported in May 1963 correspondence to USAEM4SA indicated a
negative drift.
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TALI II: CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF TINE, TYPI OF STORAGE,
AND LZVEL OF RADIATION

Fitted Trend Are Slope Estimate
Type of source of Line Equation Coefficients of Reading
storage Unite Change In (r/hr) Statistically Error (r/hr)

Significant?

Landers, 5.9W - 20.70 Yea 17
Frary & Clark

Depot 3.8W - 4.32 Yes 15

Victory 7.50W + 5.21 Yes 22

200 4/hr

Landers, 1.24W - 5.21 Yes 7
Frary & Clark

Depot 1.32W- 2.28 Yes 6

Victory 2.481 - 2.28 Yes 8

Fitted Trend Are Slope Estimate
Tpe of Source of Line Equation Coefficients of Reading
Storage Units Change In (r/br) Statistically Error (r/hr)

Significant?

400 r/hr
Temp
Cyclxg Landers, 4.251 - 58.26 No 22
at 1A lFra-y & Clark

Depot 6.14W - 55.28 Marginal 36

Victory 5.18w - 77.38 Marginal 30

200 r/hr

Landers, 4.34W - 44.13 Yes 12
Frary & Clark

Depot 3.001 - 33.03 No 22

Victory 1.711 - 34.00 No 13
'133
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S400r/hr INM- 174

LANDERSFRARY
- CLARKS+ 1 5 %

'(60) INITIAL VALUES
,(31 )oSTORED AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

(29)*TEMP CYCLE
STORAGE

300 350 400 450 500

DEPOT.---- _15 %
(60) INITIAL VALUES
(32) o STORED AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

(28)*TEMP CYCLESTORAGE

300 350 400 450 500

VICTORYto-----_ 15 %
(63) INITIAL VALUES

(31)oSTORED AT ROOMTEMPERATURE

(32)*TEMP CYCLE
STORAGE

300 350 400 450 500
Plate 10
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I

S J200 r/hr I M -174
jLj~h IM-ILANDERS ,FRARY

,--+ ±15%-. & CLARK

(60) INITIAL VALUES1I )
(31 )oSTOREDAT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

I (29)"TEMP CYCLE
STORAGE

100 150 200 250 300
DEPOT

I (SO) INITIAL VALUES
(32)oSTORED AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE
(28)*TEMP CYCLE

__ STORAGE
-F -FI I

100 150 200 250 300
,- ±+ 15%-.'1

VICTORY
(63) INITIAL VALUES•1•(31) STORED AT ROOM

I ITEMPERATURE

(32) TEMP CYCLE, m iSTORAGE _

100 150 200 250 300
Plate 11
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V

S 50 r/hr 4I - 114

" ..- ± LANDERS,FRARY
15%, & CLARK

";(60) INITIAL VALUES

(31) o STORED AT MQON
TEMPERATURE

(29)*TEMP CYCLE
SI STORAGE

II I I 1 -

40 45 50 55 60

+15% DEPOT
(60) INITIAL VALUES

'(32)oSTORED AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE

i(28)•TEMP CYCLESSTORAGE

40 45 50 55 60

VICTORY

Ii(31)oSTORED AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE

(32)oTEMP CYCLE
I STORAGE

40 45 50 55 60
Plate 12
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IN-1T4 STUDY OF TEMP CYCLINGsIo-

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE
(2) r / hr AT 400 ON

so - 1 IN-14 SCALE

50- (2) (406
40 (2) ()(

((0)
. (0)0) (0)• 20 - (0)

o (4)
10(0 ~- II

1(0) I I
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE

MO r/hr AT 200 ON
S~IN'IT4 SCALE

40440 INI CL•

S30

OLD 20- L
I 10 0 0

o- R TEMP AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE
-TEMP CYCLED r/hr AT 50 ON

S 20 - () M X CATASTROPHIC IM-IT4 SCALE

15 FAILURES OF 8 STARTED

I0

0 0i A A ?

2 3 4 5 6 1 8

WEEKS OF STORAGE
Plate 13
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s8 IN-IT4 STUDY OF SOURCE DIFFERENCES
1 AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE
60L r/hr AT 400 ON IM-IT4 SCALE

(2)2
40 (2) (2) (.3)
50(TO) lo (2) (3) (2)(11) )
20 (I) 2) (2)
1-a

I I0 I I I I

AVERAGE ABSOP.UTE CHANGE
S50 r/hr AT 200 ON IN-IT4 SCALE

. 40

m 30

C=
" 0 I I

- -L.F.&C. AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE
x • DEPOT r/hr AT 50 ON IN-14 SCALE

cc 20-- (Y)" Y CATASTROPHIC FAILURES
, 15 OF 8 STARTED
15-

IOI
10 K5 - x xof I T I f,

1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8

WEEKS OF STORAGE
Plate 14
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S.I
IN-174 STUDY OF ELECTROMETER TUBE ACEING

AVERAGE ABSOLUTE CHANGE
r/hr AT 400 ON IN-IT4SCALE

50 - &10(

40 -(O) 00( (12)
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RULIArILITY TSTING O? WBAPON SYST,4S

Ronald L. Racicot 4
"Banat RAE LaboratoriesS~Watervllet Arsenal
Watervliet, Now York

SI,. Introductiont

SThe basic problea 'hich I would like to offer for discussion and
aonments stmess from my personal involvement in the preparation of Reliability/

Maintainability Program and Test Plans for a particular close support weapon
system. Oue of the high priority requirements for this weapon system, as
well as other proposed Army Materiel, Is increased reliability. Quantified
"reliability requirements have consequently been included in the QnR, System
Specifications and System Development Plans for this weapon system. This will,
of course, necessitate the adequate testing and assesument of the achieved
reliability of the weapon system and its components at various stages in
its development cycle.

%J

In the preparation of the reliability test plans, a number of difficulties
were encountered, particularly in the methods to be used for establishing
confidence intervals on the reliability of components for a special clats of
idealized physical situations. What I seek here, then, are comments and
possible practi•zal approach*s for resolving these apparent difficulties.

2. Definition of Reliability,

I would first like to define, as clearly as I can, one of the basic
reliability indices which is specified in the weapon system requirements,
that is, the 'mission" or interval reliability under the assumption of "ideal
repair" (Ref. 1). A mi.ssion here is defined in terms of a given number of
rounds and miles which is a small fraction of the total expected life of the
weapon system. Reliability is defined theuas the probability that the weapon
system will perform its intended function for the specified interval (mission)
under stated conditions which are given in the mission profile for the weapon
system. The assumption is made that at the beginning of a mission, the
weapon system is in an operable state.

The term "ideal repair" just means that given a failure of the weapon
system, it is subsequently repaired or renewed vith any part or component
replaced or repaired being put in "as new" condition. The weapon system
is then available for further combat use. Between missions, preventive
maintenance actions can be performed which include the replacement of parts
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or components which are worn and are approaching a high failure rate
condition (ýreventtva maintenance parts replacement).

I eamphasise the above points to make it clear that it is not the
reliabilty for first mission or the conditional reliability for first
failure which is specified here but rather the reliability for an interval
of time at any point during the weapon life at which time the weapon system
could have previously experienced on* or more failures. In gen•ral, this
reliability is transient with the specifications consequently being given
as an average reliability over the entire life of the weapon system.

3. Reliability Theory:

It might do wall at this point to introduce sum-arily without proof,
some of the mathematics involved in computing the mission reliability
assuming that all required parameters are known exactly. To start with,
consider only a single part or component. Theoretically, if we know the
reliabilities of the individual components, the system reliability can be
computed using an appropriate reliability model for the system. Let f(t)
be the probability density distribution of times to first failure. We
could write f(t) as f(t;e) where 6 in this case represents one or more
population parameters which completely define the density distribution f.

The initial problem usually considered in elementary reliability theory
is the so-called "first failure" reliability problem. In this case

R(t) - Probability tV'at a given component will not fail in
time
(O,,t);

- 1 - F(t);

I f(t)dt. (1)
t

The "conditional" interval reliability for an interval (t, t + At) is given
as4

R(t. At) - Probability that a given component will not fail
in an interval (t,t + At) given that the componenthas not failed up to time t.

"" (2)

It Is useful at this point to define the failure rate or force of mortality,
X(t) (Ref. 1.):
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I
S•(t)dt Probability that a component will fail in the

incremental time interval (t,tidt), (3)
f t? fint failure reliability problem, X(t) is often called the

oasift mal" failure rate where X(t)dt it the conditional probability of

failnee &Ivan that the component has not failed up to tite t. As Viill become
evideat shortly, however, the term conditional falure rate is not appro-
priate for the ideal repair case since failures and replacements prior to
time t are allowed. in terus of the conditional failure reliabilities pre-
viously given as equations (1) and (2) can be written as

t

R(t) a exp (- ( ; 1(t)dt)
0

t+At

RVt,at) - exp X-J )(t)dt) (4)

t

where L(t) - f(t)l(l -F(t)
- f(t)/R(t)

Consider next the case of ideal repair. Clearly this case represeets
a renewdl process where a part or component is renewed after each failure.
In this instance, the probability distribution of times to the 1st, 2nd,...,nth
failure for n arbitrarily large are required to establish the failure rate
4(t) at any given time t. Let f (t) be the probability density distribution
of the time to the ith failure J where fI(t) - f(t), the fundamental density
of time to first failure. From renewal theory, the following expression
relates f (t) to the fundamental first failure frequency f(t) (Ref. 1,
page 143)j:

L(f(0)- [L{f(t))]j (5)

where L - Laplaci or Fourier transforts.

Also, the failure rate k(t) in this case can be written down as follows
(Ref. 1, page 143):

L (t)- f f(t) (6)

Jul

This is, of course, the unconditional failure rate.

iT!
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Taking the transform of equation (6) and using (5) finally gives the
following equation relating 1(t) to the fundamental first failure frequency

WWItI " - L((t)(

Theoretically then, given f(t), ye can compute A(t). Interval or mission
reliability in this instance is then given as

t4&t

R(t,'At) - ep(- I X(t)dtW (8)

t

A problem of considerable interest in reliability theory involves parts
or components which exhibit wear-out phenomena caused by such mechanisms
as fatigue, corrosion, erosion, abrasion and other similar mechanisms. For
this case, the conditional failure rate for the first failure problem is an
Increasing function of time. In this instance, it is possible to increase
interval or mission reliability by replacing components between missions
before they enter the high-failure rate, year-out regions of their lives.
Let us assume that a given part is to be replaced after it has been in
operation for a time period T, asouming it does not fail prior to this time.
A replacement in this case is not considered a failure. The fundamental
frequency distributicn of times to first failure is now changed but can be
determined from the underlying distribution of first failure times without
replacement, f(t), using the expression (Ref. 1, page 153)z

f p(t) 1 • [1 - F(T)13 f'm(t - JT)

(w(s), for 0 a< s T; (9)

T() ýO, otherwise

F(T) - f f(t)dt;

o

T - scheduled replacement time.

Figure 1 Isi typical plot of £ (t).
p
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IP(t)

f(t) (I-F(T))t(t-?) (loAM))f(to21)

0 T 2T 3T
Tim

For the combined case of ideal repair and preventive maintenance parts
replacement, the same expressions as were previously presented for just the
ideal repair case apply here with the density f(t) now being replaced with
the preventive parts replacement density f (t). We now have at least the
theoretical means of computing interval (Aelsion) reliability as a function
of time for the ideal repair ai-d parts replacement cases assuming that we
know exactly the underlying first failure distribution f~c).

4. Reliability Testina Problems:

a. Deesrmination of the Confidenced Reliability of Components fromF a i l u r e D a 4t.. . . . . _ . .a

In the initial stages of weapon system development, tests are to be
conducted on prototype systems. The general philosophy during these early
tests will be to use as little preventive maintenance as possible in order
to purposely generate failures. In addition to the prototype tests,
laboratory simulation tests will be conducted on a number of critical
weapon system components, again with the intent of generating failures. The
general purpose of this type of approach is to attempt to pinpoint as early
as possible significant design problems as well as to generate failure data
to establish preventive maintenance schedules including parts replacement.
One type of data collected during these tests will be the failure times for
each part which exhibited failures. It is desirable at the end of these
initial tests to assess the achieved reliability of the weapon system
including a projected parts replacement policy. We currently plan to do
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this on a component-per-component basis and then to compute system reliability
using an appropriate reliability model for the system: for example, for
the series reliability model, system reliability Rs(t) is determined from

n
Rs(t) - PlR(t) (10)

where n - total number of components

R (t) - reliability of the ith component

In general

RS(c) : h(R (W)); (11)
givin function of the individual component reliabilities.

The usual assumption of independence of failures between different com-
ponents is made in arriving at equations (10) and (11).

The specific problem here is how to compute the confidence interval
for the ideal repair mission -eliability for individual components given the
failure irnmes (i.e., a sample from the population f(c)) and, if applicable,
the replacement time T. Assume chat the form of the underlying first
failure distribution is known; e.g., Weibull, Gamma, Normal, exponential,
etc. For the general case, the mission reliability is given as

R(t,At;O) - g(f(t,e)) (12)

where g(.) is a known function of f(t;C), the first failure density. For
the preventivt parts replacement case, only the lower tail of f(t;0) enters
into the reliability computation. e represents one or more unknown popu-
lation parameters.

Special Cases:

(1) Exponential or ;onetant Failure Rate Cat-

In this instance, failures are purely random and do not depend
in any way on the previou3 history of failures. There is no advantage to
be galned in uaing a parts replacement schedule and determinption of
confidinced mission reliability 1r. this case is straightforward even for
the ideal r-paiý case.

(2) Liw MIBF (mean timf- between failires) Case.

Fur system times of approxi-ate]y 3 to 4 times the MTBF or greater,
the failure rate X(t) approaches a constant value for the ideal repair case
and is equal to 1/tVIAF. For the preventive parts replacement case, the MTBF
must be based on -he den.sity f (t) rather than f(t). Hissior. reliability
then ior ler-e ;ystem tines Pcan be computed fromi the relation
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L

*Rt,&t) exp (-Lt/NTBF). (13)

What is required in this instance then is a confidence incervai on the MTBF

which in turn depends on the underlying first failure distributicn (either

M~t) of fp(t)). This seems to be a particularly bothersome problem for

the preventive parts replacement case where only the lower tails of the
original first failure distribution f(t) enter into the determination of f (t).

It should be tmphasised here that even though the failure rate is constantp

the flow of failures In the time direction i. nota purely random process;
that is, the interarrival times are not exponentially distributed.

b. Determination of the Confidence Interval for Total System Mission
Reliability from Individual Component Tests

Assume that the system reliability can be computed from the component
reliabilities using equation (11), i.e.

R (t) = h(Ri(t)), i =

where Ri(c) - Ri(t;ei)

e, povulation parameters for the ith component

n - number of components

h(-) - known function of the component reliabilities.

Given the results of individual component failure times, the problem here
is how to compute the confidence interval for the sy9tem mission reliability.

c. Determination of the Confilence Int-rval for System Missicn
Reliability !rom Total System Tests

In the latter stages of w.apon system development, advanced production
engineering prototype systems wijl be subjected to full scale life tests.
Although failure times for each component comprising the weapon system will

be recorded in the course of the tests, it may be advantageous i.i computing
confidenced mission reliability I.o treat the system as if it were a single

unit. The system failures in this case would then be a composite or overlay
of all the missicn stopping component failures that are experienced during
tne test. Under certain idealized conditions, iL may be possible to treat

such system failures as a simple Poisson flow, i.e. purely random occurrence
of failure (ref. 2, pages 129-135). In this instance, confidenced miss.on
reliability can be readily determined.
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Based on prior experience, however, the frequency of system failures
generally increases tovard the latter stages of system life. This situation
is coumon, for example, in the case of the auto. After a large number of
miles have bean accumulated, failures begin to occur at an increasing rate
usually through the failure of components not previoesly failed (e.g.
radiator, transmission, motor parts, etc.). In this case, the flow of
failure Is no longer simple Poisson. The basic problem then is how to
corpute confidenced mission reliability for this particular situation.

REFERENCES:

(1) Erich Pieruschka, "Principles of Reliability," Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englevood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963.

(2) B. V. Gnedenko, Yu. K. Belyayev, and A. D. Solovyev, "Mathematical
Methods of Reliability Theory," Academic Press, New York. 1969.
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COMMENTS BY MURRAY A. GEISLER
on

"Reliability Testing of Weapon Systems"
by

Ronald L. Racicot

0 1. From previous day's discussion on field testing, we understand that
the reliability of a weapon system is much more complex than getting the
reliability of individual components. Weapons are used in a much more
complex environment than is represented by the serial product of probabilities.

2. A more meaningful measure of the capability of a weapon system would be
operational readiness more than just reliability alone, since operational
readiness takes account of the downtime after the system becomes nonoperative
and it must be repaired. Such an approach takes into account cost of repair
and the cost of downtime, as well as the reliability before being launched.
This approach thus incorporates the notion of life cycle cost, which is very
important in the selection of weapon systems, since the total resource
requirements must be considered in making the selectian.

3. You have ignored the burn-in or infant mortality in your replacement
decision. The need is not only to be in the wearout portion of the curve.
but also to be far enough up it to outweigh the risk of infant mortality.

4. Also the choice in maintenance is sometimes between inspect the weapon
system or replace particular components on the basis of age or activity.
You may want to inspect a component before you replace it, especially if
there is uncertainty as to the rate of wearout. There is a well developed
theory in this area.

5. However, there are still complications in applying a parts replacement
policy during a test period. This is because, typically, for the usual
length of test experience, we may get no failures, yet we know that the parts
will fail. This problem is equivalent to that of observing very low demands
in inventory theory. To deal with the problem of 0 demand, we usually have
to inject some prior probability dtstribution, like a negative exponential
to get a practical parts replacement policy.

6. The Barlow-Proachan theory picks up the notion of monotonic failure
distributions. They have a bock on Mazhematical Theory of Reliability,
plus many papers, including empirical analyses, to illustrate their technique.

7. It would also be worthwhile to explore the possibility of using computer
simulation to gez at the desired confidence intervals by sampling.

8. Subsequent to the conference, two references were located thaL it is
felt should be helpful to the author in his work. These are: Mathe-tif
Methods of ReZiabiZityu Theory, by B. V. (;nedenkn, Yu K. Belyayev, and A. D.
Solovyev, published by the Academic Press, 1969; and '•n."idcnce TntervaZ,
Estimation of the ReliahiZity of lZt icctponent 'yste-m' Usi-ng r70oponent
Teat Data, ARDC Technical Report No. 3, by Jerome R. Johnson, published by
the AbLrdeen Research and Development Center in November 1969.
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TEST PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR EFFECTS ON INITIATORS

W. B. Thomas and R. E. Bette
Solid Propellant Chemistry Branch

Army Propulsion Lab
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

The exoatmospheric explosion of a nuclear device produces radiation
which is absorbed by materials. The amount of radiation absorbed by any
given material is roughly equivalent to the fourth power of Its atomic
number. The absorption phenomena produces a high temperature gradient in
such a short time that it generates a shock wave in the material causing
spallation and fracturing of metal parts, and activazion of explosive
components. *

The following VU-GRAPHS show graphically this phenomena. Figures 1
and 2 show by relative areas the amount of this energy absorbed by given
materials with respect to iron. The division being made to those materials
used by conventional initiators and those materials proposed for use with
the Low-Z SQUIB.

Figure 3 shows the deposition phenomena and accompanying reaction with
respect to time; the deposition time occurring in fractions of microseconds.
Figures 4 and 5 show the reaction as it would occur in an initiator.

Electric initiators have been exposed to simuilated nuclear environments
in underground testing. Both Picatinny Arsenal and Redstone Arsenal have
participated in these tests. Since conventional electric initiators are
composed of noble metal electric bridgewires, and in some Instances explo-
sives with high atomic number, such as lead azide or lead styphante, it is

obvious that these initiators would be quite suaceptible to the radiation of
the bomb. Tests have proven this to be the case.

With a relative amount of energy in the order of (1), the lead compound

initiators explosives detonate. Between the relative numbers of 3 to 10,
explosiveo of low atomic numbers will initiate if they are adjacent to the
bridgewire which are f high atomic number such as gold or platinum. In
the relative number 30 range, these wires will actually be vaporized to
the extent that they will be detrimental even if no explosive were in con-
tact with the wires.

The design approach of the Propulsion Lab is to desigr an initiator
which is composed of low atomic numbered elements. Primarily the goal
would be to use elements of atomic number (13 Aluminum) and below.

Preceding page blank
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A prototype design of this Initiator was assembled and tested in an
underground test, and shorn to be able to survive the relative 30 level.
This design was considered primeval in nature and proved only the feasibility
of the concept. Development effort on this initiator has remained dormant
for approximately 2 years due to the inability to schedule underground tests.
However, within recent weeks scheduling for such tests have been acquired
and developmental effort has been reactivated.

ThML effort will now commence with a more sophisticated design using a
metal to>:erar-tc header with low-Z bridgewires or spark gap. The materials
of pr1mavy interest are 3luminum-alumna header and beryllium-berylla header
with berylll.u- or a1lminum bridgewire. In addition to the electrical initiazor
approach, effo7L is also being expended to develop an initiator which is
activated by laser light. The concept is to use laser energy piped through
fiber-optics. The laser energy is transmitted into the initiator through a
quartz window. Hopefully, the element silicon will be the highest Z number.

In the past. in order to obtain data as to the survivability of these
initiators to the nuclear stimulii, a given number of initiators were placeu
at a given distance from the pource. Then, based upon the number of
initiators which aurvived at a particular station, conclusions were drawn
as to the survivability of the item. For example, if all the item. survived
at I and 3 relative numbers but one or more of the initiators were damaged
or were activated at the 10 relative namber, then it was concluded that at
relative level 3 the initiators were sai•; somewhere above 3 but under 10 they
were not. At present, we have no methcd. to determine the qualititative
effect of the nuclear environment on the initiators. Therefore, we are basing
our &urvivability numbers on GO-NO-GO data only.

The shortcoming of the testing program appear to be four-fold. 1. The
underground test does not give a true reproduction of an exoatmospheric
environment. 2. Qualititative effects cannot be measured. 3. The expense
of performing the test is enormous. 4. The long term effects are unknown.

When the two initiators now under development reach the stage of com-
pletion for testing, our plans are to do testing similar to that which has
already been done. That is, to use a sample size of 10 to 20 initiators and
station them at 3 to 10 different stimuli. Figure 6 is a schemati: of a test
set-up showing the radiation as it impinges on the various stations. The
lowest station at which damage or activation does not occur will be assumed
as the safety level, If after exposure the initiator performance does not
change. The space in an underground test will probably be limited to
approximately 25 sp. in. per station, for 3 to 10 stations. This space
limitation fixes the 10 to 20 sample size. The question posed here is, "Is
our rationale justified in testing with such low numbers in determing thresh-
old levels or survivability to a given nuclear environment?" We also
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ask which are the mwet advantageous stations for testing if we estimate priorto testing1 the level of survival, i.e., if we estimate that the initiator"will survive the 30 level would it be better to teat two stations belay 30

-* and five stations above or vice versa?

If development time permits, prior to underground testing, then simula-
tion techniques with sophisticated machines will be used to determine the
threshold level and survivability point. This testing will be accomplished
by the Bruceton method in which approximately 25 to 50 initiators will be

. tested. The energy level will be varied and the 501 point calculated. The
0.52 and the 99.51 reliability will be calculated at a 951 confidence level
using the Bruceton type data.

We conclude by asking what is the most advantageous tedt method and the
best method of handling test data for determining the adverse auclear effects
on initiators.
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COMMENTS BY MURMY A. GHISL•R
oh

"Test Procedures for Evaluation of Nuclear Effects on Initlators"
by

W. B. Tho by & R . Bette
A

1. The sample slteA seem very small for the complexity of phenomena to
which you are extrapolating. I would want supplementary data and evidsene
to develop the final test plan.

2 The possibility of using aimulation, as described in next to last par&-
graph of the paper, seems intriguing. If this simulation has validity, I
would want to use it to plan test. If simulation data do helr to determine
the threshold value an4 survivability point, I would use simulation pre-
dictions to help set up the test plan. Simulation data could also help to
estimate the test confidence.

3 Using simulated data, I would concentrate tests around where the 30
level seems indicated, with somewhat more tusta distrib'ued above the 30 level,
to be more confident that you have reached it. Concentration around where
you think the 30 level is, will depend on how confident you are in tho simulation
dAta.

4. I would also try to calibrate simulation from the test data, and might
try to design the experiment for obtaining test data to accomplish this,
since apparently you can replicate the simulations more readily. I would
use this approach as a primary source of data and analysis.

5. You still have the problem of extrapolating from the test to the real
world. You have go-no.go data only, and only a small sample. How are
initiators distributed as to material? Can you estimate effect from one

Ler/tal to another using this 4th power rule? Do distance effects get
realistically cranalated through using this rule across materials? I guess
this part of the theory is still very tenuous.

Preceding paRe blank
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OPTnIAL DESIGNS WITH A TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINE REGRESSION

V. N. Murty
The Pennsylvania State University

Middletown, Pennsylvania

This talk will be a summarized version of three papers by the author.
[See references below as to where the full papers can be found.)

Studden (1968) showed that the optimal design for estimating any
specified regression coefficient or parameter is supported by one of
two sets of points for Tchebycheffian systems with certain symmetry proper-
ties. In the first paper we consider a Tchebycheffian Spline Regression
Function, defined on an interval, and show that the optimal design for
estimating any specified regression coefficient is supported on the
same set of points.

When an experimenter is interested in more than one parameter in
the regression model, and tries to obtain a design that minimizes the
maximum varianc:e of the individual regression coefficients he is looking
for a minimax design with respect to the single parameter, a concept
introduced by Elfving (1Q59). In our second paper we explicitly present
the mirimax s.p. designs for the ordinary polynomial regression, when the
degree is < 12. A general solution of this problem is still open, but
the results obtained do indicate the direction in which one could look
for a possible general solution.

In the third paper it is shown that the optimal design for estimating
any specified parameter in a polynomial spline regression with a single
multiple knot at the center is supported by one of two sets of points.

REFERENCES

1. Murty, V. N., OPTIMAL )ESIGNS WITH A TCHEBYC!IEFFIAN SPLINE REGRESSION,
Vol. 42, No. 2, April :971 issue of Annals. Math. Stat.

2. Murty, V. N., OPTIMAL DESIGNS WITH A POLYNOMIAL SPLINE REGRESSION WITH
A SINGLE MULTIPLE KNOT AT THE CENTRE, Vol 42, No. 3, June 1970 issue of
Annals. Math. Stat.

3. Murty, V. N., MINIMAX DESIGNS, June 1971 issue of Jour. Amer. Stat. Assn.
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ORflIJNARY AIMD JINPfLICAL i3AYII AP-PFRACF WO ETTIUATIMi OF

RELIABILITY IN THE IWEfl-ULL LIFE

TESTII;G MODELJ

George C. Cnna-vos
NASA banrley Pesc za-rch Center

anid
Chr-is P. Tsokos

Virginia Polytechrnic ln:;titut'±

SLTJM-,-ARY

An ordinary an well as an erzpiricall B!ycsl.an analysis fcr a avh.

scale parnmeter in the Wleibuli distribution is develcred w-it.h resioect tc

the usunl life testinr procedure:. 'The rcdLjtSI Of B*=ttlaehnryo. (,, -:1

are Coneralized to include the flexibillity of the se 'r:-ar7eter in, t~he

Weibull case. Empirical Bayes estimators are dcvelcsped for tile scale

paramreter and the reliability function based up'on r'rior vxrcriericez. A

simnulation procedure is carried outC ard' a co~arison is nade between

Bayez, empirical Bayes, and -inir~m '.L-ia unbiased cstimnator2

For the 'Jecibull failure diztribution with prob-ibility dcii: *.ty DCunctici

f~xjU,- X 0<ý ,0

we develop ordinary as well a3 ci.~pirical -yes. ezt-Ian.tors of, thec scale

pararecter Pnd the reli-ibility furncti~or

t > 0 (1.2)

with resrect to the uým; 1%tesin pr,-ced.-:rc:. Tile zha , arazýtcr

ý ib aý;-umodl to be known.

This paper hAs been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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Since in many life-testing situations it is not tuilikely to note the

unpredictable fluctuation of the scale parameter in a failure n.odel, it

is Justifialle to consider such a parameter as a random variable and, thus,

appeal to a Bayesian analysis. In specific, let ) denote the random

variable associated with the scale parameter and 0 its realization.

Obviously, a Bayesian analysis depends on the utilization of prior infor-

mation which, in this case, we as:rume to exist either in the form of a

prior distribution of a or a sequence of sufficient statistics frcn past

experiments. For the ordinary Bayes approach, we appeal to a well-kiown

transformation to generalize the results of Bhattacharya (1967) for the

one-parameter exponential model so as to include the flexibility provided

by the shape pareincter g in the Weibull distribution. In fact, the

Weibull failure model has an increasing (ý > 1) or decreasing (t < 2)

failure rate and, thus, is likely to describe the life span of i~tems

with variable failure rates.

The empirical Bayes estimation technique was largely motivated by

Robbins (1955) who assumed the existence of a prior distribution for an

unknown parameter but not the knowledge of its form. Instead, he substitutes

past information wrhich he assurmes to exist a:- a result of thc repetitive

nature in the problem of estimation. Thus, in the absence of knowledge

concerning the form of the prior distribution, we appeal to an em.pirlical

Bayes approach to estimate the scale parameter. By using this estimate,

an estimate cf the reliability function is made possible.

2. ORDINARY BAYES ESTIATIO0N

• usual procedure in life-testing is to place n items on a life-

test and to terminrte the ex-criment after a predetermined r - n number
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of failures have been observed. Inferences are usually based on a

r

sufficient statistic which for the Weibull meodel is given by Tr I

j l
where (Xl,X2, ... , Xr) = x denote the r lifetimes of the censored

sample. Clearly, the complete sample is rea]ized for r = n. With

respect to this procedure, Bhattacharya (1967) considered a rmdom scale

parameter G in the exponential failure distribution with density
y

f(yjo) c (0 < y < > 0) (2.1)

and for the usual assutptions derived Bayesian estimates of a,
- it

R(t) e , and their variances for a uniform, an c.xponentlal, and an

inverted gavm.a prior distributions. Here, we extend his results to

include thp Weibull failure model and the flexibility provided by its

shape parameter.

It is well known--see Tate (1959)--that if the rando= variable Y

has the exponenti•. density given by (2.1.) then the nndorn variable

X = yl/ý follows a Weibull distribution with density given by (1.1).

Hence, for the Weibu.ll case, the Bayesian estimates and their variances

which are given in table 2.1 follow i•.edia`.ely fron this tiz.... ,at1On

and the results of the exponential odel. For duttll of prof'., see

Bhattaccharya (1957). We remark that in table 2.1.

7Joiz) e-ttn-I dt

and
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represent relations involvi.ng the incomplete gauman function while

K (an) ib the modified Bessel function of the third kind of ordcr V.
V

5. IPIRICf, BAYES El-D'Ul.!ATOH

We implement here an empirical Ba-yes approach for the estiraLion

of the scale parameter and the reliablility function in th" ',:eibull distri-

bution. The empirical Bayes method that we consider was introduced

by Robbins (1955), and its theory and techniques, were developed by

Robbins (196h), and Rutherford and Krutchkoff (1969), among others. The

ditf'erence butween empirical Fayes and ordinary Bayes is that the former

does noL make explicit the form of the rrior distribution in order to

make possible a Bayes solution. Instead, the empirical Bayes method

depends on the ex-stence of prior ini'or.sti-on in the forz of past

estimates of either the paramneter in queztion or some c.osc variation

of it.

It is well known that for a ýjjrted error loss, the Bayes risk is

achieved if the de'.'isfon function is the posterior expectation,

E(D Ix), where

E~eŽ~= / Oh'x.) d G? ( 0.1)

and

_ (xI-3)dG(O) (

0 1(x

The motivation of the e-mpirical Briyes technique, therefore, is to utilize

past -'icnce; to provide a consiLstent estizr-..o- of the pcoterior

expecta-tionl (3.1) whone risk in General ccnverges to that of ordLtiwuiy

Bayez -.j tz-- nw.bter cf p's! .xpckience•; used tends toward a,.
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In the current situation, the exictence of prior information is

1ased on the as.wnption that life-tests have been cond'ictcd periodically

on identical items and, thus, paat failure information han accrued.

In specific, we assume the existence of k > 1 past sufficient statistics.

Let (?4,T,), (?x,,T 2 ), a.. (,TO) represent the sequence of previousn

information where the vector j = (Xlj, x2jo ... , Xnj) denotes a srile
n

of n > I random lifetimes from (1.1), and Tj - x jrelreits
J-,1

the corresponding sufficient statistic. We use the fact that for known

shape parameter t, T is a sufficient statistic of fixed dimnensionality--

Raiffa and chlaifer ktl961)--and thus find an equivalent form of the

posterior density (3.2) conditional on the sufficient statioLic T

rather than upon x. We determine first the probability density

function of T conditional on 0 which is givcn by

q(TIO) I T4 n-1e-T/o (0 < T <,-, 6 > 0). (3.3)

This follows from the fact that if X is Welbull then XE follows an

exponct.tial distribution; therefore, the density of T is the

convoluticn of n expznentials. See Tate (1959).

Notice that the likelihood of a sample of lifetimes from (1.1)

can be "written as

n

w'hiclh reihuces to

l(xio) - q(TIO)r(x).
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If the prior dvnsity of e is g(O), the joint prob&ut41ity density of

x ancl ~is

-- 1)(~~) (,~~) (3.14)

jntegratlirý (3.4~) over e, wv obtain

1*(2E) q*(T)r(1.)

where

As L. result, the posterior uctisity h(elx) cun be- writteni as

i*(x) q*(T)

Therc cme,

Eý?IT) Oh(31T) do. (3.5)

ftcco~i~z.ri dnstyof where 1, denctes the current

suff-ciernt stat~stlc can be vri~tter

' 
n

qn1j)=Fn~ n/ (3.6)

where the s'ibscript n Implien t.aý'ý iz- a fwwotion ef n rand-,.m

life tiT-cz;. Multiplying equation (,.6) by 0 and Efter -rere rrinirulation,

th.. ~~ 1~ duced to
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Tk

vhere

%lT'e A '-I" e-_Tk/O
L - )) Tk

is the e:iditiornnl density of Tj as a function of the firbt (n -

lifetimes of the current sample. Substituting equ:tiun a.t() i&u

equation (. 5) we obtnin

nT -JO qn-(TkIO) dG(O)

fl-i ,*(Tk)

or

Tk qn..I(Ti 3  (.8E(-ITk) ( ) () J

Obviouesly, the marginal densities .(T) and Q(Tk) depend on the

form of the prior distribution G(e). However, by substituting con-

sistent estimatez q._ k) and ,,k(Tk), respectively, we obtain

an empirical BUyes estirator of e . Based on cepirical evider.ne, the risk

of *-Uch an ottit-tor is reiuced if tV,. quar.tity Tk)- Q T is
•q *,,k(Tk,)

divided by r rather than by (n-1). Hence, the recor---nded er.piric.o•

Bayes estimator of the cur:r.t realination Ok bccor's

k -\ (3-9)

Substituting (3.'I in (1.2), wc obtain an estiuator of the reliability

function based on k an:d expresscd by

RltIk,') C t >0.
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For the computationi of ql_] ,(Tk) arid qe ,(Ta t

result of tParzci (i9*C2) who has prov'iecd a clrt~ of' conritcn LCIILi.Lr

of prob'tbility denr-..ty functions. In :;pccific, we rccci:.x%,nd ar Ait r~i'

for(Tk of the form

qn~k(Tk) (k

J=l

T: T~ (-1,

and

~4. A SIMMt-'RICOPN CEDB

From the reoults of tine previcu.; sýcetl~z:r *,'-,c valicdity of an CL.pl'ricai'

Bayes on:to e~~c the nction thy-t 14L:'C.zkaro tlhe r%"ýsk of

ordinary B3LYCZ; a.; thC n-M unt of Pas-, ilnfor:a'.icln becc-1aCL us~~i1

Howte7!vr, it' the r-isk of e:-lpllrlcal Byzdoesrotc:eo to that of

ordinarLly B)%:CZ; Withi- - relti,;vel~y zmaf exi:iber o c.. thei

is~~ the s-cO
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inrormution. M4oreover, if the s~ize of past inf'ormiatiorn is indtie9.

substantial, say 15 or more, the reasonable np~r~~ in such, a

r ifuation Sliould be basecd on an attezi't to identifv thc- nrior diý-tri-

bution form 19Tnd use o'rdinary Baycz T~rocedurfes ratlhcr than c:Tr'irical

Rayes methods. Hence, we find It necessary to api'o-al to a

Carlo simulation of randc't: lifcý;izcs froni the Wei"buli distribution

r'. that a conparlson of sma12-nample bch3.vior of ordinary Paytus z=v1

empirical Bayes be marae possible. At the s-=c tC-'c, -we Ie{ra~t

degree' of improvemen't of' the empi~rical Bayer estin-tc'rs (3.0) and (3.10)

as functionsý o±f the ntnber k of -u%=t ectlnatcs o~er the -n'::

minimun -,ariance unbiased(calsi~tr dt-.-el o-e.d 1-- Th..e (1959).

The simiulation proý-cduire Is as zol~ . conpIctc ~:'Žof :1

lifetlmeo is cenierated byfirst sir-xlatinC a realization 9 a o -d in

to a prior distribution. This tar~k i- repentci 15 times. At each

tine, the sq'Jarea deviations frcm S and the reliability function of

ordinary Payes and 'MVI'U estim-ttes, are ccmpute,-1 and stored with the

reliability eztia-tezs calculated for relatively snail inc-cenontc of t.

For k =2, 5, 10, and 15, the c orr-c pondi: - e,,.Ccirlcal Pavezo estiinate'o

and their squared deviations are deter-minc,71 as functionc of the k.

previous esLimates. Finall~y. the entir"ý -rocc-.s is reaci500 tm.

and avtoraZge scqtired-errors are comput(ýd. The criterion~ for csomarlzon

is determinced by coný!iderin.ý mean-squareýd error (VSF) ratlos of

cmpirical Payes to ord:ia- ?aveQs and to cV stti-atonrs.

The results cf' th,ý M.ont~e Carol n-,- %to re se~tcl-

given in th., table-s below. Thc- OZituation *"dr'".c h
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of each table were realized is made explicit and need noL be repeated

here. We remark that an index to the improvement of the empirical

Bayes estimator over the corresponding MV!U estimator is provided by

the quantity

E(Var(6IO))
A -- I

Var ( o)

where Var(I10) is the conditional variance of the sufficient

estimator, = T and Var(O) is the prior variance.

The following general conclusions draw;n from the results given

below are apparent for a random scae parameter in the Weibull

distribution:

(1) As expected, the ordlnary Ba::ez estinators have the smallest

MSE irrespective of prior distribution form, pror p-r3-.cter values,

or shape parameter value.

(2) The %MSE of the empirical Bayes estinators gets closer to

that of ordinary Bayes as the number of past estimates increascs.

However, It !s doubtful whether furthcr squured-error inprovement can

be made with more than 15 past estimates.

(3) Generally, for k > 5 past estimates, the empirical ;ayes

estimators have snaller MSE's then correszonding :iJ estimators.

Moreover, the rate of imnprovenent is not a function of prior distri-

bution form but is directly proportional to the index A.
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EOUI-RADIAL DESIGNS FOR WEIGHTED REGRESSION

ANALYSIS! FITTING A SECOND-DEGREE MODEL.

John A. Cornell

University of Florida

When constructing design configurations for the purpose of
exploring a response surface, one often assumes that the obser-
vations possess homogeneous or constant variation within the
experimental region. Designs introduced by Box and Draper
[1959, 1962) and others have received considerable attention.

We relax the assumption of homogeneous variation among
the observations by partitioning the region of interest into
two variance zones where if an observation is collected from

2 2 2
zone i (i-1,II) it has variance a and 0 - k0 , k - .25, .5,

1.0, 2.0, 4.0. The designs discussed are second and third-
order equi-radial rotatable designs. A weighted least-squares
analysis is used enabling us to compare configurations which
are optimum when k p 1.0 to optimum configurations when it is
assumed the variance of the observations is constant or k = 1.0.
This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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1. Introduction

When exploring a response surface using the method of Box and

Wilson [5), the following assumptions are uaually made:

(i) the true surface can be expressed as a function of k
th

controllable factors XII X2 .. ,Xk and at the u sample

point (u-l,2,... .. N), the true surface is written as

u = O(Xlu . 2u' Xku)
th

where : i s the value (setting) of the i factor at
thlu

the u sample point:

(ii) within a given region of interest, the response surface
may be represented by its Taylor's expansion to terms
of order d.

21BX+8X+.+S X2 +B xx+ +X XI+ (1.2)

where in the subscript of S, the number of times each
factor-number appears is the appropriate power of that
.actor (and X0=1);

(iii) the observed response yu varies about a mean of n u with

a common variance C2 for all values of u, these N errors
being uncorrelated, i.e.,

Yu -r + Cu (1.3)

where

E(eu) = 0, E(c 2) = 2 , E(•uCu,) = 0 u#u'; uu'=l,2,...,N (1.4)
u U U U

(iv) the estimate of the value of the response at some point
X' (XIX .... ,X ) in the region of interest can be00 1 2* k
expressed in model (vector) form as,

( = .x l- (1.5)

where x-- (=',X ...,X 2 .... = (bbl .... b1 1 ... O)

and the b's are estimates of the S.'s in (1.2).. 1
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In an attempt to approximate the relationship (1.2) with a

polynomial model, one performs experiments at N predetermined

combinations of the levels of the k cortrollable factors. These

combinations are rcferred to as the experimental design. Once
the N observations are collected, the bi'a in (1.5) may be obtained

by the method of least squares using the formula.

where 4, is the matrix of values taken by the terms in x' over the N

experimental combinations of the k factors and ; is the column vector

of the N observed response values. (We have assumed 3ii to be ncn-

singular.)

For response surface exploration, a great deal of information

is available about a certain class of designs called rotatable

designs. Such information may be found in the following papers.

l.2,6,7,8,9,103. For the present work, however, the papers
18,10,111 provide most of the necessary background in that we
shall be concerned primarily with second-order and third-order

rotatable designs in two controllable factors.

2. An application

In an industrial combustion stack, the variability of the

particulate matter is not uniform across the stack as it approaches

the opening at the top of the stack. This lack of uniformity of the

variance is owing to the swirling motion of the particles. The

swirling action of the particles causes not only a greater concen-

tration of particles but also greater particle variation near the

sides of the stack than at the center. An illustration of the

variation profile for a particular case is shown in Figure 1.
2(On a scale of 0 = 1)
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3

2
1

Figure 1. Variance Profile across a stack.

The particle concentration distribution across the stack is

of interest to us for sampling reasons. Hence. if we wish to use

response surface methods in an attempt to describe the distribution,

we must be careful about making the assumption of homogeneous

variation (1.4). We now consider an alternative to assumption (iii).

3. Development of present work

We shall relax the assumption of homogeneous variation among

the N observed responses • and instead consider the following,

E (c) ,(3.1)
Vat-coyv(•) - E (S') W0•2

whor is

W - diagonal (;J,* (3.2)
oww w 2 WN

w is not necessarily equal to wu,, u#U

(When w -1 for all u-l,2,...,N, (3.1)-(1.4) and (3.3)-(1.6)). The

form of the variance-covariance matrix (3.2) will amend the

estimation equation (1.6) to read,
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"~l l :: (3.3)

Furthermore, the Variance-covariance structure of the esti:nates b

will take the form,
Var-cov % 2 (3.4)

The formula (3.4) arises in the method of weighted least squares

(see [12]. p. 77-81).

We shall not be concerned directly with the magnitudes of the

individual w 'a in (3.2), but rather with hbw the difference in the

magnitudes of different sets of the w influences the constructionu
of the design. For example, in Figure 2 a cross-section of the

combustion stack of Figure 1 is shown.

x2

ZONE II

Figure 2. Cross-section of the stack.

Since we know that tho observations across the stack do not have

constant variability, we attempt to simplify the problem of design

construction by first considering the cross-sectional area as being

comprised of two variance zones, denoted by ZONE I and ZONE I1. If
an observation in ken from ZONE 1, it possessen a variance 0 2
whereas an observation taken from ZONE II possesses a variance of 02

IIo
(Consideration of more than two zones is discussed later in Section 5.)

The question we wish to answer is this:

If a2 - kO2 where k is some known value in the interval
II I
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(.25, 4.0) how should the experimental design configuration be

oriented so as to minimize the quantity,

j 2.3o 5 ,[E 0 .n• 12• dr3.5)

where

n'l S (3.6)

S(•) and n(5) are defined in (1.5) and (1.2) respectively and R is the

region of interest (stack cross-section in our example). The vector

= (X ,X2 ) contains the values of the position coordinates across the

stack. The quantity J in (3.5) is the mean square error of

averaged over the region R.

By configuration orientation is meant; for a given value of k

where a2o kt2, and using two or more sets of equi-radial points,

should the design points be placed at the extremes of the two zones?
Should the sets of points contain large n. where n. is the number of

. I
points comprising set i? We now discuss the minimization of J using
the method of minimum bias estimation (see rill).

Development and Minimization of J

It is easy to show that the quantity J in (3.5) is the sum of

the average squared bias (B) of the model and the average variance (V)

of the model, that is,

J = B + V (3.7)

where

wheB E()] - x)2dx (3.8)
a R

and Svat ,xdx (3.9)

V=2 S a
9 R
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As expected. we can concentrate on the minimization of J in the region

of interest through the choice of the experimental design. The

orientation and size (number of points) of the design will of course

depend on the relative magnitudes of the B and V contributions. In

fact, Box and Draper [7,8] show that to minimize V alone, one

spreads the design points to the boundary of the region of interest.

To minimize B alone. however, one decreases the distance from the

center of the design to the non-central points. Consequently, when

there is the possibility of a contribution from beth V and B, one

compromises in the size of spread of the points.

A different approach to minimizing J is discussed by Karson.

Manson and Hader [II]. This approach involves estimating the parameters

in the fitted model to achieve minimum B in (3.8). Subject to achieving

minimum B. one then concentrates on minimizing V in (3.9) through the

orientation of the design. We now discuss this approach called

minimum bias estimation.

Let the fitted equation (second-order model) be written as
- xb(3.10)

where

•X ('2 X2)' (b0b'b 2 " bllb.2b b (3.11)
("l 2 ' 4 X;.X.XX2 22,b12)

Assume the true response surface is represented by

2 2 (3.12)

where
3 2 3 2 . ( (3.13)

X2 (X 'X2X 2 X 1 X2' 2 11'122' 222'1121

Letting

E )= x , say, (3.14)

it is easy to show (see ill], p. 464, 831p. 349-350), that, to
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miniaise the value of a in (3.8), that is, to obtain

mi B i I -'I
a 24COW'2 vi~il W"12122

where

a n ) dij i-sj-l,2 (3.15)

we have for v,,. ,

-l $* 1 002w

The uatrices in (3.15) are callae region moment matrices. (See

[7.83), Rewriting 4 as \ '1
Y•.1- 1'B- f_ .u 2L:, (3.4 *,

we see that a necessary and sufficient condition for the minimization

of B is simply, \ \ ,

_ %) . (3.18)

Since E(y) - where x (X% :X ) and if we express b as a linear
- -l"2 1I

combination of the observations,

D-b = . (3.19)

then from (3.18) the matrix T must satisfy,
T-X - A 0 (3.20)

Thus Min a can be obtained as long as AM is estimable.

Since Var-cov(y) -I!'0 it is worth mentioning that designs

satisfying the condition,

( x ' X - - (3.2A)

and further if we use the least squares estimator (see (3.4)),

- (xwi -1 4 1) -1 (3.22)
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so that ' - 6, the weighted least squares estimator (3.4) does

achieve Minimum B.

Subject to achieving Min B using the estimator (3.19) where

-1' .-1 X. t-1 (3.23)

we now attempt to minimize V in (3.9) through the orientation of the

design. The quantity is minimized when ý(!) is the ¾-mst squares
estimate of its expectation at all points in R. Si."*.

S•then V is mintmiaed when

= A(Xw- x) - 1 ,W-y (3.24)

that is, when T' is as shown in (3.23). Furthermore, the variance of

the fitted equation is,

vat 2(x) x'A(XW'x) - - (3.25)

i •\ and V in (3.9) can be written as

-1-1]

We now discuss the design configurations to be used for the purpose of

minimizing J in (3.5). The designs are a special class of third-order

rotatble designs in two variables (seeL,]0).

4. Designs

As we mentioned previously, we shall consider fitting a model of

the second degree and assume the true polynominal lationship n is of

the third degree. The design configurations used will be rotatable

designs consisting of two sets of equi-radial points lying on concentric

circles. The inner set will consist of n1a7 equi-tadial points located

I at a distance 01>0 from the center (XI=0. X2 0) of the design space

whereas the outer set of points, n2 7 in number, will be located at a

distance 02>01 from the center of the design space. We shall also
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require 9 1 boundary of ZONE I and 0 boundary of ZONE 11. For
1 2

simplicity of development, we . et O<;i .5 and .5< 2 02 .

The use of this particular class of designs enables us to specify

the form of the symmetrical matrix X of Equations (3.23) and

(3.26) to be as followst

a 0 0 b b 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 0 0 3d d 0 0

b 0 0 0 0 0 3d 4 -1
X'W x- 3d d 0 0 0 0 0 (4.1)

3d 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0

5f f 0 0
(Same) f 0 0

5f 0
f

where the quantities a. b. d and f are,

2 2 2a - Ewu . b -•ZX wu d Xlu X2 uwu (4.2)

4 2 2 4f EX luX2uWu M ExluX2u u

and the summations are over u-l,2,....N. Furthermore, using ni and 0.1
in place of X. (i-1.2) in (4.2), we have for a, ', d and f;

21 2
a-nw + n w b - tnw2

1 1 2 2' b 2ni-I

12 41 2 6(4.3)

d -= n.O.W . and f r- £n.P.w.8 1 1 1 16 1

since the w. (i-1.2) aie constant for all n. points located at a

distance 0. from the center of the design.

Pausing briefly, the form of the matrix X'W X in as specified

in (4.1) as long as we use at least two equi-radial sets of points

where the radii of two or more sets are greater than zero and n.;7.

Of course, to obtain the estimates using the formula (3.3) we would

need only one equi-radial set of points, the radius of which is

greater than zero, consisting of n25 points and no0 l additional
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center point replicates. With this latter design configuration
-1

however, the matrix X'9 A in (4.1) is singular. To obtain a value

of V in (3.26), the use of a generalized universe matrix, the form

of which ia not unique, would be necessary. This would comfplicate

the dedign problem conaiderably.

A further note to consider is that in addition to the n +n2 a14

points mentioned above, we could run n0 center point replicates.

Theme additional no points would help us to reduce V in (3.26).

However, since we are talking already about designs consisting of

et least 14 points, we dismiss the notion of additional n0 center

points.

The symmetric matrix u (see (3.15)) takes the form,

2/4 0*2/4 0
0/4 0 0

P *2/4 0 0 0 (4.4)

30*4/24 C* 4 /d4 0

(Same) 34 /24 0
*4 *

where D* is the radius of the region of interest (from the center to

the boundary of ZONE II). Since we previously set *- 1.0 and from

the description of the matrix A in (3.17), the average variance V in

(3.26) can now be written 3S, (using (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4),

- 1 a+24d-6b + 18f+b-12d 90f+7b-84d (45)
12d 12(2ad-bz) 72(bf-2d4) 72(5bf-14d-)

Minimizing V in (4.5) then is analogous to minimizing J in (3.5).

Values of V in (4.5) are presented in Tables 1-5 corresponding

to the following values of n., 0. and k:
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nI 7,8,10 nf 7,8,10 2!
P " .1, .25, .5 P2 -so, .95, 1.0

k - 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. 4.0

Only included in Tables 1-5 however, is the best P2 value for each

P. value defined above. For example, when k - 0.5, the values of

V when P, = 0.1. P2 - 0.8 are less thin the values of V when P, M 0.1

and 2 0 0.95 or 01 a 0.1 and P. = 1.0 for all corresponding values

of n and n2 . Thug-x represents V at 01 = 0.1. p2 = 0.8 in Table 2.

In Table 3. the value of k -s k - 1.0. Table 3 provides us with

an insight to the behavior of V for the above n,, n2 # P1 and P2

values when it is assiuned the variance of the observations is

constant in the region of interest.

Table 1. Values of V when k 0.25.

i 7 8 10

n 2= 7 8 10 7 8 10 7 8 10

x: .78 .71 .61 .75 .68 .58 .72 .65 .55
6z .77 .69 .59 .74 .67 .57 .71 .64 .54
Ct .73 .70 .66 .67 .64 .60 .59 .56 .51

X: P1 0.1, P:10.8 L: P1=0.25, : 2=0.8 o: P1 =0.5, P2=0.95

Table 2. Values of v when k - 0.50.

n, M 7 8 10

n2 =7 8 10 7 8 10 7 8 10

x: .68 .61 .51 .67 .59 .49 .65 .58 .48
A: .55 .52 .47 .52 .48 .44 .47 .43 .39
0o .48 .45 .42 .44 .42 .38 .39 .37 .33

X: P1 =0.1, 02=0.8 0: Pi=0.25, C2=0.95 0: 01=0.5 P 2=1.0
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Table 3. Values of V when k - 1.0.

f a 7 8 10

S- 7 8 10 7 8 10 7 B 10

X: .63 .56 .46 .62 .55 .45 .61 .54 .44
!: .41 .38 .33 .40 .36 .31 .37 .34 .29
0: .33 .31 .28 .32 .29 .26 .29 .27 .23

X: P 1 -0.1I 0 20.8 62 01"0.25, 02=0.95 ot 0 10.5, 02"1.0

12-I.0

Table 4. Values of V when k 2.0.

nI = 7 8 10

n2 7 8 10 7 8 10 7 8 10

xS .55 .51 .47 .52 .48 .43 .47 .43 .38
L: .31 .29 .25 .30 .27 .24 .28 .26 .22
O0 .26 .24 .20 .25 .23 .19 .23 .21 .18

x .1.I, p2.95 A: P,=0.25, P =1.0 o: P!=.5, p=1.0
x~ =1, 2 12 1 2

Table 5. Values of V when k = 4.0.

nI 7 8 10

n2  7 8 10 7 8 10 7 8 10

x: .41 .38 .33 .40 .36 .31 .37 .34 .29
Al .26 .23 .20 .25 .23 .19 .24 .22 .18
O0 .20 .19 .16 .15 .18 .16 .23 .26 .14

X: P=(.1, p 2-0.95 A: PI=0.25, 2=1.0 o: I=0.5, 0 2=1.0
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Discussion of Tables I. - 5.

From the entries of V in Table 1., we notice little difference

1 1 2 1in the value of V for P mO.1l and P1-0.25 when P -0.8 for all n1and•

n Increasing n results in a reduction of V when both P and P2
2' 1 1 2

are larger thus, if we can afford to increase n1 , we should spread

both radii. Increasing n2 results in a reduction of V for all n1
P and P2• Finally, for small P1(01=0.1, 0.2b), P 2 =0.8 is better

than P2 =0.95 or P 0-1.0.

Fromn Table 2., we see that the smaller the radii 01 and P2P
the larger the reduction in V resulting from increasing n 2.

Increasing n2 rviduces V for all nI, P I and P 2. When both P1 and

P2 are large, increasing n1 results in a reduction of V.

When the variance of the observations is constant throughout

the experimental region (Table 3.), the value of V decreases as we

increase P 1 and P 2 Very little affect on the value of V as we

increase n1 . However, as we increase n2 , the following reductions

in the value of V occur: on a scale of 100 percent, approximately
6% reduction per one unit increase in n2 using x: approximately
3% reduction per one unit increase in n2 using A, and, approximately

2% per one unit increase in n2 using o.
2I

From Table 4., we see that the smallest value of V results

from using large P and P 2 Increasing n has little affect on V

except for small P1. Approximately a 2% decrease in the value of

V for each increasing value of n2 when 01=0.25 or P1-0.50 when
P 2a1.0.

As expected, in Table 5., we notice that P2 should be large.

Little change in the value of V results from increasing n1 when

P100.1 or P100.25. However, when 01P0.5, the value of V became

erratic when we increase n1 arid n2. Increasing n 2 results in a

reduction of the value of V except when n1 18 and 01 is large

(P 1 8.25, 0.50).
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5. SuMCX

In this paer., we have discussed the problem of design construction

(using rotatable designs) for fitting a 2nd order polynomial in two

variables when it is known that the observations do not possess

homogeneous or constant variability throughout the experimental region.

We divided the region of interest into two circular variance zones

where if an observation is taken from zone i (i = I, II), it has

variance a2. and a2 a ko2 where k takes one of the values 0.25, 0.5. 1.0.

2.0, 4.0. The case of only two variance zones was discussed owing to

the limited presentation time. More than two zones is presently under

investigation.

Although more extreme values of k (i.e, k 0.05, 0.1, 10.0) were

used in addition to the values above in the investigation leading to

the writing of this paper, it is hoped that the values of k used in this

paper lend some light on the problem of design construction when k# 1.0.

From the entries of the value of V presented in Tables L.-5. , we con-

clude the following: When k > 1.0, and we spread both design radii

to the extremes, we would be using an acceptable design. However,

in assuming k - 1.0 and calculating the value of V for the above design,

we overestimate the value of V by the following amounts:

when k - 20, using n1 - 7, we overestimate V by approx. 7%

8. " of 1 $.. . . 7%

n =10, f to .. I 6%

when k - 4.0, using ni = 7. we overestimate V by Approx. 13%

n 1 a ' s o.. .. 13%

ni a 10, is i . .. .. 15%

when k < 1.0, the above design (both radii spread to the extremes)

might be adequate when k is close to 1.0 (i.e., .4:k<l.0) and nI > a.
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However, when k < .4, we should reduce p2 to Opproximately 0.8 and
also use .lVO1'.3. In using the design with pla 0.5 and p 1.0,
we tHd si t the value of V by the following quantitiesa

when k 0 0.50, using nla 7, we underestimate V by approximately 14%
n- 8, " " V 12%
nl~O " " ... 10%

when k I 0.25 and n1 - 10, when we use 
A1

*2 a 7, we underestimate V by approximately 30%
2* 8. 29%

* 10, t 28%

.i
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SYSTEM PAMMETER OPTIMIZATION
USING RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY

Mr. Carry W. Barnard

U.S. Army Missile Command

I. OPTIMIZATION

This paper considers the problem of determining the optimum set
of missile system performance parameters using results from computer
simulations. The tool used for determining this optimum is Response
Surface Methodology. The concept of response surface methodology in-
volves a dependent variable (Y), such as percent aircraft targets killed,
and several independent or controlled variables (XI,X 2 ,X 3 ,...1), such
as radar detection range, single shot kill probability, reacti; n time,
etc. If all of these variables are assumed measurable, the response
surface can be expressed as

Y s f(X1,X2,X3,...X.k). (1)

The empirical response function, expressed In the standard linear
regression notation, Is given by

X- xP+ (2)

where

I Y is an N K I vector of observations or rebponses

ii X is an N x k matrix of constants which are the preselected levels
of the independent variables

iii 6 is a k - I vector of unknown coefficients

iv c is an N x 1 vector of the error or deviations from the true
response to the estimated value.

The estimator for the unknown coefficient vector P is determined by
least squares, which is given by

b - (X-X).X-Y (3)

where b is the estimated vector for j.

A fitted second order response function, given by equation (2)
can be written as

-b + _X-b*_ + R'A (4)

1his article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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vhere b is the intercept and0

X 1 b j b l , b 12/2 ... b lk /2

X2 b2 b22...bIk/a

- . b_- B-

Xk bk bkk

Notice that the _jb* portion Rivea the first order terms in the
response function and the quadratic form X'BX gives the quadratic
contribution. The stationary or critical point is where the derivatives
a/MX, 3?I3X2...,•/•Xk are simultaneously zero, which is given by the
vector

The stationary point X can be a maximum, a minimum, or a saddle
point. Therefore, it willBe necessary to determine the exact nature
of the stationary point. It is convenient to express the second order
response function (4) in a different form which can be more clearly
interpreted by the analyst. This involves translating the response
function from the origin (XI - 0, X2 - O,...Xk - 0) to the stationary
point X . Then the response function can b expressed in terms of new
variabls W1, W2.,...Wk. Figure 1 illustrates this for two variables
whcr Lihe ¢onQ ura rcpLesent constant responses.

w2

L
Figure 1. Canonical Form for a Response Surface

in Two Variables.
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The function in terms of the new variables is called the Q 4I12L
.2. and is given by

0- • + X,W12 + X1W22 + ... + kWk(6)

wbere Y is the estimated response at the stationary point and X) '5 are
the characteristic roots or eigenvalues of the B matrix. The new
variables WIW 2 ,...W are related to the original variables X1 ,X2 ,...Xk
as follows k - . .)

xa MIA -41 (7) 1
where M is a k x k orLhogonal matrix the columns of which are the
normalized eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues X . Reducing
the response function (4) to the canonical form (6) is called a CANONICAL
ANALYSIS.

Upon completing the canonical analysis, the analyst can more readily
interpret the respontve surface. By observing the sign of the eigenvalues

Ai which, of course, are the roots of the following equation

IB -XI k 1(8)1
the nature of the stationary point can be determined. j

It can be seen from the canonical form (6) thit if (XIX2,...Xk) are KI
all negative, a move in any direction from the stationary point results
in a decrease in ?. Therefore, the stationary point is a point of maximum
response for the fILLd surface. If (i ),... k are all positive, X
repr.:sents a minimum for the fitted surface. For the case where the 's
differ in sign, the stationary point is a saddle point. Figure 2 illustrates
for two variables, a situation where the stationary point is a saddle point.

Figure 2. Saddle Point.

C3I
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In this illustration X, > 0 and A2 01 O a move along the W2 aSRI
away fro% the stationary point in either direction results in a decrease
in estimated response. Moving along the W, axis, a corresponding
increase in response Is obtained. The same indications could be gained
in this illustration by looking only at the canonical form. Equation
(6) for the example would be of the form

Ym0 + 4. 1 - NW

Clearly, increases in response would be expected the smaller W2 becomes,
say zero, and the larger W, becomes. This is equivalent to moving along
the W, axis away fromL in either direction. The point being made here
is that when there are More than two independent variables involved, the
analyst has to rely on the canonical analysis rather than on drawings
of the response surface to do his analysis.

Two examples will be given here to illustrate this analytical tool.
The data used for these examples are results from an air defense aim'lation
of hypothetical air defenseosystems against a low altitude aircraft attack
in mountainous terrain. In the first example, the two parameters to be
optimized are the air defense system's radar detection range and radar
tracking range.

The input values for the two independent variables and the
corresponding response (percent aircraft kills) from the simulation
are given in Table I. Input data for these examples are coded suchthat

i the midpoint value of any parameter is 0,

ii the smallest value of any parameter is -1,

iii the largest value of any parameter is +1.

Table 1. X1 , X2 , and Y for Example 1.

Detection Range Tracking Range Percent Aircraft Killed
(X:) (X2 )_ (Y)

-1 -1 30
0 -1 50
1 -1 51

-l 0 32
l 0 48
-1 1 32

0 1 44
1 1 45

0 0 54
0 0 56
0 0 53
0 0 54
0 0 52
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The midpoint for the two variables was replicated five times to get
an estimate of the experimental error. Using the data given in Table
1, the following response function

% q2.93 + 8.3333XI - 1.66?X2 - 10,759X1' - 3.759X2
2 - 2.0X1 X2

was obtained by leaqt squares. The analysis of variance in Table 11
belay tests the significance of the linear and quat.ratic contributions
to the responme and the significance of the lack of fit.

Table 11. Analysis of Variance, r.xas. *

Degrees Sum of Lea t \ .
Source of Freedom Squares !;q"risr "'

Regression 5 968.468 . 8
Line_ r 2 433.333 2 16.I I 8.4:,
Quadratic 3 535.135 178.'-7 819081'
Lack of Fit 3 33.039 11.013 5.006Error 4 8.8 2.20

Total 12 1010.308 )I

The tatulated F values at the 0.05 &ignificance level for the degrees
of freedom indicated in the table vary from 6.04 to 6.94, which indicates
that there is a very strong linear contribucion, a significant quadraLic
contribution, and an insignificant lack of fit. This implies that the
fitted model is adequate. "amely, that it Is not necessary to consider
higher order terms.

Applying equation (5) results in the following stationary point

DETECTION RANGE - 0.418

TRACKING RANGE = -0.333

The eigenvalues given by equation (8) are

A, a -3.618 and X2 a -10.899

which means that the stationary point is the point of =mximu: responsc.
The estimated response at the stationary point is 54.39. This system
is depicted in Figure 3.

The drawing shows that tracking range is the more sensitive
parameter.
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SFigure 3. Example 1.

S~The next example atten, pts to determinp the optimun. valuei Cur ithe
S~average missile velocity and radar tracking range for a hypothetical
t missile system against the same type threat and in the same type environment
Sas the first example. The input 'data and the results from the simulation
i are coded as before and given in Table 111.

S~Table ITI. Xj, X2, and Y for Example 2._

SAverage Velocity Tracking Range !Percent Aircraft Killed

1 3 4

0iur 3. Exme1

-1 1 505

0 60b

The neteapeatr~t o de5mn h piu aus rte

S0 1 56

S54
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Again the midpoint (X1  U, X2 * 0) was replicated five times to
estimate the experimental error. Applying the methods of least
squares resulted in tht following response function

Y a 56,034 + 5,0X1 + 9.0X2 - 0,6207X1
2 - 8.6207X2

2 + XIX2

The analysis nf variance performed on this example Is given in Table IV.

Table IV. Analysis of Variance. Example 2.

Degrees Sum of tMean -

Source of Freedom Squares i Squares F-Test

Regression 5 894.514

Linear 2 635.999 317.999 158.99*

Quadratic 3 285.516 86.171 39.169

Lac,, of Fit 3 0.993 0.331 0.150 I
4rror 4 8.8 2.2

Total 12 904.308

The same types of conclusions are reached with this atnalysis of variance
as in the previotis example. The linear contribution is very strong, the
quadratic contribution is significant, and the lack of fit is very small.

The stationary point for this system is

AVEPLCE VELOCITY a 4.666

TRACKING RANGE - 0.7926

which is far removed from the experimental region. The eigenvalues are

* -8.6518 and - - -0.5896

which again indicates a maximum; but since the stationary point is
remote from the region of experimentation, no valid conclusions can
be drawn about the surface around it. However, by looking at equation
(6) expressed for this example

Y W Y -8.6518W,~ - 0.Si896W-

it can be seen that increases in response can be obtained by W- equal to
zero and moving along the W- axis toward the stationary point. This
case is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Fxample 2.

In the next section this example will be used for illustrating a
constrained optimum, since thc stationary point is far removed from
the exporl-enral recion.

11. CONSTRAI::ED OPT!I>UZATION

If an absolute optimum cannot be obtained within the ranges of the
syster. parameters. it becomes necessary to determine a constrained
optimuir. The usual mathematical or quadratic programming techniques
are not used here since they require a concave function for maximization,
and this is not always the case in this type of optimization. In fact,
saddle points occur very frequently. A method will be given here for

determining a constrained optimum based on work done b% Hoerl 11959) and
Draper (1963). The essential requirements for this method are (i) the

experimental error should be small, and (ii) the lack of fit should not
be toc great.

Using coded variables as described in the previous section, local
opti-a will be obtained for each sphere formed b%' varying radii R from
tE., ..- tr cf the experimental region (0,0,...0) to points (XI,Xk,. , ).

S- ":', c�rcan c'asilv be illustrated fjr a two-variable case given
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Flure 5. Constrained Optimization
for Two Variables.

The spheres for this two-variable case reduce to circles.

This method, by restricting itself to spheres of varying radii, finds

a local maximum on each of the spheres (circles in figure 5). When
these restricted.optima are determined, several two-dimensional plots

can be drawn of Y against XI,X 2 ,...X , the coordinates tha give rise

to these optima, and 9 against R. Tie analyst can then observe these

plots and find the radius that gives the maximum response and the
corresponding value of each of the independent variables that yields

this maximum.

For each radius R, the condition on the independent variabies

(X:,Xý,....X) which will maximize Y subject to the constraint

n

E x 2 R2 (9)

L-i

will be determined. In matrix notation, this constraint is equivalent

to

(X- - R2 ). (1e)

To maximize Y subject to the constraint (10), consider the fur.ctior

F a b + X'bA + X'BX - L(X'X-R 2 ) (1i)

where - is a Lagrange multiplier and X' = [XI,X 7 ,...X ]. The

derivative of F with respect to the vector X is given y

;F/)X - b*+2BX - 2-X. (12)
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Equating (12) to zero and aolving for X gives

I A -1/2k*. (13)

By selecting :2.c proper value of the Lagrange multiplier P and
inserting in equation (13), the condition on the independent variables
(XI,X2,...Xk) can be determined, vhich will maximize Y for this sphere.
The radIus of the sphere can be determined from equation (10) and Y
from equation (4) of the previous section. It should be pointed out
here that this is only the maximum on this one particular sphere of
radius R. With several preselected values of U, this procedure would
give local maxima on spheres of varying radii. Then plots as
suggested earlier could be given as in Figure 6.

A AA ,Y: Y-- "

Figure 6. Two Dimensional Plots.

The first plot gives the radius R from the center of the

experimental region where the maximum response is expected while
the oLher plots show the values of the independent variables that
yield this maximum. Not only do these plots give the X values that
produce the maximum response, but the mobt important result frorn this
analysis is that a path can be determined which, if followed, should
give the qui:kest gains in response. Again, confirmatory )LO• of the
simulation should be made along this path to insure that the predictien
is correct.

The second example considered in the previous section will beI used here to illustraLe this constrained optimization procedure.
Recall that in the previous ex3mple the stationary point was a
considerable distance from the experimental regior.

Table V gives the results of this analysis.
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Table V. Constrained Optimization Reaults.

Average Tracking
SVelocity (Xl) Range (X2 ) R Y

0.5 2.5121 0.6311 2.5902 68.5098
1.0 1.7136 0.5568 1.8018 66.0725
1.5 1.2988 0.5088 1.3949 64.4898
2.0 1.0441 0.4728 1.1462 63.4004
2.5 0.8722 0.4439 0.9786 62.6069
3.0 0.7484 0.4194 0.8579 62.0010
3.5 0.6550 0.3983 0.7666 61.5212
4.0 0.5821 0.3796 0.6950 61.1300
5.0 0.4757 0.3478 0.5893 60.5256
7.0 0.3477 0.2992 0.4587 59.7229

10.0 0.2471 0.2483 0.3503 58.9965
20.0 0.1251 0.1594 0.2026 L 57.8859

The w's in Table V are the preselected Lagrange multipliers
and the X1 and X2 values were computed by equatidn (13) for each w.
The R's are the square roots of equation (9) for each X1 and X2
combination, and the Y's are the estimated responses obtained
from equation (4).

This table gives a path for which increasos in response should be
obtained morc quickly by moving along the path from well within the
experimental region to the outer fringes of the experimental region.
Confirmatory runs were made of the simulation with the first, second,
and fourth points of Table V with the following results.

2.512 0.b310 67.57
1.714 0.5570 64.85
1.0444 0.4728 61.10

Each value in the Y column is the average of five replications.
Notice that each response from the simulation is slightly lower than
the predicted response in Table V. However, the differences are vry
small and goodly increases in response are obtained by moving along
this path as predicted. It should be pointed out here that the rt-
sponse function becomes lens reliable farther and farther away from
the experimental region from which the function was based. If
further analysis is desired outside the experimental region, a new
response surfacc analy-is shctld be perforned.

The results of this an3lysis are also plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Two Dimensional Plots, Example 2.

From these plots the maximum response can be obtained constrained
to the experimental region. Since t continues to Increase as R
increases, the maximum response within the experimental region should
correspond to the maximum R within the experimental region which is
equal to 1.414. The estimated maximumn response at this point Is
approximately 64.0 while X 1 - 1.11 and X2 - 0.55 are the values of
the independent variables (average missile velocity and radar tracking
range) that yield this constrained maximum.

It was mentioned earlier that if the proper Lagrange multipliers
w were selected, local maximums could be found on each of the soheres.
Meyers (1970) shown that if ;'s are selected so that they are Sreater
than the largest eigenvalue Xis local r.aximums will be obtained. On
the other hand, if W's are chosen so that chey aro less than ehe smallest
XV local mixinums will be obtained.

In this paper, only two variable examples have been given for
illustrative purposes due to ease of presentation. However, the
methodology is very general and applies for any number of independent
variables.
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CRMPZA FOR A BALLSTIC WIL

Osorge I. Lavin

Vulnerabity Lab.e, L101tSt Research Lab., ABDC
Aberieen PiwMovimg e

A - A survey '-a being made of work an the biochemistry and biqp•i•.s-
of animal esystem In relation to the specifoc task pertormanoo
of such systems.

Bio-chemioally important syt*tw which contain materials such

as proteins, nucleic acids, plyeacchar•pd4 llpoidm, complex minor&! aIlts,

eto., ame thought to be responeible for p•rticular animal funtctica ity

and behavior. This applies to muscle, neroV circulatory systemu• hard

tiuu, etO.s

The incapacitation of animal systems (shock) "A be accounted

for by a modification of cellular systems (enzyme inactivation# cell wall

destruotion~oto.) or remoava of tiasue (round treat).

Consideration is beine given to t'e uso of Biocollular Numbers,

which characterize the absorption, equipartition and conesquinces of energy

"uptake by animal systems an which reflect the traomatic nature of the

reactions in terms of -ellular biochemistry .... Also to protect againtt thee.

effects.. It is possible that these numerical values can be used Mn the

machine evaluation of the probability of c3cu,&once of certain stated eventa.

The detizgn of the model should take into consideration the

application of the material mentioned above - in diienaionality.

1
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Multiple Omparisons Pevisited

Clifford J. Maloney
Bethesda, I ayland

"I. Introdction. In the years since World War II, a proliferation

of approaches has arisen to the statistical analysis of data from simul-

taneously conducted trials of several materials or trea•ents (3). The

existence uf this cacophony of arialyses strongly suggests that the true

key to the situation has not yet appeared. In the hope of discovering

that true key, a very detailed examination will be made of the applicable

ideas in the following section.

II. Geometry of Multiple Comparisons: If but a single number is at

hand the statistician has no contribution to make, though the applied and

pure mathematician can point out respectiveiy that (i) tte J1.1.,I1 1,ay

represent a measurement of a particular property of a partic(ular object or

event on the one hand and (2) may be represented by a certain segment on

the "number line" on te other.

If, next, two numbers are available, the possibilities are enonrcusly

enlarged. First, the two numbers -may be equal or different. Next,

whether, equal or not they may correspond to (a) the same property of the

same object or event, (b) the same property of different objects or events

or (c) different properties of the same or different objects or events.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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In awn (a) the pure matmatician may elect to represent then as intervals

n the number line which overlap or abut. In the latter ose, the ocabinod
interval o•oespc•nds to the sum of the two nwerus (Figure 1), This total

[ ~interval corresponds to the amn of tha two numb~ers irrespective of how tte

total is divided betmen them.

in either of oses (b) and (c) it would be norml to represent each

number' an a separate (not necessarily orthoigonal) axis (Figure 2). Two

quite different characteristics of that fiage can be fixed for attention

but either characteristic applies to each case. The sum of the squares of

the two numbers giqes the square of the diagonal of the rectangle of which

the two numbers are the sides and their product gives its area. Heme again

an infinity of different pairs of numbers gives the safe length of .. "c.nal

or altenratively the saw area though at most two rectangles yield both a

given length of diagonal and a given area.

By dividing the sum or the sum of squares by two or by taking

square root of the product we obtain the linea, mean, the quadratic mean,

or the geometric mean of the given two numbers respectively. In the

special case where the two numbers are equal all these means are likewise

equal. So far, this discussion has been restricted to purely mathematical

aspects.

Now that we have two numbers to consider, the statistician has free

saope for te exercise of s talernits. Of oour-o-, the 2÷-÷'s1 1'i
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aippoach will vary dpending on whether these two nubers are taken to

fall under oms (a), (b) or (a). We hare seen that, if the two numbers

won obtained undr th ocnditL-,u of o~s (a), i.e., each is a meaure

of the saim characteristic of a sirgle (or at least similar) object or'

event, then th suti•..tician has the respcnslbility of ex)laining why

the two numbers differ (if they do). This he does by further separating

each of the two numbers concerned into two parts. In the uase of the

linear or quadratic mean those two cmponents are o~nstrued as entering

additively to yield the observed measurement

xsm+e. (M)

IT is assumd that, so far as the model of i igure 1 is canoerrd, e

oont:ibutes no informatin and that tte "t•u.e" lengths of the two segments

are equal and are equal to n. The pure mathwrtician gra;* t•i two 's

oontributed by both readings as intervals on a one-dimensional axis since

each is an example of the same characteristic. But the statistician employs

a different condition to justify plotting the two readings as abutting

intervals on a single axis. It is that the two re's, being numerically

equal, are perfectly orrTelated with each other. In contrast, it is

assumed that the model in Figure 1 is not applicable to the two quantities

e but that Figure 2 supplies the correct model. The e, contributed by

each xi is plotted on a separate axis because these values are independent

of (orthogonal to) each other. Nevertheless each ei "estimates" a true
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constant quantity, V, which is best estirated frM the quadratic nean,

i.e., the diagcrnal of the rectangle in Figure 2. In the case of the

geomtric nean all Mnrangles are counted as equivalent which have the

same area (not the same diagonal). If, in any particular case, el and

e2 differ in mwtit.de, this variation provides no information about

the magnitude of a, wheth-r estimated fram the diagonal or fram the

area but a is the sae for both neasurenents. Were it possible to

ascertain and plot c for xl and x2, Figure 2 would take the form of a

square of de a and hence the side estimated by the diagonal would

exactly equal that estimated by the area and vice versa. Since el and

e 2 are not in general equal, these two estimates will not in general be

either. But since, imy hypothesis, the variation between el and e2 is due

to chance, the difference in the estimate of o from the diagonal and frw,
the area is likewise a result of chance.

So far we have been considering just two measurweents under case (a),

but no change L•. concept is introduced when the number of measurewents is

increased to n. Any difference in magnitude of the several nunbers is

attributed to the influence of chance. But that chance itself is

characterized by a number, the scale factor o. This quantity is estimated

by a mean just as the linear mean, m, is. But this r~ean is a quadratic

mdan, since its caoponents are mutually independent, the sare characteristic

which calls for a geometric representation as a rectangle in Figure 2 or in

general an n-diirensional rectangular parallelepiped. A
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Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variances exploits the rontrast

in the two approaches of the quadratic and geometric mean to estimates

of the side of n-dinensiunal cubes. 7he length of aido estimated froM

the obseived diagonal length is compared with the side length estimated

from the hype,-voltume. Unless thetse two magnitudes are "acceptably"

close the hypothesis of homogeneity, i,.e., that the model of a hyper-cube

applies, is rejected. It should be noted, hkmever, that the piesuaption

that a hyper-cubical model applies to each within class varianoe is not

c;Allenged.

But the situation changes radically under cases (b) and (c). Now, if

our two or nmore numbers differ we attribute those differences to rial

differences in the characteristic or characteristics being measured and

no cha~noe effect is appealed to. Case (c) is beyond the scope of this

paper. Case (b) involves a situation in which, if two measure•nents ame

at hand, botn are appiopiately graphed on thc -;ame &xis, but any differ-

ence in their magritude is attributed not to chance as in equation (1)

but to a real difference in the two quantities of the characteristic being

measured in the two instances. It is true that the square of their differ-

ence is numrrically equal to ard is even obtained by the sa=m arithnetic
2

as the estinate of a is obtained in case (a) which is treated so fully

above. But the physical intergretation is entirely different. With two

radings and with each reading interpreted as applying to a different

object or event therm is no scope for the action of probability and no

chance for the statistician to exercise his talents.
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The contrast between the statistician's approach to case (a) and

case (b) is dramatically evident as soon as three measurements are at

hand. For now, in addition to an estimate of a being available under

case (a) the nurerical algorithm by which it is estimaLted is now

different from the numerical process for estimating meaningful differ-

ences applicable to case (b). Further, in the model of the normal

distribution for case (a) no further parameters are introduced by this

tl-ird or any ,subsequent reading; whereas in case (b) every new reading

introduces K-I new parameters, the meaningful difference between its

value and the K-1 preceding values. A problem in pure mathematics thus

arises in this case that is meaningless in case (a). This is the problem

of selecting a "basis" for 'the assemblage of 1/2 K (K-l) differences

between k measurements. A choice -which will prove serviceable later is

set out in Figure 3.

In the figure, three values are diagrarmed which may be regarded

either as individual measurements or as means of measurements which are

not regarded as differing only by chance influences but as differing due

to real influences of the conditions applying to each measurement. WThile

there are three measurements or means, and hernce thr1ee differences between

elements of pairs of readings we may choose, as a basis for this set of

differences, the two abutting se£nents labelled x, and x 2 in the figure.

Of course, this model extends directly to k readings or means, yielding

k-l abutting intervals as a suitable basis. Clearly, in the case Cf k Tmeans,

if any one of thr, x. differs from zero, then all values of v to its left
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differ from all values to its right. These differences, xi, are of

course not independent, so this choice is not an orthogonal decom-

position of the k-i degrees of freedom for treat•rents. Orthogonality

is an attractive but by no means essential property of a basis for a

set of vectors.

In short, the geometric representation of case (a) is an n-

dimensional rectangular parallelepiped, whereas the appropriate

gecmetric model for case (b) is a set of n points on the number line,

each point falling at that value which corresponds to the Dedekind

correlate of the number obtained by the measurement. Of course, if the

graphing problem had originally arisen in an analytic context devoid of

probability overtones this approach would be immediately adopted as it

is cvery day in the matheiatical classroom. Again, for k tieatments,

a basis for the 1/2 K (K-1) differences which they yield can be found in

the K-i differences between adjacent measurements.

III. Least Squares or Analysis of Variance?: We use a linear mean

to estimate the convon component (m in equation 1) in a set of measuremrents,

but the quadratic mean to estimate the scale factor of the random component

(e in equation 1). This is not an arbitrary choice, but is forced upon us.

The whole basis for statistics, for the application of probability in

practical affairs, is that the contribution of chance factors tends to

decrease in a mean. But a contribution is a "chance" contribution or a
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real difference depending on one's point of view. The relation is not

symnetrical. The quadratic mean has no way of discriminating between

systematic and chance factors, or between chance components ascribable

to varying conditions under which the several measurements are secured,

but retains them all indiscriminantly. The influence of the constant

factor, m, is retained in thie quadratic mean, whtich latter yields an

estimate of the scale factor only when that of the constant factor is

subtracted out.

No problem of computation or difficulty in interpretation ar'ses

when but one mean and/or one variance have to be estimtt-Cd. Of course,

no matter how many means or parameters require estimation, if no

variance estimate is involved, we have a straight-for:ard, if elaborate,

problem of simultaneous equations (at most). If a',y number of parameter-s

are to be estimated, just one variance, and, possibly, the standard

error or confidence interval of one or more pararn ters or of linear

combinations of them, the appropriate least squares procedures wnich were

so highly developed in the nineteenth century apply.

Tlhe usual multiple comparisons situation fits this model directly.

There i- the task therefore of accounting for the entanglement of this

problem with analysis of variance, if an explanation exists over and above

the usual temptation to see every problem as an instance of the technique

most prestigious at the moment. The discussion of the last section shows

how thi.- t-t'staticn is at least plausible. A few further remarks appear

appropriate.
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Given any set of numbers from whatever source, it is arithmetically

possible to calculate their quadratic mean and to infer from it the

nu;,rical value of the scatter of the numbers. An appropriate mean

value is a useful 1,,untity and that utility exists irrespective of the

significance or lack of significance of the individual values or of any

other mean calculated from the numbers. It does not however command a

preeminent position. Thus, only statisticians wouiC insist on answering

the question: "Is any current governor of a state of the Union a wealthy

man?" by first forming the mean wealth of all governors and examining

that value. The latter procedure would be appropriate however as an

answer to the question whether possession of wealth is, on the average,

associated with election as governor. That is, to examine a question

about an aver-age, a long run tendency, we need to form an average and

examine it. To ans-;er a question about an individual, even an individual

mean, the average is not merely of no help, but is mre detrimental the

nore values enter into that comprehensive mean. Now, the main effect for

treatments in an analysis of variance is a quadratic mean. It answers the

question: "On the average, do these treatments differ in effectiveness?"

It is irrelevant to the question: "Do a specified pair of these treatments

differ?" It is quite true that if a large number of tests are made some

will be erroneous. That is what the selection of a significance level is

all about. What is at issue is whether or not, and why, if so, the
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ombining of sevzral tests into one rcperipent should influence that

choice of level. If an expb~inter carried out trials in treatment

pairs, one trial at a time, presumably he would not be conplimented for

his efficiency but, he would be expected to use norral t-table signifi-

canoe levels. If he s'ared a laboratory with a colleague also perfornidng

conparaative trials, one pair at a time, his choice of tables would not

be influenced by the presence or any action of his colleague. The

freedom frcm influence would exist for his colleague as well. Only, if

one of the experimenters conducted all of the trials, and simultaneously

at that, or if both continued to work but their results were pooled would

the issue of altering the significance levcl arise; and then, in such a

way, as to discourege experimenters from choosing such a combined experi-

nental design, since now any observed differences are sharply penalized.

The confusion seeme to stem from viewing the F-test a: a -required

preliminiiry test which alone can justify introduction of a multiple

c,•narisons analysis. But the F-test is a test of a mean. It is justified

and valuable where a nean is called for; where a small but varying influence

ijnheres separately in each member of the group, and where meaningful differ-

ences between them are non-existent or are to be. ignorad for the purposes

of the particular analysis.

Since, in this case, the nu-rator of F is a quadratic mean--that is

a variance-- this mode of viewing the individual treatment means as rand=m
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selections from a oom=on pool for a null hypothe"ais was uncritically

Popted. The consequence has been cnfusion, a plethora of rival

techniques and an affrmn, to umamI sense. It may le conjectured that

the oonfusion would never have arisen if the converse of the prineiple

of the ffean ,-rere kept in view. T7he principle is that all of the

information about the ccmmon element in a set of readings is given by

the nean-and none by differences between the individual readings. Rhe

converse is that no Information about intrinsic (non-chance) ditfeneces

between the individual readings is given by the mean, which latter' are

the province of stnpdrisons between paxTial mears. Iaiy of these nky be

re&.. when the overall mean is nct and vice versa.

SIV. Least Squares Solution: The argument of Sections II and III

,uitorts to show that for the solution of what Eisenhart (2) has called

Model I, the Analysis of Variance is a sterile cul-de-sac. This is

clearly revealed by the confused status of the multiple comparisons

problem. When, however, the problem is recognized as a straight-forward

least squares task in term of a natural choice of a basis set for all

possible pairwise differences the difficulty disapjpears.

An exapple involving six treatment means is diagrwrred in Figure 4.

The observed means are denoted by yi and the adjacent differences by x1i

The figure illustrates what may have been o::e source of the failure to

recognize that the multiple comparisons problem is an instance of least

souares in that, what is under study is nut the obser-atiionz directly

but oonparisons between them. To form observafion: equations in terms of
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an ortogmal system of contrasts seems ar-dficial since these are not

the contrasts of intei , ri contrasts of interest are dependent

and it is not usual tc- 7 ';dAnt observational equations. There

would still be the problem of ohoosing which set to use. Figure 5 shows

the equations which result if all possible (hence dependent) differences

ame used. There is one fmther differenoe between this set and the usual

set of observational equations. Any k-i set (in our case 5) yields xi

which satisfy exactly all other equations in Figure 5.

Ouw chief concern however lies not in the estimates of the differences

but Ln tests of their significance and/or in confidence limits for them.

For this purpose we may proceed with a conventional least squares solution

having regand for the lack of independence in the equation of Figure 5.

We obtain the nornal equations of Figure 6. The solutions for the x. are
14

given in Figure 7. While these results dre "obvious" our purpose is, by

connecting the work with the general least squares approach, To establish

that the procedure of that method also yields (l) the variance of every one

of tha 1/2 K (K-l) difference, (2) tests of significance for each, and (3)

confidenoe regions for each.

Fornally, or directly by sight it is clear that the variance of each

difference in Figure 7 is 2 2 . Any chosen difference can be foryned as a

linear combination of xi's. Remembering that these are not independent

the usual formula for the variance of a sunt yields the same quantity, 202,

for each difference.
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In uaing Fip" 4 as a guide in our MrSoning we have ignored the

fact that the observed order of the means, yi, may well differ fran the

ordor of tle population values which they estimate. But whatever order

is euploaed, the valu 20 is obtained as the variance of any differ-

ence. The true order must be included in the set of all possible orders.

Hence, the result is established.

V. A Related Problem: The above treatment of the. multiple cam-

pdrisons problem historinally grew out of a related but distinct

problem (1). When an animal is exposed to a particular disease agent

it will in general develop antibodies against a subsequent attack. These

antibodies are highly but not completely specific so that while pmtection

agairst other attacks of the identical organism are most coapletely

prevented (at a fixed level of chall!enge stre•4th) a greater or less

level of protection is also afforded against closely related organisms.

By sensitizing test animals with several related organisms and then

challenging each animal with equivalent doses of each antigen ocmcplex a

matrix of responses is obtained, some of which are homologous (same

challenge as se-isitizing organism) and some hcterologous. In the paper I
refcrenceed, the least square technique is applied to ascertain the I
relative staength of ommn antigens contained in the several chailerkge

suspensions. i
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TISU . kdU~iV a~t ZO sepnstation of nuenm assowmnts on a sirgle axis.
oo ma of &* nobsrv.
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S• • ... .... ..;(x, ,x,)
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rigure 2. Orthogonal representation of two ri~mbrkers sides of a rectargle.
The diagonal of the rctanWle is their quadratic man. "J side of a square
of equal ara is their gecmric faman.

Yl X

ay

yII

Figure 3. A linear plot of the ,am•studes of tihree measuramnts (or mans) of
the diffemnt trea•nts, objects, or vents. The two difference between
adjacent wn points ae xt, and xt, the third is their sma~.
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I y& ys y%. Ys Yo
X1 X& 1 XI Xe. Xg

Figun . A iiriawplot of six tMamet zOngs Yi. The Meulting five

X1 X2 + X3+ X% + X5 a Ye - Y

X3 *~ X4. + XS 2 Y6 - Y3

+X%. +~ i Ye - Y%

X6Ye - YS

X1XC+ x+X, +X% S y 5 Y 1

Xe% YS -Y%

XI+ X2 + X3 Ye. -

X2 + X3 Y% Ye Y2

XI+ X2  YS - Y

X2  2Y3 -Ya

FIFgurs S. ObservatiwAl equaticng for the five parwreter values xi
of Figure *4.
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5xi + 4x& + 3xI + 2x#. + xs a ys +ys + ye + y + ya -Syl

4x, + Ox, + 6x, + 4x%. + 2xs a 2(ys + Ys + y•e + y3) - 4 (ya + ya)

3xI + 6XI + 9X3 + 6x4 + 3x$ = 3(Y + y• + Yk) - 3(y, + ya + Y3)

2x, + 4 xI + 6x% + OX + 4xs a 4(ys + ys) - 2(ya + y + y3 + YO)

xI + 2x+ + Us + 4tx# + Sxs 5ys- (y + y2 Ys + Y, + ys)

Figuze 6. Nm1 equatici for the paraMters x, formed frun
the obser aional equatics of-Figure 5.

X3Ys - Ys

X4 2 Ys - Y41

X3 2 Ye. - Ys

X2: - Y2

x1 2 Yz - Y1

rigum 7. Solutions of equations (6) for pwarters xi.
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AN OPTD4AL U 2 (MN4) DESIGN FOR ISTUIATINC
THE SLOPE OF A SECOND ORDE LINIAR MODCL

L. Ott and W. Mendenhall
Department of Statistics

University of Florida
Gainesville. Florida

The problem presented here concerns estimation of the slope of
a second order linear model. Previous results are used to obtain
the experimental design which minimizes a linear cost function sub-
ject to the restriction that the variance of the estimated slope
is constant for a iven setting of the independent variable.

1,1 Introduction

Experimenters in chemistry, biology, and engineering are frequently
concerned with the examination of second order response models.
The objective of such studies may involve estimation of the rates of
change of the response for giver values of the independent variable.
For example, a chemist in the pharmaceutical induatty might want to
examine the rates of change in the response of rats to different
doses of a drug product, Or, an engineer might be interested in
studying velocities of a vehicle using a particular solid fuel pro-
pellant.

In this paper we will assume that the slope of the second order
response curve is estimated using the method of least squares. We
then consider the experimental design which minimizes a linear cost
function subiect to the restriction that the variance of the least
squa.e estimator of the slope at a given setting of the independent
variable is equal to a fixed value, B.

1.2 Background

We will consider the following second order model relating a
response, y, to an independent variable, x.

y " 30 +a IX+a 2x
2 + E()

The remainder of this article has been reprcduced photographically from
the author's manuscript.
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A three-point experimental design in to be used with design points

*I < x2 < x3 ' We will also allocate ni observations to design point

(i - 1.2.3) where

I=I•I

It is convenient to code the independent variable, x. about

the midpoint of the design region. Let

U0 (2)

Hence the design points for the new independent variable, u, can be

labeled -1. u2 , and 1 and equation (1) can be rewritten as j
2 •

y = + B u + U + (3)

The estimator of the slope for a given value of the independent

variable, u, is °

slu = il + 2i2 u (4)

and the variance of Slu is

V(;lu) - VI61) + 4u 2 V(6 2 ) + 2u Cov(6,06 2 ) (5) 1
Equation (5) traces a parabola as a function of u and can be re-

writtcn as

V(slu) aC(u - h)2 + k (6)

4
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see (Ott and Mendenhall, 1970). The coordinates of the vertex of

the variance parabola. (h, k), can be shown to be the expressions

n ( (bu2 a)
h "2 2J - 2) (7)

2W

2A
b n2 (bu -a) 2

-- - . (8)
4nln3 4Wn1n3

W
with C - (9)nln2 n 3 (l - u)

where a n - ni b = n3 + n and

W- nbu - 2nau + n b 2  2 a2

We have illustrated V(2u)f the design u 0 n1 n2 frtedin 2 = ,n 3=8

and n2  4 in Figure 1.

Examining equation (6) we see that the variance parabola, V(sIu)

is determined by the location of its vertex, ., k), and the rate of
2

curvature, C. Changes in the quantity, a , merely shift the entire

parabola upward or downward.

From a practical standpoint, we would like the vertex of the

variance parabola to be near the center of the experimental region.

That is, we wish h to be near (or equal to) zero. We would also like

k, the variance at the vertex of the parabola, to be small. Ott and
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Figure 1
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Mendenhall (1970) showed that the interior design point, u2 (min),

which minimizes the variance at the vertex of the parabola is given

by

u2 (min) *

Zt can be shown that h - 0 for all u (min) designs (designs of the
2

form -1, A, 1). Hence for a given sample size and allocation (n *
bI

n , and n3 ) a u2 (min) design selects a value for the interior design

point, u which not only minimizes the variance of the vertex of the

variance parabola but also locates the vertex, (h, k), in the center of

the experimental region. The classification of u2 (min) designs can

be refined ever further. Ott and Mendenhall (1970) showed that a

symmetrical u2 (min) design (a = n3 - nI = 0) is to be preferred to a

general u2 (min) design since both k and C increase as the design loses

its symmetry. We shall restrict our attention to symmetrical u (min)
2

designs in the remainder of this paper.

1.3 Minimizing the Cost of Experimentation

An optimal experimental design is one that purchases a specified

quantity of information at minimum cost. We shall determine the

symmetrical u 2 (min) design which minimizes the cost of sampling sub-

ject to the restriction that V(slx) equals a specified value, B.

We will assume a cost function of the form

Cost = n 1c + n2c2 + r. 3c (10)

where c. is the cost of obtaining an o'servation at the i-th design

point (i 1 l,2,3). For symmetrical u2 (min) designs we rewrite equa-

tion (10) as

Cost = n1d1 + n2 d2 (11)
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with d, 2c and d = c 2 .
1 1 2 2

We define a function, *, which will be used to obtain the sym-

metrical u 2(min) design that minimizes equation (I) subject to the

restriction that V(1Ix) - B.

n =nd + + X[V(ix) - B] (12)

Substituting into equation (6) with n 3 - nI we find

2 2
aC(x + ce)v(SIx) - 2 (13)

n2 1
where C = n and k =-nfln2  2nI

1 2

2 2 2 2 2Hence = n d + n d + .4 t(x--) 21 2x-ý) . - -,

11 22 2 2 + -(14)r n2  r n 1

We obtain a system of three equations in the three unknowns

(n I n2 and X) by taking partial derivatives of I with respect to

these unknowns.

atI dI -. _2, 2x- + 3
nr 2nI2 2n 213 -01 5

4: 2 i42x-ý)2"22 2 d = 0 (26)
2r n

4=d (-9) 2a 2xe 2n 1 2

•"•~ ~ = i2z)2 :--(-') + - B =0 (17)

V~a 2 2

b% 2 2 2 2n

rn 2  r4n 1  1
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Solving equations (15), (16) and (17), we obtain

•2
(18

.an w n ahere D =2 (19)2 1J( ý) (f2-D+ 1/2)1 2
d2 r

It can be easily shown that the results presented in equations

(18) and (19) provide the sample size (2n 1 + n 2 ) and allocation of

the sample size (n1 , n2 , n ) for a symmetrical u2 (min) design which

minimize the cost function

Cost - nIdI + n2 d (20)

subject to the restriction that the variance of the estimated slope

at a point, x, equals B. Note the solution is location invariant.

If di = d2 # i.e., the costr are equal, the optimal solution is

2 4n1D
ni + 12D+l/2) and n 1

1 B2 (2D +1/2)

1.4 Example

Consider the following example. We wish to estimate the slope

of a second order model where the range of tho experimental region
2

is r - 1.0 and the variance of the response, y, is a = 1.0. We

'ill assume that the experimenter is interested in estimating the

slope at a distance of .5 from the midpoint of the experimental region
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mo that the variance of the estimated slope at this distance is

B - .1. Further assume that it Costs d. - $1.00 to obtain an obser-

vation at either of the exterior design points and d2 a $2.00 at

the interior point.

We use equation (21) with (x - 8) = (.5)2 and D - .25 to obtain

n1 °

[1 2(.25) + 1/23 r()i]~ (21

Substituting into equation (19) we have

n2  30 '4 " 1(.) 25 15 (22)

The symmetrical u2 (min) design (in units of "u) is then n, = 30,

n2 = 15, and n3 = 30 observations at the design points -1, 0, and I.

reispectively. W9 can easily convert this to units of x using the

relationship

x -X
U - rIE

Thus if the midpoint of the experimental region for this examp.e is

e = 5, we obtain the design points 4, 5, 6 with allocations 30, 15

and 30, respectively.

F4
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1.5 Summary

In this paper we have discussed the use of u 2(min) designs

for estimating the slope of a second order linear model. We then

determined the symmetrical u2 (min) design which minimizes a cost

function of the form

Cost di + n d

subject to the restriction that V(a4x) - B.

4
,I

I

I
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THE AN.ALYSIS 01O COIPLU CONTINGENCY
TABLE DATA FROM GEHIAL XPfIKUIWTAL DESIGNS

AND SAMPLE SURVEYS

Gary G. Koch and Donald W. Reinfurt
Department of Iiostatietics

Vniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Initially, a number of asymptotically equivalent approaches to the
analysis of complex contingency table data are outlined and contrasted.
These include maximum likelihood, minimum discrimination information, and
the general linear model procedures. Variuus teat criteria are presented
along with a number of methods for estimation. Due to the generality of
the linear model approach and its familiarity from the continuous case, it
is the procedure chosen for the sequel.

The notation, assumptions, and methods of inference for the general
linear model approach are detailed as in Griszle, Statier, and Koch [1969)
and are illustrated for the familiar test of independence for two-way

contingency tables.

A more general categorical data model is developed for the situation
in which the data are incomplete in the sense that not all of the experi-
mental units are classified according to each of the dimensions of the
table. Since this information relative to a subset of the dimensions of
the table is assumed to arise by d rather than hX chance, it is
referred to as "supplemental inloraltion" and the relevant margins of the
table as "eupplemenzed margins." This supplemental information is used
to improve the precision of the estimates of the marginal probabilities
over the suppleaented dimension(s), and it is incorporated into the esti-
mation of the individual cell probabilities in order to improve certain
tests of hypotheses, especially those Involving marginal symetry. Note
is made of rhe obvious resemblance to double sampling.

Special notation for the case of supplemental data is developed and
a ,esighted least squares estimation procedure outlined. A general two-
stage test procedure resembling that for the unsuppleuented case is
indicated.
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Contingency table data often arise fropo sample surveys of finite
populations. It is noted herein that, with certain modifications consistent
vith the principles of survey sampling (via, modifications to the estimate
of the covariance matrix), the more general linear model approach applies
directly.

Finally, a number of detailed examples are presented. These examples
illustrate the general linear model approach to categorical data arising
In the following contextsa

(1) a simple quantal bi5logical assay

(2) a factorial design-type contingency table Including interaction
(Dyke and Patterson, (19523)

(3) a split-plot contingency table on social mobility trends for
different countries (Mosteller, (19681)

(4) a comparison of two drugs where there is supplemental information
for both drugs

(S) a sample survey situation involving questionnaires sent to a
sample of newly-licensed drivers in North Carolina

I. SOME HISTORICAL REMARKS

1.1 Introduction

Categorical data and its analysis have been of interest to statis-
ticians ever since the earliest origins of the subject. For example, in
the area of vital statistics, Graunt presented data during the early
1600's on causes of death (e.1., consumption, diseases of infancy, tooth
diseases) which appeared in tr1 t *irm of frequency tabulations according to
the sex and marital status of tne deceased. Since 1790, census studies
have collected and analyzed numerous cross-tabulations on a wide variety
of demographic variables. Another example is in genetics where Mendel
collected data in the mid-1800's on garden pea varieties (one-way tables)
leading to the now-famous Mendelian heritability ratios. Finally, in the
field of epidemiology, Greenwood and Yule in the early 1900's had considerable
data on typhoid attacks on inoculated and non-inoculated individuals.

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically from

the author's manuscript.

This research was partially supported by National Institute@ of Health,
Institute of General Medical Sciences, Grant No. GM 12868-06.
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Aside from this historical backgrnund, categorical data appearing

in the form of frequency tabulations in one-way, two-way, and multi-way

tables are a familiar data array to virtually all statisticians in today's

"society. The specific examples range from experiments in medicine dealing

with all or nothinS responses to various stimuli or methods of therapy, to

investigations of highway safety data indicative of degree of personal

injury severity in motor vehicle accidents, and to sample surveys dealing

with various aspects of life including even such personal matters as

family planning. In rost of these situations which cut across the soc.al

sciences, the life sciences, and even the physical sciences, the data ace

expressed in terms of nominal or ordinal scales. Moreover, even quanti-

tative data are occasionally represented in a categorical form wLen

grouped into class intervals.

Although many statisticidns are ac'arc c! the vir~nxig Interrelation-

ships that may exist among the classification type variables in a

multi-dimensional contingency tabic, such data are often analyzed in torms

of the traditional Pearson chi-square statistic as applied to some subset

of the totality of two-dimenslonal tables. Since these statistics are

directed in many cases at fragr.ented hypotheses, a definite need becomes

apparent for comprehensive methods of statistical analysis which are directly

applicable to qualitative data and which are ;nalogous in scope and ),ewer to

multiple regression and multivarizte analysib of variance as applied to

quantitative data. Unfortunately, because categorical data has been of

interest to a wide vAriety of researchers with divergent areas of application,

only a liP'Lcd amount of attention has beer directed at general models

and methods of inference in the published literature. Instead, more

consideration has been given to thc (luvelopm.'nt of ;iiscllancous techniques

which are discussed from somewhat different philoFophical points of
4S5



vis and which are applicablo to a series of not always vwel-defined

special cases. Thus, the practitionetr has often had to search the

literature for a procedure appropriate to his problem; when he has

failed to find such a technique, he has either been required to use an

Inappropriate analysis for his data or leave his data unanalysed.

Another difficulty in the analysis of uategorical data has been

the exietence of numerous methods of estimation and corresponding test

criteria upon which statistical inferences may be based. As a result,

even when the researcher nas decided upon the hypotheses of interest,

he still is confronted with a wide choic.. of particular methods to

apply. In most cases, thuis choice is not crucial since many of the

methods have been shown to be asymptotically equivalent. However,

since various authors use different methods, the variety of choices is

often confusing to the uninitiated.

1.2. Some Recent Developments in General Methods of Analysis for
Categorical bata

Pearson (1947) was amoxug the first to note that, even in the

simple 2x2 contingency table, the same configuration could have ariden

from different sampling schemes. Thus, it appeared necessary to care-

fully specify the underlying probability model since different models
4

could lead to different statistical procedures with obviously different

interpretations.

The importance of model construction and hypothesis formulation

in complex multi-dimensional contingoncy tables has been discussed in

some detail by Bhapkar and Koch t1968a, 1968b]. Their work emphasized

the relationship between certain problems in categorical data situations
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vith oorssponding problems in sultivatiate analysit pertainitn to pat-

terns of correlations and factorial analysis of effects. As such, it was

a dirett outgrowth of earlier work pioneered by ROy end Mitre (19561, Roy

end Kastenbaum [19561, Roy and 1hapker [19601, and Bhapkar 11961, 1966,

1968). Underscoring the results of this research has been the careful

consideration of the sampling scheme from which the data arose. The

particular factor-response structure q.e.. sampling scheme) of the model

has dictated the hypotheses of relevance just as in univarlite and multi-

variate analysis of variance for continuous variables.

The application of thi4 approach to data from a variety of experi-

mental situations through the use of linear regresslon models has been

described by Griszle, Starmer, and Koch 11969], Grizzle and Williams

(1970], Johnson and Koch (1970a], Koch and Reinfurt [1970], and Reinfurt

[1970]. These authors base their analyses on the use of a fairly power-

ful and widely applicable computer program which has been documented by

Forthofer, Grizzle, and Stermer (1969]. The resulting test statistics

are derived through weighted least squares procedures and correspond

Identically to the modified minimum chi-sq4are statistics (X2) due to

Neyman [1949) or equivalently the generalized quadratic form criteria

due to Wald (1943).

Another line of development has been pursued by researchers who

are particularly interested in multiplicative models for multinomial

populations. Here a maximum likelihood approach based on iterative pro-

portional fitting of appropriate marginal sub-tables has been emphasized.

A comprehensive discussion of this approach has been given by Goodman

[1969. 1970]. These papers bring together a number of results obtained
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previouslv t-, [[rch adian [1963ti, 1963b, 1964a, 1964h],

Mosteller [1968], Bishop [1969], lienberg [19691 and Plackett [1969].

A substantial part of this effort has been motivated by the resemblance

of multi-dimensional contingency tables to certain complex factorial

designs. Maximum likelihood methods are then applied to the assumed

multiplicative underlying models. Finally, Bishop and Fienberg [1969]

and Goodman [1968] have demonstrated that this approach is a particularly

useful one for handling incomplete contingency tables (i.e., tables

containing cells with zero frequencies).

Finally, a third general approach which bears a definite resem-

blance to the maximum likelihood methodology previously discussed is

based on the principle of minimum discrimination information. Certain

aspects of this type of analysis are summarized in Ku and Kullback [1968].

Some other relevant results are given in Kullback [1959], Kullback,

Kupperman, and Ku [1962], Good [1963], Ireland and Kullback [1968a, 1968b] , and

Ireland, Ku, and Kullback [1969].

For the most part, all of these approaches are asymptoti-cally

equivalent in the sense of being based on BAN estimates (see Section 2.3)

as described by Neyman [1949]. Certain results of Hoeffding [19651

and Rao [1963] sggest that the maximum likelihood approaches are more

efficient. However, the authors here believe the minimum \ i-approach

to be computationally simpler and to be more ro)ust: against departurCs

from underlying model assumptions. U!once , it w.ill he the Iine wh i ch Is

emphasized in the remainder of this paper. Finally, it should be noted

that the relative merits of the various, approaches have been di.'cussed

a number of times by 21erk-son [1955, 1957, 1068] in the context of data

from the health and mcd'ic' s.cienc,..
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This discussicn has focused attention primarily on the three

general methods of analysis. Other important contributions which have cut

across these lines of research and supported their development include

the work of Bartlett [1935], Simpson [19511, Lancaster [19511, Plackett

(1962], Lewis [1962], and Darroch [1962] on contingency table interaction;

Cochran [1952] and Maxwell [1961] on methods which pertain to the refining

and strengthening of the applicability of the traditional Pearson type

X -test; and Berkson [1944, 1953, 1954, 1968] and Grizzle [1961] on

applications to data arising from bioassay models.

2. MODELS FOR CATEGORICAL DATA

2.1. The Characterization of Multi-dimensional Contingency Tables

In the analysis of any multi-dimensional contingency table, there

are three fundamental aspects to be considered. These include

(i) the specrification of the underlying todell

(ii) the formulation (in terms of this model) of the hypothiesis
to be tested and the c,1iculation of the corresponding test
statistic;

(iii) the interpretation (with respect to the model) of the

results.

In order to specify the ,derlying model, it must be realized that eacih

subject (or experimental unit) may give rise to two tvpes of data.

These are

(i) a description of the experimental. condiLions wiiicli the
subject undergoes (or of the sub-popuIation of units to
which tile expcrimiental unit belongs)--henceforth referred
to as "factors" or 'populations";

(ii) a description of what subseqUieil ty h,1ipens to e., cl s it'.icct--
henceforth rcferrvd to as ''cc • Os ,5

In ether words, the data in am no v ti-d meosi ,o:i cootins',, \yt:i, 1 ri,
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the frequencies with which subjects belonging to tile same sub-population

or combination of factor categories yielded the same combination of

responses. The dimension, d, of a contingency table refers to the total

number of factors and responses while the levels represent the sub-categories

wi1thin the factors and responses.

More specifically, consider r independent random samples taken

from r multinomial populations where n iorepresents the size of the

sample from the i-th population and n.. the observed number falling in

the j-th category of the i-th sample vlere i - 1, 2, ... , r and

j = 1, 2, ... , s. It should be noted that i and/or j may be multiple

subscripts as in the case of multi-factor and/or multi-response models.

For example,

i ' = (il , i , ... ,I i w ith i = 1 , 2f•. ., r a = 1 , 2 ,. .. d f

)= ' Q j2  ' jd r with j, = 1, 2, ., s = 1, 2, d

In this context, the model is that of a d -factor, d -response contin-fr

gency table with the factors at levels ic , a = 1, 2, ... , df, and the

responses at levels jV' B = 1, 2, ... , dr. Here, it will be assumed

that all response-level combinations occur with positive probability;

however, situations where this assumption does not hold may be handled

by methods analogous to those given by Goodman [19681. On the other

hand, not all factor-level combinations are required to appear. In

particular, if the sample design is an incomplete block design, not all

factor-level .-ombinations appear.

From these consid rations, it follows that four types of multi-

dimensional contingency table models can he Identified. These arc as follows:
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Model I. No factor, multi-response tables

Model II. Uni-factor, multi-response tables

Model I11. Multi-factor, uni-response tables

Model IV. Multi-factor, multi-response tables

Obviously, for one-way tables, only Model I can occur; for two-way

tables, only Models I and II can occur;for three-way tables, only

Models I, II, and III can occur. Otherwise (d > 3), all four models

can arise in various situations.

To identify the hypotheses appropriate to the different models,

consider the case of three-dimensional tables. In the case of "no

factor, three response" tables (Model I), the primary interest lies in

the relationships among the three responses which are analogous to

problems of independence and correlation in normal multivariate analysis

of variance. Questions of interest include total independence of the

three responses, independence or any one response frog, the other two,

pairwise independence, and partial association between two responses

withi. given levels of the third. In addition, hypotheses of iotal

symmetry and marginal symmetry are often of conside-rable interest.

If the experiment is of the "one factor, two response" typ.e

(Model II), interest lies in the association between the responses as

wall as the effect of the fazt.r on the reaponses. Here the questions

posed are similar to thuse encountered in one-way normal multiviriate

analysis of variance. Appropriate hypotheses for this case include

independence of the responses within each factor level, homogeneity for

each marginal response (i.e., does the factor level affect the marginal

distribution of the response?), and Joint homogenei.y (i.e., does the
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factor level affect the joint distribution of the responses?)

Finally, if the experiment is of the "two factor, one response"

type (Model III), the questions of interest are similar to those arising

in univariate normal analysis of variance, i.e., how do the factors

(cf. treatments or independent variables) combine to determine the

response (cf. "yield" or dependent variable)? ilere the hypotheses of

interest include total homogeneity (i.e., do both factors affect the

distribution of the response?), partial homogeneity (i.e., does one

factor affect the distribution of the response?), and "no interactLon"

between factors in the way they affect the response (i.e., do the

factors determine the response in a purely additive or multiplicative

way or are the relationships between the factors and the response more

complex?).

For completeness, it should be noted that for Model IV situations

("multi-factor, multi-response" experiments and hence d > 3), interest

centers in both the relationships among the responses and in the way the

factors combine to affect the responses. Thus. the structure of the

table (which is not always obvious or unambiguous) dictates the types

of questions that are of interest in a given experimental situation. In

the next section, these concepts will be formulated in terms of a general

mathematical model from which test statistics mnay be derived. Tt is at

this point that various differences arise among the three general method-

ologies based on minimum rl , maximum l ikelihood, and mi ni, um

discrimination information.

2.2. !Lypopth,_csis Formulation

Let 7i, represent the probab i. ty of anI obst2rvationl from t, e i-th

population (or factor lQvUI) faling in tie j-thl rUsponsu ratutorv (i.e.,
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the Tij represent individual cell probabilities). If the sampling

is either from a very large population or with replacement, the-n the

probability distribution of the observed frequencies, n.. , is given

by the product-multinomial distribution. This model has the form

n..,

r s (r. J

S= H nio! IT - (2.2.1.)
i=1 j=l n,,!

S s
where r•ir 1 and E n n. (fixed) for all i and where it is

jul j1 ij 10

assumed tnat iT > 0 for all i, j. This basic model allows various

hypotheses of interest to be expressed as functions of the unknown

parameters in (2.2.1). Hence, it is the primary basis of inference in

the remainder of this paper. However, it should be noted that, if

sampling is without replacement irom a relatively small population and

hence the sampling fraction is large (say, exceeding 10 per cent),

methods of analysis based on the theory of sampling from finite popula-

tions are more appropriate. The details of the analysis for this

situation which requires adjustments for finite population correction

factors have been considered by Johnson and Koch 11970b) and are illustrated

in Section 5.5.

A general formulation for many hypotheses of interest in the analy-

sis of categorical data (e.g., in two-way tables, independence in the

Model I situation, homogeneity in the case of Model II) is given by the

following set of constraints on the cell , : '-abilities:

HO1 : f (7) = 0 (2.2.2)

where
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( - (fl(D), f(IT) ..... ft(n)) t < r(s-l) (2.2.3)

with

ill o(I '12" .. . is; 21' 221' '2s; " ' rl' r2'- " rs)

(Q i ,' 2 . .... .7 r,)

Here, the functions, fk(V, are assumed to be functionally independent
S

of each other and independent of the constraints, E T. = 1, i = 1, 2,...,r.
j =Ii

In addition, the fk(I) must have continuous first and second partial

derivatives with respect to the I. ' ana q (u) = ( Tfk(r)/$rij)•

-' txrs
must be of rank t (i.e., full rank) fer any u in the neighborhood of 17.

For example, consider the hypot~hesis of independence in a two-way

contingency table of the "no fac'.or, two response" typ.? (i.e., Model I).

This hypothesis is usually formulated as

IT 7T,. I[

JlJ2 if1 0J 2

where

S.)

IT Z- IT.
and 31o j 2 =1 J1.2

5 -

o j'2  =1 7T 3 1 2

represent the appropriate marginal probabilities. Alternatively, thit

hypothesis may be written in the form specified by (2.2.2) as

1o I {ilj2 Trl,2 = 0 j1 #j, j, #j'l~ge J132J 1 J --2 Jl J.e IT.

It should be noted that since this situation involves a single multi-

nomial population, the i-subscript has been suppressed. Alternatively,

if the two-way conLingency table is of the "one factor, one response"

type (i.e. ,Model I), then the hypothesis of homogeneity across sub-

pupulations may be written in the form specified by (2.2.2) as

-ij - 'j = 0 for all i i i' and each j.
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In other cases, the fk(i() pertain to any type of function about which

the researcher desires to draw inferences.

More generally, hypotheses involving the functions f(lT) can be

formulated in terms of linear regression models

H0 2  f (7) = X 3 (2.2.5)
tXl - txu uxi

where f(r) is as before, X is a known design matrix of rank u < t and

is a vector of unknown parameters. Given that a linear model for the

functions f(l) applies, hypotheses concerning various constraints on the

model parameters can be formulated as follows:

H103: C 5 = 0 (2.2.6)
cOu u;l c6l

where C is a matrix of known constants of rank c < u. Proper choices

of C allow hypotheses pertaining to various main effects and lower order

interactions to be examined. This aspect of analysis is illustrated by

seqeral examples in Section 5.

2.3 Estimation Procedures

If the hypothesis of interest is formulated in terms of constraints

on the cell probabilities as in (2.2.2), then it is necessary to obtain

estimates of the cell prcbabilities subject to those en-nstraints. These

constrained estimates are then incorporated into one of several asymptoti-

cally equivalent test criteria and the test is performed.

In the framewoLk -)f (2.2.2), there are essentially two different

classes of estimation procedures. These are

(1) Maximum likelihood and minimum discrimination information;
9

(2) Minimum chi-square (minimum X ) and modified minimum

chi-spqiare (minimum X 2) in the sense of Nevman.
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Both classes of estimation procedures satisfy a certain optimality

property; namely, they all yield BAN (best asymptotically normal)

estimates. Thus, thest estimat7tLq.q 1 are

(i) Consistent and hence asymptotically unbiased (i.e., they

converge in probability to the w j);
r

(ii) Asymptotically normal as N = Z n io with - &i
i-l N

where is a constant;

(iii) Efficient (i.e., the variance of any other consistent,

asymptotically norm.al estimate is at least as large as the

variance of i•)
J ý Tr

(iv) Sufficiently regular i.e., exist and are continuous
ij

in Trij for all i.j).

Historically, maximum likelihood estimates (MLE's) were probably the

first estimates derived for (2.2.2) and have been fairly popular in certain

special contexts like quantal response bloassays. To obtain MI.E's of the

S(2.2.1) must be maximized with respect to the •tj 's and subject to

(2.2.2). This leads to a system of simultaneous equations which are often

non-linear in the nit and consequently difficult to solve. Although

various iterative schemes have been proposed (e.,., Roy and Kastenbaui.m,

I1956] ; KagrenhAL- and 1.amnhiear, f19591). the varietv of possible hvPotheses

has precluded the fnrmulation of a genera*l solution of the resulting

systems of equations. However, due to the results of Birch [1963], fairly

general maximum likelihood proccdures have recently appeared. These

include the various iterativc proportional fitting schemes pre.',ented

in Mosteller [1968], (,,odman [1969, 1970], Bishop ;ind ifnberý- (196'4],

and Bishop [1969]. These are based on the r:iilization that for certain
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hypotheses, the HLE's of the expected cell frequencies are uniquely

determined by the marginal totals being equal to the HLE's of their

expectations.

Alternatively, Kullback and his associates have recommended the

use of miniv= discrimination information estimates. These BAN estimates

arc obtained by minimizing, with respect to the W•J 's
ij

r s
l(itJp*) * £ tn( i (2.3.1)

"i-l J-1 ij

subject to (2.2.2) where the pf, are fixed by hypothesis, observed,

or estimated. Similar to maximum likelihood estimation, this procedure

also usually requires iterative procedures.

2
Minimum X estimates are obtained by minimizing

_ 2
r s (n nion
L " - ii (2.3.2)

imi J." n lo1T ij

wich respect to the rij Is and subject to (2.2.2). Again, thiN technique

usually involves the solution of a system of complicated, non-linear
2

simultaneous equations, and, since minimum X2 estimates are not kno'-n

to possess any desirable properties that MLE's lack, these estimates have

seldomly been used.

If the denominator of (2.3.2) is replaced by the observed cell

frequency, ni, and the resulting sure

r s (ni n noi)"

i-i J-I i.

minimized with respect to the t j's and s'ubject to (2.2.2), the

2
resulting minimum XI estimates are obtained by solving only linear
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equations provided the fk((r) are linear in the wij a. Neyman [19491

proved that. if the fk(ff) are not linear In the wl 's, the fk(W) may

be replaced by their Taylor series expansion about the point, T - p,

where p nij /a - 1, ... , r; j - 1, ,.., s, namelyii i
,I

r s afk~l W i

(2.3.4)
k 1 , 2, ... , t

thereby reducing the problem to the linear case. In either cabe, the

resulting minimum X estimates are BAN estimates and do i:i require

iterative procedures for their solution.

In the framework of (2.2.5) where a linear model is fitted to

the data, Grizzle et al. [19691 esLtimdce f(,) by replacing T, by its

unrestricted .MLE, p, and then estimate the paramecers (B) of the model

by ordinary weighted least squares procedures applied to

f (p) - X . (2.3.5)
txl ~ t~u uxl

This procedure yields the familiar weighted least squares estimate

(WTSL), b. of B, namely

b = (X'S x) X'S- f(p) (2.3.6)

where

we S a consistent estimate of the covariance matrix for f(p)

txt

Ths estimation procedure is disc,,ssed in r.,ore detail In Section 3.
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2.4 Test Statistics

A number of asymptotically equivalent test statistics have been

proposed for testing the hypotheses specified by (2.2.2) and (2.2.5).

Asymptotic equivalence requires that, regardless of whether the null

hypothesis holds, the probability of any two tests being contradictory

r n
tends to zero as N - Z n,, with where is a constant.

N.1

The test statistics for (2.2.2) fall into three essentially different

classes. They are

(1) Pearson's chi-square statistic

2 r s (nl n ni )

,- Zr -LLI-- to - (2.4.1)
i-l J-1 nio 7ij

(2) (a) Neyman-Pearson's likelihood ratio chi-square statistic

r s nio n
X . E E [ - 2 in (--- ]. (2.4.2)
L il J-1 nj

(b) Mirimum discrimination infornation statistic

2 r s 7 r •)••
22 ,X2 r 2N 7r i Si. (2.4.3)

¼) (a) Neyman's chi-square ntatistlc

2I' (n..4.4)
xN n 244

.:-i J-1 ij

(b) Wald's statistic

(t (p) (f (p)
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i
where p. f(p). Spt and N are defined in Section 2.3, the are

any BAN estimatas of the T, and the riT are the minimum discrimina-
ijii

tion information estimates obtained by minimizing (2.1.1).

For testing the fit of the linear model (2.2.5), the usual

analysis of variance error sum of squares is uged, i.e.,

XF2 SS(f(MT) - Xa) - (f(p))' S-(f(p)) - (Xh)' 5- (Xb)

(2.4.6)

where b is defined in Sectlon 2.3. Then, given that the model

adequately fits the data, tests involving contrasts of the model

parameters ( C ý -, ) are produced by usual analysis of variani:e
c•i u•d cd

sums of squares, i.e.,

X " SS(CO - 0) , (Cb)'[C(X'S- X) -1(C'-i (Cb) (2.4.7)

where C is a matrix of con.tants of rank c u.
., 2~

Under I1t in (2.2.2), Ney-an [1949] has shown that X-, XR and

X2, using anty BAN estimates of the 1i, are asvmptotically var.ates

with t degrees of freedom (D.F.) and hence are asynptotically equivalent

provided that
(i) -.- , i1. 1, 2 .... , r, remain constant as N

(ii) f k(0•O, k - 1. 2, ... , t, has at least ont- solu-ion such

that nIj > 0 for ali i, J.

Bhapkar [19661 has shown that XW2 (Wald's statistic) f testin;; linear
W

hypotheses in categorical data Is algebraically identical LO Kn . ,:henv,..r

2 is defined, i.e., whenever all the n ave positive. Sir-ih~rlv, for
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testing non-linear hypotheses, 2.. is iden~tical to X 2 using Neyman's

linearization technique on the hypothesis constraints as in (2.3.4).

2Kullback [1959] has shown that X (the mlnimum discrimination information

statistic), under HO, is also asymptotically X2 with D.F. - t so that

all of these tests used for H are asymptotically equivalent when using

the appropriate estimates of the individual cell probabilities.

In the context of .he linear model as in (2.2.5). the tests are

derived by conventional methods of weighted least squares and hence are

the same as Neyman's chi-square tests vhen translated into constraints.

Under H O2, 2 for testing the fit of the model is asymptotically 2

X2with D.F. - (t - u); given the modcl, X 2 or testing contrasts of the

model parameters is asymptotically X_ with D.F. a c under the null

hypothesis, CB - 0.

3. THE LINEAR NODEL APPROACH

3.1 Notation and Assumption

In this section, the general nethodologv for categorical data

discussed by Grizzle et. al.[19691 will Do outlined in nore detail. 'hIi

underlying probability model is that defined by (2.2.1) witn the notation

rcferring to the expected cell prohbhilitie .mnd hynothutical data showM in

Table 3.1.1.
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Table 3.1.1 Expected cell probabilities (cell frequencies) for the
standard contingency table

Populations Response Categories Totals
(factors) 1 2 ... a

1T Tr
11 12 is 1

(n 11) (n 12) (n ls) (n lo)

2 it 2  IT . . . !
21s 2

(n2 (n22 (n2• no

r lTrl 71r2 ... 7I

(nrl) (nr2) (n rs) (nro)

Let n' be defined as in (2.2.4) and let p' be the corresponding vector

of unrestricted HLE's of the respective components of ''; i.e.,

-P =( -l P12 .. .. Pls P21 'P22" " . .. P ;""" Prl Pr2 .... "Pr,,)

lwrs (3.1.1)
-(p1'p ' . .p '

where pij" (nij/nio) for i - 1, 2...., r and J 2,

Let V (i) be the variance-covariance matrix of the unrestricted :.F.'.

from the i-th population; hence,
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ii -iT i ' T nITL.2 ii" i is

V(.- var( 1 )- a it ... -rir (3.1.2)

(symmetric) ' T is (l-tis)r

A consistent estimator for V (ri ) independent of any hypothesis on the T-i

is

Yt - V(Pi) - *V(ti).t E - sample estimate of V(.r) (3.1.3)

sxs

Hence, a consistent estimator for the variance-covarian~e matrix of p is

V V(p) a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks
rsxrs 1

of the fcr= - - pp!) (: 1.k)

where D diagonal (pill P12 ...p pis).
Let z (,t) be defined as in (2.2.3) and define H and S by

H " (p) " (7 - - 3 1
t :rs it r-p

S ,HVH' a sample estimate of the variance-covariance matrix

txt of f (D) after iincarizati.nn a.s in (2.3.4)

It is assumed that the f are functionally independent of each otl,er

and of the co-nstraints, L - 1, for IC1,2,. r; hence H and HVH',. 
.. i

are asymptoticallv of full rank. Finally, if certain n,, - O, the authors

suggest that they be replaced, in certal., cases, by (1!/s) to elirinate

possible singularitias in S. (See Berkson [1155]).
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3.2. Methods of Inference

Assume that fMr) w X3 where the f Is are possibly non-linear and

X and B are defined following (2.2.5). For the no factor, multi-response

case (.e_., one population problems), the relevant hypotheses are those

of various types of independence and symmetry. These are tested using

X 2 , SS(f(ir) . 0) a - I f (3.2.1)2

which, under H f(r) - 0, is asymptotically x with D.F. * t. If
0 1

f(I) is linear, i.e., f(r) ( An where

Sa(,)I-,, a(,),,; a (1)21"'" '(1)2s; a, ; ()rl,, a(, )rs!

a (2)11. " '" (2)19 ; a (2)21" ". a(,),,s " "; a (2)rl'"* a(,,)rs

A -

La(t)iIl ' a(t)ls; as(t)21"* , att12s; a (t)rl-,, a(tO rsJ

a' (2)

is an appropriate matrix of constants of rank t, then (3.2.1) is more

explicitly given by

X - SS(f(r) *At - 0) - (Ap)'(AVA') (Ap). (3.2.2)
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A second class of functions often ar,;.nip, in categorical a t :l proble.s

is the class consisting of the logarithmic functions which can be

expressed by f(7) - K tn(Nr) where .Qn(.) denotes the vector of nlatural

(or Naperian) logarithms of the elements of A7, and K = (k ) is an

vXt

appropriate matrix of constants of rank v < t. The corresponding test

statistic for this case is given by

2

X = SS(f(M7) = qn(A\) = 0) (3.2.3)
F'

(K on(Ap)) (I:D-1AvA'D- K') (K ,n(Ap))

where D diagonal (a' (l).p, •a'(2) a¾ .1. '( ) t.nder is

asymptotically wi [th M.F'. = v. It should be noted that caution muslt

be taken in constructing .\ -o that no element of the vector, \p. is

zero. Often when logarithmic functions, are used, thero is intercos, il

riultipLicative m.de ,s for and hence A=T=(identity matr S i n). ice t, -ptv

cells are to be replaced by t/s. each ele-,ent of ip ( o) vill i, positive

so that no difficul.ty is encountere, w:th ti is co:::on app] icat ion of the

logarithmic functions.

For example, cons ider the L0 ,t of i nde pond once oe t,, Cie o-.av :

cited in section 2.2. Let l = = I, 2. Then

is given by

f(7) = n(
IL 21

= 11 1 21 22
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so that

A identity matrix

K = (1, -1, -3., 1)

"pll(I-Pll) -Pll)12 -PlIP21 -PlIP22

1 (1-P 2  2P2 2P22

P 2 1 (1-P 2 n) -P21P22

(symmetric) P 2 2 (1-P 2 2)

2 2whereN E Zn

jl~l J2--1 JJ2

D = diagonal (Pil' P1 2 ' P21' P 2 2)

and hence

- 3 , _ , 1 -2-

KI) AV-

KD-IAvA'D-K' = + + + 1

S....... P12 p 2 1  P 2 2

Thus, the test statistic with D.F. I is given by

2 sS(f(IT) K Zn(AW) ) (3.2.4)

N(,%n pli - Qn p 1 2  Zn P 2 1 + R.n 2,2)

l__+ I + I +

PIl P 1 2  P2 1  222
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4
For the uni- or multi-factor, uni- or multi-tesponse case (i.-e.,

several population problems), X is known and of rank u < t. A test

of fit of the model f(X) a x•, is given by the residual sum of squares

2 -1(b
2 SS(f(Ii) - X) - f'S f - (Xb)'S'(Xb) (3.2.5)

FI

where b is the vetror that minimizes (f - Xb)'S- (f - Xb) and is given

by

b a (X'S-X)- 1 x's-f. (3.2.6)

2 2
If the model fits the data, XF is asymptotically X with D.F. - t - u.

Recalling that for the linear case, f * Ap, AVA' and for the

logarithmic case, f - K Zn(Ap), S a KD -AVA'D-K', explicit expressions

tor the test statistic given in (3.2.5) can easily be obtained for

these Lwu classcs of functions.

Given that the model fits, various hypotheses concerning j
cndLCriratS on th, model paiarmtcrL,:,.....y bce of interest. The choice

of hypotheses is illjstrated in considerable detail in section 5. A test

of the hypothesis, H03: - " 0, is produced by

. SS(C6. 0) (Cb)'[C(X'S-X)-C'1-(Cb) (3.2.7) j
where C is a (cxu) matrix of arbitrary constants of rank c < u. under

HWX is asymptotically X2 with D.F. c. Again, explicit expressions

for (3.2.7) can easily be obtained for the linear and logarithmic classes

of functions.

4
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4. MORE GENERAL CATEGORICAL DATA MODELS

4.1. Contingency Tables with Supplemented Margins

As has been indicated previously, the approach of Grizele et.al.

(1969] is based upon applying weighted least squares analysis to certain

appropriately formulated linear models similar to those arising in

univariate and/or multivariate analysis. As such, the following

assumptions are made:

(i) All cells are assumed to have positive Frobability of
occurrence.

(ii) The data is complete in the sense that ever" experimental
unit is classified according to each of Lh, d dimensions
of the table.

In many practical problems, some of these assumptions must be relaxed.

Goodman (1968] and Bishop and Fienberg [1969], among others, have

considered (i) by dealing with the implications of having 1 prio.ri

certain empty cells. Their approach itilizes multiplicative models with

m!-.:oum likelihood estimation. The relaxation of (i) for the linear model

n handlel 5
u slitta'lp djfini.ion of t (7T) and is discussed in

Grizzeu 4nd Williams (1970]. The relaxation of (ii) is the primary con-

cern of this section.

In the usual categorical data situation, there is complete infor-

mation available for each entry in the corresponding contingency table.

For instance. In a four-dimL' n.ional tacle ot the two-tactor, two-response

type, each experimental unit has been classified according to all four

dimensions. However, in many situations, the experimenter is not equally

interested in the response variates or perhaps additional information on

one particular dimension could be obtained relatively easily and economically.
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Alternatively, perhaps, as described in Kleinbaum (1970] for the con-

tinuous case, there is missing data for some individuals in the sense

that classifications on only d' < d dimensions have been made. Retaining

and utilizing this partial information is distinctly different from the

"apparently" similar problem of empty cells (see Assumption(i)).

Here, the additional information is assumed to arise by design

rather than by chance and as such is referred to as "supplemental

information" and the corresponding margins of th" contingency table as

"supplemented margins". This supplemental information is used to

improve the precision of tite Lqtimates of the marginal probabilities

over the supplemented dimension(s), and it is also incorporated InLo

the estimation of the individual cell probabilities in order to

improve certain tests of hypotheses.

Examples where such supplemental information migh. arise include

questionnaire surveys similar to the recently-completed national

census. In such surveys, every respondent would b, exp,.cted to answer

a basic set of questions. In addition, a certain proportion would be

asked to respond to a second set of questions judged to be less impor-

tant or more difficult to arswer than the questions in the basic set.

Supplemental information would derive from the answers to questions in

the basic set from those respondents not iequested to consider thQ

second set of ques'Liuis. Sirilarly, in automi,,ilc craOh invcctigaticns,

the investigating officer might routinely obtain certain biographical

information (e.j., race, sex, age) for all drivers tut, due to the

difficult conditions of the interview, obtain, onl% for a specified

subset, additional information such a: s&olrictv of the driver, purpose
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of the trip, etc. In this case, the supplemental information would

consist of the answers to those biographical questions for those

drivers who were not examined in detail.

It should be noted here that the uae of supplemented nergins

in the analysis of contingency tables resembles the technique of "double

sampling" as described in Cochran [1963]. In "double sampling "ga

preliminary sample (cf. supplemental information) is used to estimate

the distribution of an auxiliary variable (cf. marginal distribution

of particular respor.. or combination of respon~cs) and a second

stratified sample is used to estimate the characteristic of interest

(cf. cell probability).

Some work in this area has recently been done by Blumenthal

[19681 who treats essentially the same problem as described here.

However, he restricts attention to one-way tables whert each of the I

main categories has jig i - 1, 2, ... , I, sub-categories of classifi-

cation. In addition, Blumenthal assumes that a sample unit belonging

in cell (ij) has probability a ij of being only "partially classified"

as opposed to having a secondary sample for which supplementary infor-

mation on a subset of the study variables Is obtained. Imposing certain

siLplifying assumptions for this one-way situation, Blumenthal obtains

MLE'r- of the individual cell probahilities as well as the biai and

varS.?nce ,,f these estimates.

It should be noted that supplementation is considered only for

maargins that are not fixed (i.e., response margins rather than factor

margins). Supplementing a factor margin is of no irterest since that

margin being considered fixeJ a prior yields complete information

about its composition.
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In order to see more clearly thA implications of using supple-

mental data, let us consider the special case corresponding to the

simple Wx2 contingency table of the "no factor, two response" type.

Let A nenote one of the response variables and let B denote the other.

If n subjects arp classified according to both A and B while n0 , are

classified only according to A and n*o are clssuifled only according to

5, the resulting data can be displayed as in Table 4.1.1. It is assumed

that there is

Table 4.1.1.

Response B Levels Sub- Supplement Total
1 2 totp.lI A

Ii
Response 1 nll n1 2  n lo nh* N l°

A Levels 2 n21 22 n2 ° f 2 * Nn

Sub-total B n2 n 00* NI I
Supplement B n*l n*2 n*0 A

Total Nol N N L N

no interaction between subjects and the presence of supplemental data;

I.e., for the responses classified, the joint marginal distributions for

3ubjects with complete data and for those with supplemental data are the

same. Conditional on the number of individuals with various types of
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complete or supplemental data being fixed by design a ptiori (or by

assumption aposteriori), the basic probability model is the product

of several multinomiala life (2.2.1) with marginal and/or cell proba-

bilities as fundamental parameters. For the example in Table 4.1.1,

this model implies that

11 001

"12 0 no 0 4
E n21 0 0 noo 0 T21 (4.1.1)

nl* no no 0

- n 0

and that a consistent estimate for the variance of the vArious

frequencies is V as given by

"nooPIl (l-pl) -nooPll'l2 -n ooPl P 21 0

noP1 2 ( l-p 1 2 ) -nooP 1 2 P2 1  0 0

n 0 oP 2 1 (l-P 2 1 ) 0 0

L symmetric nopl,(l-pl*) 0nI I
(4.1.2)
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where PJJ ( ( 1  / 01 / (' O /1(n,.)/%,) LwIth

J1' J2 1, 2. Reinfurt [19701 indicates how the supplemental infor-

mation can be used to obtain improved estimators for the paraml:ter.

T IT r 71 iHe discusses both maximu'n I ikelihood estimation
ii' 12' 21' 22

and wveighted least squares estimation (which if iterated I ends to C(t:ti-

mators which arc equivalent to the MLE's). Either of these estimators

for the 1TjlJ2 can be used to play the same role as the unrestricted MT'h's

in the unsupplemented case. This means that one can test hypotheses of

the "orm (2.2.2) or (2.2.5) oy using the linear model approach of Section 3.

All that is required i.s to formulate appropriate definitions of the A,

K, X, and C matrices and to replace \ as in (3.1.4) by the cons•,•"ent

estimator of the asymptotic covariance matrix for th, estimators of

the T . . which have been adjusted for suppl ementat io Al. A I th iS
JIj2

can be put together in terms of a two-stage Lest procedure utilizing

thy c-,mputer program described by F'orthofer et.al.[19h9] as follows.

The first stage consists of the following:

.I Input the observed ceil and marnginal frequencies.

1.2 Obtain estimates of the cell probahbilities corresponding

to the unrestricted MLF's for the case with complete data:

(a) Tf the table Ls fairr!,. simple, obtain the N1.1sE'

(T11his 1s the closest analogu.e to the unresttrictud ML.E's

for thc complete data versfin and is most conq istent

with tc i;ts ising Wald statistics.)

(b) lor nmosL c;eeý-;, compute the wei),!hted I east squares

estitnators liv l.tertiyvc techiniques.
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(c) If interested in estimating functions of the cell

probabilities (say, Ail), rather than of ir obtain

Veighted least squares estimators of these express-

ions directly. This is particularly appropriate when

sample sites are small.

1.3 Ob..ait an estimate, 9 'r AJA' for (c)), of the asymptotic

covariance matrix using the estimates derivLd in (1.2).

The second stage consists of the following:

11.1 Input the A, K, X, and C matrices required for the analysis

as in tne existing prcgran.

11.2 Use the adjusted (for .-upplemental data) estimates of the

cell probabilities as obtained in (1.2) of the first stage

in place of the usual estimates along with the adjusted

estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix in (1.3) of

the first 6tage in place of the usual estimate. Proceed

with the testing of various hypotheses exactly as in the

existing linear models framework.

An example of this two-sLage procedure is given in Section 5.4.

4.2 Contingency Tablea from Sample surveys of Finite Populations

The general methods of analysis discussed by Griztle

et al. [19691, Goodman 119701, and Ku and Kullback (19681 presume

that the underlying model for complex contingency tables is the pro-

duct multinomial distribution. This model does not directly apply to

categorical data arising from sample survey situaLions sinre the sel-

ected subjects give responses which can be often either determl-:ed with

complete certainty (e.&., sex, amount of Pducation, year of birth, years

of experience) or which have widely varying probability eistributions
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(e.&. opinions regarding suitability of certain types of health

services or programs, the occurrences of accidents or diseases

during &pecified time periods, the occurrence of a positive or other

type of response to various methods of therapy). In addition, if

the actual survey design is a complex highly stratified cluster scheme

with varying probabilities of selection, the underlying probability

distribution becomes considerably more difficult to handle.

In spite of these problems, it does follow from the theory of

sample survey methodology that, in large samples, the estimated pro-

portions iii cortespording complex contingency tables have approximately

multivariate normal distributions with a covariance matrix which can be

consistently estimated by straightforward and well-known methods (as

developed in Cochran (1963]). Since this fact is really the crucial

assumption underlying the use of the approach of Grizzle !_ al, .

11969] in an ultimate sense, all that is required to apply their

result& to categurical data from sample surveys is to make certain

appropriate modifications consistent with the principles of survey

sampling.

Some progress has been made in this direction for the case of

stratified simple random samples. A number of results based on the

linear models approach have been described in Johnson and Koch 11970b]

and are illustrated in terms ot health services evaluation daLa ubtujted

from a sample survey of hospital administrators. Alternatively,

Nathan (1969, 19701 has proceeded from a somewhat different point of

view and concentrated substantial effort (,n tests for the hypothesis

of independence in two way contingency tables derived from stratified

samples.
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Finally, it should be noted that for this situation the

analysis may be viewed in a two-stage fashion with essentially the

same structure as that described in Section 4.1. However, here the

estimates of the parameters at the first-stage are developed according

to the principles of sample survey methodology. For simple survey

designs, such estimates are obtained in a straightforward fashion;

in more complex situations with unequal selection probabilities, their

derivation as well as the corresponding estimated variance-covariance
I

matrix is more difficult; however, once the first stage is completed,

the second stage is essentially the same as outlined previously and

involves only the proper specification of A, K, X and C matrices.

Finally, an example of a sample survey situation is described in

Section 5.5.

5. EXAMPLES

5.1. A simple quantal biological assay.

One type of experimental situation in which categorical data

often arise is the biological assay. The purpose of such investigations

is to measure the potency of some given treatment relative to some

standard treatment in terms of the magnitudes of their effects on

responses from living material (see Finney [19641). If the measured

response is expressed in all or nothing fashion like lives or dies,

then the experiment is called a quantal bioassay.

An hypothetical example of the results of a quantal bioassay

is given in columns 1-4 of Table 5.1.1. The experimental design here

involves assigning 20 animals to receive each of the specified doses
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of the two preparations which have been labelled here as "standard"

and "treatment". It can be noted that as the dose of either prepar&tion

is increased, the proportion of animals which die also incrcases. It

is this relationship between the proportion of dead animals and dote

for which a categorical data model is needed. Otie model which has

received extensive attention in the literature is based on the logistic

function. In this case, it is assumed that as dose is increased on

the log dose scale, the proportion of dead animals InLreases according

to the cumulative probability function of the logistic distribution;

,e._, if P(x) denotes the proportion of dead animals as a function of

log dose x, then the assumed model is

P(x) a (1 + expf-(a + Sx)]}"l. (.1.1)

A second assumption which is made is that the treatment prcparation

acts like a dilution of the standard in the sense that there exists a

p~rAm•tpr -" r-fllo thp relitiv• pnte'cy 'f tOw treartent sulch that fnr

every dose uT of treatment, the effect on the proportion of d~ad anirals

is the same as the dose u , of standard. In terms of thc model
S £

(5.1.1) with subscripts T and S referring to Lrpatar.ent and standard,

this means

PT (XT - lOgloLT) P ( logl 0 (.,%T)) (5.1.2)

" (I + Cxp(-(as + 3xs)]}-I

* {l + exp[-(aS + alogio, + fx1 )-

+( ÷ exp(-(ar + BxTT-.
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In other words, the functions PS and P have different parameters a

and % but the same B. Moreover the relative potency P is related to

the parmeters as, cI , ' in the sense that

loglOp - (a* T - as)/ (5.1.3)

r

It should be noted here that log dose x - Wg u and log p can be

expressed in terms of atuy base which is convenient. Here, log 10 has

been used for simplicity since loglo(2) : 0.3.

The model implied by (5.1.1) or (5.1.2) can be fitted to the

data in a very simple manner as soon as it is recognized that

P -f in{ (5.1.4)
P(x) 1 - P(x)

- -Zn{exp[-(- +

= t + "X

where, as before, ZnElog . The quantity X{i-_ I x) is often referred to as
e* l-P(X)

the "logit." For the given example, it- values appea, in column 6 of

Table 5.1.1.

The validity of the various assumptions can be tested by fitting

the following linear model to the ve-t-r of logits
aL

I0 0.3 0.0
l) o . 6 0.0
U 0.9 0.0
0 1.2 o.0(5.1.5)

0 1 0.0 0.0

0 1 0.) 0..30 1 U~ 0.6

0i 1 .0 0 . 9
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A statistical test for the goodness of fit of the logistic model

(5.1.1) is provided by the weighted residual sum of squares which

in this example is X2 0.75 with D.F. - 5; hence it is reasonable to

conclude that the logistic model is appropriate for these data. The

assumption that the Lreatment acts like a dilution of the standard is

equivalent to the hypothesis that PS and P have the same 5 or equiva-

lently that the lines fitted to the two sets of logits in (5.1.5) are

parallel. This can be formulated here in terms of the C-matrix [0 0 1 -1]

as described in Section 3. The resulting X 0.76 with D.F. - 1 and

hence justifies the dilution assumption. II

Since the previously described tests support the validity of

the model specified by (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) together, t',e final step is

to fit the reduced model with

I1 0 0.0-
1 n 0.3

1 0 C.96

1 0 1.2C , 1 .2 (5.1.6)

0 1 0 3 0,
0 1 0.6
0 1 0.9

to the vector of logits. The goodness of fit test for thi,- model has

X 2 , 0.85 with D.F. =6 which furth~er verifies our previous conclusions

with respect to XI l' stimates for the paramaeters in (3.1.6) are,

I

aS .- 2.60

T -1.53 (5.1.7;

- 4.34
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and predicted values for the logits based on these astimates are

given in column 8 of Table 5.1.1; the corresponding residuals appear

in column 9. From the estimates in (5.1.7), it follows that an

estimate for loglO0 is

1 0 0 a (T - /- = (1.02)/(4.34) - 0.235.

Finally, by using the C-matrices (1 -1 0] and [0 0 11, test

statistics for the hypothesis of equality of preparation effects and

equality of dose effects can be tested; the results heire are X2- 6.49

2
with D.F. - 1 and X2 , 46.62 with D.F. - 1 respectively. For a further

discussion of quanta! bioassays, the reader is referred to Berkson

(1955] and Finney (1964).

5.2 A factorial design type contingency table with interaction.

Many higher-dimensional contingency tables arise from experimen-

tal or survey situations which have a structure analogous to

the typical multi-way factorial (zross-classification) design fuL con-

tinuous data. One such example which has been analyzed a number of

times in the literature (e.g. Lombard and Doering (19471, Dyke and

Patterson ,19521, Cox and Snell (19683, Bishop [1969], anrd Goodman [1970]),

appears in Table 5.2.1 and corresponds to data from a sample of 1770

individuals who were cross classified according to the following five

categoricai variable:

1. whether they read newspapers or not
2. whether they listened to the radio or not
3. whether they read books and magazines (solid reading) or not
4. whether they attended lectures or oot
5. whether their knowledge of cancer was good or poor
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Strictly speaking, this it a "no factor, five response" zituation

since only the sample size n - 1729 is fixed and fcr each individual

all classification* are random variables. On the other hand, the

parameters of greatest practical interest pertain to tthe conditional

probabilities of good or poor knowledge of cancer, given fixed cate-

tries for exposure to newspapers. radio, solid reading and lectures.

This conditional point of view allows the situation to be considered for

a-.lytical purposes in r•'• of a "four factor, one response" model

with knowledge of cancer being the response. Hence, the data are

considered to represent 16 independent binomial samples as displayed

in the 16 x 2 array in columns ! and 6 of Table 5.2.1. The marginal

total for each row is assumed to be fixed and the data from different

tows are assumed to be statistically independent. These assumptions

are essentimlly ;ustified by the conditional rnint of view. The

vector of conditional relative frequencies p associated with good

knowledge of cancer in the various ncwspdper x radio x solid reading

x lectures categories appears in column 7 of Table 5.2.1 and the

corresponding estimated variances appear in column 8. It is appropriate

to note that even iithout the assumptions associated with the "four

factor, one response" model, these conditional relative frequencies

are uncorrelated with one another. Hence, their analysis in terms

of linear models and weighted least squares still applies independent

of the conditional point of view. In other words, the only aspect

of this discussion which is actually "conditional" is the set of

parameters which are conditional probabilities of good knowledge

of cancer as related to exposure to various media. However, this is

not unreasonable since these are the parameters which can be dealt
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with in practical terms because an individual's expoaure to media

can be controlled like a factor a priori even though here it was

measured a posteriori.

Several linear models were fitted to the set of conditional

relative frequencies in column 7 of Table 5.2.1. The first of these

was

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -- -1 - -1- (-.

L1

1 1 1 -1 -1. -1 -i 1i 1 1 -1 I-i -I -i 1-1

columns f -1 1 -is - 1 to 1 -i 1m-1 1 -1 1 -f ( .in
1 -1 1 -o 1 -l 1 -1 -1 -1 1 s i 1 -1 1e1 1 1 -l -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 I-1 1i 1 -1 1 -1

corresponding to tIie coumns of 1 together with significance tests

of their importa1ce appear In the respective rows of Tah-e 5.2.2.
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with in practical terms because an individual's exposure to media

can be controlled like a factor a Lriori even though here it was

measured a posteriori.

Several linear models were fitted to the set of conditional

relative frequencies in column 7 of Table 5.2.1. The first of these

was
Bt

1 1 1 1 -I -l -1 -i 1 1 1 1 -1 -I -1 -i

1 1 -I-I111 -1 -11I1-1-I1 11-I1-1
1 1 -1 -l 1 1 -1 -1 -l -1 1 1 -1 -i

1 1 -1 -1-1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1-1 -1 I 1
1 1 -1-1 -1 -1 1 1-1 - 1 1 1 1 -1 -

1 -l 1 -1 1 -1 1 -I -1 1 -I 1 -1 1 -1 (1 21

1 -I-11i1 -1-11i1I-1-11 1 -1 -11
1 -l -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -l

1 -1-1 1 -1 1 1-1 1-1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1i

1 i- 1 1 1-1 -1 1 1- 1II-1 -1 1 1
This is a complete model since the number of effects (i.e., j

columns of X is equal to the number of distinct factor combinations I
(i.e., the number of rows of X ). A description of the effects

corresponding to the columns of X together with significance test3

of their importance appear in the respective rows of Table 5.2.2.

I
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Table 5.2.2.

Source of Variation D.F. X2

Newspaper 1 17.94
Radio 1 4.10
Newspaper x Radio Interaction 1 0.03
Solid Reading i 4.78
Newspaper x Solid Reading Interaction 1 0.29
Radio x Solid Reading Interaction 1 0.75
Newspaper x Radio x Solid Reading Interaction 1 1.10
Lectures 1 z.34
Newspaper x Lectures Interaction 1 3.44
Radio x Lectures Interaction 1 1.13
Newspapers x Radio x Lectures Interaction 1 0.12
Soljd Keading x Lectures Interaction 1 6.55
Newspaper x Solid Reading x Lectures Interaction 1 1.28
Radio x Solid Reading x Lectures Interaction 1 1.19
Newspapers x Radio x Solid Reading x Lectures

Interaction 1 1.09

Simultaneous effects of all sources 15 261.04

The analysis in Table 5.2.2 is analogous to that for a 2x2x2x2 factorial

design. It indicates that there are significant effects due to newspapers

(a a .01), radio (a -. 05), solid reading (a = .05), solid reading x

lectures interaction (a - .05), and newspaper x lecture interaction

(a a .10). However, once these conclusions have been noted, the next

objective is Lo find a wodel with as few parameters as possible, but

which still accounts for most of the variation in the set of conditional

relative frequencies reflecting good knowledge of cancer. The results

in Table 5.2.2. warn the analyst that he must pay careful attention to

the interaction of lectures with newspapers and solid reading in for-

mulating this model. Some insight for this purpose can be attained by

looking at Table 5.2.3 which shows the effect of each of the factors

within fixed levels of the other three factor-.
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Table 5.2.3

Read Listen Solid Attend News- Radio Solid Lectures
News- to Read- Lectures paper Effect Reading Effects

papers Radio ing Effect Effect

Yes Yes Yes Yes 0.49 0.14 0.07 0.14
Yes Yes Yes .No 0.10 0.07 0.23 *
Yes Yes No Yes 0.10 0.13 * 0.30
Yes Yes No No 0.16 0.05 * *
Yes No Yes Yes 0.33 * 0.06 0.07
Yes No Yes No 0.08 * 0.21 *
Yes No No Yes 0.37 * * 0.22
Yes No No No 0.14 * * *

No Yes Yes Yes * -0.02 -0.32 -0.25
No Yes Yes No * 0.05 0.29 *
No Yes No Yes * 0.40 * 0.36
No Yes No No 0.03 * *
No No Yes Yes A * 0.10 -0.18

No No Yes No * * 0.27 A

No No No Yes * A * -0.01
No No No No * A * *

In this table, the difference between the proportion with good knowledge

and the proportion with poor knowledge for a given factor is displayed

for every combination of the other three facLors in those rows of the

table for which the given factor is at the "yes" value.

From Table 5.2.3, it Is apparent that

1. In all cases, newspapers have a positive effect varying from moderate

to large in magnitude.

2. Radio, for the most part, has a pusitive effect varying from small

to large in magnitude.

3. Except for one instance where it showed a large negative effect,

solid reading has a positive effect varying from small to large

in magnitude.
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4. The effects of lectures are fairly complex.

a. For newspaper readers, it has a positive effect varying from
small to large in magnitude.

b. For newspaper non-readers but solid readers, it has a moderate
negative effect.

c. For newspaper non-readers, radio listeners, and non-solid
readers, it has a large positive effect.

4. For newspaper non-readers, radio nton-listeners and non-solid
readers, it has essentially no effect.

As a consequence of the preceding set of conclusions, the second linear

model considered was

wI
1 1 110 001J

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 -1 1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 i
1 1 -1 - -1 0 0 0
1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0
1 11 01 0 0

2 1:-1 1 0-1 0 0 (5.2.2)

1 -1 1 0 0 0 1
j1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1

-I -l 0 0 0 0

This is an incomplete model since X2 has 8 < 16 columns. Its use

must be justified by a goodness of fit test which measures the model's

ability to account for the variation in the data. The test statistic

for this is the weighted residual sum of squares shown in Table 5.2.4

along with significance tests of the respective effects corresponding

to the columns of X,.
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Table 5.2.4

Source of Vcriation D.F. (
Newspaper 1. 37.47
Rad io 1 7.21
Solid Reading 1 44.88
Lectures within Newspaper Readers 1 7.46
Lectures within Newspaper Non-Readers. -

Radio Listeners, and Solid Rea,' ra 1 0.63K
Lectures within Newspaper Non-Readet !tadio

Listeners, and Non-Solid Reader6 1 1.58 ~1
Lectures within Newspaper Non-Readers, Radio

Non-Listeners, and Solid Readers 1 2.79

Simultaneous effects of above sources 7 256.34
Residual. a 4.70

Since the residual sum of squares is no~t significant (a -. 25), one

may say that the model (5.2.2) provides an adequate fit to the data.

In addition, significant effects are detected for newspapers (ax - .01),

solid read'.ng (cx - .01), and lectures within newspaper readers (ax - .01).

Although the other effects of lectures are not detected as significant

((I - .05). it Is not really appropriate to eliminate them froma th..

model because the following estimates of the effects in X2indicate

that they are essentially of the same magnitude as the significant

effects of lectures within newspaper readers.

Overall Mean 0.4.)4
Newspaper Effect 0.109
Radio Effect 0.041
Solid Reading Effect 0.096
Lectures within newspaper readers 0.068
Lectures within ne~wspaper non-readers, radio

listeners, and solid rcýaders -. 6
Lectures within newspaper non-readers, radio

listeners, and non-solid readers 0.072
Lectures within newspaper non-readers, radio

ron-listeners, and solid readers -0.078
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As a result, the third model considered was

1 1 1 1I -.1

X <5.2.3)

-I 1 -1 0

: -1 I -I-1 ..

- •1 -1 -I 1 1

1 I 1I -1 -. 0

1 1 -1 -l -1

"' .:which all of the varying lecture effects have been placed into aJ

S~...8e complex interaction term which reflects the differeat direc-

'•' - qtions the effects display at different combinations of the other

factors. The appropriate X 2_-tatistics for testing the effects In

the model. (5.2.3) are given in Tablo 5-2S..

Table 5.2.5..

Source of Variation D.F. X 2

Newspaper 1 46.62
Radio 1 9,18

Solid Readin - - 54.38
Lectures as interacting with other factors 1 12.32f d

Sihmultaneous effects of afove sources 4 256.30bt ot

Residual ii /A. 74

Since the residual sum of squares is not significant ef- t25) one

may say that the model (5.2n3) provides a satisfactory fit to the
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data. Moreover, all of the effects included in this model are seinifi-

cant at the n v .01 level. Finally, estimates for the various effects

are

Overall Mean 0.426
Newspaper Effect 0.109
Radio Effect 0.041
Solid Reading Effect o.n97
Lectures as interacting with other factors 0.071

Predicted values for the conditional pr.)babilit es of good knowledgeo

of cancer within each factor combination arc given fci the model

(5.2.3) in column 9 of Table 5.2.1. t

A1though the preceding discussion has led to a fairly satiR- I
factory analysis, some additional considerations are worth noting.

First of all, although the residual sum of squares for t0e model spect-

fied by X3 Is not significant P - .25) when compared to the chi-square

distribution with D.F. - 11, its value 4.74 does txceed 3.84 which is

the u - .05 critical point of the chi-square distribution with D.F. a 1.

Hence, it is possible that this residual conceals a significant single
j

degree of freedom which is important in understanding the variation in

the data. Whether this is actually the case or not is difficult to

ascertain, although recognition of patterns in the differences betueen

observed relative frequencies and correspnrndng . -redic-•d val"Q

provides some guidance. Alternatively, one can proceed to fit other

models until a reasonable one is found for which the residual sum of

squares is not only non-significant but does not exceed 3.84 and

hence cannot conceal a significant component. For the data in this

example, such a model was
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1 1 11 1 0 0 0]
I 1 1 1 -1 0 0 0
1 1 1 -1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 -1 -1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 1 -1 0 0 0
1 1 -1 -1 1 0 0 0 (5.2.4)
1 -1 1 0 0 -1 0 0 "5. 4

1 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0

1 -1 1 0 0 1 C 0
1 -1 1 0 0 -1 0 0

1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 1
1 -1 -1 0 Q 0 1 -1
1-1-1 0 0 -1 0
1 -1 -1 0 '0 0 -1 0

_ -J

with the residual sum of squares X2 - 2.57 with D.F. a 8. Because of

certain similar patterns in magnitudes of effects the model based on

X4 was modified to

1F 1 1 1 1 o
1 1 1 1 -1 0
1 1 1 -1 1 0
1 1 1 -1 -1 0
1 1 -1 1 1 0
1 1 -1 1 -1 0
1 1 -1 -1 1 0

~s 1- 1 -1 -1 -. 0 (-.2.5)
1 -1 1 0 0 -1
1 -1 1 0 0 1
1 -1 1 0 0 1
1 -1 1 0 0 -1

l -° I-1 0

1 -I -1 1 1 0
I-1 -1 -1 0 0o

by the name reasoning that led from X, to X3 . The appropriate X 2-star.is-

tics for testing the effects in the model (5.2.5) are given in Table 5.2.6.
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Table 5.2.6

Source of Variation D.F. X2

Newspapers 1 40,66
Radio 1 7.63
Solid Reading as modified 1 56.51
Lectures as modified 1 9.71
Solid Reading x Lecture Interaction in

Newspaper non-readers and radio listeners 1 11.37

Simultaneous effects of above sources 5 258.45
Residual 10 2.59

Hence, this model provides a satisfactory fit to the data and all of

the effects included in it are significant at the a a .01 level.

Estimates for the various effects in (5.2.5) are

Overall Mean 0.424
Newspaper effect 0.109
Radio effect 0.039
Solid reading as modified effect 0.100
Lecture as modified effect 0.070
Solid reading x lecture interaction in news- 0.149

paper non-readers and radio listeners

Predicted values for the conditional probabilities of good knowledge

of cancer bas,!d on the model (5.2.5) are given in Column 10 of Table

5.2.1. It is apparent that this model has the advantage of not only

accounting for the obvious complex effects of lectures but the more

subtle ones due to solid reading.

Finally, some further justification for the objectivu. of

finding models for which the residual sun of squares does not exceed

3.84 may be seen in noting what happcns when a simple no interaction

model is fitted to the data; namely,
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11111

1 1 1I-1 1I
1 1 1 -I -Ii-
1 1-I 1 1
1 1- 1I-1 -I
1 1 -1 -1 1

X6 11-I -i -1 (5.2.6) 1

I1-1 1 1- i
1 -I 1- 1 -

i1-I 1 -1-i
1-1-I 1 1
1 -I -1 1 -1
i -1. -i -1 1 4

The X 2-statistics for testing the effects in the model (5.2.6) are

given in Table 5.2.7.

I
Table 5.2.7

Sc~urce of Variation D.F. x

Newspapers 1 34.37

Radio 1 6.08
Solid Reading 1 79.24
Lectures 1 4.34

Simultaneous effects of above sources 4 248.32
Residual 11 12.72

Estimates for the various effects in (5.2.6) are

Overall mean 0.436
Newspaper effect 0.072
Radio effect 0.033
Solid reading effect 0.111
Lecture effect 0.043

and predicted values based on these appear in colunn 11 of Tahle 5.2.1.

The important point to note here ib that the :esidual sum of squares

is definitely not significant (a - .25) when compared with the chi-square
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distriaution with D.F. M i]. Moreover, from the discussion of the

model (5.2.1) based on X1 . it is apparent that this residual definitely

conceals the significant interactions which lecture effects have with

newspaper and solid reading effects. One consequence of this is the

presence of fairly large residuals for several of the factor combina-

tions.

In summary, when fitting models to complex categorical data

situations, some -aution must be exercised in interpreting the residual

sum of squares as a goodness of fit test. The safest criterion is to

require that this residual sum of squares .toe3 not exceed 3.84 and

hence, does not include any individually significant degrees of

freedom. When this goal cannot be realistically achieved, then effort

should be directed at finding a model for which the residual sum of

squares is non-significant (when tested using the appropriate D.F.)

and as il--.' • puL. 00c. F,,-ter justification can be given to such

models if there are no striking patterns in thle differenceý between

observed and predicted values. Finally, once a model is fitted, it

is desirable that the test of significance on each separate effect

is individually significant at the a - .05 level. Otherwise, an

attempt should be made to reduce the number of effects in the model

by refining their definitions. This last guideline requires careful

judgement because all tests of significance on the parameters of .

given linear model are adjusted in a covariance sense for all effects

which are not specified in the corresponding hypotheses. This

imporLant point follows from the fact that in a weighted analysis,

orthogonal effects are no longer uncorrelated and hence overlap ,ach
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other in a considerably more subtle fashion than in the usual i

unveighted analysis of variance situation. In particular, one consequence

of this which is readily visible is that in each of the tables 5.2.2-

2_
5.2.7, the simultaneous test of effects has an X -value which is con- I

siderably larger than the sum of the X -statistics for the individual

component degrees of freedom. Other than this warning, essentially I
the only other advice that the researcher needs is that, since this AI
type of analysis is based on linear models and weighted least squares,

whatever types of analysis that can be obtained by using multiple

regression procedures either in a stepwise fashion in the sense con-

sidered here or otherwise apply equally well for categorical data as for

continuous data. A further discussion of this tepic in the context

of another example is given in Johnson and Koch (1970a].

5.3 A split-plot contingency table.
In this section, we shall consider an example of a categorical

I
data model analogous to split-plot experiments in analvsis of variance.

These models have been discussed by Koch and Reinfurt [1970] and corre-

spond to a "uni-factor, multi-response" situation with the following

structure: Within each sub-population (whole plot factor), each

member of the corresponding group of subjects is exposed to each of

the d levels of some treatment (split-plot factor) with the resulting j
responses being classified into one of s levels. The resulting

data may then be represented in an r x s x s x ... x s contingency I
table of (d+l) dimensions where r denotes the number of sub-

populations (levels of the whole-plot factor) and sd denotes the number

of possible multivariate responses. The distinguishing feature of

these models is that the d responses are measured In essentially
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the same terms and factor-like comparisons across them are of

interest. Specifically, the hypotheses of interest are

1. There are no differences among the sub-populations with

r.spect to the distribution of the d-variate response
vector (i.e., there are no whole-plot factor effects).

2. There are no differences among the effects of the d
levels of the treatment in each sub-population (i.e.,

there are no split-plot factor effects).

3. There are no differences across sub-populations with
respect to differences among the effects of the d
level3 of the treatment (i.e., there is no whole-plot
x split-plot interaction).

Certain of these concepts become more clear if the s response categories

may be quantitively scaled. In this case, hypotheses can he formu-

lated in termr of mean scores for each sub-p-pulation x triatment

combination (where the d mean scores within a given sub-.opulation

are correlated with one another since 'och is based on the sanme sett

of subjects). As a result, test statistLcs for hypotheses pcrtaining

to treatment effects (split-plot factor) are analogous to Hotelling.

T2 procedurcs while the others have more complex analogues in multi-

variate analysis of variance (see Cole and (;rizzle[1966] anid Koc-;i Ila69]).

One type of data which can he interpreted from the pclnt of

view of split-plot contingency table models are Rocial mobility tables

for different countries. In Table 5.3.1 , data which were recentli,

described in Mosteller [1968] are presented. These data originally

arose from Glass~s British study ano Svaiasto•a's Uaiii- s.-Idv ;f

occupational mobility. The frequencies in the table correspond to

the joint distributions of father's and son's occupation tin a five

point ordinal scale. These data may be regarded as ari.sin,. from aI

"one factor, two response" split-plot contingency table model in
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which country is tne whole-plot factor and father vN. son is the

split-plot factor.

Table 5.3.1

British Son's Occupation Status
Data 1 2 3 4 5 Total

1 50 45 8 18 9 129

2 28 174 84 154 55 495
Father's
Occupation 3 11 78 110 223 96 518
Status

4 14 150 185 714 447 1510

5 3 42 72 320 411 848

_
Total 1U6 489 459 1429 lu717

Danish
Vata

1 18 17 16 4 2 57

2 24 105 109 59 21 318
Father's
Occupation 3 23 84 289 217 95 708
Status

4 8 49 175 348 198 778

5 6 8 69 201 246 530

L..

Total 79 263 658 829 562

50
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On applying the A-matrix

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 33 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 55]

2345 12345 12345 12345 12345 4[5 x 5
to the sub-table corresponding to each country arranged in a single *1

row vector by placing the existing rows one after the other, mean

status scores for father's and son's occupation within each country I

may be determined. The resulting estimates and the corresponding I
I

estimated variance-covariance matrix are given in Table 5.3.2.

Table 5.3.2

Ci'ariance wizh Score for:
Country Person Mean Brit. Brit. Den. Den.

Score Father Son Father Son

Britain Father 3.70 0.00034 0.00015

Britain Son 3.79 0.00015 0.00035

Denmark Father 3.59 0.00046 0.00022

Denmark Son 3.64 0.00022 0.00047

I

where the "blank" covariances are zero because the data from the two

separate countries involve different subjects and hence are independent

of each other. If the lItneir model corresponding to the design matrix

A I

X -( 5 . 3 . 1 )

Li
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is fitted to the mean scores in Table 5.3.2 by weighted least

squares, test statistics for hypotheses pertaining to the effects of

country and father vs. son and their Interaction may be tested accord-

Ing to the methodology outlined in Section 3. The appropriate X2
-

statistics are given in Table 5.3.3.

Table 5.3.3

Source of Variation D.F. x2

Country 1 28.78
Father vs. Son 1 24.68

Residual: Interaction of Country
and Father vs. Son 1 1.46

Hence, it is apparent that there is no interaction between the effects

uf country and father vs. son and that the mean occupation status score

is significantly greater for Britain than for Denmark and significantly

greater for sons than for fathers. Finally, the estimates for the

parameters in the linear model defined by (5.3.1) are

Overall Mean - 3.680
Country Effect - 0.065

Father vs. Son Effect - 0.036

These estimates can be used to determine predicted values for mean

occupation status scores for fathers and sons in the two countries.

In the preceding discumsion, thp data were vieved as a "one

factor, two response" situation with comparisons of country effects

and fathipr vs. son effects being the topics of primary interest.

Alternatively, if there is more interest in studying the way in which

the mean status score for son's occupation depends on country and the

corresponding level of father's occupation, it is more appropriate to
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regard the data in teras of a "two factor, one response" model in

which son's occupation is the response, and country and father's

occupation are the factors. In this case, the A-matrix

A - (1 2 3 4 5]

is applied to each row of Table 5.3.1 (except the "total" rows) to -

determine mean scores for each country x father's occupation status

combination. These scores together with their corresponding estimated

variances are given in columns 3 and 4 respectively of Table 5.3.4.

It can be noted that these mean scores are uncorrelated with one

another since they are based on the conditional distributions of son's

occupation status given father's occupation status. Three linear

models were fitted to the set of mean scores for son's occupation

status. The fir3t of these was

1 1 -2 4 -8 16
1 1 -1 1 -1 1
110000

1 1 1 1 1 1.

1 1 2 4 8 16
1 1 -1 -2 4 -8 16 (5.3.2)
1 -1 -i 1 -1 1
1 -1 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1 1 1 1
1 -1 2 & 8 16

where the status scores for fathe,'s occupation are being treated,

for simplicity, as lying on an equally spaced scale centered at the

middle level of "3". The appropriate X 2-statistics for testing the

effects in the model (5.3.2) are given in Table 5.3.5.
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Table 5.3.5

Source qf Variaton .F.

Country 1 15.53
Father's Occupation Status 4 14'6.94

Residual: Interaction of Country with -
"Father's Occupation Status _, ,..1.31

Since the interaction of the two sources of variatioi\V1 sa 'ni 'ran,,

(a - .05), the model corresponding to X1 does not quL0 A -oropriate.y

fit the data although it does explain a substantial proportion of t'ie

variation. The second model considered was

1 1 -2 4 -2 4
1 1-1 I -1 I
1 1 0 0 00

X 1 1 2 4 2 4 (5.3.3)
-2 1 1 -2 2 -

1 - 0 0 G 0

1 - 1 1 -1 -

I -1 2 4 -2 -4

Only linear and quadratic components of father's occupation status

together with their interactions with country were includea in (5.3.3)

because for the model X in (5.3.2) a test of significance for the
21

cubic and quartic components had X , 3.51 with D.F. - 2. From this,

result and the fact that such effects do not have any real practical

interpretation for such data showing a monotone relationship, neither

the second nor the third models considered here will include cubic or

quartic terms. The appropriate X2-statisLics for testing the effects

in the model (5.3.3) are given in Table 5.3.6. Hence, the model does

fit the data since the residual is not significant (a - .05).
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Table 5.3.6

Source of Variation D.F. K2

Country 1 20.10
Linear Component of Father's Status 1 1005.48
Quadratic Component of Father's Status 1 25.62
Country x Linear Component Interaction 1 0.93
Country x Quadratic Component Interaction 1 1.65

Residual 1 7.78

In addition, it appears as if neither interaction term is significant

at the '- .05 level. However, it must be borne in mind that with

weighted least squares, apparently orthogonal effects are no longer

uncorrelated. Hence, all tests reflect the contribution of a given

effect conditional on all other effects being in the model. Thus

since the model based on X tcld us that interaction was present, the

primary conclusion from Table 5.3.6 is that this interaction can be

explained in terms of essentially one component, .i.e., vither the

country x linear component or the country x quadratic component. The

estimates of the parameters in the model X2 defined by (5.3.3) are

Overall Mean 3.476
Country Effect 0.083
Linear Component of Father's Status 0.500
Quadratic Component of Father's Status -0.052
Country x Linear Component Interaction -0.015
Country x Quadratic Component Interaction -0.013

Since the country x quadratic component interiction has a largrt

relative magnitude with recpect to the quadratic component main

effect than the country x linear component interaction has relative

to the linear component main effect, the third model considered is

equivalent to that defined by X2 with the country x linear component

interactinn eliminated. This model was
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A

1 1 -2 4 0l
1 0

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0A

1 -1 -2 0 4 (5.3.4)
1 -1 -1 0 1
1-1 0 0 0
1l-1 1 0 1

L1 -1 2 04

20

The appropriate X2 -statistics for testing the effects in the model

(5.3.4) are given in Table 5.3.7. First it can be noted that the

model does fit the data since the residual Is not significant (for C - .05:

In addition, every effect is individually significant (x - .05). Finally,

the hypothesis of equality of the two separate

Table 5.3.7

Source of Variation D.F. X2

Country 1 19.49
L.near Component of Father's Status 1 1033.90
Quadratic Component of Father's Status in Britain 1 32.31
Quadratic Component of Father's Status in Denmark 1 5.21

Residual 5 8.71

quadratic effects can be tested with the resulting X2 n 6.11 where

D.F. a 1 implying that there is an interaction here which is signifi-

cant (Q - .05). The estimates of the effects in the model specified

by (5.3.4) are

Overall Mean 3.475
Country Effect 0.081
Linear Component of Father's Rtatus 0.500
Quadratic Component of Father's Status

in Britain -0.070
Quadratic Component of Father's Status

in Denmark -0.031
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These estimates to some extent show the somewhat different relation-

shtps between son's occupation status and father's occupator. status

in the two :ountries. Finally, predicted values for the mean scores

for son's occupation status for each country x father's occupation

status combination are given for the linear models based on XI X-2 0

A 3 in columns 5, 6, 7, respectively, of Table 5.3.4. In comparing ob-

served and predicted values, it should be noted that the criteria for

weighted analyses forces the residuals to be smallest where the sample

sizes are the largest.

5.4 Drug Example with Supplemented Margins

This is an hypothetical example of a categorical d-,ta model with

supplemental information on both margins. Suppose a certain pharmaceu-

tical company wished to compare the effects of drugs A and B. Of thc-

80 patients available for study, 50 patients (Group 1) received both

drugs under essentially the s3!te conditions including a stitaeh'l ti•m.

delay between applications (with the order of presentation of A and B

random); 16 patients (Group II) received drug A only; and 14 patients

(Group I11) received drug B only. In each case, the patient's response

to the particul-r dru; was observed and recorded as "none", "slight",

or "strong". The results are given in Table 5.4.1. The main question

of interest is whether the distribution of strength of response is the

same for both drugs.
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Table 5.4.1

(Group I] Response to B Response
None Slight Strong Sub- I to A only

Response to A (1) (2) (3) total (Group II Total
_ __ _ _ _ __. _ _

None (1) 4 6 0 10' 4 14

Slight (2) 4 8 9 21 I 7 28

Strong (3) 0 5 14 19 , 5 24

Sub-total 8 19 23 50 16 66

I .I

Response to B only
[Group III] 3 4 7 14 1

Total 11 23 30 64 80

Within this framework, 1l.t

TIT 01( 11 IT r T T Ty iT 11 '1
' 1' 12' 13' 21' 22' 23' 31' 32' iT3 3)

W (n B) n' ) - (4,6,0,4,8,9,0,5,14;4,7,5;3,4.7)

F:r ihis example, it appears reasonable to assign scores to the three

levels of the two responses and to test for equality of mea.: scores

over the two marginals. Namely

l0o: A A B (5.4.1)

where a and t B are the mean scores fo, the responses to ,'rups A ind

B, respectively. Therefore, assigning scores a1 = 1, 3 , and a, = 3

to tho response categories for both drugs A and B and using initial
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relative frequencies (I1~ . in place of the observation vector (n the -4

first stage estimation involves the process referred to as part 1.2(c)

of the first stage. Specifically, %eighted least squares estimato:s

are obtained using the model

E( A 1 G " 1 c (5.4.2)

4x1 5  15xl 4x2 2xl

where

€1
-G = (n',r' ,' ) (5.4.3)

with
, 1S5-0(4,0,0,4,8.9,0.5.14)

-. 0 1_ (4,7,5)

~o 16

-o -•(3,4,7)
o~. 14

C' (t., •B)O

F 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

AI" 1 3 2 123000000

0 00000000123000 04x5 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 23

10 00 0 0 0 12

The inverse (V) of the weight matrix is given by AIV AA where
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A 1

_7G) (A~ (5.4.6)15x1 5

0 V

with

^^ (D -iT!' )

n --9x9 - 00 ~

A 17
V - -- (1• -T "')-(B)1¶ no* "~. - .0- .0

3x3 - - .0

n• n -o. -0.-0.
3x3

Finally, a test with D.F. - 1 for (5.4.1) is obtai•,od ýs In .;r71cle

et al. [1969]) using -aA and a. from the first stage ,Aith the contrast.r

matrix, C (1, -1). Alternatively, if the linear model

E(O) - where X- (5.4.7)

is fitted using weight.2d least squares, the residual sum of squares

provides the required test sLatistic with D.F. - 1.

It sho,!ld be noted that, ior the teL [f equality. orf -an scores

over the marginals, empty cells are no problem since, as long as the

mdrginal tctals are non-zero, the required estLimate of the covariance

matrix is non-singular.

The usual Cormat of the linear model approach can be modified

to produce this analysis as follows. First the J&,ta are considered
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as having arisen from three populations (Groups 1, II, ani III). Thus,

the following matrices comprise the basic input.

n 4 7500 00 0 0
3x9 0 0 4 0 0 7 0 0 J

1 11 2223330000000 00000000000

t l2'12312 30000000000000000004x7 000000000123000000000000000
4x27 0 0 00 00 00 01230 0 00 0 00 10020 0300 ] 00

L.

The model as given by (5.4.2) fits the data (i.e., the test o'

22

fit iv 2 = 0.30 with D.F. =2). 1o obtain thq. test in (5.4.1),

I
The corresponding test statistic with D.F. * 1 is found to be

2 , 2.1 indicating that the mean scores for drugs A and B are the

same.

5.5 A sample survey situction

In this section, we shall briefly consider an example of I
categorical data obtained from a sample survey situation. These I
data arose from a survey of drivers born in 1950 and licensed iT,

North Carolina in 1969. The sample design was stratified with the

three strata and the corresponding sampling rates being

Stratum Sample Size Sampling Rate

White Male 1034 (1/30)
White Female 994 (1/25)
Non-White Male 1300 (1/3)

For all drivers in the sample, informaticn wa• obtained from his

driver record pertaining to numbers of violations and accidents. In
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additicn, the drivers were sent a questionnaire concerned with their

exposure to riuk (e.&., mileage, night driving, etc.) wuich thay either

returned i•ediately, after follow-ip, or not at all. Hence, there

Is interest ir. whether those who returned the questionnaire tended

to heve better driver records than those who did not. As a result,

the data in Table 5.5.1 indicate the joint distribution of the responses

pertaining to questionnaire return or not and at least one accident

or not for each of the three Rtrata.

Table 5.5.1

Quest. Returned Quest. Not Returned

No Ace. 1+ Ace. No Ace. 1+ Acc.

White Males 429 194 269 142
White Females 529 ill 303 51
Non-White Males 535 b65 460 140

In this analysis, attention is focused on the proportion of no

accident drivers within each questionnaire return status x !traturn

combination. The estimates of these proportions are obtained in the

usual way and are given in Table 5.5.2. However, the variances are

adjusted in the sense of being multiplied by the appropriate finite

population correction factor (i.e., by (1-f ) where f is the sampling

rate). lhese are also given i. ....
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Table 5.5.2

Stratum Quest. Prop. Unadj. Finite Adj.
Returned No. Acc. Eat. Pop. Corr. Eat.

Variance Variance

White Males yes 0.69 0.000344 (29/30) 0.000333
White Males no 0.65 0.000550 (29/30) 0.000532
White Females yes 0.83 0.000224 (24/25) 0.000215
White Females no 0.86 0.000348 (24/25) 0.000334
tNon-White Males yes 0.76 0.000257 (7/8) 0.000225
Non-White Males no 0.77 0.000298 (718) 0.000261

Once the estimated varianees have been adjusted for finite population

sampling., the usual analysis applies. Hence, the linear model

1 0 -1

1= 0 1 1
1! 0 1 -1

1-1 -11

Ll-1 -1 -1

was fitted to the data. Test statistics for the effects in X appear

in Table 5.5.3.

Table 5.5.3

Source of Variation D.F. X2

Strata 2 78.61
Questionnaire Returned or Not 1 0.08

Residual: Interaction 2 2.98

Hence, it appear that there are little if any differences among

those drivers who returned the questionnaire and those who did not

with re.;pect to the proportion of no accidents. There are definite

differences among the strdta.
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ESTI MATION IN TRUJNCATED POISSON D1ISTR'IIIBUlTIONS

WITt CONCOM!'TANT EXPOSURE INTERVALS AND TRUNCATION PO INIS

A. Clifford Coter

The University of (eorgia

1. I NTRODUCT ION

Estimation in the truncated Poisson distribution has previously

been considered by numerous writers including Bliss 11], David and

Johnson [4]. Moore [6], Plackett [71, Subrahimanian 181, the writer 12,31,

and others. Our concern here is with estimation of the Poisson

parameter when the ith observation of the discrete random variable X

extends over a specified expesure interval of magnitude t., subiect to

the restriction that x. c. , where c. is a specified truncation point.1 -1 1

More specifically, our attention is directed toward maximum likelihood

estimation based on a random sample consisting oft n independent

observations {xi.,ti.,ci , where x. is the number of ,ccurrences of the

event of interest observed during the itl-I interval of exposure, while

t. and c. are corresponding concomitant valtues. Of course, x. and c.

must be non-negative integers, but t, is permitted to assume any

positive value. Accident data in which reports -ire rendered for time

intervals of varying size with truncation as StijI"'Iatetd fall into the

category of samples under consideration here. Inspection data in which

defects per unit are reported for units of differing sizes night also

result in samples of the typle considered here.

This paper has been reprod-iced photographically from the author's
manuscript.
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With c ncv'omttant •alucs t and c giveII, the app I ClI e Il'oi sol

probability function may bc. written as

I .1
I .

r i N"x 

f.. 7

cI l
IV

where

L I

t'(c.) = 15 -- - Ic.-flt (2)

x.=c.I I I

2. MAXIMIIM LI KlUL1l10I) F 'I I.M.I, N ()I A

The likelihood function for i ,zample con i st in-, ol1 the n )l~s cLrv ed

values 'x. t ,c, for which the 1r) -0111 1 itv tViL Ct lot 1 11 is .,p!II cabl1 e

f'ol lows as
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On taking logarithms of both s ides of 3) :1d dI' f'e rnt i ;t i 1g wit 11

respect to w, we obtain

r1 1 1 lf . 1 (' c

t + x

It follows t'ron (2) that

-\t. c.-1

.1 ________ = t. :(c. -1) (5)A: t: ( xc-i )!

When (5) is substituted into (,1) and the resulting expression is

equated to zero and s implified, we obtain the estimating equat ion

n n n
1: x. = F ti + f(c C-1)/P-c.!1 (0)1 1 1 "

in which f(c i-1) nnd :(ci) are de 'inecd hY (5) :rid 121 respect i Ily

With the aid of an ordinary table of individual .and cumuil1ative

values of the Poisson ftunction such :is those of M. olina 151 ,:quation

(6) can be solved with relative ease f'or thn reqtu ired estimate

using trial and error techniques. Once two values 1 and \ have

been found in a sutfficient ly narrow interval such that

G((l • " (,.). where ;(;,) has heen written for the right side

--f (0) the required estimate can be olttained hy interpolatin-

IitiLearly between and O . f course, stland:ird itelrat ive pr-ocedures
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might also he employed in the calculation of

3. SOME SPh-CIA. (:ASIS

By appropriately restricting the vilucs of t. and in ((), %cI I

obtain results that apply in various c.,c, of spe: ial intcrc't

Certain of these specialized results are, of cou-v, quite .ell known.

No Truncation - Unequal Intervals

In this case, c. = U for all i , ai.d cquation j6) leads to the

estimator

n n

No Truncation - Equal Intervals

If in addition to the restriction, c. (0 for ill i , %e impose the

further restriction that t t for al i i t ppl..pi it..iil- V.-tiIIIttof

reduces to

X/t , (8)

n
where x x I/n. When t I , as in tl:%c u=t.u I c%.i- of estinat ion in the

Poisson distribution, then (*) leads to the fimi Ii• ,r ct inator = x.

Only Zero Clas. Truncated In ikaing I.ach O1-crvat ion - OInt.(u.(l IntIrvals

In this case t; for each i, and the estimating equation (0)

reduces to

n It -it.

n 11

x 53 It I1(1-c )I
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a result which was obtained independently by one of" the Airiter'.4

graduate assistants. Mr. S. S. Srivastava.

Only Zero Class Truncated In Making Lach Observ'ation - 'Uqual Intervals

When we further specialize the prvct-ding re-sult by requiring that

t. = t for all i, then (9) becomne- I
14

x = )t/[l-c I{0

If we specialize still further bI' requiring tha&t t 1, then (10)

reduces to
I

x / l-" 1i ( 1)

as previously given in [J;, where a tablv of the functioni on the right I
side of (11) is provided in order to tlkilitate solutioni for the required

estimate X.

4. VARIANCI. 01'I [SIN MT!

The asymptotic variance of k can tic, Jxpll Si AS

2 In L I 2 1n 1. -1

for each of the cases considered here. 'The ef,.tond derivative in the

most general case under consideration foilots from (4) dS 1

n

2• In L I -1t f( -• i f(c.-I) 12 it. f G)
•1nL I2 ______ II •(

I(13)5331



a result which was previously given in 121-. With the aid of' taihes

such as those of' Moiina [5], this derivative can eas0il he evIalua;tCed

once (b) has been solv ,k% for X. The variance thien follows from (12).

S. AN ILLUSTRATIVE FXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the practical applicat ion of e:;t imators

derived here, we consider inspect ion results on the number of surface

defects per unit found in products of differin.v surface areas but

which were manufactured on $he saine production line. in sov- ý,f the

inspections, no truncation takes place. In others, the zeros are

eliminated, and in still others, both zeros and ones are eliminated.

Based on the total sample which results from combining the several

sub-samples involved, we proceed to estimate the Poisson parameter

which characterizes the underlying common product ion process, and to

determine the asymptotic variance of this estimate. The total sample

available for this purpose consists of inspection results on .122

separate manufactured units. These data are presented in T'able I, with

the total sample broken down into eight suh-samplic' having values of

(t,c) as follows: (l,O),(l.5,1).(2,1 ,(2.S,1),(3.1). (,2),(2,2), and

(3,2). The value t = I indicates a surface area of one unit, while

t = 2 indicates a surface area of two units, etc. For the total

number of defects found in the 422 units inspected, we have

422 422
E x. 1597. For the sum of the t's, we ha,.. e t. 100(I)
1 1 1'i

+ 94(1.5) - 50(2) + 32(2.5) +28(3) + 30(1) + 34(2) + 5.1(3) = 7W.

These values are substituted into ((Y) which must then be solvt>. -or
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TABLL I

NUNBFR OF SURFACE IIEFICTS I'OUJI) IN

FINAL INSPECTION OF 422 MANUFAcLTRIJ UNITS

No. Defects Frequencies n Rowx Totals

0 13 13-

12 16 5 1
2 :7 21 6 3 I 1.1 b i 9I

3 17 22 9 S . 9 S 3 73

4 10 lb 11 . 7 7 t7

S 3 11 9

7 1 3 . 3 3 23i

8 b i s

10 '2 5

11 I2 2

12 I

Column
Totals 100 94 so 32 28 30 34 541 422

E' 4
xn2oo1 24 20.• iS-I i62 $(, 1'•3 345 159

1
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the required estimate •. As a first approximation, we try h 2.OOOU,

which comes from the sub-.ample of size 100 with t = I and c 6.. In

general, satisfactory first approximations might be obtained from any

one or a combination of the available sub-samples. In some circum-

stances, a ludicious guess might evcn suffice. lie subsequently arrive

at the final estimate h - 2.005, I. linear interpolation as follows

2.100 1tO3.72
422

2.005 L X.= c59-.Q0

2.000 0S" 02

where G(k) has been written for the right siJe of the estimatinig

equation (6). I-or the variance of the ,hiove estimate, we emplo)'(12)

and (13) to calculate V(A) = 0.0028.

It is of interest to note that tie upper hound on . as given

by (6a) for this cxar.ple becomes

)UB 1597,7b.;

P result which further justifies the selection of \I 2.000 as our

first approximation.
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MYTHS IN THE DRSIGN OF KEASURE(ENTS

Keats A. Pullen, Jr.
U.S. Army Aberdeen Research and Development Center

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

$3216Y. There are at least two different theorisa which must be taken into
account in the design of experiments for making of measurments, namely, the

- theories of statistics, and the theories of fussy sets, In addition, there
are some Irportant basic principles which must be taken into account in the
use Af either of the basic theories.

The purpose of this paper is to explore some of the gray areas created by
the mingling of the two theories and by the lack of ideal conditions which
must be accepted with the basic theories by themselves. Such questions as
small differences, and the unavoidable biases in supposedly random data will
be considered.

Further, the information engineering of experiments to assure that meaningful
deterministic parameters are given proper weighting in the design of experi-
ments will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION. The basis for measurement of scientific data required in any
kind of engineering design is intimately dependent on the theory of a, iign of
experiments. In fact, the proper structure for an experiment for making
measurements on which design must be based is dependent on a diverse set
of disciplines, some of the more important being:

1. The theory of statistics
2. The theory of fuzzy sets
3. The theory of Greco-Roman squares
4. Principles of information engineering
S. General mathematical limitations

Interestingly, It ib important to examine NOT ONLY conventional theory of
these disciplines as normally develoned, but It is possible even more impor-
tant that the study be enlarged in each case to determine the consequences
of built-in biases.

MYTHS DUE TO STATISTICAL BIAS. The theory of statistical analysis is usually
invoked when errors rf a random nature can be expected to be encountered which
render the making of deterv;.,.stic evaluations of precision difficult if not
impossible. This assumption of the use of statistical methods (particularly
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Gausaian statistics) for handling errors postulates that there is a very large
collection of different error sources, each of which has approximately equal
probability of occurrence. In tact, this collection of errors behaves some-
thing like a multi-dimensional random-walk problem. (The magnitudes of the
random steps and their probabilities of occurrence are by Implication equal.)
Clearly, the validity of the statistical "sharpening" of the final results is
intimately dependent on the validity of the implication of equality of the
probabilities.

Statistical proceases, of course, are not limited to Gaussian procesOse
based on ep (-h2 x•), but can include various kinds of skew distributiovA and
other shaped distributions. In this respect, it is important to note that
If one attempts to develop a statistical weighting system where the weight- -

irg of the data points converles, one obtains a divergent, and hence useless,.
statistical systy The o vious conclusion that this leads to is that the -

discarding of data point SOLELY on the basis that they differ by more than
some number of sigma units from the balance of the set is not permissible.
The discard of data points can only bo justified IF there are known -hysical
or other reasons whic;% throw the data themselves into legitimate question! 4

It ia generally assumed that an increase in the number of data points leads -A
to an unending increase in available precision for a given measurement. While -

this assumption my be valid, it need not be valid. The causes-of-error data,
for the assumption to be truly vaT -• -&-t-Ve"&s of near infinite sets;
all must be essentailly equally likely: and the contributions of each must be
rouph1yequal for a valid increase In• precision to be possibly obtainable.
(Other conditions may have to be met as well.) Otherwise, there is an optimum
number N of data which will yield as much precision an can be achieved, and
use of more date will only yield an apparent iaptovement. (The behavior is
somewhat similar to that of an asymptotic function.) What this means, of course, 4

is that the results achieved mathematically no longer represent reality since
the bias in the original data are obscuring the true values.

Unfortunately, it is seldom possible to determine what the optimum value
of N to be selected is. It is a function of all the parameters which could
not be processed in a deterministic fashion. The variations in probability
of occurrence of the different causes of error, and the variations in magnitude
of errors all contribute to this indeterminacy, and lead to the limitation on
the available amount of improvement of precision.

Statistical weighting and evaluation is applied whenever the scatter on I
data points indicates that random processes are dLiturlnbig an experinmnt.
Where the range of data variation fs small, and there do not appear to be
data points which fall significantly away from the normal grouping, this
procedure probably is acceptable. When many of the data points do group well,
but there are some falling substantially away from the remaining group for
no readily apparent reason, use of caution and a careful review of the
experiment both are essential to make certain that unsuspected factors are
not disturbing the experimenLal measurements.
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The eme theory which is used to justify the discarding of an apparently
discordant datum actually should warn the user that there is something
needing ore investigation, or the point would have been compatible with
the rest of the set. Typically, the existence of such data is a warning
that there may be determiaistic sources of error, ones of much larger in-
fluence than the rest and occurring more frequently than the rest, still
to be separated and studied. These data cannot be ignored with impunityl

STHEORY OF FIZZY SETS. Many of the measurements which one must make In
the development or utilisation of an experiment are of dubious value at least
as msuch or more because of measurement problems than because of random errors.

-When this is true, it is often possible to develop an improved understanding
of the measurement problem and its nature through consideration in terms of A
fussy sets. Whereas statistical approaches are based on the idea that the
number is precise, but cannot be measured precisely, the theory of fuzzy sets
implies that the number is only determinable to a limited precision because
it is ill-defined by nature. In this case there is a priori a limit to Lhe
amount of improvement which can be obtained by use of statistical methods.
(In short, a measurement problem is by nature probably partly statistical
and partly "fussy-set".)

It has been known for at least fifty years that the making of a measure-
ment can disturb the value of the parameter being measured, and that there
is in fact a minimum measurable element as a ccnsequence. This idea is basic
to the development of quantum physics of the structure of matter, but it has
a much wider range of applicability. It becomes clearly evident that this
is true when the measurement of energy in an electromagnetic wave is attempted.
At high energy levels, the measuring system removes a negligible part of the
incident energy, but as the incident level of energy is decreased, what first
appeared to be a wave motion begins to look more like a stream nf particles
(photons). This transition takes place as the sensor requires a major part
of the incident energy to activate the measurement. In short, the process of
making a measurement can make a "fuzzy set" appear even fuzzierl

INFORMATION ENGINEERING LIMITATIONS. It is almost axiomatic that experi-
ments for measurement of parameters are only as valid as their mathematical
and physical foundations are sound. Since in real-life experiments, a variety
of kinds of parameters and data must be measured in a meaningful way, it is
desirable to review some of the more important mathematical and physical
criteria which must be taken into account, and it is also important that the
criteria of information enginemring be taken into account. The discipline of
information engineering, one largely ignored in at least some technological
fields, iw fundamental to proper application of iaf.ormation obtained by
experiment, and for that reason will be considered first.
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The information engineering of parameter measurements made in an experi-
sment consists of two principal steps, the first being the separation of
the information into basic categories, and the second the establishment
of the "order of importance" of each of the kinds of information involved.
The separation into categories is required In order that the user may have
a better understanding of the environment end detail behavior, and typically
the two most important categories are frequently the ones defining the basic
operating climate to which the experiment is to bt subjected and the actual
active measurements to be made in this climate.

In a problem involving active electronic devices, the environmental data
would include such parameters as applied voltage@ and currents and absolute
temperature, and the active measurements would include carefully selected
small-signal characteristics of the device. In a chemical reaction, the
environmental specifications might include such parameters as pressure,
temperature, state of materials, cataiytic agents, moderators, iso-parameters,
applied energy fields, etc., and the detail behavior might involve specifications
in terms of derivatives, etc. of the iso-contours specifying the reaction.
Stated in electrical terms, it is important to Know equipotentials and fleid
gradients in terms of flow rate, or the dual functions, in addition to
special environmental restrictions.

The second step in information engineering is one of ordering on the

basis ot importance ot the parameters to the application at hand. This is
sometimes considered in terms of a series of experiments otarting with a
zero-order experiment followed successively by first-order, second-order, 4
etc., in which each successive experiment represents a refinement on the
previous one. In another sense, of course, the measurements made should be
organized to measure and weight data on the basis of their influence on the
application at hand. The problem of ordering chese data is a problem in
determining the parameters leading to the "steepest descent" and organizing
in terms of relative "rates of descent".

As an example of such a characterization, one can examine the typical
plate characteristic curves of a pentode ciectron tube as compared to the
corresponding screen characteristic curves. In fact, if the siopes of
plate current vs. the available controi voltages, plate, grid one, grid two,
and grid three are determined, the respective values of the transconductance
order as foliows:

gml ' 5m2 '* SO '9P

with many tubes. (The order of gp and gm3 may be reversed, but when they ]

are, the reason is a greatly reduced effectiveness of control due to the
suppressor grid. Typically, the value of g may be taken to approach zero
under normal use conditions, and the value 8f g&3 may also be negligible.
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The values of and %2 are ALWAYS important.

Order of importance has one very unusual aspect, in that it can be used
to show that a small-signal parameter may be more important than an environ-
mental parameter. ftr %eample, with a typical pentode tube type, measure-
aents of the characteristics will frequently show that a wide discrepancy

may exist between the sets of static curves for different samples of the same
type tube, but -i small-signal parameter ma be specifiable in terms which
will apply with ALL of the samples. Because of just such a condition, it
is possible to specify pentode conductances in terms of an equation of theforam

- j At (2)

where the particular chi specifics an efficiency factor for a given element
of the tube, the Fermi parameter, ., having the value (q/kT) is familiar
from solid-steae physics, and the current I in the plate current. Equation
two may also be used for determination of pýate conductance by the appro-
priate substitutions.

It should be noted that Eq. 2 explains why so much design of tube cir-
cuits has been based on stabilization of output current.

Other factors in addition to order of importance must be considered in
properly organizing the information to be determined by experiment. It is
important to determine the stability of the measurements in terms of possible
measuring parameters, and to provide data in terms of the most dependable
configuration of parameters.

For example, historically, values for transconductance for tubes have
been measured as a function of plate current and voltage, and of grid and
plate voltages. Exawination of the stability considerations involved (par-
ticularly in terms of Eq. 2) has shown that the proper selection of charac-
terizing variables must lead to use of plate current and either the plate
voltage or the screen voltage (for the multigrid tube), and the experiment
should be designed for measurement of transconductance in terms of them. A

MATHE4ATICAL LIMITATIONS. Tolerances and precision are normally ex-
presse-'d"•.athematical terms, and they are of particular concern in the
design of experiments. They often enter in unexpected ways into experiments
in conjunction with d4ifferonetne errors in particular. For reasons of
convenience, the examples to follow are primarily drawn from the physics of
solid-state active devices like transistors.
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One of the most important mathematical limitations which must be recog-
nased and taken into account Is the principle of small differences. This
principle states that use of relations dependent on small differences of
large numbers is to be avoided to the greatest extent possible. Since in a
sense a derivative is a ratio of two "small differences", It to immediately --
clear that great caution is mandated in the development of small-signal data

to be used with nonlinear devices.

Examination of the nature of the beta for a transistor clearly shove the
characteri of the problem. By definition, beta can be given in terms of the
equationt

- 1 c/P I b (3)

where the base current Is further defined by the equationt

I + I Ie i 0 identically (4)

Since for any good transistor, the value of I is small compared with
either I or I ,it is iumediately evident thae beta is defined in terms of
a derivative tiken with respect to a small difference of large numbersl
It can be shown that the mu for a triode tube is defined by a similarly
uncontrollable derivative with respect to an unstable variable, the grid
voltage.

An examination of the problem of coordinating small-signal and static,

of environmental, operating conditions showe that the sole function played
by the environment is to assure that the required point-by-point small-signal
operating conditions can be developed, This means that the envirorment

should be stabilised and controlled by the same parameters or variables that
control the small-signal behavior, and the small-signal behavior should
also be specified in term% of the same variables. Otherwise, the measure-
ments obtained from the experiment will be of leas than optimum usefulness
to the worker.

Order-of-importance of stability considerations can in fact be rephrased
in terms of the "small-difference" limitation. In particular, the small-
signal parameters which may be of use with any nonlinear device should be
examined one-by-one to determine which ones can be expressed in the most
stable form in terms of physical parameters and important device variables.
A tabulation of input and forward immittance properties for the bipolar
transistor then might take the form:
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4

Parameter IY =y

Input I LI -
Porward , I I q I)'

It Immediately becomes clear that ALL input itmittances depend on
A I AND both the hf and a parameters are also dependent on the same A I. -4
Only the Yf is not. In odher words, not only the input but also the forward
tumittance parameters as well are dependent on small differences of large
currents with solid-state devices whose characteristics are expressed in
terus of the H and Z configurations, It is possible to minimize the con-
sequences of dependence on Al in the input tumittance, but not in BOTH the
input and the forward imaittances.

CONCLUSIONS. It is evident from the above discussion that the design of
an experiment whose purpose is to provide meaningful measurements is a rela-
tively complex problem. The experiment for making the measurements must be
designed to yield meaningful measurement which can effectively describe the
characteristics of the object being measured, and it must separate deter-
ministit factors from both statistical and fuzzy-set factors. In addition,
the parameters measured must be ones having both mathematical and physical
validity, and they must be stated in the most deterministic form possible.
Above all, the basic criteria for use of statistical and fuzzy-set
methods must be kept clearly in mind.
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ABSTRACT

This report develops a statistical proceduve for selecting a proper
set of independent variables in a linear regression model. The procedure

is a backward elimination procedure in which initially a large model is

hypothesized and systematically non-significant variables are eliminated

one by one.

Two different situations were investigated concerning sample estimates

of the error:(l) pure error, and (2) using lack-of-fit as an error esti-

mate, with the effects on the testing procedure for each case.
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A BACKWARD ELIMINATION GENERAL STGNIFICANCE

REGRESSION MODEL

Section I. INTRODUCTION -

Dtring weapon system studies and investigations,
there is no shortage of "output information." At the
completion of most field tests, measurements and many
forms of recorded data abound. Likewise a large volume
of output data is generated during a study where many
"computer runs" are made. To properly analyze this output

Sinformation, analysis techniques should be developed for
extracting, from the masses of test results and output
data, the main features of the relationships implied or
hidden in the data.

In investigating any process or system in which
variable quantities change, it will be beneficial to
examine the effects that some variables exert (or appear
to exert) on others. There may be a functional relation-
ship between variables: in electricity Ohm's law states
that voltage (V) in a circuit is equal to the product of
the resistance (R) of the wire and the current (I),
V - RI; or Boyle's law which states that at a constant
temperature the pressure (P) and the volume (V) of a
given quantity of gas arc related by the equation PV -
constant. A functional relationship between variables
is frequently too complicated tu grasp or to describe in
simple terms. In this case, we may wish to approximate
this functional relationship by some simple mathematical
ft'nction. By examining such an approximating function

nay be able to learn more about the underlying true
'onship between important variables. Even where

nL. ensible physJcal. (functional) relationship exists
b tween variables, we may desire to relate them by some
sort of mathematical equation. While this equation may
be physically meaningless, it may nevertheless be worth-
while for predicting the values of some variables from
knowledge of other variables.

Frequently, during many weapons system studies and
investigations, the use of large-scale long-running
(machine time) computer simulations may be necessary;
and, in many cases, field experimentation tests are
mandatory. Examples of output information from these
simulations or field tests might include factors such
as the following:
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a. Attrition rate of a postulated enemy force J

from a computerized wargame simulation

b. Miss distances of missiles fired at targets
Sduring field tests

L c. Detection ranges of an acquisition radar for
a particular type jet aircraft

d. Visual detection ranges for an observer
L_ versus a low flying, high speed jet aircraft

In many cases, for each value of these factors, there
L arL a number of concomitant variables which are known and,

in many caoes, fixed. In the case ef b above, fixed and
known variables associated with each t~st shot could be
(1) target altitude, (2) range of the target at intercept,
(3) target speed, and (4) target type. For d above, the
fixed variables could be (1) target altitude, (2) target
speed, (3) unmask range of the target, (4) search sectorI size for the observer, and (S) flight profile type.

Frequently, once the computer simulations are run or
the field tests are over, there are a multitude of "what
if" questions. Cons-der example d above and suppose that
during this field test a total of-three different target
altitudes (60, 200, and 1000 meters) are used, as well as
twvo target speeds (400 and 600 knots). Shortly thereafter
questions may arise concerning visual detection ranges
against a jet aircraft flying at an altitude of 2S00 meters
and a speed of 750 knots.

The desire to address these "what if" questions, as
well as to learn more about the underlying relationships
between impoitant variables, necessitates the development
of a procedure or model for such types of analysis. This
report is the results of such an investigation into the
development of a "prediction model" which will be a useful
analysis tool for use in weapon system studies and investi-
gations.
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Section I1. BACKGROUND AND GENERAL METIIODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Consider a system or some process whereby for a given
set of independent variables a response (or output) is
obtained; this response will generally be referred to as
the dependent variable. Suppose that for a set S of t
independent variables, denoted by S B {XI,\ 2 ,...,Xt}, it

is highly desirable to determine or estimate a relationship
for eventually predicting the dependent variable. Consider a
total of n responses, each denoted by Yi' and the appropriate
independent variables associated with each response, denoted by I
{X iI,X .,...,X ti}, for i = 1,2,...,n. Suppose it is desir-

able to approximate the relationship (unknown)
Yi , g(X~i X - It) (I)

1 1 :i" . . ti

with a relationship given by the model I
i 0 01X i+ 2 2i+-.''kXki4•i (2)

for i - 1,2,...,n, where the B's are unknown parr ,eters and
k < n-i. The c. term of (2) has conventionally become I
known as the "e~ror" term in the model; it can represent
experimental errors (measurement errors, incorrectly cali- I
brated equipment, leaks in the system, etc.), model mis-
classification errors, etc., or a sum of all errors from
several sources. Also no'e that the parameters are all
linear, i.e., no parameters such as Bi2, a i, etc., which

implies a "linear model." Tie basic assumptions are made
for the model given by (2) that j

a. ci is a random variable with mcan zero and
variance 1ý (unknown)

b. £. and cj are uncorrelated, i~j, so that

Covariance (ci,c.) -0,

and for hypothesis testing purposes later on

c. Ci is a normally distributed random variable

with mean zero and variance c2 (unknown).
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The system of observations (responses) given by (2)
ca, be written in vector form as

Y a X+ £ (3)

where

Y is an (nxl) vector of responses,

X is an (nxp) matrix of known fixed quantities,

Sis a (pxl) vector of unknown parameters,

c is an (nxl) vector of errors,

where p = k+l.

At this stage we assume that the model given by (2) is
true. However, at a later stage we must test to determine
if indeed it is true. Draper and Smith [3] points out that
we are "coTIsidering or tentatively entertaining our model."
Our goal is not only to obtain estimates for the parameters
of $, but also to determine which independent variables arc
contributing significantly to the response of our mathe-
matical model. Variables that are non-significant can be
left out of the model for prediction purposes, and usually
they should be deleted.

1. Development of a Prediction Equation

References [3] and [4] show a generally known fact that
based on the previous assumptions concerning the ci in our

model, the least squares and maximum likelihood estimates
for a are given by

S- (xX)-,x-Y (4)

where 9 is an unbiased estimator, i.e., E(A) M B, for 8,
and whire X and Y are defined in equation T3). -The ("i and
(-I) superscript- on the matrices are the standard notations
denoting "transpose" and inverse, respectively. Since A is
a random vector, each element being a random variable, It
has an associated variance-covariance matrix, denoted by
Var(A), where

Var (A) = C2 (XX)-I
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-asad on oul previous assumptions concerning our model
it follows that 0 is a normally distributed random vector

with mean • and Variance-covariance matrix a2 (X*X)'';
notationally this property is written as

AS8 'tN( U2a(XoX)'I). N O(S)

The variances of the elements in 8 are equal to the
product of a' and the diagonal elementi of (X°X)" 1 , and the
covariances of the elements in 0 are equal to the product
of a' and the off diagonal elemints of (X'X)"l. Notationally
we have

Var () = o 2 C..

Coy (Bi, j) - OCj,i#j

where Cij represents the i,jth element of (X'X)- 1 .

One statistical technique that could be used to
determine which variables in (2) are significant would beto test the hypothesis

H0 :8i " 0

I 1: 8i • 0 (6)

for = 1,2,...,k. For prediction purposes, a variable that
is highly non-significant (fail to reject H.) could be left
out of our model; variables that are significant (reject H0 )
would be retained. Using this type elimination procedure,
one could develop a prediction model as depicted by (2).

Since the 8., for i-l,2,...,k, might not be independent,
the results of ( ) could very well be dependent on each
other. This could lead to the conclusion that a particular
variable is significant when, in fact, it only appears that
way because it is highly correlated with some other impor-
tant variable. We need some way of assessing how much
"good" a variable is doing over and above the other vari-
ables. Namely, we need significance tests of the type
given by (6) where, in fact, the test in some fashion adjusts
the contribution for a particular variable taking into con-
sideration the fact that it is correlated with others. This
can be accomplished by the "General Regression Significance
Test" for which the methodology is given below.
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2. General Regression Si2nificance Test

The first step is to fit a "full model" as given
by (2) and to determine the estimate 8 for q as given by
(4). The model with the sample estimates f&r the unknown
parameters k0 ,B1 ,...,Sk has the form

Yi I XlI+A 2X2+...+BkXk+Ci (7)

where B. is the estimate of Ri, for i - 0,1,2,...,k.

Associated with each fitted regression equation is the so-
called sums of squares due to regression which convention-
ally is denoted by SSres or R($ 0 ,B, . . . . .

8 k). For our

purposes the latter will be chosen and at times will be
referred to as R(all), i.e., the regresiion due to all of
the variables. In essence the sums of squares due to
regression is the variation in the responses due to the
varlition in the independent variables. The R(6OPB1,...,8k)
can be shown as

R(B ,31,...,•k) = _'X'Y = Y1[X(XX)V'vY]Y (8)

where the X matrix and Y vector are defined in (3).
Associated with any sums of squares is a parameter known
as the degrees of freedom; its importance will be discussed
later. For R(B0,B 1,...,Sk) the degrees of freedom will he
denoted by v where

S +k 1.

Suppose we are interested in testing the significance
of some Bi, the hypothesis which is given in (6). As

stated in paragraph 1 above, we need the regression due to
ai adjusted for all of the other variables, which is denoted

by Rwhere 0 < i ý. k, or

R(Bi/al1 the rest). This can be determined from the

equation

R(Bi/all the rest) = R(3 0 ,S 1 ,...,Bk) (9)
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where R(BO,Bl,...,Ok) is given by (8), R(B 0 ,8 1 ,...,

ei-1,0i',...,ok) is the sums of squares due to regression

in a "reduced model" with the variable X left out, and

0 < i i k. The degrees of freedom for R(Ei/all the rest)

is unity. Recall from Section I that the error term in
our model is a random variable with a variance of a'
which is unknown. To test the hypothesis given by (6) we

E must have an estimate of the unknown variance a2. Given
San estimate of a2 (or error estimate) we can form a test

statistic, whose distribution is known under the null
hypothesis, and can test the appropriate hypothesis as
depicted by (6). Two different situations concerning
estimates of the error will be discussed: (1) the case

Swhere there is an estimate of "pure error" (Case A), and
(2) the case where there is no "pure error" estimate in
which specific assumption3 must be made (Case B).

a. Estimating the Pure Error (Case A)

Recall that we have a total of n responses.
Let there be a total of s distinct sets of independent
variables, s. * {X I,X I ... X 1, and suppose for each

set there are ni responses, for i a 1,2,...,s. Thus we

have ni replications per set of independent variables.

This can be written in vector form as

Y2

n
lXI

.. - (10)

-- xI t Yni÷2 n2xI

Y. I
Yn +n2nsxl

Sni+n2+...+ns
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where n+fnt,t,.+ns-n. With replications, as we have in this I

case, an unbiased estimate for the error exists. This
estimate is said to represent "pure error"; because, with
the independent variables identical for two responses, only A
the random variation can influence the results and provide
differences between them. Let the sums of squares due to
ure error be denoted by SSPE. The computational formula
or SSPE is not given here, but it can be found in many

textbooks. Denote the degrees of freedom associated with
SSPE by dFPE which is given by r •

dFPE - (n -1)+(n 2 -1)+...+(ns-1). (11) 11 2 s

We can now find the mean square of the pure error (NSE) by
the ratio i

MSE - SSPE/dFPE (12) 1

where E(MSE) a '1 . With this estimate of the error we can
now test the hypothesis given by (6) for some Si of interest.
We form the test ratio

F. a R(Oi/all the rest)/MSE (13)

where R(Si/all the rest) is given by (9) and MSE by (12)
The distribution of the test ratio under the null hypothesis .
is an "F" random variable with degrees of freedom 1 and dFPE.
Therefore, based on the value of Fi in (13) and some nominal

significance level, a decision is made concerning retaining
i in our prediction model. A test statistic can be formu-

lated for all Bi using the equations given by (9), (12),

and (13) with separate decisions being made as to whether
or not to retain each i in our model for i - 1,2,...,k.

b. No Estimate of Pure Error (Case B)

As in the previous case, we have a total of
n responses, as well as s distinct sets of independent
variables. In this case, however, we have no replications,
which means that n1 =n2 ... .ns-l. In this case, we have no

estimate of puie error which means that the error estimate
must come from some other source.

5
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Consider the model proposed by (2) with its (k~l)
parameters S.,81,..., 8 k. Theoretically, in any regression

model the total number of parameters can equal, but not
exceedthe number of responses (observations). If the
postulated model (2) contains less than the maximum allow-
able number of parameters it is said to suffer from "lack-
of-fit." The total sums of squares associated with our n

-rosponses can be partitioned in such a way as to provide
a lack-of-fit sums of squares, denoted by SSLF. The SSLF, A
in the case where there are no replications, can hk
determined from the equation

SSLF - VY -" (14)

where Y'Y is the total sums of squares and

8"X.Y is the total regression sums of squares
given by (8).

The SSLF divided by its corresponding degrees of freedom,
SSLF/dFLF, will be denoted by MSLF which provides us an
estimate for the unknown error (a2). The dFLF can be
found from the relation

dFLF - n-(k+l)

where n is the total number of responses and (k+l) is the
total number of parameters in our postulated model.

Given an error estimate, i.e., MSLF, we can proceed
exactly as we did in Case A. That is, we form the test
ratios given by (13) for each ai and draw conclusions

concerning each postulated 8i in our model for i - 1,2,...,k.

Here we use MSLF instead of MSE in the test ratios.

It will bt mentioned briefly that using the lack of fit
for an error estimate has one major shortcoming. The mean
square (MSLF) for the lack of fit estimates the error (a')
only in the case where our postulated model (2) is true.
If it is untrue, then the mean square for the lack of fit
(MSLF) contains not only random error but, also, systematic
error. This can be expressed in the expected value of MSLF
by

E(MSLF) 02*R
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where k is some positive constant whose magnitude is
dependent upon how "untrue" the model is. If the model
is untrue we have no estimate of error and, thus, no valid
test statistic. This fact demonstrates the need for rep-
lications, and in most situations (field tests and computer
simulations), replications are a planned part of the study.

In summary, the following steps were taken during the
development of the prediction model:

(1) Pit a "full model" as given by (2) 4

(2) Obtain the regression due to each Bi adjusted

for all of the other variables, for i - 1,2,...,k, given by
(9).

(3) Obtain an estimate for the unknown variance
(oa), Case A or Case B

(4) Conduct k separate test of hypothesis as to
the significance of each Bi in the prediction model, for
i " l,2,...,k.1

Section III. SELECTING THE BEST REGRESSION EQUATION

Recall from Section II that a linear regression
equation, or prediction equation, was established for a
particular response Y in terms of independent variables
X ,X ,...,X. A full model was fit with a resulting re-
gression equation given by (7). Methods were developed to
determine if any variable in the full model could be left
out as far as prediction purposes are concerned. Initially
one might be inclined to select a regression equation with
as many X's (independent variables) as possible so that
reliable fitted or predicted values could be determined.
This could be disadvantageous from a practical point of
view in that excessive costs and energy might be required
in obtaining information on a large number of X's. Also,
it is extremely important to remember that each predicted
response is a random variable itself with an expected
value and variance. Suppose, for discussion purposes,
that the full model given by (7) is the final model we
select after going through the procedures discussed 4n
Section II. The varianice for a predicted value of ri given
a set of fixed X's is given by

Var(yi) - Var[60+B1 X1 +...+kXk÷Ci]
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or

Var(?i)mVar(8O)÷Var(8,X1 )÷...÷Var(BkXk).ZX Cov(B ,od)

*..* 2 Xk. XkCOV (k.,Bok)+Var(ct) (1S)

Note that as the X's increase in the model, the precision
about each predicted response decreases, i.e., the variance
increases. Since this is true, it would not be desirable
to include a large number of X's in the model when, in fact,
a smaller number might be sufficient. The inclusion of too
many variables in the model has become known as "over-
fitting" the model. The procedure for selecting an ample
number of variables, guarding against over-fitting, is
called "selecting the best equation."

1. Selecting the Best Equation

There is no unique statistical procedure for
selecting the "best" regression equation; personal judgment
and an understanding of the system being modeled are
necessary in choosing the best regression equation. A
literature search provides a rather large list of procedures
that can be used in developing a regression equation. Un-
fortunately, they do not necessarily lead to the same
solution. The procedure used in this study for choosing
the best equation is called "the backward elimination
procedure" and is discussed below.

The Backward Elimination Procedure

Many steps and procedures have been dis-
cussed in Section I and II that are applicable in this
backward elimination procedure. Before this procedure is
described, one principle pertaining to the partitioning of
the total sums of squares, Y-Y, will be presented. The
total sums of squares can be partitioned into two major
separat. components called the regression and residual sumsof squares. This can be expressed in the equation

Y X+YY-fY (16)

where

Y'Y is the total sums of squares

A'X'Y is the total regression sums of squares and
Y-Y-"'X-Y is known as the residual sums of squares.
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Equation 16 can be written for brevity as

Sstotal a SSreg+SS~es (17)j

where SSrag is the same as R( 8 4,3S,...,Bk) in (8). Theo-

retically, the SS can be broken down into two separate

quantities -- the sums of squares due to "pure error" and
the sums of squares due to "lack of fit," denoted by SSPE
and SSLF, respectively. I

* Thus we have in equation form

SSres = SSPE.SSLF (18)

Suppose that a regression model is being "entertained"
in a situation in which there are true replications in the
data and further that the model has some lack of fit. That
is, we did not include the maximum allowable number of
parameters in our model. The possibility exists that this
lack of fit may be statistically significant, which would
indicate that our model should Le "enlarged." Thus we need
a test to determine if the lack of fit is significant. If
it is insignificant we would conclude that our model suffers
from no lack of fit, which would imply that the model is
large enough. If the lack of fit is significant we would

conclude that our model should be enlarged, in which case
we would entertain a new, enlarged model. From (18) we see
that

SSLF - SSres-SSPE (19)

where SS is given in (18) and SSPE was discussed in
re s

Section II. It follows that, with an estimate of pure
error (equation (12)), a test ratio can be found to test
for the significance of the lack of fit. We determine the
mean square for the lack of fit, MSLF, given by

MSLF - SSLF/dFLF (20)

where SSLF is given by (19) and the degrees of freedom due
to lack of fit, dFLF, is given by

dFLF - (n-(k~l))-dFPE. (21)
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Recall that dFPE is given by (11). The null hypothesis we

wish to test is

H0 : Lack of fit = 0 (22)

H,: Lack of fit • 0.

We form the test statistic

FLF - MSLF/MSE (23)

which under the null hypothesis is an F random variable with
degrees of freedom dFLF and dFPE. Since this is a one-sided
upper-tailed test, a critical value, F0 , at some specified

significance level is found from the appropriate table of
critical values for the F distribution. If FLF > F., we

would conclude that the lack of fit is significant; other-
wise we would fail to reject the null hypothesis and con-
clude that there is no lack of fit.

It must be noted that no test for the lack of fit is
possible if we have no replications. With no replications
we have SSPE 0 and from (18) we see that

SSres - SSLF. (24)

Recall that in the case where we have no replications,
the mean square for the lack of fit had to be used as our
estimate for the unknown variance (a 2 ). Therefore, if we
have no replications it follows that no test exists to
determine the significance of the lack of fit.

We are in a position now to describe the backward
elimination procedure developed in this study. The basic
steps are as follows:

(1) Fit a "full model" as given by (7) that you
feel is purposely too large.

(2) Determine the regression for each ai variable
adjusted for all other variables given by (9).

(3) Determine the test ratio for the lack of fit
if we have replications.

(4) Form test ratios for gi as given by (13),
for i - 1,2,...,k.
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(S) Determine whether or not the lack of fit is
significant. If it is significant enlarge the model and
repeat Steps (1) thru (S) again.

(6) The loiest F-test value from Step (4), F.
is compared with a preselected Fo critical value at somk
nominal significance level.

(7) If FL < Fo, remove the variable XL, which

gave rise to FL, from the model,and recompute the regression
equation in the remaining variables and repeat steps (1)
thru (7).

(8) If FL > F., accept the regression equation
as calculated.

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) table for the first
time through Steps Cl) thru (7) is shown in Table I. Once
Step (8) ;.s reached the backward elimination selection
proceduze is terminated and those remaining variables not
previously eliminated are the ones in the final regression
model.

Table I. ANOVA Table for Elimination Procedure

Source Degrees of Freedom Sums of Squares F Ratios

Total (uncorrected) n YlY

Regression k+l XY-

R(B,/all the rest) 1 R( 0 /a1ll the rest)

R(8 1/all the rest) 1 R(B 1/all the rest)

R(Sk/all the rest) 1 R(Bk/all the rest) Fk

Residual n-4k.1) Y'Y-VX'Y

Lack of Fit Subt ction fYY-jXY)-SSPE FLF
Pure Error (n-l)... n-1) SSPE
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The backward elimination procedure has been computerized
in order for the selection procedure to be "automated." The
Appendix contains descriptions of the computer program along
with the input format for the data. The program prints out
the ANOVA table each time through steps (1) thru (7) along
with a calculated quantity known as the square of the
multiple correlation coefficient, denoted by R2 . It is
calculated from the equation

SX'I - (25)
VYy - V

where R'X'Y is the regression sums of squares after the
ccmpletion of step (7) each time through the
procedure,

Y is merely the mean of all the responses, and

n is the total number of responses.

R2 is a measure of the usefulness of the terms, other than 8
in the model, where 0 < R2 i 1. Generally, large values of
R2 , R2 > (.)90 are associated with models that fit the data
very well, might be used as an easily obtainable measure
of the success of the regression equation in explaining the
variation in the data. One must remember, however, that it
can be made large merely by including in our model near the
maximum allowable terms, the maximum being the number of
observations. The multiple correlation coefficient is cal-
culatec and displayed, not from the standpoint as a measure
of success of our model, but rather from the statisticians
viewpoint of seeing how little R2 decreases from the initial
"full model" to the final selected model. This will be
snown in the following example.

2. Example

A rockec engine's perfrrmance is affected by a
number of environmental factors and conditions. One measure
of normal performance that can be selected for analysis
2urnoses is chamber pressuie. A typical set of such data i1
shown in Table II, which w. will use to develop 3n empirical
predic~ion model for chamber prcssure. With the data given
in Tabic 11 let us entertahi or Iypcthesize a model which
includes the variables X ,X .X , and X Ps well as all of
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Table II. Rocket Engine Data

Chamber Temperature
Pressure of Cycle Vibration Drop Shock Static Fire

(Y) CX X2 ) (x,)(X4

1.4 -75 0 0 -6S

26.3 175 0 0 150

26.5 0 -75 0 iso
5.8 0 175 0 -65

23.8 0 -75 0 ISO

7.4 0 17S 0 -65

29.4 0 0 -6S 150

9.7 0 0 165 -65

32.9 0 0 0 150

26.4 -75 -75 0 150

8.4 175 175 0 -65

28.8 0 -75 -65 iSO
1i.8 0 175 165 -65

28.4 -75 -75 -65 150

11.5 176 175 165 -65

26.5 0 -75 0 150

5.8 0 175 0 -65

1.3 0 0 -65 -65 I

21.4 0 0 165 150

0.4 0 -75 -65 -65

22.9 0 175 165 150

26.4 0 -75 -65 1SO

11.4 0 175 165 -65

3.7 0 0 0 -65
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the first order cross-products between variables, i.e.,
XIX 2 ,... ., X X X. If this is the case, our model will take

on the form

Y1 XI 2 X +6 X s+8 X +÷8 X +Xa÷ X X (26)

011223 3 1 ~ 2 61 3

+ 7 X1X4 3 +a 9 +x 10 X3X i 4 ' +E

Where the B's are unknown coefficients, and will be esti-
mated from our sample of 24 responses. The X matrix for
this situation (equation 3) is given in Table Ill. When we
look at our model along with the vector of responses and the
X matrix we see there are some variables, especially cross-
products, that probably will be insianificant in our model.

When you do not know what variables should be in the model,
you purposely hypothesize a large model (perhaps over-fit)
and then let the backward elimination procedure choose
those variables that should be eliminated and those that
should be retained.

Tables IV thru X (ANOVA Tables 1 thru 7) are copies from
computerized model printouts of the backward elimination
procedure. ANOVA Table I shows the regression for each
variable in the full model adjusted for all of the other
variables. The lack of fit is tested the first time through
and is found to be insignificant; thus, we conclude that
our model does not suffer from any lack of fit. We see that
variable X,= X X2 is eliminated as being insignificant.

Note that the square of the multiple correlation coefficient
is 0.984769. This table also shows the sample vector of the
unknown parameters with 5s eliminated.

We see in ANOVA Table 6 that variable X8  X2 X 3 is

eliminated and, in fact, X. is the last variable to be elim-

inated as indicatvd by ANOVA Table 7. Since no variable is
eliminated in Table 7, the backward elimination procedure
has determined that, of the ten original independent vari-
ables included in the full model, only variables X2 ,XJ,X4

and X3X4 should be retained in our prediction model. The
sample estimates of the unknown parameters S,,B8 2 ,,8 4, and

610 are given in this order in ANOVA Table 6. The final

prediction equation (regression model) is written as

Y. = 1O.6376+O.0183X2 +0.0106X÷3 O.11SXL-'0.OOO3X3X (27)
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Table IV. ANOVA Table I
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

Total (Uncorrected) 24 9308.4S00

Total Regression 11 9267.1495

Due to B O/rest 1 995.1493 995.1493 539.2139

Due to 0 1/rest 1 3.8214 3.8214 2.0706

Due to 0 2/rest 1 31.3958 31.3958 17.0116

Due to $ 3/rest 1 19.1695 19.169S 10.3868

Due to 8 4/rest 1 1763.5096 1763.5096 95S.5440

Due to B 5/rest 1 1.7787 1.7787 0.9638

Due to 0 6/rest 1 3.0182 3.0182 1.6354

Due to 6 7/r-:st 1 7.0241 7.0241 3.8059

Due to 8 8/rest 1 S.2367 5.2367 2.8374

Due to 6 9/rest 1 2.7710 2.7710 1.5014

Due to 8 10/rest 1 121.2713 121.2713 65.7099

Residual 13 41 3004

Lack of Fit 7 30.2271 4.3182 2.3398

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.8456

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression 98.4769

Variable Leaving X,

Vector of Unknown Paramrnters with Variable X Deleted
10.9908 s
0.0070
0.0196
0.0160
0.1134

-0.0001
-0. 0001
-0.0001
0.0001 566
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Table V. ANOVA Table 2

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F

Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

Total (Uncorrected 24 9308.4500

Total Regression 10 9265.3708

Due to B 0/rest 1 1150.6872 11SO.6872 623.4910

Due to 8 1/rest 1 2.6233 2.6233 1.4214

Due to B 2/rest 1 31.6996 31.6996 17.1762

Due to S 3/rest 1 20.0527 20.0527 10.8654

Due to B 4/rest I 1803.7715 1803.7715 977.3596

Due to B 6/rest 1 4.9871 4.9871 2.7022

Due to B 7/rest 1 8.7484 8.7484 4.7402

Due to B 8/rest 1 4.6604 4.6604 2.5252

Due to B 9/rest 1 2.5714 2.5714 1.3933

Due to 8 10/rest 1 121.2032 121.2032 65.6730

Residual 14 43.0791

Lack of Fit 8 32.0058 4.0007 2.1678

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.8456

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression - 98.4113

Variable Leaving X9

Vector of unknown Parameters with Variable X Deleted
10.7164

0.0068
0.0183
.. 015S
0.1125

-0.0001
-0.0001
-0.0001
-0. 0003
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Table VI. ANOVA Table 3

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F

Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

[Total (Uncorrected) 24 9308.4500

STotal Regression 9 9262.7994

Due to 8 O/rest 1 1S17.2513 1517.2513 822.1109

Due to $ l/rest 1 2.4660 2.4660 1.3362

Due to 8 2/rest 1 29.2196 29.2196 15.8324

Due to B 3/rest 1 18.9586 18.9586 10.2726
Due to 8 4/rest 1 1847.6881 1847.6881 1001.1555

Due to 0 6/rest 1 4.1765 4.1765 2.2630

Duo to 0 7/rest 1 6.6966 6.6966 3.6285

Due to 8 8/rest 1 2.7748 2.7748 1.5035

Due to 8 10/rest 1 179.5070 179.5070 97.2645

Residual 15 45.6506

Lack of Fit 9 34.5772 3.8419 2.0817

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.8456

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression - 9R.1165

Variable leaving X

Vector of Unknown Parameters with Variable X, Deleted
10.7134
0.0206
0.0154
0.1132

-0.0001
-0.0001
-0.0001
-0.0003
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Table VII. ANOVA Table 4

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

Total (Uncorrected) 24 9308.4500

Total Regression 8 9260.3334

Due to B O/rest 1 1S16.4824 1516.4824 821.6943

Due to B 2/rest 1 4S.3953 4S.3Q53 24.5971

Due to 6 3/rest 1 18.6350 18.6350 10.0972

Due to B 4/rest 1 1928.5725 1928.572S 1044.99821

Due to B 6/rest 1 2.0264 2.0264 1.0980

Due to B 7/rest 1 4.4023 4.4023 2.3854

Due to 8 8/rest 1 4.5745 4.5745 2.478'7

Due to 6 10/rest 1 182.0314 182.0314 99.6323

Residual 16 48.1166

Lack of Fit 10 37.0433 3.7043 2.0072

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.84S6

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression - 98.22SS

Variable Leaving X.

Vector of Unknown Parameters with Variable X Deleted
10.68 b7
0.0200
0.0137
0.1129

-. ,0000
-0.0001
-0.0003
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Table VIII. ANOVA Table 5

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

Total (Uncorrected) 24 9308.4500

Total Regression 7 92S8,.3070

Due to 8 O/rest 1 151S.9869 1SIS.9869 821.42S8

Due to 8 2/rest 1 43.636S 43.6365 23.6441

Due to 8 3/rest 1 16.6087 16.6087 8.9993

Due to 8 4/rest 1 1932.7930 1932.7930 1047.2690

Due to B 7/rest 1 2.9298 2.9298 1.5875

Due to 8 8/rest 1 3.6566 3.6566 1.9813

Due to B 10/rest 1 190.3714 190.3714 103.1513

Residual 17 50.1430

Lack of Fit 31 39.0696 3.5518 1.924S

Pure Error 6 11.0733 I.-456 I

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression 98.1508

Variable Leaving X7

Vector of Unknown Parameters with Variable X, Deleted
10.7079
0.0202
0.0138
0.1127

-0. 0001
-0. 0003
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Table IX. ANOVA Table 6

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F1
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio =

Total (uncorrected) 24 9308.4500

Total Regression 6 9255.3771

Due to $ 0/rest 1 1525.1281 1525.1281 826.3789

Due to 0 2/rest 1 44.3778 44.3778 24.0458 )

Due to 8 3/rest 1 16.9036 16.9036 9.1591

Die to 8 4/rest 1 1929.9972 1929.9972 1045.7540t

Due to 8 8/rest 1 3.5612 3-5612 1.9296

Due to 6l 10/rest 1 199.1669 199.1669 107.9170

Residual 18 S3.0728

Lack of Fit 12 41.9995 3.5000 1.8964I

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.8S46 !

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression 98.0427

Variable Leaving XsI

Vector of Unknown Parameters with Variable X Deleted
10.6376
0.0183

0.1106
0.111S

-0.0003
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Table X. ANOVA Table 7

Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio

Total (Uncorrected) 24 9308.4S00

Total Regression S 9251.81S9

Due to a 0/rest 1 1533.4719 1533.4719 830.8999

Due to B 2/rest 1 40.9456 40.94S6 22.1861

Due to B 3/rest 1 13.3751 13.3751 7.2472

Due to B 4/rest 1 2011.4026 2011.4026 1089.8629

Due to B 10/rest 1 197.6084 197.6084 107.0,26

Residual 19 56.6340

Lack of Fit 13 4S.Sob0 3.5047 1.8990

Pure Error 6 11.0733 1.8456

Percentage Variation Explained by Regression 97.9114
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where the estiUates for the a's are given in ANOVA Table 7.
Observe in ANOVA Table 7 that the square of the multiple
correlation coefficient is 0.979114, and recall from ANOVA
Table I that this coefficient is 0.984769. Thus, we see
that even after eliminating six variables, there is only a
slight reduction in percentage of variation explained by
regression. This implies that our final equation is doing
a good Job in "fitting" the data.

3. Concluding Remarks

This report has presented the backward elimination
procedure developed for selecting the proper variables that
should be included in a linear regression model for predic-
tion purposes. Several assumptions rexplicit and implicit)
were made that were necessary for the development of the
elimination procedure. If these assumptions in practice are
incorrect, the backward elimination procedure or any general
regression procedure will be invalid.

Two major assumptions were: (1) the normality assump-
tion on our error term (ci) in our model (explicit assump-

tion), and (2) the necessity for the (X'X) matrix to be a
non-singular matrix (implicit assumption). If assumption
(1) is incorrect, we have no valid tests for our variables
in the ANOVA table. This assumption doe, not affect the
sample estimate for the unknown parameters ,k

The topic of what to do if the observed responses are
not normally distributed has not been addressed in this
study. Needless to say, it is an important topic; however,
the literature has ample examples pertaining to various
transformation techniques that car. be used to attain the
basic requirements of normality (References 111, [21, '31,
and 153).

Assumption (2) means in practice that our normal
equations

XX - XY (28)

must involve as many independent equations as there are
parameters to be estimated. If the (X*X) matrix is singular,
then steps must be taken to correct this. In most designed
experiments the (X'X) matrix is always non-singilar and thus
no problem exists.
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Another topic not discussed in thii study is the
treating of qualitative or deterministic variables. In
the model proposed in this study all of the independent
variables have been quantative. over some continuous range.
"Suppose we wish to include variables such as machine number,

r factor number, vat number, missile modification number,
--etc. in our model. These variables need to he quantified
if they are included in our prediction model. Reference (31
has a good discussion on the use of dummy (qualitative
variables in multiple regression. Generally, there is no
problem in including these types of variahles in a regression
model.
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APPENDIX

GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Section I. INTRODUCTION

The Prediction Model, written in Fortran IV, uses
double precision arithmetic for the greatest degree of
accaracy possible. The program was written for the
IBM 7094 and runs approximately two minutes OA this <1
m achine. ••

The General Flow Diagrams for MAIN and FTEST sub-
routines are included herein.

The model has the capability of coaputing answers
for any number of cases in a single run, provided the
deck setup is as described in Section II, Data Inputs.
A complete set of deck cards must be inserted for each
case desired.

The Fortran IV Source Statements are given in
Section III.
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LI
General flov Diagram - FTEST j
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Write Write
Message 'Variable

Leaving"

Return/End
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Section II. DATA INPUTS

. - The data inputs for the Prediction Model are illus-
trated in the following figures. A complete data set

-consists of

(1) 1 Title Card

- --(2) 1 Control Parameters Card

(3) 1 Replications Identification Card

(4) 1 set Matrix Entries Card(s)

(S) 1 set Vector Entries Card(s)

(o) I F Critical Value Card for Testing Lack-of-Fit

(7) 1 KF Table Identification Card

(8) 1 set F Table Entries Card(s)

(9) 1 End of Deck Indicator Card

The cards must be input in the order listed above,
and a complete set must be inserted for each run desired.

The input card formats and descriptions are as
follows:
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TITLE CARD

34 4 44416411 1221 U 10 is 161? 12 31 1 3 21 12 1 21431241 130 1 12 lj]14 I 111~31 2,1 140141 42 43[440 45 '464 44 0 :00;I 04115501 1A1546t W51041b 6224 6140404 .44iL!j j 10 ýJII 2fl4 15 t 11 it 13 11

2

a! 1 0 to 13 I , t 1 3 f. to 14 .4 as 54 . .1 3. 1 33 S. 44 It 14 t I- 3

2272 2 22 22 22 2 22 2 2 222 22 2272 72 7 22222 2 22 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 22 2 2 22 2 22 22 22 2 22 72 2 22 22 2 272 2

46 A1 44 44 44 A4 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 4 444IT4 44 44 44 44 i. 44 44 1 4 444.4

Field Column Description

1 1-72 Any alphanumeric character set; printed

out as run description.

2 73-80 Not used.

Best Available Copy

1 1-72 Any alp~~~hanmrccaatrstirne



CONTROL PARAMETERS CARD

4 I 41) # 44'41 SP .111 4 49 e2922 MIM R ~ 1 I IV 4 1- 1 0 2'12.4 I ; IW 1901 42 014j44 0~ 46141 to 491!0 22 ~J.2 A ,4 .1 d) 01s 4 114 62446f, *4 44 )0 II 21 1314 21 2.111 to Polio

7 2 , * 4 S 4 -- s& to 1W I~ W! in . :Sý as 14 149 .1 .. I' ' 9 ,p. 0 4 , 4
1t 1, 1. 1 S

II I~l7 J I I I 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 I I I I 77 11 '

l4) 2 0112 2022 0211 0

Maxm 3 value43=330.

33 3 3 33 Ma33333mum3 vaue 30

56__ l6 6 66 5 6 56 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 616 6 616 6 6 6 6 6 G11616 6 616 6 6161 6 6 6• 6 6 5 616 1 6 S6 S 5 6 6 6 s

3 ~~~ U-S NoLsd

Field Column Description

1 1-2 INROW - numrber of rows in input matrix;
Maximum value = 30 .

2 3-4 NCOL - number of columns in in-out matrix;
Maximum value =30.

3 r5-80 Not used.
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REPLICATIONS IDENTIFICATION CARD

0 a a 0gi a808~ 0000000 0 000000 C a ~a a 0 000 000 00 0 a aaio~o~o~

Z~~4 t 0111

2 -2 2 -2trne o1 2sttci 
of 2 2 

ve72ctor222. 22 i

2 3RE 3ra 3 3 vau3 eac o1 whc re ,1 33333333 re- 33331333 ý 1 33333333

set th nube of relcain within 44A444 4444444 A 4A441

UsIs

a8 Bes Aaabe Copy8



MATRIX ENTRIES CARD(S)

of a te I lls 1. -11 396134 ifi it 3 14N 41 n : 390A 34%1 1 41 3391 la 63 41 443144 41461414 49,y ,9143 , 1,5,1b .66 6 1j ' ILI .3 -17 3 99111j))1 qlID

50000C000 00 80 00a0 0008 0 80 0O 0 0 8000 0 0080 0~ jaa 0 0 a 0 0 a a 0 080 00 0 00 a 0 a fo 0 0 0010

11 1 1 11I 11 1 1 1 1 1 1' 1 I 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1

?22l2222t 222 ?222212 2 2??2222 27222227222222L22?2 222

33333 33333 3 3 33 33 3 3 333
I4 4

41191,44 444i44444444434444444~444444444444~

55 5' 5'5 555555555 5

S,6 6 t 66 .. ...

71 717171 7 I If Ii 711 17 17711 7 , 11 717)1 71 1 1 11 /17T71

99S9 99Sig9 9915 99S9 9 9 999999 9 999 ~ 9 9991 99999 9 999 999 19 9 5g 9 9 1 ý g99i999Si
10 93 1 17 13 l0 .91'3t ' 19 20 1 12 1] 2 13 1 3333 is 3 4 ]9 1 14 15 if 17 If(3 3 3137* 4441 49 433 454 6 43 4 1494 $ 5 Ii 41 'A 97 A39 W4 64 043 619.

1
111t 4' 16 1 13 1) 1, It4797 77 '4 1180

Field Column Description

1 1-8 Entries for input matrix in row order.
2 9-16 All ten fields of each card must be filled,
3 17-24 with the exception of the last card, which
4 25-32 may or may not be filled, depending on the
5 33-40 dimensions of the matrix. For example, a
6 41-48 5x5 matrix would have 3 matrix entries cards.
7 49-56 Card 1 would contain the values in Rows 1
8 57-64 and 2; Card 2 would contain the values in
9 65-72 Rows 3 and 4; and Card 3 would contain the

10 73-80 values in Row 5 (with the last 5 fields

blank).
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VECTOR ENTRIES CAR~D(S)J

00 04

Fi l 11 lu6r 1Descript5000 V50 0000 0 0 50 00aon

I 12 1-8 Co2ne t of in u ve t r a2 ten 222222221222 2

7 
1 779 71 

5116

2 9-.6 ield mut b filedBeshth Avaepioaln Cp

3 1-24of he astcad, hic ma ormayno



F CRITICAL VALUE CARD~ FOR TESTING LACK-OF-FIT

1 it It t s 0% q , 4M U JA 90 M I: . .310J 110 1,_1 III U 111W4 41-44 0 44.D, 74# ? 4 .444I ip is 611111 #]1? "0 161 I. . .I

1303300a 0300331!000000 BOB 000D000 0000 0 0 0 00000 0 0 0 D io 00-0 001000 0 0-0 0 00 nooiI 0 D0 01

11?1Z1?? ~222222222222221222??2'12222242'2222222t2222222

5 5 ~S 5 35 5 5 5 55 5 55 ' 5 55555553 , 5 5 S 5 5 555555555 5 S~~5 5 5 5 55~ 5 5 5 555

i a6 65 K16Lo b6 lb6 6 66 6 6 6 6160 6 OF6 6_66 C6 St6 6 6 6 66666 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6616 6 66 66 66 6

IrI -1 5? 71 y 7ý 771171 I~1' 1 7{ 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 l1Jl 71 771111 ~J1 T7 1~fr17-- 1 1 7 7177 7 1?11 7 7'~

I ~ ~ ~ ~ .14 4$441101 341,3333*16i ' 11II 213 p zs J** nn1 3a13*Z33134 45 X0 31 3 3140 41Q433 44 04'A41 S49341 4 W * 43 343 1 A 44 351M$104 It13 6134 M M 61 UN 4t 0 41) 2143 434 It 1) M4 4M 41

Field Column Descziption

2.1-8 Preselected significance level critical
point (from F Table).

2 9-80 Not used.

Best Available Coy



KF TABLE IDENTIFICATION CARD

3 * 4 1 I 6 12 44 s it ,1 14 10 1411 1& '9 201I 1:4 25 1 n iis I o ii 3' I; )]I 33 ~*[ h 3 J,4:I41 4..434 3[ ,444 40 4614 63 401 J- W 4 !15 4 ' A 15 4 44 'A 16116 * 3 4416A 4441 31 61II i fi0 Pnrno

LI. 2

333333133333333333333333333333333 3 3 3 3, 3 3 3 3 3 3 114 4 30 343 4 35, 33 30 3 3 30 3'333333333 313 i 3 3 33 3 4 330. '.. .

w-i I. 3

-1 1- Is If 1 0 - 5 2 2 2 42 t I 1 0 !J 31)5 W J 1 30 40141 42 43 44 4 0 4'4 4 1!11 5 4 15 46S7 V 11 0I 62 9 4 4 1 1 t2 L IJ 1 is 1 I f I

as'II(I N 19 1

Field Column Descri-tion

1 1-2 KF - Number of F Table entries to be made.

2 3-80 Not used.

Best Avallab-le C01

S8 7



F TABLE ENTRIES CARD(S)

2" I '1 1 41 4 4I" 31 414 Vto ISI P 222322421 41S]L is 11230 22 2 is 44 341 J2140 442 4 43144 "45 401V 411 11- .,5 6661 4 4 11 04 IS I 1 4 A PC,

Ih ?I at 1. 3-
U~~1 16 4,4 43 4,r:0 'St,, Mf4?44 114 S.4449 $44 .0 1c34

13 3 M 3 '•113 3 3 13333333333333333333333333333333333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 3 31 3 3 3 3 3 3 3i 3 3 3, 333 3331

A 4 A 4 4 4 1 4 43 4 ' 4 A 4 44 444444 44444444 4 44 4 432 4 4 4 4 4 1442 I 4' 4 4 42 AO 3' 444 4 44 21 3 4 47 4 39 40,1? '4 4 4 2

411lA 441)44444441 444144444414444444 44444441 444444444444444 4 41~4 44~

* 6i t 66 i6'66 6 ' 6 I 6 16 6S 165656165 IJI 16 6566 6565 6 1 556556 6 616565166566E- 16'sS6666666616 6 I

S7 1 1111111 7 7 17 1 [711 177 1 1  1 1

I I Ia 1 18., s I SI ,R a 8l 111 11a 8ls vlia. I I II a I 1 u a I aI I Ia8 a I 1 a a 1 1 a 1 a 8 i8s

4 I qJ43 of044 2t Isi~ 41) 1 it IIIit 26 27 241A 02 P3 1 2I3 A 35 X 11 X IP It420443 44 45 4 41111 M 1¶42724"21 l2 l~ 12 01ý64 W 1U 9 lI041A44 
2

l 44 444111 5 t 400? t

Fie~ld Column Description

1 1-8 Valuez from F Table using 1 and n degrees
2 9-16 of fr:--dom. Entries must begin with n=l
3 17-24 and may go as far as n=20. (The upper
4 25-32 limit is defined as KF in the previous
5 33-40 card.)
6 41-48 All ten fields of each card must be filled,
7 49-56 with the exception of the last card, which
8 57-64 may or may not be filled, depending on the
9 65-72 value of K.

10 73-80

Best Available Co,nr

SRP,



END CF DECK INDICATOR~ CARrP

1, 24 _L_ _1 _; 
111 1;. il2 J7 6) *111!'.1 1,J 104 14 14 1 i -ý- 2L l- A : 1 11 I

'~ ~I~oii l nis ~ :D d di ~ *1I! ~fl~i ; *j,.4' ij'*~ .J~~~i ~ j4 ~ ~ _ ___ __ L

~~ 4 is 14 Is 3 . 722 22~

4444444 44444 4 44 44 4 444 44 44 4 44 4I4 14 4 4 41 4444 4444 14Fa4 1ji 4  4 4

555 S 51 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 55 5 5 55 51555 5 55 55 535 5 5 55 55 j5 555 5t5 5

6 6 6 6 Si 66 6 6 6 6 S S 6 6j6 6 616 66 &1 6 6 6 6666j6 6 66 66_6 6 66f6rI1- 6 1

_ W HE O I FV i V~L 4- E104

9 g, 99ýJr q 9 g9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 1 1s999999999 9 91 9 9 59 919 g91919 9959999,
'31 .4 46l 11 11333 4~ 43 343 33 2 33 34 31 JS1 31 31 34014 4 1 443 1 45 4b4; 41 444 ýC 31 ý2 3,1 l34 4 3 i e 4

Field Column Descrintlion

1 1-6 Indicates pcrocedure progrin should follow:
Value EOJ-hbb if t jii thj Jaso

only data set.
7alu-2 EO~bbb if anothier data ,cot

f ollows .

2 7-80 Not used.

Best Available Copy



Section III. FORTRAN IV SOURCE STATEMENTS

.AI .t~ nimc: ST .0 EAF NT - I -N( S)

1 I.jL 9'0 I UFPL Ilt- I ST11P. I NDEX(1 I D INDIC( 2(.

T~E IT L i 2 Y TX ? )o'( C 6 )

ý' Y (3X ) 6,1 0AN,S ,ZY41rE w,(NMS3 FA,9
T AR (3.-Y.3 x A k , T(3 RL(0 pT M

L.4T- CL.J/tr410J/
""(A,.PHA( 1) t ,1912:)/",l,2,3,4,5,6,?,8,9,13911912,13,14,I5,16,

'7., 3t *lý

1 F-.;tT I 12A6)

F2 "Ti r.. 1r2 Rprd2e f

4 F.-;%iT I IuS.Q) best ... ailable COPY-

F 4T IP1 o19X@17HGKANL mtTA VCTCA ~ erdcdio
7 . (////,11X,4#i9ETA,12,711 VECTOR I

13 :0vA ! -41 24Xp4bHP1E;,ENTAGtl VARIATION EXPLAINEO BY REGRESS ION-

r,, .A 4 A T(/j///2.X,44HVECTORf CF UNKNiUW14 PARAMETERS WITH VARIABL
%cX ,1 2,o L'ELETED

123 FY& A I.: iH 1X,24h.*4CrtL OT 59 CH~ECK FCR.MATS4

1 mi ,;1 1 2 1;x t 7,4-,A, nukCF UF UhGREES OFP SJ'M OF

1~ Il
1s2 F._j T(2A 9 7b VA Ki4 T I'd. F RE E DOM SQUARES

2 S.j J Am ; ~AT I tI )

I Oft Fv.'4e.4T ///,24A, IqTLTAL (G.NCSjRlCLTLLbX,#12 t11XF12.4)

1 #16 F 4 t1(/.7 X 9br IOU E TOV91 a~2,914.H k E 3T 1 913X,FID.4,5X,E-1O.4,5

I Hi-i p-)pY1.v T I/7X ,11iHL A LK OIF F- T,1OXI2,13XF1O.4,5X.FIZ.4.,5X9FlO.4.

I - Fj-'.Tfi'i1,21;x,37HKETA HAT VAR I ANC I- CUVARIANCE MATRIX
qI F,;.Tv //,.42X F10.4)-

4 ý3 r(j(vAT (//,2?X,3(F1O.4,5Xt I

CAIL ELL'4 2
i' 0), 23 1 1 2ý

F~ .C I( II a ALPHA( I

C S 11VLl

Best Available Cop,,-
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Fortran IV Source Statements (contd)

%tA 14 - E F., SOURCE STATEMELNT -IFN(SI -

L N IS Tr4E KUw i)IMENSIUJ:i UF X AS DEFINEL) IN THIS ROUTINE-

%PASS

C '~E~j.If.PJTS

~I~61I(TI7LM.(),I81,12I 24

C K~ vuSfriE LE 3C 31

'~A(54I fXUIvlJwIvNCOLhvIuwvNROW) 42
q z~ ,., 15411 CY II ) 9I I p ,NW Ovi

C FCA! a IF ALL NREP a1 5
KEA( 594)F~k25q

,EAt.I592) KF 60
kcAZU5,4) (FTA6L(I)vIAl,,(F) 62

id It4:Xi x a C
C Z -rC _rcý:,Lz(D IF ALL a It SET KINO TO 1.

30 L'5 I a 19K
IF ( tP I I NE *. I GU TU 35

25 Cj:.T 11UE

35 C>J,*TJ~vU
C ZEý% OUT t-PkAYS ue

111 l' I a 1*3' e 0
ý~ ~

11111 I; J a 10C es

A'5Y1 I a 0 D1

f3TCl Ia O.DG

.C Co,;lT I'UE
n-') 15 I a 1,30

Di 1 1:6C

13 'kK ( J) -,.DO0

I ')FfPE x
S>LEGva.DD

5,jMT a' T0
IFIAU. a1
ICNT aC

I. YS -a D

C CCrMPijTE 3ETA VECTOR
C
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j Fortran IV Source Statements (contd)

-4;, EH4 i¶liWRC, E STATEAENT -IF Nt S)-

7;;A.S."( Sk P.PuT MATRIX

-~ I 21.1,CCrL

C "JLT I PL POUT .-TFIX oV Il Toý-%SPUSt:

V% Ai Z%,J zl CiI A( . 1 ) J

C JE T I I'..E P.tý C- XM

C ALL S r ,0' I (X z, %C L ,t'.CGL 9 M5 W14 1 f 0 R(s ik LO I

.7 A')LT IVLY Y 'fvýCTCI 4Y X T'ýAI~avi-Sb 
149

J2. : -'. I = I,'*.CLL

rl ---- j =Il~C

W., -(1 I ( I ) * xPY ( l 4, kJ) w x Y4 J )

C. ~ENE~..LV~.~'S1) GJ ,.FhAL TOEST22

n k T L v! Ifl it zOC l t C L

C GEt~iKAT ;t.EGrESSI1jN )ET SI,* ACH.NL- TESTiI

C
C ' Ti.1'du E S CULU --N ALLM VALU ý "F eE 

1

i1j 4~5 1 1 ,.CUL1

NS7 =* '. I ;^

lj 7,15 1J )q.'.CUL1

k3 IY'.' I I I O.UC,

X AMI1) Z= J

IFIl?-L;'u Nh. 1) GU 7U 57ý

C L;CTk,' I~ :,i AEv FOR 60

:d.) ; I 1 ',9!4KU~

0-; ý25 J v 19 ?rJL I

.0 T3. 72-:

5 75 I:"jj =I' .)I + I
a 19PNRDJ
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Fortran IV Source Statements (contd)

4 A 11 - --- ),U~k:6 STATEMENT -IFN(4 -

JJ C. -ja 1,I1NNO1
BC. X',E'.(IIJ) u A(1,JI

"NZa M-1~ * I
It#Ii'.)P*Q*tCUL1 GO TO 72'.
"'iJ 7I2 u * 1,ROvs
'z 7: C J a1.OZ20COLI

E CL."IJTý NEO, BETA VECTOR
C T9.ASPGSE XNEiq

7.2. Ou ".5: 1 a 19Aý
i. j 7%: 1 w 1,04CCL1

7,. xt.Lv#C J1,) a XNE4dE 1,J)
r. %ULI I PLY XNESI BY ITS TRAtISPuSfI

.J:775 1 a 19NuL;LI
'U775 1 a It,.C1.4

-ý 775 L N th3
775, z.( I oJ I a '.¶NfIIJ1 TAXaEW(19L) *XNEWILoJi

C;-uLSt8 j~)(X~"t4,?*vCL~L1NCLLlmSI'N1,UR.EWfl3U(,HL(:;3
C AULTI Pt.Y Y VLC.Tr.R dY TXNEW

1.; 71) 1 lt?.hCuLl

?b~. Z4VP (1) XAYNJIII 4, TXNiW(1.JD * VIJ)
C IFULT PLY AMN INV~RSk BY ),11Y14

X) 76 5 1 a 10d.CULI

las 31iiaI *t- iEI I3 + X'4N( 19j) 9XMYNIJI voueu7 copy.

1L4 - IL 01 1
#0 ITEC(6 97 1 ;%0ICI IL M)
%.P: T 3 7 1

741 mA1TE16#71 IL

C LCUMPJTE AkbRU~ESIU!J IOK NEWE X-S AND BETA-S
30j i: Z a 1,.%COJLI
ý4 ;10'. J a 10I*tW

t 1 TA.'11,J) a XtNEW(Jel3
3-' ;.: j * 1 iiPOW
j5 52 1 a Ltg4CULI

9CC P~.4!(J) x XMk(JI * uNEalII TXK~(IvJ)
D')I% 1C)' 1 a 1IN~OWW

1:: C. SR a si + XMRI1 y Y( I
IL a IL * 1
IFLAG a IPLAG * 1

.iS211LIa SSPEC. -SSR4
1F%1L.tG.:%COL ) GO TOj 110,1

iic. I~lI.~ O.11 GUJ TO 30

C. v*Tth4&I.E PUkC CETkO'%
C CAL:ULAT&E T L;DT VALUES

LLJ

I-, 13:ý 4K is 1#K
* ~EP4KK) + LU

Best Available Cop,/
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Fortran IV Source Statements (Contd)

4±' LI SOUR&CE STATE:4ET -IFN(SI

4*.: 1 a LL.LL)
*~,T(P') z TXKK.) 4 YMI

LL 2.L le ý,APttUS

C. C...Lý A 7 ,.T& J" ,.M F 7 t Pu iUKE F RHII'

>~ ~ I~:

C. :vf t

- e**9L 3"3%3 ~

zY3J'A -SSkECS
4i C. La ,. Tj U,

jLi r -,ý SSPE
C. ~ ~ LI uA.,.~c.... F )' TOT.?') CmsU~o ANC LACK OF FIT -P~Mki)IM, F TESt

I ;iL .ATE - I)P
X ~IFL 1 .'JFLF

FLJ CISL F /FD-St

2 1 x I h'- UL
C S-4 1 ( II /kMSE

,3 "F~ 2 1.;' TE

3 I 2.iso1qI I R S

3,i YS VS yl It

'S5. 2 .S.LE.V - Y S/ X P.OvI / (5ti' -4 YS XKkU I
-i. a I~

i 7: t ý ,

iTE h I L 3 1

594 Best Available Copy



Fortran iV Source Statements (co-ntd)

A - 14 ScjuC- SATtiENT I IF N15)

143 1 a q,* ý

CG~j TO 101l

~IT E10 1ER I WF L$ , SSLF 9X,~' SLF LF

C.LL f iTEST
ld~CSTU.EUl)GO TU ILI

~T~.'LI&INE-XINPASS)

72222 ,dITz tibi ts isIaqqC)

u ~3 31111

, 'ITL (AIA HAI VAftIANiCE - C.OVARIANCE 14ATRtX

IH',.,L,~o5WGO TO 122

13 ZC~t.Ga Z012C9.1JLCO

3'.1 ~ (T XM( I JI ,J'l NCUL)

GO T:1 12.

ZZ00 3.Z I S 1NC6L

Gu T112
Z: 3 03 %03 1 " IYOCG

3~3 ~lT(~'" 0 ~ e coy

GT7 120 
ups' :e

1.Z' 03 4 I a 1,NCUL
324 A.RITEU(''"

4-4 (XMuhsjvu1,zNCUL1
3% T 3 12C

2:5 011 35. I *1tC;UL

C- TO 12^

12: ,X6~5,2 IND
IF(lfD.Z.EU) G TO 3133

61 T3 1ZC0O

3.ý.-3 ST3P

Best Available Coply
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Fortran IV Source Statements (contd)

r T T - .• '-C ST ATL'f.NT - IFN( S I

,ju.-. JT I%'ý ITI ST

I ,. . r 1,3 1 . L P'iPr, KT + I ISt *P, F LN . F ,C ? , NINq)IC I? .A

*.j IS, *-"1 I,', , l,,t 1( I+3 X

.* . -'. ,.' , 3'( : , •?
.L.. .I IS IU;. A ,'t I+F _ i, L ý ,., AN,,F LO LIF,01WORK

} •.'. ' P I 's ' X o .L:'! ,. t . • ,4 L I t T .G I F I L , N T" , RF - L: .A A M 1 N E T H f c u,. RE $S [I

"r* 1.' C 1-,4 IGA,, TI4C,,o A'JL'tlLNS, YCiIfk rLtjkESSIO(4 HAS BEL(4 FUJJNO

J , - .• (I/ I# #11 ,•+x•[,.iV ,.. l,,) f. LEAV.,Vl', X,1[21

e , ( ý t-,' .. T s sL T "JtVI I LLK'IT, IN[.X ,13)

[;i,[ .... ;.!, b., T:+'

C
C ,;,, , SC ,:,iiICA',Cr uI- L'.CK CF FIT

[I'r 'P. . T . I, I Ti, % I%.,

Ii r I *,,t ,F Ck ) 2 Go TU 20

t- 3ITE I II

""6 C. OeC ce,C .; I'- '[, .•MALLtST 3" ,,,,lT

S .T *FL U T=3•

IF =

-S I F ,

I.IiJ LAI•I GL X . -N I CNT = ICNT
I. llI:.,':ll.;3 .l;4r,:l .lh A:s;31 -•• = IhNt +

L. F,. .' -I ITH CKITIC-:,L VAL k FI:L.R FTA bL
C.

-5

C I ASS , .LUI& ; ý r
i,-. i. ',: x ,a i o, l: i ll I O t 1

C .;,LETL I ,)LX m,.4 ill I , t.?.P mAY

I. , * I I L r,,;, I

' t596:Bes I) AvaCIbL(Ie Co
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Fortran IV Source statements (contd)

ITST - EFN SU1JkC.E STATEMECNT IF FN( S~

ýP. T:, 7C
6~ 1 '~ a I)FTE

IF(PT6LI t.'X).E4 TC 16C

IFfFL9LT.FTABL(I'4DX)) Gu TO d-

IFC-PASS.?,1d1l GO TO 65
*U ITEI 6.23

i5 ISTUP w I

C
)C T; CULUMI4 FRC'4 X iMATA4IX

I NDa "IF I
00 ;P: I * 1,,¶ROw
UO ;) J *19IND

47 A?I.( ) 19 X( I sJ

.,4CCL a - I

a. 1~ -; I IF,Nr.LP

i0..' I I I *q%~ 63e

-D.'A 1 '- J lviNCJL 
,

IFfISTOPEQ*1I Go To LZ) o

...AITE(6931 INDEXINPASS)
L,U TO 123

low -4;TEIO,4l INLJX
ISTZP N

1 2) AETUR14
kNO

597 Be st Available Copy



Fortran IV Source Statements (contd)
R U-

iEý33 - ..F\ i,..U-4LE STATI:MENT - IF N(S) -

C !b~t'.j TI L~U SE SC4 1 X9 No MI 94S ,:4,11 9C9k, IFv ORK( I HLD)
OZ ATE d''

C. :1 .0ne 4A T ICAL

C ~~S It V SLIMLLT A!, :.U!S c.o.T 1.jNS Lk INVEPY M-ATR ICI FS
%, L--S*4I PTI t 1

C Tit 14 SJF; CUT IC. 'oilLL. ),uL 0 AN Ns tAY r, SY STE'I Ck- )14UL TA14E OuS
C. cQUAT Ir ý,S soI TH f. A;- I T-ýAk NU:46EQ' J AI- i~GHT HA'~r) SIJUES OR
C, I N¶.;T A 'ATTAI X uiI m" )!-. Na. IN fiit PkOCESS, THL r(% OF
C TNt 4ý`TkIX AN ITS jfTL-141N4%T Akt EV&LUATLU. THE M¶ETHr)D
C. JSi.) IS T'sAT C-F C.AjJ)-J'IRu.AK v.1 TH Tt.TAL PIVIJT! NI. TO4E
C -(JUMNE\ "A.Y 8C i-U'. IN ýliUL[ C-1 U'JUALE P'RECISkION Ak ITH'4ETIC.
L 'sPh
C F 1, 'IST L..T Ii Zj s- I N kI T C UE F F.IC I LhT M A tklIX 9X I 191

401151Tji .iY -'e PIGHT HANV SILOCS. rL~k MIATRIX
4'Vý-iE, 15 IS HRSY LLCATILIN OF THF MATtt!X T3 RE

*I`,aV!zrTLi. &.E. x11,1i. A MUST 3!E 01lMN-SIUNý1)
T. Ti (;'.41 ,"t:;n I I. THE CALLIN'G P1,0O'4AM f~" C.ITHER

C LASE.
C~ UP Wili rAN.EOWS EvIJATIUNThS Tu BE SJLV[Ut

ý . ;,h'+,-t(4 '& 1GHT HA~W SIDES Frjtý SIMULTA-1EUJLS
L jllA I I S',L VTI Ch. ND B a F 0 A AT RI X I NVF-R S E.

-4 -4 . S%*.F6; SI 4ULTa.ECOUS FQULAT I )(4 SiJUT ION.
vS .1 F-J P4TkR IN4VERSE.

- ~5 '414 1 2 i~'jC. rx AS DEl-INFU IN1 CALLINc, PRUZ~kA'4.
C 5 .04' ~ K I'; 4Ao-%Y L-PENSIN'EO AS FLJLLUWS IN JCALLING

C "O~~CRi'%( ON I+Nu .
%, 7 IML D ^,.21\K I:.t A %Y ) I MENS IONEU AS FOL L OwS I N CALL I N(

C i, PCG La. '. . I HLPf PAN II .
C. .;U TPo T
C. X X(11 *T1KI h~Uot, X (NI 1) CU'NT A IN F I kST SOJLUT I1ON
C VcTZt~'. X(1,21 THHOUGtI X(N,2) CONTAIN SECOND
C. ý UUT I ( Vr-C TlIA ETC* FOR MATPIX INVERSE* THE
OL L'0.%Y x £-.)4TAI',S THE INVERSE '4ATRIX.
C. ..; O TEL)4Ir.A .T Jf; INFUT X.

C4 *RvO.CifeCI.K. IF E C. U.K., IF E-1.9 THE
C iATkIY. 3IF (,.CFFICIENTS AR~E SIN~GULAR. IF E a 2.
C St)L1JTI'jN 1Ip &TTEPMFTIU 9UT EQUJATIOINS 11AY B3E
C S PJCLAX( 011~ LI CCKOI TIUNCD.

C. ITc4%AL TECHIiIC.AL N,,T 4n~
0-.vL. Pi..ECISIO% SIM .ULT-%i~ELLS tQJUATION SOLVER OR MATRIX

C. I'Vr-v.~ ~UTI:ur i4J. 1,15 ALG 1963.
C. s. Gý. GI'iiS
C ýCl'iTIFIC CIGITA.L PA j~hhAMwlht, MRANCH
C A-11Y C')MPLTATIUei Ce4T!-P
C. AT.I:.,SEALe AL&A-44A10
C CJad 4 :T t Z
C, C-fltP#THE.JR-TIC;t. PkutiLL.45l SECTION

5:1e0TIFIC DIGITAL P;*.J(,,A1'MING BRANCH .C 24b

C AN'tY CU'4PtTATI~r4l CENTfR
C

5 Q.9Best Available Copy



Fortran IV Source Statements (Contd)

k~ EGA
SES35,d - r1N SOMRCE STATEMEN.T - 1PN(S1 -

5Ua-J'ITI4E SE5Cjt4lX.t4NS,Ni.4St41,CREoW.)RK.IHL03

C IF COAJLE PACCIS~flN IS DESIREC INSWk THE FLJLLUULNC, CARD0
C 3-:i~LE PRECISION x#wsflIKtYq0.SUMt~j

Dv'ýULE PAEC1S1ON X,9CiftK9Y9D9SUMoX1

LaEo. SUSO%.'22ý
Ag.o. SES~'02.ýC
30 21 I101N SE SOt2 6C,

21, 1HLU~al. SESOC27C
IFI4S3 694.6b SF s0C ý8

6 PICW SESOOZ90
1,~.9s" SES0~030
MI N I SFSOC310
Du 14 *I#N SF500320
DUJ 14 J 04 # NN S ES 00330

14 X (1,J I E-)*DC SE S00340
3., 1S I-lN SES00350
jet*%.' SFS00360

15 At I*Jla1.0D SES00370
GO TO163l SES00380

4 6eSES00390
16 J5J w.N qQ24SES$00400

SES00420
ON 1.00 SES0O'430
.43 36 181ON

3Iu 45 J&2tN
IFI2ABSIY).LT.A8StXilIJ3)YaE(1.JI

35 CJT I SUE

DJ to Jw1qINN

20 u1&' SES004,40
K~al-e- SES004SO
IF14K 13#1CP26 SES00460

26 LLuKd(*1 SEsnO47C
IJJul SES00480
LotI SESOO493

oluk'exSE SOOS C
DO 17 1IulLL SES00510
53 17 JwlLL SES00520
IFC.AoS~oaDRKI-ASIX(IIJI)31Sgl7,17 SESU`53ý

Id %'....(,j.XII. SES0054O
LNJI- 1'1 SES00550

17 jbjn4U SES00560
17 C*T V U ESES00570

ZFfIJJ-I)2#2v19 SES00580
19 00 2'. 110104 SES00590

Yox~it11, SES00600
Al I.1q)uKIII.Ijj) SES00610

20 4(ltIIiJ ey SES03620
IYeIHLDOI1) SES00630
IACiý( I i'ImLOIL) SES00640
IPILDI L 3@IY SES00650
n-U SES00660
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Fortran IV Source Statemecnts (concluded)

- I:4 Ai'UACF STATEAENT -IFN(S)

*L'1' S FLSu> 70
1. 0-1 iSMI~ L$ u 1#17*1#1 FU68

,J SFS 0'7 rO
Y * ~,,j ~ FS9071^.

~ I.1 4 U SFSU173')

Cjimjj-1 S (C ~

-- I ji ' U.

j - I- I j -X '

* ~ ~,lC ~.7C

23 LY-IL-.'12 I rS: .2
I tIL~.I I )I tL OtJ) SO Zt9 3.
SIrL.'I (J 12 ly SE ro4

J, & s E sii'CI
Y*X(I l& SESOC'7ib3
Al I I K I -X( .1,Vj SESF J7.

Z2 CL *,T I 4uE S StOC 49
E1 ; . SE SI! IZ5 6
6- 3 SE So 13 70

"Ann

Best Available Con,)



Fortran IV Source Statements (concluded)

At ,.J1I I o *3!t1O VL2JI
A aLei 'A41

I A

---. J ~-i At I-
4  

A I IA ' . I-* I .L f. I.6II -13 .

I2 **j a - t .jo&ii t

.. * . * 4;. t is 6 *'Ii

43 *- I.e.. Jt r410

V~t S''

It. I Ie MV EJ

At 1I . 1% 1 -A oKI FS fr

*. t,;- ( .
1) ,to

LI~V 4 %.F* I ~ hS ' ;W T,7r

1019~a


